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Preface

The Second Conference on Intermodal Freight Terminal
Design was held in New Orleans in March 1986. There
are more and more and larger and larger conferences
on the intermodal subject every year. The aim of
this conference, however, was to focus appropriate
attention on the most costly element of intermodal
service: the terminal. The conference theme, "Facing
the Challenge--The Intermodal Terminal of the Future," was borne out by a program that featured the
latest examples of the technologies involved.
In spite of all the recent activity in terminal
construction, expansion,
and
rehabilitation,
the
program participants indicated there is still plenty
of challenge left in the development of even more
efficient, high-productivity intermodal systems that
generate a lower net unit cost per container or
trailer handled.
In addition to providing new ideas of better ways
to plan, design, build, and operate more efficient
and productive intermodal terminals, it was also
hoped that the conference would provide an opportunity beyond the formal sessions for the attendees to
make new "crossmodal" friends and continue the sharing of information.
The conference was conducted by the Conuni ttee on
Intermodal Freight Terminal Design of the Transportation Research Board (TRB) with the cooperation of
the TRB Conuni ttees on Rail Freight Classification
Terminal Design and Intermodal Freight Transport and
the following organizations: American Association of
Port Authorities (AAPA), Facilities Engineering Com-

mittee; American Railway Engineering Association
(AREA), Yards and Terminals Conunittee; Containerization and Intermodal Institute (C&II); International
Cargo Handling Coordination Association, U.S. National Conunittee (ICHCA-USA); and National Railroad
Intermodal Association (NRIA).
Special recognition is given to Arne J. Bang,
Chairman, TRB Conunittee on Intermodal Freight Terminal Design, and Conference Chairman, for his hard
work in organizing the conference. Recognition is
also given to David H. Burns, Secretary, TRB Committee on Intermodal Freight Terminal Design, for presiding over the conference. Finally, a note of thanks
to the Port of New Orleans for hosting the conference.
This report is divided into four major parts that
correspond to the conference sessions. Recognition
is given here to the program participants whose
material is not included in this report: Session 1,
Surface Treatment, Verdi Adam, presiding officer;
Session 2, Current Facility Design and Construction
Projects, Henry G. Joffray, presiding officer, and
Douglas P. Smith and W.H. Tallman, who gave presentations; Session 3, Intermodal Equipment, John J.
Farrell, Jr., presiding officer, and Michael B.
Hargrove,
Thomas
A.
Gudiness,
Jack
Lanigan,
Frederick E. Boone, and Peter Cafiero, who gave
presentations; Session 4, Operations and Process
Control Systems, Gus Welty, presiding officer.
A complete list of the conference participants appears at the back of this report.
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Keynote Address: Terminal of the Future
R.M. Katims
Container Transport Technology
Clark, New Jersey

Twenty-five years ago capital investment in containerization was primarily by two companies, Matson
and Sea-Land. This investment in 9 ships, 20 ,000
containers, 3 container cranes, and 4 specialized
container terminals had a total capital value of
less than $200 million. In comparison, today's investment in worldwide containerization exceeds $76
billion.
During the past 25 years this writer has had the
opportunity to participate, with Sea-Land and other
companies, in the basic decisions that are necessary
when vast investments in containerization are made.
For example, decisions must be made about
• Role of standardization in such areas as container sizes,
• Balance between the capital and the labor
components of investment,
• Type of land systems,
• Required vessel sizes and cranes on board
vessels or on shore, and
• Intermodal connections.

After 14 years at Sea-Land as Vice President of
Engineering the writer joined Puerto Rico Marine
Management, Inc. (PRMMI), as Vice President of Operations. During those 4 years he found out what the
operators, users, shippers, and labor thought of the
decisions engineers were making and the resultant
effect on operations and sales.
During the last B years in the consulting business the writer has attempted to combine an engineering background with practical operations experience. A valuable lesson learned from this experience
is that it is important to consider the ultimate
user and the human factor in what is planned and
constructed.
In an attempt to quantify future investment in
containerization, a graph relating investment to
projected number of future 20-ft equivalent units
(TEUs) to be handled in the world's ports is shown
in Figure 1. Overlaid is a proportional increase in
the $76 billion current investment in containerization. The result shows a total new spending of $54
billion: $30 billion for vessels, $10 billion for
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FIGURE 1 Containers handled worldwide 1960-2000.
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equipment, and $14 billion for terminals. Capital
investment is defined as the cost of vessels, equipment, and facilities dedicated solely to containerization. It does not include infrastructure such as
dredged
harbors
or
highway
construction
costs.
Equipment is rolling stock only. Cranes and cargohandling gear are included under terminals.
If an optimistic forecast were used, 30 percent
would be added for a total of $70 billion new investment: $39 billion for vessels, $13 billion for
equipment, and $18 billion for terminals.
In reviewing this graph many questions arise. The
first is how good are the numbers? The writer is not
an economist, but he did review the rationale used
and found it to be reasonable. The proportional approach to investment and moves is simplistic and
ignores such factors as inflation, transshipment,
load centers, and replacement of assets. In the
writer's opinion the pluses and minuses of these
factors will balance out.
The same proportional evaluation was done using
information from another source. As shown in Figure
2, using world container ship capacity to the year
2000, the total investment related to the realistic
projection is again $130 billion. In the writer's
opinion, these huge sums will be spent on new, modern
vessels so as to minimize per slot costs. The equipment number may appear high in light of today's depressed production, but new sizes, shapes, and types
uf cargoes will ppur a resurgence of equipment c..:unstruction.
Spending on facilities will occur primarily because of expansion and growth of containerization
into areas of the world where containerization is an
emerging technology. Figure 3 is a breakout of Figure 1 using the Figure 1 optimistic projection. Notice the large growth percentages in Africa, Southeast Asia, and especially South and Central America.
To plan and construct these assets, many technological decisions must be made. The agenda of this
conference covers many basic issues ranging from
facility design criteria, to the relationship of
design to intermodality, to future operations and

process control systems. For engineers it is an opportunity to get to know the operators, and for
operators it is a chance to tell the engineers "the
facts of life."
Certain factors and technologies should be considered in the design of the container terminal of
the future:
1. Terminal design starts with vessels. Future
vessels will be even larger than Panamax. Frequency
of sailing will decrease and fast turnaround times
will be required. Thus terminals must be designed
for both peaking and low utilization.
2. Container sizes will vary greatly with the
needs of customers and intermodal economics. Thus
future terminals must be flexible in size and equipment capability, and positive container identification systems must be perfected and installed.
3. Crane productivity must be made to rise
significantly. New innovative use of buffer systems
and methods of delivery to shipside must be made
together with agreeable accommodations with labor.
4. Intermodal interchange will be more important
each year, especially as the domestic freight of
countries becomes highly integrated with international freight.
The following is a list of specific, prom1s1ng
state-of-the-art and emerging technologies recently
identified:

1.

State-of-the-art technologies
Infrared data transmission systems,
• Double-trolley container cranes,
• Multitrailer systems, and
• Integrated terminal design and operations.
2. Emerging technologies
• Automated trim and list control systems,
Cell guides for container stowage on deck,
• Semiautomated or fully automated cranes,
• Buffer systems to decouple major equipment and reduce dead time,
• Chassis guide systems to speed container
placements,
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FIG URE 3 Containers handled by world port regions 1978-1998, optimistic forecast.

• Passive
and
active/passive
equipment
identification systems,
• Automated container storage and retrieval
systems,
• Automated guided vehicles,
• Voice recognition technology for
equipment commands and data entry,
• Hand-held interactive computer terminals,
• Advanced rail car and chassis designs,
• Stowage planning systems,
• Decision support computer models,
• Networking and data base management systems, and
• Crane simulators and operations simulators for planning purposes and for personnel
training.
With all this technology in place and with the
cooperation of labor, the writer envisions a container terminal where

•Vessel turnaround is 12 hr,
• Container crane production exceeds 60 boxes
per hour,
• All cargo clears ports in 24 hr with certain
intermodal cargoes assigned to liner trains clearing
in less than 12 hr,
• Terminal never closes nor has any labor difficulties, and
• Costs through the terminal are less than $100
per container.
Many would say this can never happen, but, with
technology and a need to remain competitive in the
world, this goal needs to be met. This conference
and exchange of views should be the start of a process that will result in transportation users of the
next 25 years being able to take advantage of the
technology of the future.

Part 1
Surface Treatment

Pavement Design of Gantry Crane Lanes for the
Port of Portland
C.A. Bell

R.G. Hicks
Transportation Research Institute, Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon
D. Irvine

Port of Portland
Portland, Oregon

The pavement design of gantry crane lanes for the principal container facility of
the Port of Portland is described. The pavement design was required to replace
deteriorated sections of portland cement concrete pavement in an area subject
to heavy trafficking. Traffic included forklift trucks and regular trucks as well
as gantry cranes with wheel loads of as much as 80,000 lb. Alternate portland
cement concrete and asphalt concrete pavement designs were investigated, and
an evaluation of construction and drainage considerations and joint sealants was
made. The alternate designs were investigated using layered elastic analysis and
finite element techniques. Critical responses were compared with allowable
fatigue criteria to estimate design life. The favored alternate design was 22 in.
of reinforced portland cement concrete. Work began in June 1985 to replace
the deteriorated sections with this alternate in three out of eight container
storage areas. To minimize disruption of the facility, the storage areas are
being closed one at a time and the contract will take about 2 years.

Terminal 6 is the principal container facility for
the Port of Portland. Berths 604 and 605 were constructed in 1973 using 20 in. of stabilized base and
2 to 3 in. of dense-graded asphalt concrete. The
stabilized base
is a mixture of
hydraulically
dredged sand, lime, cement, and pozzolan, designated
LCPF.
The initial designs for Berths 604 and 605 subsequently experienced performance problems
(e.g.,
shoving and distortion of the asphalt concrete) in
the gantry crane wheel paths. In 1970 the deteriorated sections were removed and replaced with fibrous concrete.
These sections also experienced
early distress (e.g., cracking of the fibrous concrete slab) • This pavement was removed in 1900 and
replaced with 6 in. of reinforced concrete pavement
placed directly on LCPF. The slab is 5 ft by 60 ft
with reinforcing steel passing through the joint. By
November 1984 a considerable amount of this lane had
experienced distress (e.g., cracking, spalling, and
subsequent distortion).
Berth 603 was constructed in 1981. This berth
used 18-in.-deep reinforced concrete slabs as gantry
crane lanes. As of November 1904 there were no visible problems in these travel lanes.

1. A 10-in. PCC slab with top and bottom reinforcement,
2. A 16-in. PCC slab with no reinforcement, and
3. A 6-in. a s phalt concrete pavement to replace
the existing PCC travel lane.
This study was directed at evaluating
nates using analytical techniques.

these alter-

STUDY APPROACH
'.l'he approach used in the conduct of this study was
as follows:
1. Site visit. On November 2, 1984, a visit to
Terminal 6 was made to evaluate the condition of the
travel lanes.
2. Collection of pavement materials data. Information on cross sections and materials properties
was collected and summarized.
3. Collection of traffic data. Information on
vehicle types, loading and expected traffic volumes,
and performance objectives (design life) was collected.
4. Structural analysis. The three alternatives
were evaluated using layered elastic and finite element techniques. Critical responses were compared
with allowable fatigue criteria to estimate design
life.
5. Evaluation of design details. An evaluation
of such details as construction and drainage considerations and joint sealants was also made.

Each of these elements is described hereafter, followed by final recommendations for repair of the
travel lanes in Berths 604 and 605.

PRELIMINARY DESIGN DATA
Performance Evaluation

PURPOSE OF STUDY
To correct the problems with the 6-in. portland cement concrete (PCC) pavement lanes in Berths 604 and
605, three repair strategies were investigated:

On November 2, 1984, a visit to Terminal 6 was made
to
1.

Determine the type of pavement distress,

7
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2. Identify possible causes of the observed distress, and
3. Identify the types of vehicles operating on
the facilities.
P~v cme nt

Co nd ition

The distress observed in the concrete
generally con sisted of

travel

lanes

1, Longitudinal cracks in the concrete slab
(Figure 1) , followed by transverse cracks, followed
by spalling in the center crack i n the lane;
2. Minor spalling of the longitudinal joint between the PCC and the asphalt concrete (AC) (Figure
2) 1

3. Patching of slabs with asphalt concrete (Figure 3); and
4. Patching of slabs with metal plates (Figure

Cause of Distress
The reinforced concrete slab apparently functioned
like a beam on a uniform foundation. In places, the
passage of a crane caused noticeable movement in the
slab. If moisture were present, pumping of the
underlining base (LCPF) was observed. On the basis
of t hese brief observations , it appeared that
1.
The slab dimension (6 in.) was insufficient
to preclude initial longitudinal cracking of the mat;
2. Water entered the crack and edge joints;
3. Passage of heavy loads resulted in excessive
slab deflection and pumping of water and the LCPF
base material, creating a void beneath the concrete
slab; and
4. General slab breakup had occu rr ed, which had
been repaired either with asphalt concrete or metal
plates.

4).

The extent of distress appeared to be greater in the
following areas:

All of this distress was observed in Berths 604 and
605. There was no major distress noted in Berth 603.

1 . Where forklifts and trucks cross the concrete
slab (roadway between Berths 604 and 605) and

.

.

FIGURE 1 Longitudinal cracking of slab with subsequent spalling.

FIGURE 3 AC patching of slab deterioration .

I

i

,••

...

I

FIG URE 2 Spalling of longitudinal joint between the PCC slab
and the asphalt concrete.

..

~.

FIGURE 4 Patching of slab with metai piate.
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2. Generally in one of the travel lanes, which
could be related to the method of loading or unloading the trucks.

development of MS-1
by

(2_). This relationship is given

N = 18.4 (C) (4.32 x 10-3 e,-3.29 E-o.ss4)

Ma t e ri al Proper ties

(2)

where

Performing a computer analysis using either layered
elastic theory or finite element techniques requires
a knowledge of certain material properties. These
include the properties given in Table L
It should
be recognized that the accuracy of the analysis is
directly related to the accuracy of the material
properties used. Because material testing was not
part of this project, all values were based on previous work at Terminal 6 or on standard literature.
The values selected for use in the analysis are described next.

Property

Asphalt concrete surface

Elastic modulus

LCPF-base
Subgrade

Fatigue curves
Elastic modulus
Poisson's ratio
Flexural strength or fatigue curve
Elastic modulus
Poisson's ratio
Tensile strength or fatigue curve
Elastic modulus
Poisson's ratio

For this material a modulus of 4 x 10 6 psi with a
Poisson's ratio of 0 .15 is normally recommended by
the Portland Cement Association and the fatigue relationship is given in Table 2 Ci). No measured data
were available for a modulus of rupture (strength) ,
which can be assumed to be no greater than 800 psi.

LCPF Mixture

Asphalt Concrete Surface
Two sources of literature were used to determine the
needed properties of this material:
1. Properties for Oregon mixes (modulus) developed by Oregon Department of Transportation (.!_) and
2. Work by the Asphalt Institute (modulus, fatigue) C~rll.
For modulus, Oregon mixes have
from 200,000 to 400,000 psi at
the mix characteristics (asphalt
gradation). The Asphalt Institute
of the following equation:

E

Portland Cement Concrete

Poisson's ratio

Portland cement concrete surface

c

number of load application associated with
strain level £tr
function of voids and asphalt content (C =
lOM) ,
4.84 [Vb/(Vv +Vb)) - 0.69,
volume of asphalt (%),
volume of air voids (%),
tensile strain in the asphalt layer (in./
in.), and
modulus (psi) •

Fatigue curves for asphalt concrete as a function of
modulus are shown in Figure 5.

TABLE I Material Properties Needed for Design Analysis
Material

N

values that range
25°C, depending on
type and aggregate
recommends the use

In previous work by Barenberg (2) a modulus of 1.5 x
10 6 psi was used for this material. Poisson's ratio
would be on the order of 0.20. No flexural strength
data were available for the in situ materiali however, work by Yang (.§_) would indicate compressive
strengths Cfcl to be as follows:
Initial
La y er
LCPF A
LCPF B
LCPF C

fc

(ps i )
1 ,600
1,000
800

Current
fc
(psi )
3 , 200
2,000
1,600

Flexural
Strength
(ps i)
64 0
400
320

Elastic
Modulus
(psi )
2 ,4 00 , 00 0
1 , 500,000
1,200,000

Mr = 0.2 fc for f lexu ra l s t reng th, and E = 750 fc for
elastic modulus. The se modulus values are similar to
those used by Barenberg (~) and were selected for
use in this study.

(!)
Subgrade
where

q

asphalt concrete modulus (psi);
regression constants equal to 3.8 x
10 6 , 1.0046, and 1.451
mix temperature (°F).

This results in the following values
values as a function of temperature:
Temperatu r e
50
60
70
77

(°F)

for

modulus

Modulus (psi)
1,000,000
669,000
432,000
313,000

Because this equation yields (at 25°C) about the
same modulus as tests on the Oregon cores, it was
used to select moduli for the analysis. A Poisson's
ratio value of 0.4 is also recommended.
The failure criterion used for fatigue is the one
developed by the Asphalt Institute for use in the

In prior work by Yang (.§_), plate bearing and dutch
cone penetrometer tests were performed to evaluate
the condition of the sand subgrade. His data indicated that modulus of the subgrade ranged from 4,500
to 9,000 psi with an average of 6,500 psi. In design, he used a value of 5,000 psi (about the 90
percentile value). It would be expected that with
traffic the sand would densify and the modulus would
be increased. Therefore, for this analysis modulus
values of 5,000, 10,000, and 15,000 psi were selected. Poisson's ratio was assumed to be 0.4.

Traffic Considerations
Various types of vehicles operate
crete travel lanes. They include

over

these

con-

1. Several types of gantry cranes that operate
directly on the concrete slab (Figures 6 and 7) ;
these are all rubber-tired vehicles.
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FIGURE 5 Fatigue relationship for asphalt concrete jl\1S-l (3)).

TABLE 2 Stress Ratio and Allowable
Load Repetitions, PCA'
Stress R•t io

All owable Re.petitions

0.5 1
0.55
0.60
0.65
0,70

400,000
130,000
32,000
R nnn

2,000

a After Tlllckne.ss Design for Concrete PaPeme11ts
(4),

FIGURE 7 Second view of gantry crane operating on PCC slab.

FIGURE 6 Gantry cranes operating on PCC slab.
2. Several types of rubber-tired forklifts that
operate either parallel to or at angles to the concrete travel lanes (Figure 8).
3. Fully loaded trucks that operate either
parallel or at angles to the concrete slab (Figure
9).

Table 3 gives a sununary of the vehicles operating in
ea ch category. Details on the vehicle gear configurations are shown in Figure 10. Table 4 gives a summary of the expected operations for the gantry
cranes and for the forklifts and loaded trucks (at
the crossings).
For the purposes of this analysis, each gantry
crane was analyzed separately for evaluation of the
travel lanes and the

forklift was consi<lered to be

FiGURE 8 Other vehicies operating in Terminal 6 area.
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0

I

I

74.0'

0
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8:Jz12'

0
0

0

1.

(a) Pace co Crane

I

76.12'

~

( b) Hitachi Crane

1.75'

H

00

8:::::r2.25'

8

.1
- 75'

( c) Starcan Crane

(d) CAT V925 Forklift

FIG URE 10 Layout of wheels for vehicles.
FIGURE 9 Second view of other vehicles operating in Terminal 6
area.
TABLE 3 Types of Vehicles Working
Berths 604 and 605
Type

Number•

the design vehicle at the crossing between Berths
604 and 605. The truck was considered only in terms
of a damage equivalency factor
(F).
[F = (Truck
wheel load/Forklift wheel load)'= (9/55) • = 0.0007.]
This implied that the combined total crossings per
year would be 520 (forklift) plus 53,500 x 0.0007
(truck) for a total of 557 crossings per year.

Gan try Lanes
Paceco
Hitachi
Starcon

4
2
2b

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATE DESIGNS
Appx:oa ch

Fork Lifts
CAT V925
Taylor

2
2

Trucks
Standard
5-axle truck

Each of the alternate pavement sections was analyzed
using
1.

N/A
N/A

8

0ne crane per Jane per berth. Ttiis number may
decrease to six cranes because of maintenance
needs.
bvehicle 471 started operation on 4/26/83, and
vehicle 470 start ed operation on 3/5/83.

Linear

elastic

models

[ELSYM5

Ill

2.

Finite element techniques [ILLISLAB

Operations• per Day

Passesb

Annual Passes

Lane 1

15 ops/hr x 8 hr/day= 120 ops/day

60/day

Lane 2-4

IO ops/hr x 8 hr/day= 80 ops/day

40/day

5 days/wk x 52 wk/yr x 10 passes=
15,600 passes/yr
5 days/wk x 52 wk/yr x 40 passes=
10,400 passes/yr
5 days/wk x 52 wk/yr x IO passes=
2,600 passes/yr

Gantry Cranes

Crossing between
Berths 604 and
605

10/day

Fork Lifts
Crossing between
Berths 604 and
605

10/week

10 passes/wk x 52 wk/yr= 520
passes/yr

l 07,000 annual passes

107,00/2 = 53,500 passes/yr on inbound and outbound sides

Loaded Trucks
Crossing between
Berths 604 and
605
3

PCA

(~)].

The analyses used in both models assumed the material properties and cross sections shown in Figure
11. The loads and contact areas for each vehicle and
analysis are shown in Figure 12. In the case of the

TABLE 4 Number of Passes per Area
Area

and

!!ll and

0 ne o per1 1lon means moving a box from a truck to the stack or from the stack to a truck.
bEinimarc 50 percent of total operations cause a crane to pass a point at the center of each berth.
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6 In. Portlond Cement Concrete
E 1 • 4,000,000 psi
., • 0 .15

6 in. Asphalt Concrete
Et • 400 or 1,000 ksi

v,.

-

-

0.4

LCPF
4in.AMix
E • 2,000,000 psi, v • 0 .2
6in.BMix
E • 1,500,000 psi, v •0.2

LCPF
4 in. A Mix
E • 2 ,000,000 psi , v • 0.2
6 in. B Mix
E• 1,500,000 psi, v =0.2

t-

6 1n. C Mix
E= 1,000,000 psi, v = 0.2

6in.CM i<
E• 1,000,000 psi, v •0.2

Subgrade E 3 • 5, 10or1:5 ksi

Subgrade k 3 • 200 pci

ELSYM5 and PCA models the width of the lanes was assumed to be infinite. In the case of the finite element models, the width was finite (5 ft). Both
cracked and uncracked slabs were considered in the
finite element analysis.
For each case, the maximum stresses at the bottom
of the surface layer and the stabilized base were
calculated and compared with available criteria to
estimate the number of load applications to cause
fatigue failure.

(b) Existing Section

(a) Flexible Alternate

Results
16 in . Portland Cement Concrete
E 1 • 4,000,000 psi
., • 0.15

10 in . Portland .Cement Concrete
E 1 = 4,000,000 psi
., • 0.15
LCPF
6 in . B Mix
,_ E • 1,500,000 psi, v = 0.2
6 in . C Mix
E • 1,000,000 psi, v • 0.2

LCPF
61n.CMix
E • 1,000,000 psi, v • 0 .2

(c) Rig id-Alternate 1

For the asphalt section (Figure 11), ELSYM5 was used
to calculate the tensile strain in the asphalt layer
and the tensile stress in the LCPF for four vehicles:
l.
2.
3.
5.

Subgrade k 3 = 200 pci

Subgrade k 3 • 200 pcl

Asphalt Section

(d) Rigid-Alternate 2

Paceco,
Hitachi,
Starcon, and
Cat V925.

22 in. Portland Cement Concrete
E 1 • 4,000,000 psi
., • 0 .15

For each case, two asphalt concrete moduli were used
corresponding to summer (4 x 10 5 psi) and winter
(10• psi) temperatures. Also, the LCPF was con-

Subgrade k 2 • 200 pci
(el Rigid-Alternate 3

The modulus assigned to the
cracked condition
(75,000 psi) was based on the assumption that the
base would correspond to a high-quality crushed rock
material after undergoing fatigue failure. The results of the analyses are summarized in Table 5.

··-----··-.::! ____
1...n

FIGURE 11 Cross sections for pavements analyzed.

1._..L

O.'- J'\.t" 'I,.:.

., .!..._ .!_ . __

"-" U 11UJ. t...t. V ll!O

<r

Concrete Section

0

...

2
oA=782in
r;- = 110 psi

Paceco Crane

....

0
0

ELSYM5, PCA, and ILLISLAB programs were used to calculate stresses in the concrete slabs (6, 10, 16,
and 22 in.) and in the stabilized base (16, 12, 6,
and 0 in.). With ILLISLAB, stresses were also calculated for a cracked and an uncracked slab. The
ELSYM5 results are summarized in Table 6, and those
for PCA and ILLISLAB are given in Tables 7 and 8,
respectively. Due to the relatively high cost of
operating ILLISLAB, fewer cases were examined than
with the other two analyses.
The sections were first evaluated assuming the
LCPF to be uncracked where the modulus varied from
l x 10 6 to 2 x 10 6
(for ILLISLAB an average of
1.5 x lo• psi was used). Subsequent analyses were
made using a cracked LCPF base with the modulus
equal to 75,000 psi.

2
A=404in
r;-= 110 psi

Hitachi Crane

2
A= 292 in ,
r;-=180psi >

A= 540 in

':>.

2

00

'

r;-• 101 psi

Starcon Crane

CAT V925 Forklift

(a) ELSYM5 and PCA Analyses
Evaluation of Results
36"

'>

25"

0 22"

;..

Critical Vehicle

016"

r;- = 110 psi

r;- • 110 psi

Paceco Crane

0
'>

Hitachi Crane

21"

14u

014"
.
..
r;-=180ps1
21
Starcon Crane

;..

>

'

21

11

0027"
r;- = 101 psi
CAT V925 Forklift

( b) ILLISLAB Analyses
FIGURE 12 Design footprints for vehicles.

'::.

Examination of Tables 5-8 shows that the Starcon
crane was the critical (most damaging) vehicle according to all analyses. The tensile stresses in the
PCC slab and the LCPF base were the best indicators
of the critical vehicle. The ILLISLAB program is the
best indicator of trends due to varying the pavement
cross section and due to different vehicles, as will
be discussed furthe r. Table 8 giv es some extremely
high tensile stres ses in all pa vements due to the
Starc<•n. These stresses were approximately 30 perceiit 9 ·eaL~L thdn those caused by the Paceco crane
or Cat ·1925 forkli f t, and 2 1/2 time s those caused
by the ,'itachi cran e . The differences we.re not as
pronounceL in the results of the other analyses.
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TABLE 5 Summary of Results of ELSYM5 Analyses-Flexible Alternate
PAVEMENT DESCRIPTI ON

( See Figure
for
general cross-section)
Asphalt Concrete Modulus (psi ) :
Base Modu l i (psi )

lxl0

6

lxl0

6

2xl0

6
6

Lay er A:

2xl0

Layer B:
Layer C:

l.Sxlo
6
lxl0

Subg rade Modulus ( po i) :

5,000

10 ,000

184
3. 1

163
6.0

6

lxl0

l .Sxl0
6
lxl0

2xl0
6

6

4xl0

6

1. 5xl0
6
lxl0

2xl0
6

5

4xl0

6

1. 5xl0

2xl0
6

5

4xl0

6

2xl0

6

5

lxl0

6

l. 5xl0
6
lxl0

6

6

lxl0

6

I xl0

6

4xl0

5

4xl0

5

5
4xl o
75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

7 5 ,ODO

7 5. 000

75 ,000

7 5. 000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

7 5 ,000

7 5 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

7 5 ,000

10,000

15 ,000

lxlnn

1. 5xl0
6
lxl0

15 ,000

5 ,000

10,000

15 ,000

5 ,000

10,000

15 ,000

5 ,000

149
7. 7

215
3 .8

187
6 .o

l 70
7. 7

.000251
73 .6
10.8
143

.000229
54 .1
15. 8

.000217
42. 9
l 9 .4

.000204
84. 3
12 .6
156

.000442
QI. 5
12. 5
171

. 000415
68. l
18.5
109

• 000399
54 . 3
22 .~
84. 5

.00047 l
106
14. 7
186

.00037 5
83.9
l l.8
17!

.000289
61
16. 9
107

.000273
47. 9
20. 3
81.]

• 000286
94. 7
13. 6
187

VEHICLE PARAMETER

Paceco Crane
Mex . tensi l e strain in ACF ( in / in )
Max. tensile stre.ee _in base (psi)
Max. vertical stress in s.g. (pe~1
Max . s ur f a c e de f lection ( in x 10 )
Hitachi Crane
Max. tensile strain in ACP (in/in)
Max. tensile stress in base (psi)
Max. vertical stress in s.g . (ps,!-j
Mex. surface deflection (in x 10 )

Stercon Crane
Mex. tensile strain in ACP (in / in)
Ma x. tensile stress in base (p s i)
Max. vertical stress in s . g. ( ps!!
Max. surface deflection (in x 10 )

llO

93

86

121
2. I

108
3. 2

100
4 .2

222
3.8

198
5.8

183
7 .4

259
4.6

229
6.9

2ll
8. 9

92

7l

CAT V925 Forklift

Max . ten s ile strain in ACP (in/in )
Max. tensile etress in base ( psi)
Max. vertical stress in s.g. (ps!!
Max. surface def l ection (in x 10 )

248
4 .4

Fatigue Life Estimates
ELSYM5 analyses for the flexible alternate (Table 5)
indicated that there was no tensile strain in the
asphalt concrete when the base was uncracked and,
therefore, no fatigue would occur. However, the tensile stress in the base is probably sufficient to
lead to eventual fatigue of the base and therefore
to a reduced modulus of the base. Subsequently, tensile strains would occur in the asphalt concrete but
would be small enough to allow projection of a long
life. The critical vehicle for this situation was
the Starcon crane, which caused a tensile strain of
442 to 471 microstrain c10-' in./in.) depending on
the stiffness of the asphalt concrete (Table 5 with
EsG = 5,000 psi). Figure 5 shows that thi s would
still allow a furthe r 50,000 load applications of
this vehicle. Hence, fatigue appeared to be a minor
problem with the flexible alternate, but, due to the
high compressive stresses,
permanent deformation
could be a problem.
Figure 13 shows the fatigue data for the portland
cement concrete given in Table 2. Estimation of the
number of applications of a given vehicle to cause
fatigue failure is achieved by determining the
stress ratio and entering the figure or chart to
read the appropriate value. The stress ratio is the
value of the estimated repeated tensile stress (a)
divided by the modulus of rupture (MR) of the concrete.
The modulus of rupture (MR) of the FCC was not
measured for this project, neither were compressive
strengths (from which MR could be estimated). However, MR values are typically 650 to 700 psi for new
FCC and rarely more than 800 psi for older samples.
It may be seen from the ILLISLAB analyses (Table 8)
that predicted tensile stresses were in excess of
400 psi for many of the cases examined. For the
existing pavement (6 in. of PCC, Columns 1-4, Table
8), if the LCPF base was assumed to be uncracked and
to have a high modulus (l.5 x 10 6 psi), the edge
stress due to the Starcon crane was more than 500
psi in both the FCC and the LCPF. Al though the as-

sumed modulus of the LCPF ranges from 2.4 to 1.2 x
10 6 psi, it was necessary to adopt an average
value for the analysis, and that of the middle layer
(l.5 x 10 6 psi) was adopted. The level of stress
predicted for the LCPF should cause fatigue failure,
hence alternate analyses were carried out for a reduced modulus (75,000 psi). The stresses resulting
in the FCC for this situation are extremely high,
indicating that when the LCPF cracks the FCC slab
will deteriorate rapidly. Though the stresses appear
to be unrealistically high, ILLISLAB gives a better
indication than PCA or ELSYM5.
Because the predicted tensile stresses in the FCC
were in excess of the possible modulus of rupture,
none of the predicted stresses could be used 01r ectly to predict a fatigue life. However, the following equation should apply if fatigue failure had
occurred:
(3)

where n1, n 2 , n 3 , and n 4 are the actual number of
load applications for vehicles 1, 2, 3, and 4, and
Ni, N2,
N3, and N4 are the numbers of load
applications to cause failure for these vehicles.
For any vehicle causing a stress ratio of less
than 0.5, the fatigue life is infinite. According to
the ILLISLAB analyses for the existing section with
an uncracked base, the stresses due to the Paceco
and Hitachi cranes are both less than half of the
likely MR value when the load is in the center of
the slab. Therefore, on the basis of this loading
position, only the Starcon crane was likely to be
the cause of initial fatigue of the slab. However,
it was most likely that fatigue initiated in the
LCPF and that when the LCPF cracked the high
stresses in the PCC caused rapid deterioration of
the surface. The data given in Table 9 indicate that
there are approximately 10,000 to 15,000 crane
operations per year depending on the lane. For the 4
years (1980-1984) that the cranes had operated on
the FCC slab, this leads to from 40,000 to 60,000
total operations per lane. The actual distribution
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TABLE 6 Summary of ELSYMS Analysis-Required Pavement Section
PAVEMENT DESCRIPTION
PCC Thickness (in):

6

PCC Modulus (psi):

4x 10

Base Thickness (in):
Base Modulus (psi)
Layer A:
Layer B:

6
6

4xl0

16

6
6

16
6

2x 10

6

4xl0

16
6
2xl0
6
!. 5xl0
6
lx!0

2x10 6
6

6

4x10

!. 5xl0
6
lxl0

6

6

10

10

4x 10 6

4x10 6

4x!0

i2

12

6
6

4xl0

6

16

16

16

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

10,000

15,000

Layer C:

!. 5x 10
6
lxl0

Subgrade Modu l us (psi):

5 ,000

10,000

15,000

5 ,000

149
2. 4

134
3. 7

124
4. 9

1160
50. 5
7. 8

84
!. 3

75
2. 0

71
2. 6

182
3. 0

162
4. 5

150
5.8

171

153
4. 3

10

10
6

4x10

6

4x10

12

10
6

12

6
6
6 75 ,000
2xl0
2xl0
2x10
!. 5x 106 !. 5x 106 l. 5xl0 6 75 ,000
6
6
6
lxl0
lxl0
75 ,000
l xl0
5 ,000 10,000 15 ,000
5 , 000

10

4x10

6

4x10

6

12

12

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75,000

10,000

15,000

VEHICLE PARAMETER
Paceco Crane
Max. tensile stress in slab (psi)

Max. tensile stress in base (psi)
Max. vertical stress in s .g. (psij
Max . surface deflection (in x 10- )
Hitachi Crane
Max. tensile stress in slab (psi)
Max. tensile stress in base (psi)
Max. vertical stress in s.g . (psn
Max. surface deflection (in x 10 )
Starcon Crane
Max. tensile stress in slab !psi)
Max. t e nsile stress in base psi)
Max, vertical stress in s.g. (psij
Max. surface deflection (in x 10- )
CAT V925 Forklift
Max. tensile stress in slab (psi)
Max. t e nsile stress in base (psi)
Max. vertical stress in s.g. (psi~
Max. surface deflection (i n x 10- )

2. 8

117
144
2. 3

108
129
3.6

102
119
4. 7

81
80
1.3

76

72
2. 0

73
67
2.6

1490
62
9.1

168
176
3.0

156
156
4.4

148
144
5. 6

990
62
9. z

lf;f;

}d~

:~

2. 7

4. 2

5.8

138

841
26

1030
31

757

128

PAVEMENT DESCRIPTION
PCC Thickness (in):
PCC Modulus (in):

16

16

4xl0

6

16

4xl0

6

Base Thickness (in):
Base Modulus (psi)
Layer A:

6

2x10

6

Layer C:
Subgrade Modulus (psi):

5 ,000

2x10
6

6

!. 5x 10
6
lxl0

2xl0
6

10,000

16

4x10

6

!. 5x 10
6
lx!0

Layer B:

16

4x10

6

!. 5x 10
6
lxl0

6

15,000

6

4xl0

16
6

4x10

22
6

22

4x10

6

6

6

0

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 ,000

75 , 000

75 ,000

75,000

5,000

10,000

6

22

4xl0

6

4xl0

6

0

0

75,000

75 ,000

75,000

75 ,000

75,000

75 ,000

75 , 000

75,000

75,0DO

75,DOO

15,000

5,000

10,000

15 ,000

VEHICLE PARAMETER
Paceco Crane

245
115
2. 0

223
104
3. 2

209
97
4.1

142
64

130
58

123
54
2.2

Starcon Crane
Max. tensile stress in slab (psi)
Max. tensile stress in base (psi)
Max . vertical stre s s in s.g. (psij
Max. surface deflection (in x 10- )

309
141
2 .6

277
125
3.8

260
116
4.9

576
12

CAT V925 Forklift
Max. tensile stress in slab (psi)
Max. tensile stress in base (psi)
Max . vertical stres s in s.g. (psij
Max. surface deflection (in x 10- )

237
173
2. 3

257
3. 7

241
92
4. 7

442
13
3.0

Max.
Max .
Max.
Max.

tensile stress in slab (psi)
tensile stress in base (psi)
vertical stress in s.g. (psn
surface deflection (in x 10 )

Hitachi Crane
Max. tensile stress in slab !psi)
Max . tensile stress in base psi)
Max . vertical stress in s.g . (psH
Max. surface deflection (in x 10 )

119

of the gantry cranes for each lane is given in Table
9. Table 10 gives the results for Lane 1.
As indicated, the calculated stress for the edge
condition for both the Paceco and the Starcon vehicles exceeded the allowable stress indicating the
occurrence of distress; however, the rate of distress was probably accelerating because of the increased
operations
of
the
destructive
Starcon
vehicle. This would indicate that the analysis approach used (ILLISLAB) was reasonable in pr e dicting

478
10

280

252

187

1.85

2. 7

6. 0

distress. It should be noted that the maximum load
ratings for the vehicles were used in the analyses.
Information available at the time indicted that the
cranes could be operating at about 70 percent of
their capacity. Because pavement response is approximately linear in relation to the load, the stress
for the cranes (Table 8) should proh11hly bl" n,,.creased by about 30 percent.
For
the
cranes,
the
edge
loading produced
stresses about 30 to 50 percent higher than for the
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TABLE 7 Summary of Results from PCA Analyses
PAVEMENT DESCR I PTION
16

16

4xl0 6

4xl0 6

4xl0

n/a

n/ a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

500

200

830

500

200

200

100

50

427

612

716

279

301

343

204

221

238

992

364

394

448

175

187

208

122

131

140

1482

1814

668

736

862

356

363

414

247

268

288

1145

1468

543

611

734

287

315

367

223

244

266

6

6

10

10
6

6

4xl0 6

4xl0

16

16

16

12

12

12

E (psi):
2

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Modulus of Subgrade
Reaction (pci):

830

500

200

830

1088

1235

1510

764

844

1305

978

El (psi):
Base Thickness (in) :

22

22

16

10

Slab Thickness (in):
4x!0

4xl0

4xl0

4xl0

6

22
6

4xl0

6

4x!0

6

4x106

~
Paceco

Contact Area

=I

Contact Pressure

@

782 in'

=I

@

110 psi

0

max

Hi tac hi
Contact Area

=l

Contact Pressure
Starcon
Contact Area

=2

Contact Pressure

@

404 i n 2

=I

@

@

110 psi

0

max

292 i n 2

=2

@

180 ps i

0

max

Cat V925
Contact Area

=2

Contact Pressure

@

540 i n 2

=2

@

IOI psi

0

max

center slab loading condition. However, this situation does not occur regularly and would only cause a
slight increase in the onset of fatigue cracking because the location of the maximum stress created by
this load condition is not at the center of the slab.
The stresses caused by the forklifts were low for
the center slab loading condition but high enough to
contribute significantly to fatigue for the edge
loading condition. Because the forklifts cross the
subject concrete pavement for all operations of the
vehicle, the edge loading condition occurs for every
operation. The forklifts are much more likely to be
operating close to their capacity and therefore the
stresses shown in Table 8 should be close to those
that actually occur. This significant contribution
of the forklift trucks explains the more severe
deterioration noted where these vehicles cross the
subject pavement and provide loading in addition to
that from the cranes. Hence, these areas are the
critical areas in the terminal. The number of load
applications from these vehicles is low (about 500
per year). However, the dynamic effect as they cross
the concrete slab and bounce on the "step" between
the flexible and rigid pavements increases their effect markedly.
From the results, it is clear that the stresses
calculated are reasonable. They ranked the vehicles
consistently with regard to damaging potential, and
they indicated the effects of changes in the pavement sections. The effects of increasing PCC slab
thicknesses were also indicated. The ILLISLAB analyses show that in order to improve fatigue life compared with the existing section, it would be desirable to increase the PCC thickness to 18 to 22 in.,
depending on the vehicle, and not to use any stabilized base material (Tables 11 and 12). For example,
the Paceco would require 18-in. PCC to ensure 100,000
load repetitions whereas the Starcon would require
about 21 in. For a pavement designed for 20 years
this would mean the following repetitions for Lane 1:

Vehicle
Paceco
Hitachi
Starcon

No. of
Operations
Ee r Ye ar
15,600
15,600
15,600

Percentage
of Total
Vehicles

so
25
25

Total Operations
for 20 Years
156,000
78,000
78,000

Using Miners hypothesis (Equation 3) and a pavement
thickness of 20 in., the percentage fatigue life
would be
(156,000/00) + (78,000/00) + (78,000/30,000) = 2.6 x JOO= 260 percent

For 22 in.,
would be

the

percentage

fatigue

life

consumed

(156,000/ 00) + (7 8,000/ 00) + (78,000/200 ,000) =0.39 x 100 =39 per cent

For 20 years, then, a slab thickness of 22 in. would
be required. This could be reduced if a shorter
design period were used.

Evaluation of Analysis Procedures
Of the analysis procedures used, ILLISLAB is potentially the best model for PCC pavement sections.
ILLISLAB enables the finite dimensions of the PCC
slab to be modeled and has the ability to consider
the modulus of the stabilized base and more than one
wheel load in any appropriate location. This program
also models friction or no friction between the PCC
and the base. The PCA program will only consider the
PCC slab on a subgrade, and assumes infinite dimensions laterally. ELSYMS enables each layer in the
pavement to be modeled but is constrained to assume
full friction between the PCC and the base. For
these reasons, ILLISLAB is preferable to the other
methods for rigid pavement analyses, and it will
tend to predict higher stresses. However, for this
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TABLES Summary of Results of ILLISLAB Analyses
PAVEMENT DES CR! PTION
Slab Thickness (in) : 6
6

E (psi) :
2
Madu 1us of Subgrade
Rea c tion, k (psi) : B30

VEHICLE

LOAD POSIT! ION PARAMETER

Paceco

Center of Slab max. tensile stres s
in slab (psi)
820
max . tensile s tress
in base (psi)
max. vertical stress
in subgrade (psi) 31
max. surface de!lection (in x lD- )
38
Edge of Slab

4xl0

4xl0

6

6

6

75x 10

3

10

10

10

4xl0

4xl0

6

4xlD

6

75x!0

3

200

200

200

UC

UC

363

1182

1947

375

70

1034

6

4xl0

6

6

4xl0

6

4x!0

6

12

I. 5 xl0

75xl0

3

16

16

16

16

4xl0

12

16

16

16

6

28

22

4x!0

6

4xl0

6

4xl0

6

l.5 xl0

6

75x!D

3

B30

200

200

640

200

200

200

20D

200

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

463

636

878

381

537

544

529

379

280

296

22.5

78

4.3

12

19

44

17

12

61

95

219

21

62

69

6

13

9. B

9.9

9.6

7 .B

6. 5

21

49

49

49

39

33

[

No damaging
effect

max . tensile stress
in slab (psi)
1269
max. tensile stress
in base (psi)
max. vertical stress
in subgrade (psi) 64
max. surface de~lection (in x 10- )
77

Y.it ; i;-h i

6

1.5 x10

UC

Slab Condition:
Cracked ( C)
Uncracked (UC)

6

6

6

4xl0
E (psi):
1
Base Thickness (in):

Ce ~ ter ~f S~.:!.b ~.:::-:.

526

1866

531

98

850

549

22

39

41

24

110

196

50

38

t.e~~n~ ~t:-- ~~~

in slab (psi)
max . tensile stress
in base (psi)
max. vertical stress
in subgrade (psi)
max. surface d~31ection (in x 10 )

196

661

344

479

286

291

203

40

161

12

42

2.3

6. 2

9. 9

6. 3

7 .1

5.0

5.0

31

50

32

37

25

25

]

PAVEMENT DESCRIPTION
Slab Thickness (in): 6
E (psi):
4x!D
1
Base Thickness (in) : E (psi) :
2
Modulus of Subgrade
Reaction, k (psi) : 830
UC

Slab Condition:
Cracked (C)
Uncracked (UC)

6
6

4xl0

6
6

4xl0
16

16
1.5 xl0

6

75x 10

200

200

UC

UC

10

6
6

4x!D

6

4xl0

16
3

75x 10
200

10
6

4x!D

10
6

4xl0

12
3

l.5 x!D

16
6

4xlD

12
6

75x!D

16

16
6

4x10

6

4xl0

I. 5 x10

4xl0

28

22
6

4xl0

6

4x10

6

6

6
3

16
6

6

75x10

3

830

200

200

640

200

200

200

200

200

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

UC

669

466

350

PAVEMENT STRUCTURES
Starcon

Center of Slab ma x . tensile stress
in slab ( psi)
max. tensile stress
in base ( psi)
max. vertical stress
in subgrade (psi)
max. surface de!l ection (in x 10- )
Edge of Slab

max. tensile stress
in slab (psi)
max. tensile stress
in base (psi)
max . verti cal stress
in subgrade (psi)

max. surface

1412

779

1072

660

668

455

79

359

264

95

51

15

23

15

17

12

12

12. l

9.6

8.0

74

116

75

85

6D

60

60

48

40

559

1915

641

457

349

564

101

22

38

111

192

d~~lec-

tion (in x 10

)

CAT V925 Center of Slab max. tensile stress
in slab (psi)
Forklift
max. tensile stress
in base (psi)
max. vertical stress
in subgrade (psi)
max. surface de31ection (in x 10- )
Edge of Slab

445

max. tensile stress
in slab (psi)
max . tensile stress
in base (psi)
max. verticai stress
in subgrade (psi)
max. surface de31ection (in x 10- )

337

1052

440

506

348

626

273

73

12

19

11

10

12. 7

10 . l

8.5

60

93

55

49

64

51

43

528

1972

537

103

27

45

133

227
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FIGURE 13 Fatigue relationship for portland cement concrete
[after Th ic kness Design for Concrete Pavements (4) J.

analysis it did not enable accurate modeling of the
base and subgrade, which were much wider in their
lateral extent than the 60 in. necessitated by the
slab dimensions. Hence, stresses in all layers may
be lower for this reason in addition to those discussed in the previous section.
The stresses predicted using ILLISLAB are less
than those obtained previously by Barenberg. These
differences are most likely due to differences in
the loads and contact pressures used for each analysis.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN
Recommendations for the design section, special construction considerations, and drainage considerations are presented in this section.

Design Cross Sections

1. For a 20-year design life in the travel
lanes,
the recommended portland cement concrete
thickness were as follows:
PCC Slab
Thickness
(in. l
22
22

l

2-4

This assumes that the PCC slab would be placed
directly on compacted sand or aggregate and would

require compJ.ete removal of the existing LCPP b ase
course. Longitudinal and transverse steel should be
placed in the top and bottom of the slab as shown in
Figure 14 . It is essentiaJ. that s teel be used to
hold the cracks tightly together.
2. An alternate would be to use 6 in. of asphalt
concrete on "sound" LCPF. The major disadvantage
with this alternate would be permanent deformation
in the asphalt mix or tearing of the mix during
turning operations, or both. It is possible a mix
could be designed to preclude rutting. This would
require the use of a hard base asphalt (AR-8000) and
a filler (approximately 2 percent) such as hydrated
lime or portland cement. Another alternate would be
the use of polymer-modified asphalt cement. In both
cases laboratory mixes should be designed carefully.
Normal criteria will have to be modified to ensure a
stable mix. Tentative values would be Marshall stability of 3, 000 lb and elastic modulus of 10 6 psi.
Creep tests should be run on the final mix design
over a range of temperatures to evaluate deformation
resistance of the developed mix.
3. The design cross section for the asphalt alternate is shown in Figure 14. As indicated, it was
recommended the existing PCC slabs be completely
removed, and if the LCPF base was er acked, it too
should be removed and replaced with asphalt concrete
full depth. This condition most likely would occur
only in areas where the PCC slab was badly deter ior ated. For partly deteriorated areas, it may not be
necessary to completely remove the LCPF. Surface
grouting with hot asphalt or a cement grout would
stabilize the base surface and minimize further erosion. Where the LCPF is intact, the asphalt concrete

TABLE 9 Distribution of Gantry Cranes Along Traffic Lanes April 1978-Present
OPERATIONS I VEHICLE TYPE

~

Lane 1

1980

11, 700

LANES 2 - 4

LANE 1

VEHICLE TYPE

TOTAL OPERATIONS

Stare on*

~

~

Pace co

Hitachi

33

7 ,839

3 ,861

5 ,226

2 ,574

10,452

5' 148

6 ,968

3 ,432

~

Paceco

Hitachi

7 ,800

67

Starcon*

1981

15,600

10,400

67

33

1982

15 ,600

10 ,400

67

33

0

10 ,452

5' 148

0

6 ,968

3 ,43 2

1983

15,600

10, 400

64

32

9,984

4 ,992

624

6,656

3 ,328

416

1984

15 ,600

10,400

52

25

Z3

8' 11 2

3 ,900

3 ,588

5 ,408

2 ,600

2 ,392

TOTALS:

46,839

23,049

4 ,212

31,226

15,366

2 ,808

* Assumes No. 471 began operation on 10/83 and No. 470 began operation on 3/84.
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surface can be placed directly on the existing LCPF;
however, it was recommended that a tack coat be applied to ensure a good bond. It would also be desirable to overcut the existing asphalt concrete surface by at least 6 in. on each side to minimize
water entrance into the LCPF base.
4. It would be possible to reduce the PCC slab
thickness significantly (to 18 in.) if the Starcon
cranes were not used, or reduced for much of the
area if they were restricted to only certain areas
of the terminal.

TABLE 10 Results for Lane 1
Stress
Ratio 8

Allowable
Stress b
(psi)

Calculated Stressc

Vehicle

Actual
No. of
Repetitions

Center

Edge

Pace co
Hitachi
Starcon

47,000
23,000
4,200

0.58
0.61
0.67

460
488
536

363
196
445

526
559

8

Stress ratio x MR where MR:::: 800 psi.
bFrom Figure 13,
cMaxlmum stress for the uncracked LCPF.

TABLE 11 Predicted Stresses for PCC Slab on Compacted SandCenter Load Condition
Maximum Stress
(psi)

Design Stress• (psi)

Vehicle
Type

16 in.

22 in.

28 in.

16 in.

18 in.

20 in.

22 in.

28 in.

Pace co
Hitachi
Starcon

529
350
669

379
350
466

280
350
350

423

375

325

303

224

535

480

420

372

280

3

Maxlmum stress x 0. 70 (overogc operating load) x J.05 (average of center and edge)=
maximum stress x O.B.

TABLE 12 Allowable Repetitions
Repetitions

Stress Ratio"
Vehicle
Type

16 in.

18 in,

20 in,

22 in.

28 in.

16 in,

18 in.

Paceco
Hitachi
Starcon

0.604
0.5
0.76

0. 54
0.5
0.69

0.46
0.5
0.60

0,43
0. 5 .
0.53

0.32
0.5
0.40

25,000

I 15,000

350

25,000

aDesign stress/MR where MR

20 in.

22 in.

30,000

200,000

= 700 psi.

r

5 -#5at14" OC

#4 at 12" OC

2"

a''

Existing
LCPF A

2" Clearance

22"

Compacted Sand
12 - #6 at 5" OC

(a)

PCC Alternate
1

60

11

5'0"
New AC Surface

New AC Base

10"

Existing LCPF A
Existing LCPF B
Existing LCPF C
Compacted Scr:d

( b) Asphalt Concrete Alternate
FIGURE 14 Design cross sections.

28 in.
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Special Construction Considerations
1. On removal of the deteriorated travel lanes,
special attention should be given to the condition
of the sides and the base of the excavated lanes.
The sides should be vertical and somewhat rough to
provide for improved load transfer for either the
asphalt or portland cement concrete alternates.
2. For the asphalt alternate, the base should be
firm with no loose areas. Badly cracked areas should
be removed and replaced with asphalt concrete. For
the portland cement concrete alternate, the LCPF
should be completely removed and the FCC slab placed
directly on compacted sand.

Drainage Considerations
1. For the asphalt concrete alternate, it would
be expected that there would be little water entering from the surface into the base. Therefore the
need for internal drainage is virtually nonexistent.
2. For the portland cement concrete alternate,
water entering the joints would pass directly into
the sand fill. Drainage, therefore, should not be a
problem.

Final Selection
In June 1985, work began on replacing the deteriorated gantry crane lanes with a 22-in. -thick reinforced concrete section. Replacement of the lanes in
Berths 604 and 605 will be done in phases, taking at
least 2 years. The contract for the first phase involves repairing the lanes in three of eight container storage areas. work in each storage area
involves replacing two lanes, one on each side of
the cranes. The three storage areas are being closed
for work one at a time in order to minimize disruption of normal terminal operation.
Demolition of existing lanes involves sawing 16
in. deep along both edges of the lane. The purpose
of sawing 16 in. is to produce smooth trench walls
during excavation of the LCPF. Concrete for the new
lanes will subsequently be cast directly against the
saw-cut walls. Although sawing 16 in. did not cut
completely through the LCPF, it was decided that the
benefit gained by sawing an additional 6 in. did not
justify the cost.
After demolition of the existing lanes, excavation of the underlying LCPF and compacting the sand

subgrade, reinforcing steel was placed. Concrete was
then placed in a continuous operation from one end
of the storage area to the other, a distance of
about 897 ft.
After the concrete had reached design strength,
containers were moved from the next work area into
the one just completed.
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Example of Pavement Design for a Railroad
Intermodal Terminal
John B. Heagler
Department of Civil Engineering, University of Missouri - Rolla
Rolla, Missouri

The design of a pavement for the Birmingham, Alabama, intermodal transfer
facility of the Burlington Northern Railway is described. The work was performed in cooperation with the engineering staff of the Springfield region of
the-Burlington Northern.

The geometry of the layout was established by th e
Burlington Northern engineering staff. In general it
consisted of two parallel roadways 70 ft wide,
3, 000± ft long separated by a 60-ft median strip
of crushed limestone with drains to remove sur.face
water from the site. The slabs were designed with a
2 percent cross slope to enhance movement of water
off the slab to the drains in the median strip. Each
slab had one edge at the end of tie at the working
track it was to serve.
The physical design parameters associated with
the expected maximum loading of the pavement by the
operating side loader, the tire pressure, and the
wheel configurations are given in the Appendix.
In the initial stages of design a field investigation of the site for the proposed intermodal yard
was carried out with the Burlington Northern engineer responsible for the project. The site was an
old yard area with years of accumulated miscellaneous fill, cinders, demolition materials, and so
forth. In general, the area was considered poorly
drained and subject to periodic flooding during
periods of extreme rainfall.
Because the material at the site was of such
variable nature, test pits were excavated to examine
the soil profile and to determine the character of
the soil that would constitute the subgrade material. Soil samples from each test pit were obtained
and soil tests were ordered on both selected samples
and a composite sample of the material. Standard
plate bearing tests were not requested due to lack
of uniformity of the subgrade and time constraints
imposed on the project. The results of the tests indicated that, in general, the subgrade consisted of
a silty clay soil of medium to low plasticity. California bearing ratio (CBR) tests resulted in a saturated value of 2 and at optimum moisture a value of
5.
From charts correlating CBR with plate bearing
values a k of 100 pci was selected and was believed
to be on the safe side. This was especially true because it was planned to overlay the subgrade with 4
in. of select, compacted, dense-graded base material
that would increase the value of k. The base course
was r-equir~d Lo ~usuct! uni£oc111.i.ty uf ~uppuct fuc the
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pavement and to provide a good, uniform platform for
the placement of concrete.
A tentative determination of the thickness requirement for full-depth asphalt pavement was made.
This indicated that from 32 to 37 in. of asphalt on
a subgrade compacted at least 12 in. below the bottom of the asphalt was required.
A working side loader was in operation on asphalt
at a temporary facility in Memphis, Tennessee, where
observation indicated that rutting was occurring in
the asphalt surface while the unit was transferring
load to the rail car. Also, the power steering system on the loader allows the operator to turn the
steering unit while the system is at rest, providing
high localized rotational shear stresses and tearing
of the surface. It was thought that, with the high
summer temperatures expected in the Birmingham area,
plastic flow, rutting, and surface shearing would
likely occur and limit the life of any asphalt pavement placed for this project. With these considerations in mind the decision was made to not use
asphalt pavement for the project.
The design of a rigid pavement system was carried
out using standard procedures. The magnitude of
wheel loads expected to be operating on this project
is much like those experienced on airport pavement
under heavy wheel loads. With this similarity in
mind, use of the Portland Cement Association (PCA)
manual, "Design of Concrete Airport Pavement" (1),
was extensive, and this work is referenced here-in
its entirety.
"Influence Charts for Concrete Pavement"
<ll
developed by Pickett and Ray are available in the
aforementioned PCA publication and in "Principles of
Pavement Design" (3). These influence charts were
used to determine -stresses for both interior and
edge loading conditions. Values determined by this
computation were checked directly with design charts
for similar load conditions published in the PCA
airport design manual. Stresses determined were then
compared with values of ultimate flexural strength
of the concrete available in the area to determine
factors of safety and an estimation of the allowable
repetitions of load.
The Pickett and Ray charts were used for determination of moments and stresses in the interior and
at the edge of the pavement under consideration. The
100, 000-lb., 90-psi tire imprint configuration was
applied to a 15-in. slab. The stress in the concrete
at the interior of the slab was determined to be 415
psi and a.L Lb~ edl:Je uf the slab 716 psi. The factor
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of safety for the interior stress is therefore 1.68
for 28-day, 700-psi flexural strength concrete. Increasing the flexural strength by 12 percent to account for long-term strength increase gives a factor
of safety of 1.88. The edge stress of 716 psi is
obviously not an acceptable stress even for the occasional load at this location. The PCA design
manual recommends a 20 percent increase in thickness
at the edges to handle high edge stresses. Based on
this, a trial analysis was made with 18-in. edge
thickness. The computed edge stress for this thickness was 520 psi, which gives a 28-day flexural
strength of 1. 35 and a long-term strength value of
1.51.
As previously noted, the geometry of the pavement
layout places one continuous edge at the end of tie.
When the side loader is operating under full load
with rail cars occupying the track, it will be virtually impossible for the wheel of the loader to occupy the edge of the pavement. Therefore it was
decided that the 18-in. thickened edge was adequate.
The final cross section of the 70-ft-wide paved area
consisted of three slabs, 24, 22, and 24 ft wide
with the outside slabs 18 in. thick to a width of 6
ft tapering to 15 in. thick in the next 4 ft.
Load transfer at both longitudinal and transverse
joints is· extremely important to prevent such discontinuities in the slab from acting as free edges.
Tie bars to hold the slabs together and maintain
load transfer through the longitudinal joint were
installed. These were 7/8-in. deformed bars, 33 in.
long at 24-in. spacing. This provided 0.3 in. 2 of
steel per foot of slab. Dowel bars were used for
load transfer at all transverse joints. Dowel bar
analysis was performed using a modification of standard procedures to determine load distribution from
the wheel loads to the dowel bars. Because of the
width of the tire, it was believed that more equivalent dowel bars would be more effective in transferring stress than standard procedures indicated.
Also, due to the length of the tire imprint, the
wheel would be partly transferring load across the
joint by the time the centroid of the load approached the joint. Analysis of the stress in the
slab at the joint indicated that 30 percent load
transfer through the joints by the dowel bars would
be adequate.
The dowel bars selected were 1 1/4 in. in diameter, 25 in. long, . smooth bars at 14-in. center-tocenter spacing, the first dowel to be placed 7 in.
from the edge. Both the tie bar and the dowel bar
dimensions and spacing recommended are in close
agreement with that which can be selected from appropriate design charts in the PCA manual.
The last element in the design considerations was
to evaluate the need for temperature reinforcement
in the slab. The slab length selected was 25 ft,
which is quite short and implies that the concrete
tensile stress due to slab movement relative to the
base material will be quite low. However, due to
continued concern for the integrity of load transfer
across any crack that might form, it was thought
that caution dictated the use of at least some mesh
to ensure aggregate interlock would be effective in
transferring load. A 66-33 welded wire fabric was
selected to give 0. 093 in. 2 per foot of reinforce-
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ment where analysis indicated that 0. 065 in. 2 per
foot would be adequate.
At this point the design of the slabs to carry
the imposed loads is essentially completed. Assumptions about the strength of the concrete and subgrade that must be obtained in the field have been
made. Careful control of subgrade and base course
compaction is essential because the slab support is
dependent on these components of the pavement. Concrete strengths that must be obtained through careful supervision have been assumed in the design.
Field inspection by competent personnel must be accomplished throughout the entire project.
Because this is the first installation, some
slight modifications have been included in other designs, but, as a whole, the procedures used and the
results obtained appear to be completely satisfactory.
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APPENDIX--DESIGN PARAMETERS AND DEFINITIONS
Vehicle
Single axle load when fully loaded = 200,000 lb
maximum
Single front wheel load = 100,000 lb
Wheel spacing (front axle) = 10.0 ft
Tire tread width (front wheels) = 30 in.
Rear (steering unit) wheels maximum axle load =
43,000 lb
Wheel spacing (rear axle) center to center = 30
in.
Tire tread width (rear wheels) = 20 in.
p = tire pressure = 90 psi
A = area of tire contact = 100,000 lb/90 psi
1,111.1 in. 2
L
length of tire imprint = 43.47 in.
W = width of tire imprint = 30 in. (tire width)
Material
k
subgrade modulus = 100 pci
4 x 10 6
Ee = modulus of elasticity of concrete
psi
µ
Poisson's ratio= 0.15
fr
modulus of rupture of concrete = 700 psi at
28 days
allowable stress dowel bar intermediate
grade steel= 27,000 psi
allowable stress cold drawn wire = 43,000 psi

Roller-Compacted Concrete Pavement Design Practices for
Intermodal Freight Terminals at the Port of Tacoma
John L. Larson
Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates, Inc.
Bellevue, Washington

Recent intermodal yard paving projects at the Port of Tacoma, Washington, are
described. These projects have used a relatively new paving process known as
roller,compacted concrete (RCC). RCC pavement.offers a.substantial.cost.savings
over conventional portland cement concrete and asphaltic concrete pavements when
used in heavy wheel load applications, such as side pick container·handling equipment and gantry-type container cranes. Besides the significant economic advantage, RCC pavement can be placed at extremely rapid rates, enabling speedy
cumJJi•tion of tiginiy scheduied projects. ivlaior items addressed include a brief
history of RCC, design considerations, feasibility and economic evaluations,
pavement design methods and design details, construction methods, quality control, and pavement durability and maintenance.

The Port of Tacoma became the sixth largest container-handling port in North America during 1985
because of the addition of major world-class shippers such as Sea-Land Service, Inc., and Maersk
Lines. Two major factors that attracted these shippers to Tacoma were the excellent rail connections
from two major railroad companies (Burlington Northern and Union Pacific) and the "on-dock" location of
the intermodal transfer facilities, which eliminates
over-the-road draying of containers.
To accommodate the large intermodal container
volume forecast by Sea-Land, a completely new 17acre intermodal rail yard (Figure 1) was constructed
adjacent to Sea-Land's new 76-acre container terminal. This site has been named the South Intermodal
Rail Yard and has storage capacity on four tracks
for 91 conventional 95-ft flatcars or 30 doubles tack 270-ft container cars.
The existing North Intermodal Rail Yard was expanded to almost triple its original storage capacity to accommodate the new Maersk unit train traffic
as well as that from existing shippers. This 10-acre
yard now has storage capacity on three tracks for 70
conventional 95-ft rail cars or 24 double-stack container cars.
Both intermodal yards have been constructed with
roller-compacted concrete (RCC) pavement. This is a
new pavement concept for yard pavements in the
United States, and the decision to use this type of
pavement in lieu of conventional portland cement
concrete or asphaltic concrete was made only after
lengthy deliberation of the economic and scheduling
factors that affected each project. Both the Northwest Region of the Portland Cement Association (PCA)
and the Canadian Portland Cement Association (CPCA)
were extremely helpful in providing technical information pertaining to the design and construction
methods used for RCC pavement.
Presented hereafter is a brief history of RCC
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paving, which demonstrated the feasibility of its
use to Port of Tacoma and Sverdrup & Parcel engineers, and a di-scuss-ion of design and construction
procedures used on the two projects.

1IISTORY OF RCC PAVIi\iG

RCC pavement is an outgrowth of the traditional cement-treated aggregate base, which has long been
used by highway departments as a base course for
asphaltic concrete wearing surfaces. The primary
differences in RCC are that the cement content of 10
to 14 percent is high compared with approximately 5
percent in the cement-treated base and that the top
surface is directly exposed to operating equipment.
As early as 1972, the British Columbia National
Harbours Board constructed an 8 percent modified
cement-treated base overlaid with a 2-in. asphaltic
concrete wearing surface at the Port of Vancouver.
This early paving work has been performing with
minimum maintenance for 13 years and is generally
given credit for pioneering the use of and interest
in RCC pavements throughout British Columbia (1).
The major user and leader in the develop~nt of
RCC pavement to date ha::; been the British Columbia
forest products industry. and the Canadian Portland
Cement Association. Primary uses are for dry-land
log sort yards that typically use log-handling
equipment with axle loads of 250,000 lb. The first
project using RCC as a finished pavement was constructed on a Vancouver Island, British Columbia,
log sort yard in 1976.
The use of RCC in the United States has been primarily associated with Army Corps of Engineers dam
construction. The material has been found to be an
economical substitute for earth fill on many recent
projects. The Corps of Engineers was also responsible for promoting the use of RCC pavement on two
demonstration projects in 1984. A 20,000-yd' (10in.-thick) tactical equipment facility parking area
at Fort Hood, Texas, was the first project in the
United States to use RCC paving methods, and a subsequent 1,800-yd' (8-in.-thick) tank road at Fort
Lewis, Washington, is providing valuable information
to be used in future Corps of Engineers designs.
Before the Port of Tacoma projects, this author
knows of only one other RCC paving project in the
United States. This involved construction of an 18in.-thick RCC pavement at Burlington Northern R<1ilroad's intermodal hub facility in Houston, Texas.
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3.

4.

5.
6.

Wheel loads
• Side pick loader: 118,000 lb at 105 psi
• Rubber-tired gantry cranes: 54,000 lb
at 100 psi
Straddle carrier: 20,000 lb at 131 psi
Subgrade value
• Soils testing indicated an average
California bearing ratio (CBR) of 25
for existing sandy fill (in place approximately 30 years)
• Asphaltic concrete design: CBR = 20
maximum
• Concrete design: K = 300 psi per inch
Concrete pavement strength: 28-day flexural
strength = 650 psi minimum
Drainage
• Closed pipe drainage
• Constant elevation drainage swaile
• Catch basin location in aisleway

FEASIBILITY AND ECONOMIC EVALUATIONS

FIG URE I South lntermodal Rail Yard.
The RCC on this project was spread with a bulldozer
and motor grader, in lieu of a standard asphalt paving machine, and surface tolerances and appearance
have been reported to be less than satisfactory.
In comparison with the projects previously mentioned, the Port of Tacoma's South Intermodal Rail
Yard involved 52,000 ya• of RCC pavement area and
the placing of approximately 25 ,000 yd' of loose
RCC mix; and the North Intermodal Rail Yard totaled
29,000 yd 2
of pavement area
and
approximately
14,000 yd' of loose RCC mix.

PORT OF TACOMA DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Before evaluating the feasibility of one type of
pavement against another, several design criteria
and operational characteristics had to be established by the port and its consulting engineers. The
major parameters affecting design of the intermodal
freight terminal pavement are summarized as follows:
1.

2.

Type of container-handling equipment
• Side pick loaders or rubber-tired
bridge cranes, or both, for the South
Intermodal Yard
• Straddle carriers, side pick loaders,
and rubber-tired gantry cranes for the
North Intermodal Yard
Typical yard section to accommodate operational characteristics of selected machinery
North Yard, see Figure 2
• South Yard, see Figure 3

One of the primary reasons for including RCC pavement as a bid alternate for the South Intermodal
Rail Yard was the Portland Cement Association's
(PCA) favorable reports on the speed at which RCC
could be placed and its relative insensitivity to
placement during winter temperatures in the Pacific
Northwest. These two factors became increasingly important after months of facility planning at a preferred site had to be abandoned because of an Indian
land claims dispute. An "eleventh hour" change in
sites and previous completion commitments necessitated that construction of the entire intermodal
rail yard (demolition, earthwork, trackwork, drainage, paving, buildings, electrical, and mechanical
work) be accomplished in only 90 calendar days in
the middle of winter.
From previously constructed projects, it was apparent that RCC pavement could be constructed in 8
1/2-in. compacted lifts that would greatly reduce
the time required for multiple lifts associated with
the placement of asphaltic concrete. Preliminary
estimates of RCC placement rates provided by the PCA
were in the range of 1, 500 yd' truck measure per
day.
The finished surface tolerances and appearance of
the RCC pavement were not of primary concern in
evaluating the use of RCC in this yard facility. It
was believed that a 3/8-in.-in-10-ft surface smoothness was adequate for the type of traffic using the
facility. Because RCC, as it is most commonly specified, is a nonreinforced pavement with no control
joints, the user should be prepared to accept a
large amount of uncontrolled shrinkage cracking. Although the cracking is unsightly, and undoubtedly
allows water to enter the subgrade, the high degree
of aggregate interlock across the cracks apparently
prevents
differential
settlement
and
structural
failures. Inspection of Crown-Zellerbach's Fraser
Mills Plant in Coquitlam, British Columbia, showed
an RCC pavement with practically no maintenance for
8 years and extensive cracking patterns; yet no
signs of structural pavement failure were noted.
The most obvious reason for considering the use
of RCC for heavily loaded industrial pavements was
its past history of considerably lower costs than
equivalent sections of asphalt or portland cement
concrete. This cost savings is primarily achieved
through the elimination of side forms and joint details, the use of rapid batching cycles, and the
economies attained from placing thicker lifts of
pavement. Preliminary estimates indicated that a
savings of 20 to 30 percent could be achieved in
pavement costs. Tables 1-3 give bid comparisons from
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FIGURE 2 Typical yard section-North Intermodal Rail Yard.
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FIGURE 3 Typical yard section-South Intermodal Rail Yard.

TABLE 1 Cost Comparisons for South lntermodal Rail
Yard-Total Contract Bid"
Contractor

RCC($)

PCC ($)

PCC and ACP ($)

M.A. Segale
Kiewit Pacific
Woodworth Co.
lntertec

1,764,500
2,173,500
2,359,083
2,560, 138

2,295,000
2,275,000
2,358,083
2,606,107

2, 135,000
2,292,500
2,055,580
2,570,180

8

Exclusive of 7.8 percent sales tax and rail materials furnished by Port of Tacoma.
RCC less than ACP by 14 percent. RCC less than PCC by 22 percent.

the recently completed Port of Tacoma projects that
substantiate the cost saving claims.

PAVEMENT DESIGN METHODS
The most widely accepted method for designing RCC
pavement, at present, is a thickness selection based
on PCA literature for thickness designs of regular
unreinforced
portland
cement
concrete
pavements

<l-.!l.

TABLE 2 Cost Comparisons for South lntermodal Rail
Yard-Low Bidder Paving Costs
Item

RCC($)

Gravel base
Base course
Crushed surface
ACP
RCC or PCC

PCC ($)

25,000
160,000 3
15,000
50,000

9S 4,00 0

Total

1,204,00

PCC and ACP ($)

25,000
40,000
15,000
50,000

25,000
I 20,000
45,000
5 I 0,000

l ,S00 ,000

760,000

1,630,000

1,460,000

8
Includes $ 1 20,000 change order for 4-in. thick base course working surface ,
RCC less than ACP by 18 percent. RCC Jess th:in PCC by 26 percent.

TABLE 3 Comparison of Unit Bid Prices-Extra Work
North Yard

South Yard

rec

Bidder No.

RCC
($/yd3)

($/yd3)

ACP
($/ton)

RCC
(S/yd 3)

ACP
($/yd3)

3
4

42
44
47
61

60
90
60
54

30
25
33
25

44
48
53
49

62
60
40
60

Note: All cubic yard prices are for in-pince measure.

The usual parameters
for
pavement
thickness
selection, such as magnitude and frequency of loads,
contact area, subgrade support strength, and flexural strength of the concrete, also apply to RCC
design. In intermodal rail yards the design vehicle
wheel loads are extremely large and random, so standard tables for truck wheel loads cannot be used.
The PCA has, however, developed two procedures for
concrete thickness design for heavy industrial wheel
loads. The Port of Tacoma intermodal yards used both
design procedures and then compared results to establish the actual thickness of RCC pavement to be
specified.
Method 1 is from a PCA draft titled "Thickness
Design of Concrete Pavements Carrying Heavy Industrial Vehicles" (~). Method 2 is based on adapting
heavy container stacker wheel loads to the PCA's
computer program for airport pavement design <ll.
Method 1 was used to obtain direct slab thicknesses
for varying wheel loads and subgrade values. In
Method 2, the computer program pr in ts out maximum
concrete stresses for selected wheel loads, subgrade
values,
and concrete
thicknesses.
By comparing
stress ratios of the actual stress divided by the
modulus of rupture, the designer is able to select
the proper thickness for a frequency of loading.
When the stress ratio is not more than 0.50, the
concr<>tf>

wi l .l

wi th!'<t;incl

nnl i mi t.<>il

l o;>il

r<>pPti tion!'<

at the design loading (_!). Design thicknesses calculated from these design procedures, assuming a
modulus of rupture at 650 psi, are
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Method 1, K
Method 2, K

300
300

54K Wheel
(in.)
13
11.5

llBK Wheel
(in.)
17. 3
18. 5

Final thicknesses of 12 in. for aisleways and general yard area, and 17 in. for the heavy lift loading bays were selected. This reduction in thickness
was justified because the majority of the heavy
lifts do not occur with a maximum rated machine lift.
The asphaltic concrete bid alternates were designed on the basis of Asphalt Institute Publication
MISC-75-5, A Guide for the Design of Full-Depth
Asphalt Pavements for Heavy Wheel Loads, assuming a
maximum CBR of 20. Figure 4 shows equivalent pavement sections for the two design wheel loads.

MIX DESIGN
RCC mix designs were based on experience obtained by
the Corps of Engineers' Fort Lewis demonstration
project and by the Canadian Portland Cement Association's experience in British Columbia projects.

The basis for mix design follows principles used
in cement-treated based construction (i.e., water
content of the mix is selected on the basis of the
optimum percentage of moisture for maximum compacted
density). Hydration of the portland cement is a secondary effect of the presence of the water. General
practice in Canada has been to use 12 to 14 percent
cement content in the upper half of the design
section and a 7 to 8 percent cement content in the
lower half OJ • Due mainly to the desire to produce
a homogeneous concrete section similar to regular
portland cement concrete pavement, a cement content
of 13 percent by weight was selected for this project. On the basis of information obtained from the
Fort Lewis RCC demonstration project, it was believed that flexural strengths of 700 psi could be
attained with this amount of cement. Contract bid
documents specified a 28-day flexural strength of
700 psi in lieu of the pavement design value of 650
psi because of the port's desire to use the pavement
immediately after wet curing was completed.
The aggregate selected for the mix was a 5/8-in.minus crushed rock conforming to the Washington
State Department of Transportation's Class B asphalt

12" RCC OR PCC

3" CRUSHED ROCK
COMPACTED SUBGRADE

2" WEARING COURSE ACP
6" ACP
2" CRUSHED TOP COURSE
B" CRUSHED BASE COURSE
COMPACTED SUBGRADE

84 KIP WHEEL LOAD PAVEMENT

.
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I>
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24" CRUSHED BASE COURSE
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FIG URE 4 Equivalent pavement sections.
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concrete aggregate. Observations of previously constructed projects showed a marked improvement in
surface tightness of the compacted mix and much less
aggregate segregation compared with regular concrete
aggregate mixes. The Canadian paving projects also
have had good results with 7/8-in.-minus crushed
rock. The following table gives the specifications
for the RCC aggregate used in both Port of Tacoma
intermodal yards.
Percentage
Passing
100
90-100
75-90
55-75
32-48
11-24
6-15
3-7

Sieve Size
5/8 in.
1/2 in.
3/8 in.
1/4 in.
No. 10
No. 40
No. 80
No. 200

Many people knowledgeable in RCC mixes believe that
5 to 10 percent passing the No. 200 sieve makes for
a better finished surface, and, indeed, the Port of
Tacoma aggregate always tested above 5 percent.
The amount of cementitious material was specified
at 450 lb per cubic yard of portland cement Type II
and 100 lb per cubic yard of fly ash Class F. The
substitution of fly ash for cement provides an eco~~m, ~

~e~efit

=~d

~e~~ces

~~m~

of

the

sh~i~~=~e

problems, but according to CPCA recommendations, fly
ash should be limited to 20 percent of the total
cementitious content until further field testing can
be carried out.
The contractor was required to submit a trial RCC
mix based on the specified cement content and aggregate gradations. The mix design used on the South
Intermodal Rail Yard is given in the following
tables. Batch weights per cubic yard were
Cement
Fly ash
Aggregate (5/8"-3/8")
Aggregate (3/8"-#4)
Aggregate (#4-0)
Aggregate (blend sand)
Moisture
Unit weight

450 lb
100
850
850
1,360
340
6.5%
154.3 lb/ft'

Average trial mix compressive strengths were
~
3

7
14
28

~
1,810
3,840
4,940
6,050

Average trial mix flexural strengths were
~

3
7
14
28

~
525
615
735
770

No air entrainment was specified for the design
mix. Because entrained air is part of the paste in a
normal concrete mix, and there is little cement
paste in an RCC mix, it is questionable that an airentraining agent will do anything at all.

DESIGN DETAILS
When designing a project with a new concept like RCC
pavement, there are always lessons to be learned and

details that can be improved on. The following discussion is intended to aid designers of future
intermodal terminal projects.
The pavement width of 74 ft between tracks is
considered the bare minimum for side pick loading
machines. This was dictated by property boundaries
and required track storage at both Port of Tacoma
projects. A clear pavement width of 90 ft is desirable because this would allow yard hostlers with
chassis to make u-turns within the space between
tracks.
Loading bay widths of 26 ft, for making heavy
container lifts, are adequate for lifting containers
or prestaged piggy-back trailers onto the rail cars.
However, when removing containers from rail cars,
the side pick loaders will back up far enough to
completely clear the cab of the empty yard truck,
and in many instances the heavy wheel loads are on
the aisleway pavement section. A more functional
loading bay width of 30 ft is recommended. Although
the aisleway pavement section is intended for truck
and empty lifting machines, it is a certainty that
fully loaded machines will use it to cross over to
another cut of rail cars for last minute destination
changes of containers. Tl!is may warrant a deep RCC
pavement section throughout the working area of the
yard.
The location of the drainage catch basin has an
impact on the cost of RCC paving. Catch basins located midway between working tracks always require
extra labor and time to pave around. If this center
aisle location is desirable, a constant drainage
swaile elevation between catch basins and a constant
paving cross slope will definitely minimize the
extra costs. Although not looked on with great favor
by railroad maintenance personnel, a constant pavement cross slope draining to the railroad ballast,
with water being picked up by an underdrain system,
would greatly simplify the RCC paving operation.
The layout of RCC paving to eliminate tapers and
verge areas is important to cutting costs. The South
Intermodal Rail Yard had many hard-to-access areas,
and in many locations RCC was placed by front-end
loader, hand raked to grade, and then rolled. This
procedure gave satisfactory results but was expensive.
The free edge of the RCC pavement adjacent to the
loading tracks tends to slope at approximately 45
degrees but remained quite straight. The 6-ft 6-in.
distance from centerline of track to the breakpoint
of the pavement edge at the South Yard is a maximum
that should be used f6r side pick loaders. Observation has shown that a distance of 6 ft 0 in. is preferred. When designing for straddle carriers, such
as those used in the North Yard, a distance of 4 ft
6 in. from centerline of track to the edge of the
RCC pavement is recommended.
RCC pavement is placed without reinforcing and
without control joints. Observations of projects in
which sawn joints were used in an attempt to control
shrinkage cracks indicated that this was a futile
attempt. The sawed joint acted like the free end of
a slab and caused another crack to form within 1 ft
of the sawn joint. An even more severe case of
cracking occurred where control joints were sawn
across each other at a 90-degree intersection. It is
therefore recommended that no attempt be made to
control cracking with sawn joints.
A working surface of 3 in. of crushed rock base
was found to be a must on these projects. The paver
and hauling trucks will cause subgrade rutting in
sandy soils without this protection, and the working
surface made paving
possible even
in
marginal
weather.
The volume compaction of loose RCC to that of
maximum density was quite close to 20 percent. A
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single lift of 10 1/2 in. compacted to 8 1/2 in. was
found to be the maximum depth that could be placed
with the vibrating screed paving machine and still
maintain surface tolerances of 3/8 in. per 10 ft.

CONSTRUCTION METHODS
The construction procedures used in building an RCC
pavement are similar to those for standard flexible
pavement construction. There are, however, certain
techniques that vary from those used in asphal tic
concrete paving and that can be used to assure a
successful pavement.
The Tacoma intermodal yard pavements were both
mixed with a continuous flow twin-shaft pugmill mixing plant (Figure 5). The mixing plant for the South

FIGURE 5 RCC batch plant.

Yard had a capacity of well in excess of 400 yd'
per hour and was equipped with separate cement and
fly ash silos that batched into a single belt from
vane feeders. The aggregate feed was from four separate bins that blended to specification. Premix concrete batch plants have been used on Canadian projects, but a production rate greater than 200 yd'
per hour is considered necessary to achieve a desirable laydown rate from the paving machine. Mix-inplace construction does not provide adequate quality
control or uniformity and should not be used.
The use of a standard track-mounted asphalt paving machine with the mix delivered by dump trucks
has been the most successful method for laying down
the RCC mix, which is basically no-slump concrete.
Most paving machines are equipped with only vibrating screeds, but the use of a tamping bar type of
machine would greatly enhance the finished surface
tolerances of the pavement. By using the 5/8-in.minus crushed aggregate, segregation of the mix was
minimized both in the hauling and the placing operations. It is recommended that a conveyer storage
hopper be used for tr ans fer ring RCC mix to the dump
trucks, but the South Yard pavement mix was dumped
from the conveyor to a paved area, then loaded into
the trucks with a front-end loader without noticeable signs of segregation. The concrete should be
placed within 30 min after mixing.
Where space and plant capacity allow it, the most
preferred method of placement is to work two pavers
in a staggered configuration as shown in Figure 6.
The longitudinal joint between pavers is knit together with a common roller pass and becomes nonexistent after compaction. The time delay involved
in backing up the paving machine to place the second
lane or lift is greatly reduced by using two
machines. The maximum lane width used in the South

FIGURE 6 RCC paving operation.

Yard was 13 to 14 ft because the paver had trouble
pulling anything wider with the depths being placed.
An uncompacted pavement depth of 10 1/2 in. also appeared to be the maximum permissible to attain surface uniformity when rolled.
Compaction should follow immediately after placement of the mix. Initial compaction was done with
four passes of a vibratory steel-wheeled roller
weighing a minimum of 10 tons. Intermediate rolling
of the surface lift was done with two passes of a
pneumatic-tired roller to tighten the surface texture, and final rolling was accomplished with two
passes of a nonvibratory steel-wheeled roller. Maximum density of 98 percent was achieved with this
roller ing sequence; however, small ridges from the
rubber-tired roller still remained after final rolling. An increase in the number of final rolling
passes to 6 or 8 would minimize the ridge condition
and tighten the finished surface considerably. A
comparison of finished surfaces at the North and
South Intermodal Yards indicates that the heavier
15-ton roller (Figure 7) used in the South Yard gave
a tighter finished texture than the 10-ton steelwheeled roller used in the North Yard.
Compaction of free edges is improved when rolling
of the outer 18 to 24 in. is delayed for 15-30 min.
All rolling was specified to be completed 45 min
after placement. Many procedures were tried to compact the slope that results at a free edge, but none

FIGURE 7 15-ton vibratory roller.
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FIGURE 8 Free pavement edge at trackside loading bay.

were more successful than hand tamping with
asphalt rake. A view of the finished free edge

FIGURE 9 Dual tamping bar paver.

an
is

preparation of a trial mix design before production,
plant reports and monitoring of the mix during con-

When multiple-lift RCC pavement is being placed,
it is absolutely essential that the delay in placement of the upper lifts be kept to a minimum of 3 to
4 hr. If temperature and humidity cause dry i ng of
the base layer surface, fine water sprays should be
used to keep the surface damp. All vertical lifts
must be completed in the same day, and under no circumstances should the lower layers remain exposed
overnight. Longitudinal and transverse cold joints
occurring at the end of a day's paving operation
must be cut or bladed vertical, and the joint is
thoroughly sprayed with water just before the next
day's fres·h mix is placed. Sloping "wedge" joints
must be avoided because they cause dramatic separation of the cold joint with continued use.
Moisture content of the mix must be monitored extremely carefully because 0.5 to 1.0 percent too
much water will cause a wave to be pushed in front
of the breal<down roller. It is also imperative that
vibration be stopped with changing roller direction
or a dip will develop that reflects through to the
finished surface.
The finished RCC was moist cured \·1ith water for 7
days. The South Yard contractor elected to use a
fog-spray sprinkler truck for the entire curing
period, whereas irrigation sprinkler piping was used
on the North Yard. Curing should commence as soon as
practical on the same day as placement.
RCC paving for the final 5,000 yd' of mix on
the North Yard was performed with a paving machine
entirely new to North America. The paver, manufactured by West Germany's ABG International, features double tamping bars and a vibrating screed
that provides an initial compaction of 95 percent
behind the screed. The machine provides excellent
surface tolerances even at depths of from 6 to 12
in. and was able to pull a 27-ft lane width in one
pass. The waviness associated with compacting free
edges was completely eliminated with this type of
paver. Rolling time to achieve maximum density was
also greatly reduced. Figure 9 shows the paver in
operation at the North Intermodal Yard.

at completion of the construction.
The contractor was responsible for providing a
trial mix design using the specified aggregate size
and amounts of cementitious materials. Laboratory
testing showed that the trial mix was capable of attaining the desired flexural strength in 14 days
(Table 3) , and the optimum moisture was determined
to
be
6.5
percent.
Contractor-submitted
plant
reports provided a daily record of the materials
used, stockpile moisture, and aggregate gradation.
The Port of Tacoma arranged for nuclear densome ter testing during pavement construction to verify
maximum field densities and moisture content. This
information was made available to the contractor so
that moisture or compaction adjustments could be
made. Field measured dry densities ranged from 138.4
to 143. 5 pcf.
Following construction, the port arranged for
testing of sawn beams and core samples by the Corps
of Engineers. Results of these tests at the South
Intermodal Yard show average compressive strengths
for seven cores to be 5,220 psi at 45 days, and
tests of two beams 17 in. thick gave flexural
strengths of 740 and 775 psi, respectively, at 4 5
days.
Because of the lack of a standard field sampling
technique that is representative of the actual RCC
pavement, it was decided not to sample and test the
fresh RCC mix. Some agencies and laboratories have
used vibrating tables or pneumatic tamping devices
to approximate field conditions, but these methods
and the resulting beam samples are fairly cumbersome
to use.

.....................

,.... ... TT'IT"'I, ...... ,....

....................................!;"' ............ .....

QUALITY CONTROL
Quality control for the RCC pavements was performed
in three separate phases. These phases involved

PAVEMENT DURABILITY AND MAINTENANCE
From observations of heavily loaded RCC pavements in
British Columbia, it is apparent that the pavement
structure will remain quite serviceable with little
or no maintenance. In areas where aggregate is not
nearly as wear resistant as are Tacoma vicinity aggregates, good results have been achieved with 1- to
1 1/2-in.-thick asphalt concrete overlays.
The South Intermodal Yard has operated for only 4
months at the time of this writing (Figure 10), and
overall durability appears quite good at present.
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determining suitable and cost-effective initial surface sealers and curing agents, or long-term surface
treatments, if required.

CONCLUSIONS

FIGURE 10 Typical yard operation.

There has been minor surface wear in a few isolate<l
areas where it appears that moisture content was not
sufficient to achieve a tight-knit surface texture,
but structural adequacy has not been affected. There
has also been some minor wear at longitudinal cold
joints, but in general these joints appear quite
good.
The North Intermodal Yard had been in service for
3 months and is being used by straddle carriers that
run continually in the same path, straddling the
railroad tracks. Surface wear in many areas of the
strad runways has been noted. The wear consists of a
crumbling of the surface cement matrix to expose
larger pieces of aggregate, which are in turn ground
loose by the tires. The port has used a rubberized
coal tar pitch emulsion seal coat to stop the raveling in the worst areas, and the results have proven
to be excellent so far.
As previously mentioned, RCC pavement will experience numerous shrinkage cracks. The spacing of
cracks was initially 100 to 120 ft, and most recent
observation shows cracking at about 40 to 60 ft.
Again, these cracks have an extremely high degree of
aggregate interlock across them and do not cause a
problem to the structural behavior of the pavement.
The Port of Tacoma has, however, made it a policy to
seal all major shrinkage cracks with a surface coating of AR-4000 paving asphalt in an effort to minimize the amount of water that enters the subgrade.
The RCC pavement has the same durable characteristics against oil and fuel spillage that slump concrete exhibits. Also, the Corp of Engineers has
tested sawn beams from the South Yard for freezethaw durability, and preliminary results show a DFE
factor in excess of 70 percent at 300 cycles, which
is an excellent rating.
In terms of overall performance, the RCC pavement
at the Port of Tacoma is functioning well to date.
Surface wear will be the primary factor to monitor
in the future, and much more work is needed in

RCC pavement at the Port of Tacoma has proven to be
the most economical heavy-duty pavement for its
intermodal freight terminals. First cost savings of
15 to 25 percent can be expected if RCC is specified
as a pavement alternative for projects requiring
wheel loadings of 50,000 to 120,000 lb.
Equipment for production and construction of RCC
is readily available, and extremely high production
rates are possible to ensure minimum construction
time on tightly scheduled projects.
More work is needed in standardizing thickness
design procedures, field sampling techniques, and
laboratory test procedures. RCC pavement is in an
early stage of development, and it is important to
monitor the performance and associated maintenance
costs to better identify its long-term durability
and economic benefit.
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Experience with Gravel Surface Treatment at Conrail
Intermodal Terminals
James P. Carmody
Parsons Brinckerhoff-FG, Inc.
Trenton, New Jersey*

Increased growth in rail intermodalism has created a need for new or upgraded
terminals. Construction costs for these terminals are high, and the largest cost
item is the paving of the surface. Common practice in pavement design is to use
asphaltic concrete or portland cement concrete. Another alternative-is the use
of an aggregate wearing course, which can reduce capital cost for paving by 40
percent. Conrail has constructed a number of new terminals, which have an ag.
gregate surface, in the last 5 years. Initially there were problems in the terminals
hi:ior.~11~"
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the formation of ruts and potholes and dust. They had an adverse effect on the
efficiency of terminal operations, and the dust was causing strained relationships
with local communities. As solutions to these problems were achieved, standard
maintenance procedures were established. These included a periodic application
of a dust control agent, preferably calcium chloride, which not only provides
effective dust control but also increases the stability of the aggregate. The other
procedure is to replenish surface material to maintain a smooth riding surface.
In some terminals, this material was a washed pea gravel that served as a surface
cover.

The rapid growth in recent years of rail intermodal
traffic has created a need for intermodal terminals
that can handle increased volumes and provide rapid
and efficient transfer. The key to such a terminal
is the use of mechanical loaders and a terminal
design that minimizes handling of trailers and containers.
Loading intermodal cars by a circus ramp does not
require any special construction except a level surface on the track where the ramp is placed. However,
a yard in which mechanical loaders (cranes or side
loaders) are used is a different situation, These
mechanical loaders, when carrying a loaded trailer,
produce high ground loadings that require a substantial pavement section.
Common practice for paving in an intermodal terminal is to use asphaltic concrete or portland cement
concrete, or both. Pavement design with these materials is expensive, and when the surface area to be
paved in a midvolume size terminal (15 to 25 acres)
is considered, the construction cost of a new mechanized terminal may not be economically feasible. But
there is a another alternative, an aggregate base
and wearing course. Such construction can reduce
capital costs for paving by as much as 40 percent.
This reduction in costs, however, is not achieved
without some drawbacks. An aggregate or gravel surface tends to become raveled and form potholes from
traffic, water, and frost heave, and will be dusty
in dry weather. These are severe problems when their

*Current affiliation:
Timonium, Md.
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effects on operations and costly maintenance procedures are considered.
If these problems can be overcome, and it has been
the position of Conrail in the construction of a
number of intermodal terminals that they can be
overcome, a gravel surface treatment is a viable alternative. The major objective, therefore, is to
main"C.ain
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fective maintenance procedures.
GRAVEL SURFACE TREATMENT
There are two elements to be considered in the use
of gravel surface treatment: (a) an aggregate wearing course placed during initial construction and
(b) periodic replenishment of the surface with additional aggregate or gravel. The first element is the
aggregate wearing course that is not gravel in the
generalized meaning of the word but a well-graded
aggregate 100 percent of which passes a 1-in. sieve
and 10 to 25 percent of which will pass a No. 200
sieve. The gradation of sizes in between will vary
depending on the aggregate source but should provide
for maximum density. Each of the Conrail terminals
had different aggregate courses due to local availability of materials~
The second element· is replenishment of the surf ace with additional aggregate of the same kind, or
a coarse gravel, as a cover for the surface. The
choice of replenishment material is a result of
availability and individual maintenance procedures
in each terminal. These procedures will be outlined
later by terminal. It should be noted that the maintenance procedures used in the terminals were initially not engineered solutions, and, as problems
arose, more effective and reliable solutions were
sought. After testing of materials and observations
of successful procedures in these terminals, some
generalized maintenance procedures were established.
The development of these procedures will be discussed for specific terminals.
There was a quirk in one terminal that had some
interesting results. The replenishment material furnished was a washed pea gravel. The gravel was initially applied by contractor, but terminal forces
smooth the surface weekly by dragging a piece of
scrap rail sideways over the loading area. Although
the gravel maintains a loosely bound surface and
vehicle tires form ridges, the surface never becomes
hard and the ridges flatten under the next passing
tire. The loo::;e 111a b:~L ial only comp:r is es th~ top l
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in. of surface and does not affect the structural
integrity of the aggregate pavement. The loose
gravel surface appears to prevent the constant turning of tires in place from gouging out holes in the
surface. The weekly grading helps maintain an even
distribution of material. Yearly replenishment of
this gravel is necessary because some material is
carried away by vehicles, some is pulverized, and
the rest is imbedded in the aggregate surface.
DUST CONTROL
The biggest problem with an aggregate surface is
dust control. In an aggregate wearing surface, there
is always fine material that will be raised as dust
by vehicle tires unless this material can be bound
in the aggregate. Proper levels of moisture in the
aggregate will solve this problem by binding all
material and will also maximize soil stability. Many
approved methods of dust control are used in highway
construction and for maintenance of aggregate base
roads. These methods are also used in intermodal
terminals, but, due to the special nature of the
loading areas in these terminals, not all these
methods have been successful. These problems and
solutions will be highlighted by individual terminal.
Dust will decrease the effectiveness of terminal
operation and has a particularly adverse effect on
adjacent neighbors. As one local official said,
paraphrasing a local environmental statute after the
construction of a terminal, "you shall not let dust
cross your property line."
EXPERIENCE IN TERMINALS
A synopsis of the experience in each terminal that
Conrail has constructed or expanded in the last 5
years follows. All of these terminals had some of
the loading and parking areas constructed with an
aggregate surface.
Baltimore, Maryland
This terminal has five loading tracks with a total
of 60 car spots and an annual volume of 76,000 lifts
(information supplied by Pennsylvania Truck Lines,
Inc., 1985). The terminal was upgraded to handle additional traffic as a result of the closing of the
second terminal in Baltimore at the Dundalk Marine
Terminal. This additional traffic was mainly containers, and the upgrading of the terminal reflected
the handling of this type of traffic.
The loading areas were paved with asphaltic concrete and the parking areas with aggregate. There
were some problems with dust, and the travel lanes
in the parking area were sprayed with waste oil (a
byproduct of the distillation process and not "used"
oil). The oil was marginally effective and created
some problems with the state Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). Grading the yard scrapes up the
oil-encrusted surface and necessitates reapplication
of a dust control agent. Other dust control agents
were being considered to replace the oil. Calcium
chloride or a similar agent would be ideal for use
on this yard surface.
The asphalt pa\led loading areas were plagued by
underground streams that caused structural collapses
in many sections, and these sections had to be replaced causing severe disruption of the terminal
operation. If this had been an aggregate surface,
the collapse of the surface would have been more
gradual and remedial measures could have been taken
sooner, at less cost, and probably with less disruption to the terminal operation.
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East St. Louis, Illinois
This terminal has three loading tracks with 107 car
spots and an annual volume of 120 ,ooo lifts (information supplied by Pennsylvania Truck Lines, Inc.,
1985). This terminal was built on an existing rail
yard adjacent to the circus ramp that it replaced.
It has centerline parking between the two main loading tracks and the entire surface is aggregate.
During construction in an extremely dry season,
there were severe dust problems particularly in the
completed sections where construction traffic moved
constantly. The contractor had to water the surface
continually during the day and just barely won the
battle. Because of the constant watering, the surface become rutted, and the initially constructed
sections had to be regraded before the yard was completed.
On completion of construction, the entire yard
was sprayed with a calcium chloride solution. This
eliminated the watering almost completely and has
helped maintain a smooth riding surface. Had the
calcium chloride been applied during construction,
the additional costs of ~atering and regrading would
have been eliminated.

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania
This terminal has three tracks
with 65 car spots
and an annual volume of 68,000 lifts (information
supplied by Pennsylvania Truck Lines, Inc., 1985).
The original yard was expanded to accommodate additional car spots. The terminal was sprayed with
waste oil, until that supply was eliminated. The oil
controlled the dust, but poor drainage and surface
ponding allowed the oil-encrusted surface to spall
and form potholes.
The next agent used was emulsified asphalt. This
also worked well for a short time but was too expensive to continue repeated applications. The agent
being used now is calcium chloride, but its effectiveness has not been investigated yet because of
the amount of oil that has built up within the surface of the aggregate. Calcium chloride works best
when it leaches into the top 6 in. of aggregate, and
an oil-encrusted surface impedes this action.

Morrisville, Pennsylvania
This terminal has two loading tracks with 70 car
spots and an annual volume of 78,000 lifts (information supplied by Pennsylvania Truck Lines, Inc.,
1985). The terminal was built on an existing rail
yard. It has centerline parking between the two
loading tracks, and the entire surface is aggregate.
A layer of filter fabric was placed under the base
to promote drainage and to improve structural integrity.
This terminal also encountered dust problems during construction, and the contractor had to water
the surface continually. The filter fabric does an
exceptional job of promoting drainage, and the surface dries quite quickly. After completion of construction, the watering was continued. A water truck
would operate 8 to 12 hr a day during dry weather
just to control the dust. This quickly became an expensive solution. Then a dust control agent, which
required a weekly application according to instructions, was used and no additional watering was supposed to have been necessary. However, the effectiveness was marginal and watering was only reduced
by 35 percent.
The next control measure tested was placing a
layer of washed pea gravel on the surface as a
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cover. This also worked marginally because the fine
material would
eventually
migrate
through
the
gravel. The last measure was an application of
liquid calcium chloride. This still required some
watering (2 or 3 times a week) during dry weather.
However, after a few seasonal applications of calcium chloride, the need for watering will diminish
rapidly because as the calcium chloride leaches into
the aggregate it binds the material more effectively. Concurrent with the application of calcium
chloride, two sections were cordoned for the testing
of other dust control measures. One section had a
surface application of MC-30 oil; and the other section had the surface scarified, MC-30 oil applied
and mixed into the aggregate, and then was graded
and rolled. Both sections controlled dust as well as
the calcium chloride, but after a few months these
sections became more rutted than the rest of the
surface.
Although the pea gravel was ineffective as a dust
control agent, it did provide a benefit in the reduction in the formation of potholes. Many of the
potholes in the loading area appeared in a straight
line parallel to the loading track . The cause of the
potholes wal'!
he loading machine itself. This yard
uses Raygo-Wagner PC-90s that have dual rear tires
on one strut and provide the steering. As opposed to
turning while moving, these wheels are frequently
turned while stationarv, and their ribbed tires do a
fairly efficient job of drilling holes in the surface. Refitting with smooth tires has reduced this
effect. The U:se of pea gravel further diminishes
this effect by absorbing the frictional forces between tires and the surface. Periodic grading maintains an even distribution of gravel and provides a
smooth riding surface.
Snow removal produced an unanticipated event. The
snow is plowed into piles at regular intervals
throughout the terminal in locations where it will
not impede the operation. When the snow melts, piles
of gravel a.re left as residue. This gravel can be
regraded over the surface.

Portside , New Jersey
This terminal has three loading tracks with 51 car
spots and an annual volume of 59,000 lifts (information provided by Pennsylvania Truck Lines, Inc.,
1985). This terminal handles mostly containers for
transfer to Port Elizabeth and Port Newark. The yard
has an aggregate surface but a generally poor subgrade. The entire marine terminal area has been constructed on reclaimed marshland, and it is not
uncommon to see undulations in the surrounding roadways because of uneven settlement.
The terminal has no drainage, which causes severe
operating problems during wet and cold seasons. Frequently, there are sections that remain undetwater
for months. This is followed by severe rutting when
the surface becomes muddy, and then the surface becomes extremely dusty in dry seasons because any
dust control agent has been washed away. This situation is caused by a clogged drainage system and
fouled ballast under the loading tracks, which prevents surface runoff. The existing drainage system
is a french drain that is partly clogged by the use
of oil as a dust control agent. There are plans to
resurface the terminal and install a new drainage
system. Because of the poor subgrade, an aggregate
surface is more practical at this location. When undulations do appear on the surface it can be regraded. A rigid or

flexible i-Jet.VernenL would require

expensive resurfacing.

Springfield , Massachusetts
This terminal has two tracks with 52 car spots and
an annual volume of 55,000 lifts (information supplied by Pennsylvania Truck Lines, Inc., 1985). This
terminal was built on an existing rail yard adjacent
to the existing circus ramps. It has centerline
parking between the two loading tracks and the
entire surface is aggregate.
Calcium chloride is effectively used for dust
control. The yard surface is well consolidated but
still requires some replenishment material. There is
a grader in the terminal operated by the maintenance
personnel, which does periodic grading. In the past,
some improper grading was done that allowed some
water to pond on the surface. This is a correctable
problem.

Worcester, Massachusetts
This terminal has two loading tracks with 48 car
spots and an annual volume of 37,000 lifts (information supplied by Pennsylvania Truck Lines, Inc.,
1985). The loading area is bounded by the two loading tracks, and the surface is aggregate. Trailer
parking is located by the former circus ramp tracks.
Pea gravel is used effectively as a replenishment
m~tPri~l in thA loading area. The surface is pliable
but never ruts. Calcium chloride is used for dust
control, but there were problems with the application. The calcium chloride was spread in dry flake
form and then sprayed with water. If applied this
way, meticulous care is necessary. First the flakes
or pellets must be spread evenly or coverage will
not be complete, and, second, the water must be
sprayed immediately after the calcium chloride is
spread. In one instance, the calcium chloride was
not sprayed with water until the next day, and the
dust that formed between days caused some eye irritations. The best and most effective method is to
spray the calcium chloride in liquid solution.
The access roadway from the gate to the loading
area also had an aggregate surface and had calcium
chloride applied. However, vehicles on this roadway
frequently exceed 30 mph. The dust could not be contained under these conditions, and the roadway was
paved with asphaltic concrete on a base that was
well consol idated as a result of the application of
calcium chloride.

LESSONS
'£he problems discussed have occurred at other Conrail intermodal terminals, and similar solutions
have been used to rectify these problems. It may appear that all these problems justify the extra expenditure involved in using asphaltic concrete or
portland cement concrete. However, if a regular
maintenance schedule is adhered to,
there will
generally be fewer problems than with other pavement
designs.
Portland cement concrete is quite durable, but a
deep section (8 to 12 in.) with reinforcement is
required to prevent cracking. This can be expensive
and construction is generally limited to the trackside loading area where trailers are placed or the
traversing strip for the wheels on overhead cranes.
Asphaltic concrete is also durable and requires
and 8- to 10-in. depth when placed on a well-compacted base. Because this is a flexible pavement undulations cun occur in the sur face, and the l;inn ing
gear on trailers makes impressions in the surface
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when not gently lowered either by mechanical loaders
or tractors. Many of the Conrail terminals that have
asphalt pavement require annual repairs of potholes,
and some terminals need a complete overlay of 2 to 4
in. (average 10-year life cycle).
Repairs of rigid and flexible pavements are more
disruptive to terminal operations than any regular
maintenance procedures for an aggregate surface.
Rigid and flexible pavements also are allowed to
reach higher levels of deterioration before improvements are made because repairs are more costly. Most
problems with an aggregate surface can usually be
solved with a little grading.
CRITERIA
'l'he following criteria for construction of an aggregate wearing course are beneficial to the maintenance and operation of the terminal:
L
use of a dust control agent during construct ion. There are numerous agents available for dust
control, and the most common are oil, emulsified
asphalt, lignin sulfonate, calcium chloride, and
water. The application can be by surface penetration,
admix with the aggregate, or surface blanket.
Oil and emulsified asphalts are effective dust
control agents because they form a hard crusted surface. These are fine for open roadways but cannot
withstand the abuse in a terminal loading area. If
the crust is broken potholes will form, and the only
effective method of repairing the surface is to
scarify the surface, reapply the agent, and grade
and roll the aggregate.
water as an agent is extremely short lived and
requires constant applications. Continuous watering
in the absence of any other agent will weaken the
stability of the surface and allow rutting of the
surface. There are also some so-called wetting
agents that retain the water on the surface and
retard evaporation. These were found to be only marginally better than water.
Calcium chloride and lignin sulfonate are naturally formed agents that have similar characteristics. They both absorb moisture and retain it, leach
into the aggregate and provide greater soil stability, and allow the surface to remain pliable. The
choice for the Conrail intermodal terminals is calcium chloride because it is readily available in the
regions where the terminals are located.
Calcium chloride should be applied in solution by
a truck with a spreader spray bar. This ensures even
distribution of material and allows penetration of
the surface. Surface penetration is the preferred
method of application because dust only applies to
the top 2 in. of material. Admixing with the aggregate will provide more stability but is also more
expensive.
The dust control agent should be applied to sections during construction not applied once at the
completion of construction. This will eliminate constant watering and its inherent problems and minimize disruptions during construction.
2. Control of trailer placement in the terminal.
The use of an aggregate surface does not allow pavement markings to identify trailer parking spots and
loading locations. However, as stated previously, an
aggregate surface is best suited for midvolume
terminals that generally do not require exact location identification for control of trailer movement.
Trailer parking can be identified by sections with
signs on poles. In one of Conrail's yards, a double
row of trailer parking was separated by a concrete
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median barrier (as on highways) to provide uniform
rows and prevent trailers from being backed into
each other. Trailer parking spot numbers can be
painted on these barriers.
3. Access roadways should be paved with asphaltic concrete. Speeds in the loading and parking
areas are in the range of 5 to 15 mph, but, on
access roadway, speeds can exceed 30 or 35 mph and
at these speeds even the best dust control agent can
lose its effectiveness. It should be noted that paving with asphaltic concrete is also a dust control
method.
4. Construction cost differentials. An aggregate
wearing course should be 1 1/2 or 2 times the thickness of an asphaltic concrete wearing course depending on the stability of the base course. If the
asphaltic concrete wearing course is 8 to 10 in., an
aggregate wearing course will be 12 to 20 in.
Typical 1984 costs are $2. 50 per inch per square
yard for asphaltic concrete and $0.80 per inch per
square yard for aggregate. Because paving is one of
the major construction i terns, the differential here
can account for a 40 percent difference in overall
costs.
Optional construction costs for an aggregate
course are filter fabric at $2.85 per square yard
and dust control agent (calcium chloride) at $0.40
per square yard for an initial application with a 38
percent solution.
Changes and possible downgrading of the drainage
system because of reduced runoff were not quantified.
Periodic maintenance of the aggregate surface is
also necessary, and the following criteria have been
formulated on a trial-and-error basis:
1. Dust control. The preference is for the use
of calcium chloride or lignin sulfonate. Two applications should be made yearly: one in the spring and
the other in midsummer. These agents will leach into
the soil so a periodic application is necessary to
cover the surface. Leaching does not mean the loss
of the agent but an increase in the penetration of
the agent into the aggregate to provide greater soil
stability. After repeated applications, the density
of agent in solution can be decreased because of the
buildup of the agent in the aggregate. During long
dry seasons, an occasional watering of the surface
may be required to revitalize the properties of
these agents. Annual cost for two applications of 34
percent calcium chloride solution is $0.70 per
square yard (1984 prices).
2. Periodic grading of the surface. Because the
surface of the aggregate will not become completely
hard with the use of these dust control agents, some
surface material may be shifted and will be manifested in the formation of ruts, potholes, and possibly a washboard effect on the surface. Periodic
grading (preferably every 2 or 3 weeks) will prevent
problems even if they are not apparent. If these
problems persist long enough / the only way to correct them is to scarify the surface and regrade.
Annual grading cost is $0. 75 per square yard (1984
pr ices).
Conrail maintains graders, which are operated by
terminal personnel, in their intermodal terminals.
This is a preferable method because grading can then
be done during slack operating periods. Care should
be taken to maintain the slope of the surface so the
surface runoff will not be impeded or low spots
formed that will create puddles.
3. Replenishment
of
surface
material.
Small
amounts of material will be continually lost for
many reasons. Therefore additional material will be
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needed to maintain the surface. In general, the same
material as was used for the original construction
is acceptable. It should be well graded, and, if
enough material is applied, it should also be
rolled. Annual cost for replenishment of aggregate
is $0.40 per square yard (1984 prices).
Another option is the use of pea gravel (about
1/4 in. thick) as a cover material. This has been
used in a few terminals as a dust control measure
(surface blanket)
with limited success.
Calcium
chloride is used for dust control in these terminals.
However, the pea gravel provides a flexible surface.
Vehicles leave tracks in the gravel, but the gravel
is easily redistributed by the next vehicle. A smooth
riding surface is provided because the material conforms to the track of a wheel and will not form hard
indentations such as ruts and potholes. An occasional
light grading maintains an even distribution of the
gravel.
4. Differential in maintenance costs. An aggregate course requires dust control (calcium chloride
at $0.70 per square yard), grading ($0.75 per square
yard), and replenishment material ($0. 40 per square
yard) for an annual maintenance cost of $1.85 per
square yard (1984 prices). The surface area to be
maintained is approximately 70 peccent of the terminal area. The 30 percent remaining area is devoted
to parking, which requires maintenance about every 3
to 5 years.
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An asphalt surface in the terminal generally requires the equivalent of a 2-in. overlay every 10 to
12 years. This is a combination of pothole repair
and resurfacing. A 2-in. overlay at 1984 prices cost
$5.00 per square yard.

CONCLUSIONS
An aggregate surface for an intermodal terminal is
an attractive, cost-effective alternative to other
pavement designs. In addition to the cost reduction
in material, an aggregate base will absorb some
rainfall thereby reducing runoff. This translates
into a less costly drainage system and possibly a
smaller detention basin. Maintenance procedures may
appear to be costly and time consuming, but aggregate is easier to maintain than is an asphalt surface. Maintenance of an asphalt surface usually occurs when surface deterioration has caused a safety
hazard and costly repairs are required. Rigid pavements are expensive and used only in limited areas,
leaving large areas for other surface paving treatment.
The Conrail terminals, with an aggregate surface,
ope"!::ate efficiently with the proper maintenance procedures and, indeed, are some of the most productive
terminals in the Conrail system.

Address: Design-and-Build Concept for lntermodal
Freight Terminals
1(.CJ. J(reikellleier
Sverdrup Corporation
St. Louis, Missouri

I am pleased to have the opportunity to talk to you
about design and build in general and about the application of the design-and-build approach to delivering intermodal projects.
First of all, let me clarify that there are two
basic types of design-and-build firms: the traditional contractor-led type, commonly referred to as
"turnkey contractor," and the type that uses a professional project manager, who typically has a
strong technical as well as a construction background. The project manager type normally does not
self-perform construction work but contracts through
subcontractors to accomplish the field work.
My firm, Sverdrup Corporation, exemplifies the
design-led project management approach. This type of
firm is generally appropriate for more technical
projects in which design competence plays a key role
in the successful delivery of the project. This differs from a more straightforward project, say an
office-warehouse, for which construction-dominated
project delivery is appropriate.
Before discussing the specifics of design and
build, it may be of interest to look at the marketplace for those of us in the business of delivering
capital facilities. Our observation, based on industry data, is that owners are increasingly accepting the design-and-build approach as a delivery
method.
Building Design and Construction magazine reports
as one of the results of a survey of 300 large
building owners that 44 percent of the manufacturing
group use design and build as a delivery approach i
this percentage is up substantially from previous
years.
Design and build is not the answer for all projectsi however, the design-and-build market segment
is continuing to increase in response to a growing
demand for total project services. This growth is
the result of more technically oriented firms (design companies) entering the business and more
sophisticated owners viewing the design-and-build
approach as a viable option for delivery of their
projects.

WHAT IS DESIGN AND BUILD?
To understand the design-and-build approach, it is
important to think in broad terms of all of the
activities it takes to make a project happen.

Makeup of Design-and-Build Project
A project is made up of a long series of business,
technical, and construction activities that are interrelated. Design and build typically spans several
or all of these activities (e.g., design, real
estate, financing, construction).
The extent of the "span" of services varies with
each project. It is the span of the project that
places the burden of single-source responsibility on
the design-and-build team to assure close interface
of all aspects of the project.

Definition
Design and build is a project delivery system that
assumes single-source responsibility for both design
and construction. It is a professional service that
encompasses everything needed to plan, design, and
construct the facility. When the scope of the project
has been set and contractually agreed on, the philosophy is to contract for a single point of responsibility.
It is important to note that the design-and-build
contractor is contractually obligated to deliver the
facility from design concept through construction.
Thus the design-and-build contractor has single
responsibility not only for the project's design but
also for its field construction.

Design-and-Build Contract
The design-and-build contractor is both the designer
of record and the general contractor. The basic approach is to contract for design and construction
through one source. The design-and-build contractor
has contract responsibility for
•
•
•
•
•

Cost,
Schedule,
Quality,
Performance, and sometimes
Real estate and financing.

To meet these contract responsibilities, the designand-build contractor must manage all issues that
affect a project.
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Rroject Impacts
Even the simplest projects in today's world are
becoming increasingly complex as they are affected
by a multitude of priorities and pressures (e.g.,
financing, taxes, zoning, energy, labor codes, environmental concerns). Clients, especially those
without sophisticated engineering or architectural
staffs, are becoming overwhelmed with these complexities. This is the drive behind the change in
the marketplace toward single-responsibility contracts.
Risk Curve
As additional responsibilities are assumed under the
design-and-build contract, the risk factor must be
addressed by both the owner and the design-and-build
contractor.
The full risk burden of coordination, performance,
interfacing, and management belongs to the designand-build contractor under a single-responsibility
contract. The design-and-build contractor must develop a proposal and negotiate a contract that
balances the risk versus the potential profit.
Design-and-build contracts can range from minimal
(services) risk to 100 percent risk. Consider not
just cost guarantee but also the risk of other pot~nti~l liabilitiss (s.g., schsdulet financing, pe~formance).
The contract terms are the measure of risk. Thus
it must be fully understood that, as contract terms
become mor~ stringent, financial risk increases for
the design-and-build contractor and the cost to the
owner increases.
HOW DOES A DESIGN-AND-BUILD PROJECT WORK?
Design-and-build projects are typically effective in
achieving two goals:
1.

2.

Early cost identification and
Fast-track delivery.

early criteria and design decisions are critical to
controlling future project costs. Thus decisions
made at Stages 1 and 2 must be technically sound in
order for costs to be accurately projected.
Conventional Versus Design-and-Build Fast-Track
Schedule
Under the design-and-build approach, projects move
rapidly from concept definition (Stage 1) through
preliminary design and costing (Stage 2) and into
fast-track delivery (Stage 3).
The fast-track stacking of design and construction
is typical of design-and-build project deliveries.
Early delivery translates to owner cost savings by
1.

Putting the project into productive use ear-

1 ier (return on investment),

2. Reducing the project overhead and administration burden, and
3. Reducing escalation.
Project Organization
The design-and-build team's project management effort
and communication are critical. The team makeup involves numerous interests, disciplines, and areas of
'=.X.iJ'=!. i:..i~'::!

that: must work -cogether -co deliver effec-

tively and control risk.
Design-and-build projects are organized using a
task force team approach. People with the appropriate
expertise are assigned to each major area under the
overall leadership of a project director.
Typically, a client representative is part of the
team to facilitate rapid response to project decisions, owner coordination, and mutual involvement in
working to execute the project.
The project director is responsible for the management and successful delivery of the overall project. He is separate from both design and construction; thus team members responsible for each activity
act on their own professional judgment without undue
bias or pressure to compromise.

Design-and-Build Delivery Phases

BENEFITS OF DESIGN AND BUILD

To facilitate early cost identification and minimize
early owner commitments, projects are generally done
in three stages:

The use of design and build is most prevalent when

• Stage 1: Owner requirements,
Concept design, and
Budget estimate and schedule;
• Stage 2: Preliminary design,
Guaranteed project cost,
Schedule, and
Real estate and financing; and
• Stage 3: Final design and construction.
Obviously, the time frame varies with the complexity
of the project. Clear definition of project parameters and scope of work is critical and must be accomplished in Stages 1 and 2.
cost Trending
A capital project today includes more than design
and construction. It demands financial management.
For "'· project to be completed on time and •.-1ithin
budget, it must be controlled.
The critical time for controlling cost is in the
early stages--not after construction begins. The

1. Single-source responsibility is needed because
the client has a staff limited in number and capability to coordinate all activities of the project,
2. A completed facility is needed as soon as
possible,
3. Total cost commitments are needed early in
the design phase,
4. Specific or unusual performance requirements
are necessary, and
5. Technical expertise is required.

Design and build is an excellent delivery system
for intermodal freight terminal projects. An n rmodal terminal is no better than its ability to perform under operating conditions. A design-and-build
team with knowledge of how all elements of an intermodal terminal should function can successfully
deliver intermodal facilities. The design-and-build
approach is applicable to
Piggyback hubs,
• Transfer points,
Container ports,
Break-bulk ports,
•Roll-on/roll-off ports,

Design-and-Build Concept
• Break-bulk land terminals,
• Air and truck transfer terminals, and
• Automobile unloading terminals.
With the design-and-build team directly accountable for all aspects of the project, specific benefits are generated:
•
•
•
•

Single-point responsibility,
Early cost guarantee,
Early project delivery, and
Reduced administrative cost.

To be successful, the design-and-build team must
have a record of similar terminal design and con-
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struction projects. Project experience will cross
boundaries of size, complexity, geography, type of
project, and scope of responsibility. The designand-build team must know intermodal terminals and
have staff capabilities in all professional disciplines needed for the project. For example, the
design-and-build team must be experienced in marine,
railroad, truck, and air terminal operations and, at
the same time, have a thorough knowledge of the
requirements for equipment, paving, buildings, and
process control systems. The right design-and-build
team can achieve the bottom line--saving time and
money on an intermodal terminal project.

Part2
Current Facility Design and
Construction Projects

Expedited Design and Construction of the Burlington Northern
Seattle International Gateway
W T. McCarthy
Burlington Northern Railroad Co.
Seattle, Washington

On July 1, 1985, Burlington Northern {BN) Railroad Company completed con·
struction of a new container-handling facility at Seattle, Washington. The new
facility, dubbed the Seattle International Gateway, had been built in just 6
months, to meet market demands for double-stack railroad equipment and p1>tential growth in the Pacific Northwest. This feat could not have been accomplished without extensive planning, the innovative use of equipment, and the
personal commitment of everyone involved. Planning and scheduling began
before the project reached the drawing boards and continued throughout the
course of construction. Design engineers and construction contractors scheduled
their work using the critical path method and continually updated their sched·
ules as conditions changed. Modern, high-production equipment was used to
expedite both the design and the construction. Equipment included electronic
survey instrumentation, a new device to measure subgrade strength, and high·
production concrete batch plants and finishing machines. The end result was
an efficient, low-cost, container-handling facility, located within 1 mi of the
Port of Seattle and BN's main-line railroad, which offers substantial savings to
shippers using stack train service to Chicago and has made the Port of Seattle
more competitive in international markets.

On December 15, 1984, the management of Burlington
Northern {BN) Railroad Company committed to the construction of a new container-handling facility at
Seattle, Washington. This decision was market driven
to take advantage of double-stack equipment technology and growth potential in the Pacific Northwest. Market analyses pointed to an immediate need
for such a facility and led to the establishment of
a July 1, 1985, completion date, allowing only 6
months for design and construction. This paper is a
discussion of the engineering studies that led to
that commitment and the expedited design and construction of the new facility.
The site chosen for the new facility was on a
portion of the Stacy Street switching yard, located
between 0.5 and 1.5 mi from Port of Seattle container terminals and within 1 mi of BN's east-west
main-line railroad. Early studies of available sites
in Seattle pointed to the Stacy Street site for its
strategic location and the amount of property available for development. The yard itself is, in essence, two yards with a split lead through the middle as shown in Figure 1. A switching study showed
that one of the yards could be removed without adversely
affecting
switching
productivity.
This
opened up 29 acres for development of the new facility. In addition there are another 32 acres available for future development if the remaining yard is
ever removed. As shown in Figure 2, the 29-acre site
is situated so that new trackage can be added to
allow simultaneous loading and unloading of two
trains or as many as 400 containers.
Preliminary layouts showed that about 17 mi of

+1 CAR REPAIR BLDG.
+2 YARD OFACE

FIGURE 1 Former Stacy Street Yard.

trackage, 84 turnouts, a track scale, and 10 buildings would have to be removed before construction of
the new facility. Five miles of new track, 11 turnouts, and 6 new buildings were planned for the new
facility. A preliminary cost estimate of $10.6 million was developed using unit cost data from recent
intermodal projects in the Seattle region and historic track and building construction costs. Unit
costs used for grading, drainage, paving, and utility work were factored from unit costs for actual
construction on similar facilities based on the
acreage under development.
To expedite the project a tentative design schedule was established in late November and field surveys, using BN forces, were started. This design
approach has proven effective on past projects. It
provides time to better define the scope of the
project, postpones a large financial commitment to a
design contract, and allows time to choose the best
design consultant for the job. A key part of the entire project was the selection of the designer. Of
prime importance was the selection of a firm that
understood BN's needs and would look at economic
alternatives, deliver on schedule, and produce a
clear, concise set of plans and specifications.
Field surveys were used to develop topographic
maps and utility and location maps of existing
tracks and buildings. For this survey a baseline was
established and bench marks set in areas that would
not be disturbed by the new construction. Elevations
were taken across the site on 50- x 100-ft gr ids
using electronic survey equipment. Locations and
elevations of buildings, tracks, and utilities were
taken during this survey. The boundaries of the survey extended well beyond the limits of new construction, which saved time as design work moved beyond
original project limits.
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FIGURE 2 Seattle International Gateway.

Electronic survey equipment, used to speed up the
collection of field data, was essential to the timing of the overall project. This equipment usually
consists of an electronic measuring device (EMD)
mounted on a theodolite, which projects a laser beam
of light from the EMD to a prism at the point to be
surveyed and reflects the beam back to the EMD. This
equipment provided the operator with a digital readout of the horizontal and vertical angles between
the EMD and the prism as well as the horizontal and
vertical distances. This allowed the rapid collection of data with a small crew, so that remaining
crew members could be used to convert field data to
drawings in the office.
A BN architect cataloged the number and condition
of buildings on site, made recommendations for relocation of current operations during construction,
and identified the size and number of new buildings
needed for the intermodal facility. A two-story concrete block yard office, housing electronic car
verification equipment, was located in the center of
the proposed intermodal yard, Nearby was a metalframed 90- x 250-ft car repair shed with six small
buildings along one side. The small self-framed
metal buildings were recommended for reuse, either
for the new facility or elsewhere on BN property.
The yard office and six of the smaller buildings
were occupied by BN personnel and the remaining
facilities were vacant.
The architectural survey showed that three new
buildings were needed off site for maintenance
forces who would be displaced because of the new
construction. Also, a new yard office and two new
buildings for intermodal operations would be required on site. After floor plans were drawn for the
new buildings, it was decided to use parts of the
existing self-framed metal buildings for the three

off-site maintenance buildings and temporarily relocate the people in these build i ngs during construction. Because the electronic equipment in the yard
office would be too costly to move into temporary
quarters during construction, the yard office could
not be demolished until the new yard office was
built.
Requests were sent to several prominent geotechnical firms for proposals to investigate soil conditions on site and to provide design recommendations
for pavements and structural foundations. To expedite the selection of a firm, solicitations only
allowed 2 weeks for review and return of the completed propos al. On th e bas is of thei r under standing
of the project and the method they proposed to collect field data, Dames & Moore was selected.
Dames & Moore was requested to determine subgrade
strengths, to calculate pavement thicknesses for
various paving materials, and to make recommendations for preparing the subgrade before paving. For
design purposes it was assumed that overhead lift
devices would operate on paved runways along each
pair of loading tracks, a side lift device and tractor-trailer
combinations would operate anywhere
within the facility, but most movement would be concentrated near the loading tracks. The overhead and
side lift devices exert wheel loads of 80,000 lb
with tire pressures of 90 lb per square inch. Design
of and materials used for paving must provide adequate strength for this load. A durable low-maintenance pavement with a 20-year design life was
desired.
Subgrade investigations were started on November
27, 1984. Ultimately 180 points were analyzed. An
easily portable falling weight deflectometer (FWD)
mounted on a trailer allowed the rapid collection of
data on subgrade strengths. A preliminary geotech-
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nical report was completed in only 3 weeks. The
final report was completed 3 weeks later, on January
7, 1985.
'l'he Dames & Moore study showed that soils across
the site were generally weak, consisting of loose
mixtures of gravel, fine sands, and local areas of
wood chips. The groundwater table was at an average
depth of 5 ft below natural ground. As requested,
Dames & Moore also identified areas where the weakest soils might lead to problems during construction
so plans could be made accordingly.
The
geotechnical
consultant
provided
design
recommendations for asphalt concrete (AC) pavement,
portland cement concrete (PCC), and a relatively new
paving concept called
roller-compacted concrete
(RCC) • They presented a number of alternative pavement sections for each paving material and loading
case (Table 1) • In addition to pavement sections,
they also provided references to appropriate standard specifications for the quality of all paving
and subgrade materials and provided recommendations
for treatment of contraction and construction joints
in rigid pavements.

TABLE 1 Pavement Sections
Rigid Pavements
Alternative

AC Pavement

Crane Ways

Yard Area

Yard Area

Entrance

19-in. PCC
12-in. GB

17-in. PCC
12-in. GB

8-in. AC
12-in. GB

2

19-in. RCC
12-in. GB

17-in. RCC
12-in. GB

3

14-in. PCC
IO-in. CTB

12.5-in. PCC
10-in. CTB

4-in. AC
10-in. CRB
30-in. GSB
7-in. AC
8-in. CRB
20-in. GSB
IO-in. AC
6-in. CRB
IO-in. GSB

Note: PCC == portland cement concrete, RCC =roller-compacted concrete, AC=
asphalt concrete, GB= gravel base, CTB =cement-treated base, CRB =crushed rock
base, and GSB =gravel subbase.

Grading operations were to begin in February
1985. This raised serious concerns about unpredictable Seattle weather delaying the project due to the
weak, moisture sensitive subgrades on the site. To
ensure proper compaction of the subgrade, Dames &
Moore recommended proof rolling before placing the
granular base and removing unsuitable materials from
areas that would not compact. They also recommended
use of a granular base course to provide a stable
working surface during wet weather.
By late December enough survey and soils data had
been collected to allow the solicitation of proposals from design consultants. The proposals requested
complete design of the facility from grading and
utilities to buildings and traffic flow patterns.
The designer would provide complete contract drawings and specifications and would secure as many
building permits as possible before construction.
Proposals also included a separate i tern to provide
all construction inspection services that would not
be accepted until completion of design work.
The firm of Duffy, Lawver and Kumpf, (DL&K) Inc.,
was
chosen
for
design engineering.
They were
currently working on another BN trailer-on-flatcar
terminal project, which gave them the background
they would need for the Seattle project. They also
showed a thorough understanding of the railroad in
general and paving projects in particular. This contract was awarded before completion of field surveys
and soils investigations, allowing collection of additional data required by the designer while field
crews were still mobilized.

DL&K provided a preliminary design schedule using
the critical path method (CPM). As requested, this
schedule covered the time between the start of design and award of a construction contract. The timing of building permits and construction schedules
was estimated to establish a date for completion of
design and commencement of construction. However,
the schedule would have to be flexible to allow for
changes as the design progressed and additional information was collected.
During preparation of the preliminary schedule,
the design and permit process was started to avoid
any delay to the general contractor when that contract was awarded. The items that could be designed
easily included construction of a new yard office,
installation of a storm sewer discharge, and demolition of the car repair shed.
On completion of this preliminary schedule, a
meeting was arranged with the city of Seattle, Department of Construction and Land Use. Lead personnel in each agency, through which permits would be
reviewed, attended. This meeting resulted in an
understanding of how the permit process would work,
the number of permits required, and the amount of
time needed for city reviews. The entire project
could have been seriously delayed without this meeting and the cooperation afforded by the city.
Following this meeting, DL&K formulated a final
design schedule, an abridged version of which is
shown in Figure 3. The schedule started with four
activities on parallel er i tical paths shown in Figure 3 as dark heavy lines. Time constraints did not
allow float time in any of the major activities. The
most float time, shown as a light dashed line, in any
subactivity was 5 days. However, the time estimated
by the city to secure building permits was thought
to be overstated and, if so, could result in some
additional float time.
Completion of the new yard office was critical to
finishing the project on time. An old yard office
stood in the way of new track work, paving, and yard
lighting. However, electronic equipment was located
in that building and temporary relocation was too
costly; therefore, completion of the new building
was needed early in the project.
The design and construction of the new yard off ice were scheduled for completion on May 3, 1985,
using railroad construction crews; however, city
permits could not be issued until all plans and
specifications were approved by the city. These
delays were eliminated by specifying a standard
"off-the-shelf," preeng ineered metal building that
conformed with city building code requirements.
Meanwhile, foundation plans and architectural details based on this standard building were worked
out by DL&K.
To further simplify the building design process,
modular buildings were requested for use as combination office and lunch room facilities at the entrance to the yard and at midyard. The buildings
were two-story structures with upper stories consisting of glass walled towers, from which trucks
entering the facility would be controlled. The lower
story would be used for office, lunch, and locker
room facilities. The selected modular buildings are
preapproved by the Washington State Department of
Labor and Industries Factory Assembled Structures
Section. This approval eliminated the need to secure
city permits.
In most paving projects storm drainage is installed before other construction. The downstream
end or outfall to the storm drainage system is installed first, thus providing an outlet for storm
water as the system is built. Field surveys had
located a 96-in.-diameter Municipality of Metropolitan Seattle (METRO) combination storm and sanitary
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FIGURE 3 Abridged diagram of DL&K CPM design schedule.

sewer for use in the new storm system. In discussions with METRO it was learned that additional
storm water could not be added to the present system
because it would cause sanitary sewage in the system
to overflow into Puget Sound. Therefore, a new outfall was designed running 240 ft under two city
streets and six railroad tracks.
The outfall design was completed 4 weeks before
completion of the overall design. Construction bids
for the outfall were solicited as a separate contract in advance of the main contract. To ensure
that th is work would not delay the ma in con tr act,
specifications were written with a rigid completion
date of March 28, 1985.
Demolition permits were required for all buildings on the site. The yard office and the car repair
shed were too large for BN crews to demolish; therefore, a contractor was used. Because the yard office
would remain until the work under the main contract
was started, its demolition was included in that
contract. However, because the 90- x 250-ft car
repair shed occupied the new track site, it was removed under a separate contract to avoid any delays
to the main contract.
Plans were then made to remove the remaining
eight buildings with BN crews, as soon as demolition
permits were issued. Demolition permits were obtained well in advance of major construction, allowing crews time to complete demolition before award
of the main .contract.
Dames & Moore's soils report was reviewed with
DL&K to select a pavement design section from proposed alternatives. The use of cement-treated base
was ruled out as not cost-effective. Asphalt concrete pavement could not be used in yard areas be-

cause trailer dolly wheels and stacked containers
would cause the pavement to fail. It was decided to
use AC pavement only in the entryway, on parking
lots, and over the four loading tracks.
It was not known if roller-compacted concrete
pavement would prove more economical than PCC pavement in yard areas and for craneways. Design was
provided for both and included as alternate bid
i terns in the contract documents. Concern was expressed that RCC pavements are relatively new and,
as such, somewhat r is~y to construct. Inspection of
several RCC pavements throughout the Pacific Northwest and Canada showed that construction methods and
equipment are still experimental and that service
life is unknown. On the other hand, a rigid specification was written to ensure an acceptable end product. This would drive up the cost of RCC, but it
might still compete with PCC.
PCC pavement has the advantage of being placed as
a fluid, which can allow abrupt changes in pavement
depths. RCC has the disadvantage of being placed
using conventional asphalt paving equipment because
it cannot attain compaction requirements behind the
paving train with abrupt changes in pavement depth.
A pavement section is shown in Figure 4. Pavement
depth throughout the yard is 17 in. of concrete over
a 12-in. gravel base. The concrete depth was increased to 19 in. for overhead crane runways and to
24 in. at the edges of concrete slabs, as recommended by Dames & Moore. Pavement sections for RCC
and PCC materials were made identical although PCC
pavement could have been thinner in some places.
All necessary city permits were obtained before
completion of the contract documents on February 21,
1985. Documents were then mailed to the various bid-
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FIGURE 4 Cross section through pavement showing 1/2 width between
loading tracks.

ders with a March 7, 1985, bid opening date. The
design was completed in only 37 calendar days, which
included the Christmas and New Year's holidays. During this time, a great deal of time and effort was
spent securing permits. For example, hand carrying
documents through agencies greatly expedited the
permit process.
Before design work started, BN crews began removing 17 mi of trackage and 84 switches. Removals were
begun on December 15, 1984, and all rail, ties, and
other track materials were removed from the site by
February 5, 1985, a total of 34 working days. To
maintain access to industry track and ongoing locomotive maintenance operations, some 2,000 ft of new
trackage and 5 new turnouts were constructed. Also,
new track materials were received and stockpiled
awaiting the completion of subgrade construction by
the general contractor.
As yard construction progressed, BN personnel
laid 5 mi of new track using continuously welded
rail (CWR) in one-quarter-mile lengths, constructed
28 switches, and placed more than 1,000 ft of rubber-surfaced grade crossings. This work was closely
coordinated with that of the general contractor who
was preparing subgrades, constructing drain lines,
moving equipment through the site, and placing concrete paving. At times there were as many as 150
people working on the site, but interference was
kept to a minimum.
At this time BN building crews were demolishing
structures on site and earmarking parts for reuse in
three new buildings being erected three blocks away
for maintenance personnel displaced by the new yard
project. Work on the three maintenance buildings was
started before the yard office because city permits
for the yard office were not issued until March 7,
1985. When the permits were issued, yard office construction began.
BN building, electrical, and communications crews
completed work on the 2,300-ft 2 yard office, including installation of all utilities and electronic
equipment on May 3, 1985, as scheduled. These crews
then completed work on the two modular buildings in
the new yard before returning to complete the three
maintenance buildings. They erected a total of 8,100
ft 2 of new buildings and demolished 8,000 ft 2 of
existing buildings in just 6 months.
A contract for installation of the new storm
drainage outfall was awarded on February 22, 1985,
with a definite completion date of March 28, 1985.
The outfall, a 36-in.-diameter concrete pipe, was
placed inside a 240-ft-long 54-in.-diameter steel
casing. The drain was connected to a 90-in.-diameter
city of Seattle storm drain to Puget Sound. The casing was installed by jacking and boring under city

streets and railroad tracks at an elevation about 10
ft below grade. However, the task was complicated by
groundwater, which was found only 4 ft below ground.
Two dewatering wells, placed before the jacking and
receiving pi ts were excavated, proved inadequate to
handle the amount of groundwater encountered. Three
additional wells were installed before the groundwater table was low enough to continue boring operations. As a result, this work was completed 9 days
beyond the completion date, which was a nuisance,
but did not delay completion of the facility.
A general construction contract was awarded on
March 7, 1985, to Sea Con Construction Co., who was
the low bidder on the PCC pavement alternative. The
low bid for RCC pavement was below that of PCC, but
not enough in BN's opinion to warrant risking acceptance of RCC. The difference between the lowest and
highest bids was only 4.8 percent, which indicated
that prices were quite competitive and that the
plans were well prepared and the specifications well
written. The various bid items and quantities are
given in Table 2, but, because bids were not pub1 icly opened, it is not possible to list bid prices.
Along with the bid, the contractor submitted a
critical path method (CPM) construction schedule,
which is schematically shown in Figure 5.
(The
actual schedule is too complex to reproduce here.)
Activities on the critical path are batch plant site
preparation, delivery of the high-production batch
plant from overseas, and main-line production of PCC
paving at a rate of 1,500 yd' per day. The schedule, based on 5 working days per week, did not allow
for delays due to inclement weather or equipment
failures. However, weekend work compensated for
delays.
The contractor had a well-organized project team.
The project manager was a company owner. His general
superintendent in charge of field activities reported to him. Separate positions were established
for purchasing, project engineering, weather consultation,
and maintenance and procurement.
These
people all reported directly to the project manager.
The contractor held weekly meetings with the
project team (i.e., subcontractors, city inspectors,
BN consultants, and BN construction superintendents)
to review the progress of each activity on the
critical path and discuss a plan of attack for work
during the ensuing week. Every 2 weeks, the contractor provided a bar chart showing activities to be
accomplished in the upcoming 2-week period.
The day after the contract was awarded, the contractor moved in his survey crews to set rough grading control. BN survey crews had provided the contractor with basic field control, which included
centerline stakes for new tracks and off-site bench
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TABLE 2 Contract Bid Quantities
Item

Description

Quantity

Item

Description

Quantity

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Base rock
Asphalt concrete
Unreinforced PCC
Reinforced PCC
AC curbing
Paint striping
Catch basins
Manholes
6-in.-diameter RCP
8-in.-diameter RCP

84,000 tons
10,800 tons
48,400 CY
450 CY
3,000 LF
12,000 LF
89 Ea
34 Ea
1,080 LF
4,195 LF

II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

12-in.-diameter RCP
15-in.-diameter RCP
18-in.-diameter RCP
24-in.-diameter RCP
36-in.-diameter RCP
4-in.-diameter PVC pipe
8-in.-diameter water pipe
6-in.-diameter water pipe
100-ft light towers
Miscellaneous electrical

1,855
760
690
2,555
165
1,080
3,075
1,700
16
Lump

LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
LF
Ea
sum

Note: CY= cubic yards, Ea= each, RCP =reinforced concrete pipe, LF =lineal feet, and PVC= polyvinyl chloride
pipe,
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marks. The contractor's crews used an electronic
device to establish grades, one that is commonly
used in building construction to set elevations for
drop ceilings. This device sprays a burst of laser
light away from the instrument, and by placing a
receiver anywhere within range of the instrument, it
is possible to accurately measure the elevation of a
point on the ground. This instrument allowed the
contractor to set grade stakes and begin rough grading within the first week of construction.
The project site was not close to supplies of
gravel for use in the base course. Moving 525 tons
of gravel per hour through city streets posed real
problems. The contractor solved the problems by importing grav.el on barges to a slip located two
blocks from the site. He then moved gravel a short
distance on city streets. This movement was made at
night, partly to avoid conflicts with daytime traffic and partly to avoid congesting the construction
site with gravel trucks. Gravel was spread loosely

at night, then rolled to the specified compaction
during the day.
Barge displacement was used to measure aggregate
weight instead of weighing each of the nine trucks
every time they completed their 30-min cycle to the
barge. If a conventional scale operation had been
used, trucks would have had to be loaded and weighed
every 3 min to maintain scheduled cycle times. This
would not have been practical.
A two-directional grid system was established for
placing and testing base materials. Subgrade compaction tests were made and were found satisfactory
before the gravel base was placed. The same plan was
applied to compaction of the base course before
placement of the concrete pavement. This plan not
only assured a quality pavement, it also coordinated
grading and inspection activities.
The contractor had ordered a new, high-volume,
concrete batch plant from overseas. Delivery of this
plant was delayed about 3 weeks, so the contractor
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FIGURE 6 Seattle International Gateway. Photo by Christophoto.

set up a conventional dry mix plant and used mix
trucks to batch the concrete. The dry mix could not
produce the required 1, 500 yd' of concrete per day
and had to be supplemented by Redi-mix concrete
brought in from a nearby plant. Dry mix operations
were continued during setup and shakedown of the new
plant so concrete production was never slowed.
Concrete was brought from the batch plant in end
dump trucks and placed on the ground near its final
location. It was then moved into its final location
by a front end loader, and a 'Bidwell finishing
machine was used to screed, tamp, vibrate, and
finish the pavement. The finishing machine was
operated on top of steel forms at widths of up to 75
ft. The machinery could be raised 5 ft above
finished grade to clear obstacles such as shafts on
light tower bases. This feature virtually eliminated
the need to hand work the concrete. After the pavement had cured overnight, contraction joints were
installed with concrete saws. The joints were later

routed to specified widths before fillers and seals
were added.
From the beginning inclement weather was a concern. A weather consultant was hired to provide the
contractor with an accurate forecast at least 12 hr
in advance of any work that would be adversely affected by weather conditions. This service helped
save time during construction, but the biggest help
was that Seattle rainfall was 10. 7 in. below historic annual rainfalls throughout the duration of
construction.
The new facility was opened for business on July
1, 1985, just 6 months after the decision to build.
It has already made the Port of Seattle more competitive in international shipping and BN in intranational transportation. The Seattle International
Gateway (Figure 6) now operates stack train service
to Chicago three times a week, offering a substantial savings to shippers over conventional truck or
trailer-on-flatcar services .

Design Considerations for lntermodal Container
Ilansfer Facilities
Arthur B. Goodwin
Intermodal Container Transfer Facility Joint Powers Authority
San Pedro, California

The Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach were faced with the common prob·
lem of overcoming the distance and travel time between the marine container
terminals and the existing intermodal rail terminals that are some 20 mi from
the harbor.complex. The distance.and traveLtime meant a high.transportation
cost of from $70 to $100. The solution was for the ports to develop a major
intermodal container transfer facility or several smaller facilities within or in
close proximity to the harbor complex. A significant planning effort was
undertaken to determine the most feasible type of facility, potential locations,

tainer rail terminal open to and used by all shipping
lines, provide for several subregional rail terminal
facilities in the harbor complex, or modify each
container t·erminal by insta·i-1-tng rail tra·ckage to
permit the loading and unloading of rail cars on
site.
The last alternative was reviewed and dismissed

i:lnti highway anci raii access-aii witn the minimum possiiJie disruption to tne

existing marine container terminals and general harbor traffic circulation. The
preferred alternative was to construct one centrally located intermodal rail
terminal that is only 4 mi from the ports. Various studies including an engineering feasibility study were conducted to determine the most efficient rail
terminal layout and operational characteristics. The facility has been designed
and is now under construction with an August 1986 operational date.

The Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach are located
in San Pedro Bay 20 mi or more from the rail yard
terminals in the downtown Los Angeles area. The rail
trackage, as does the highway network which serves
the Southern California region, radiates from the
central city core like the spokes of a wheel and the
ports are on the perimeter. Because of this si tuation, each container on a through bridge movement
for destinations outside the Southern California
region must be trucked from the waterfront container
terminals to downtown Los Angeles or to one of several recently established satellite intermodal ramps.
The drayage cost of $70 to $100 per container and
the 1 to 3 hr travel time required place the ports
at a competitive disadvantage relative to other West
Coast u.s. ports, many of which have intermodal rail
terminals adjoining or in close proximity to the
harbor complex.
The basic solution to the geographic problem of
distance between the ports' container terminals and
the rail terminals is to provide a facility or
facilities within the harbor complex to perform the
interchange of containers to and from rail cars.
This problem and its solution have been discussed
intermittently during the past 15 years by the management of both ports. However , it was not un ti 1
late 1979 that a concerted effort was made to develop
a major container transfer facility in the harbor
area. Although the three railroads that serve Southern California have existing terminals and additional
available properties on which to expand their operations in areas remote from the ports, there are no
available operating properties adjoining the harbor
on which new facilities could be constructed. The
solution was to construct one centrally located con48

the container terminals would not lend itself to any
extensive installation of trackage. Such installation
would certainly adversely affect the internal operations of the terminal. The other significant problem
associated with this alternative is that there are
currently 14 container terminals within the two
ports. With expanded rail service to each terminal,
vehicular circulation outside the terminals and in
the general harbor area would be severely affected
to the detriment of the entire port community.
The alternative of developing several subregional
harbor rail terminals was evaluated and eliminated.
Although there would be less impact on individual
container terminal operations, the impact on overall
vehicular circulation due to increased train and
switching movements was unacceptable. Potential sites
for the subregional rail terminals were reviewed and
it was determined that, in general, properties with
the necessary acreage and.configuration did not exist
or were being used for other harbor facilities and
therefore were not available.
The first alternative, one large centrally located
rail terminal, became the primary focus of attention.
The Port of Los Angeles owned a vacant 133-acre parcel that was ideally configured for a container rail
terminal. The property is approximately 7,000 ft
long and 900 ft wide. It is 4 mi away and equidistant
from both ports. The site has good highway access
and is close to harbor-related support activities
(e.g., container freight stations and transloading
facilities). In addition, the port-owned property
had vacant privately owned acreage on each side that
could provide opportunities for expansion.
With a conceptual solution to the ports' distance
problem to the existing rail terminals available,
the ports' management approached the three western
railroads. The initial concept was to construct a
terminal that could be served by all three railroads
on an equal basis. Following preliminary discussions,
it became apparent that, for a variety of reasons,
principally operational constraints and trackage
priority assignments, this idea was not acceptable.
After the initial round of discussions with the three
railroads, the Southern Pacific Transportation Com-
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pany indicated that they would like to have the
entire facility and requested that negotiations commence on their exclusive use of the proposed terminal.
At
that time,
Southern Pacific commanded
approximately a 50 percent market share of the
transportation of international marine containers
through the two ports to inland U.S. destinations.
Having Southern Pacific serve the proposed container
transfer facility would meet the goal of having one
railroad receiving marine containers in close proximity to the ports. In addition, the drayage rates
to any other rail terminal in the Los Angeles area
would probably be reduced to match the lower drayage
charge to the new terminal.
The ports began the preparation of an engineering
feasibility study for the proposed container rail
terminal, named the Intermodal Container Transfer
Facility (ICTF) , in cooperation with the Southern
Pacific. The configuration of the vacant site presented several unique opportunities that would assist
the overall development of the project. The property
was 7 ,000 ft in length, which would permit working
track lengths of 5,000 ft, equal to one unit container train length. The property was vacant so that
no ongoing activity had to be maintained during construction, and, because the property was not used as
a rail terminal, there were no predetermined concepts
about what the facility would look like or how it
would be operated.
The basic items to be included in the feasibility
study were
• Rail and vehicular access to the site,
Flexibility in terminal operations,
• Container storage and spacing requirements,
• Track spacing and types of operating equipment, and
• Phasing of construction and potential expansion of the terminal.
The engineering consulting firms of Daniel, Mann,
Johnson & Mendenhall (DMJM) and H.M. Scott and Associates were selected to conduct the feasibility
study. Container throughput demand projections were
supplied by the ports and the Southern Pacific for a
period of 20 years in the future. The projections
were based on actual container throughout data with
a conservative extrapolation of historic trends including future expansion of container terminals in
both ports and consideration of the load center concept.
The alternatives considered for container storage
included remote storage (not in close proximity to
the working tracks), center storage between working
tracks, prestaged container storage adjoining the
working tracks, and direct delivery of containers to
trainside. The working track spacing analyzed included single track with loading area on one or both
sides of the track, paired working tracks with a
loading area on one side of each track only, and
multiple working tracks with no loading areas adjoining the interior tracks.
The alternatives for operating equipment consisted
of overhead straddle cranes of several interior
widths; front-end loaders; side-lifting cranes; and
wide, 200- to 300-ft, overhead straddle cranes. The
various alternatives and
optional layouts were
analyzed using a set of criteria that assigned points
on a scale of l to 100. The evaluation criteria were
flexibility of operation, coordination of different
operations, vehicular circulation, capital cost per
unit of daily capacity, and operating cost per train
unit. The cost items were somewhat judgmental and
common cost items were omitted.
The various track spacing configurations, container storage methods,
and types of container
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transfer equipment available were used to make up
sets of alternatives that were analyzed. Table l
gives a summary of the evaluation that indicates
that the highest ranking alternative that provided
the greatest operational flexibility was the paired
working track configuration with two 40-ft-wide
overhead straddle cranes per working track and center
and prestaged container storage areas. A cross section of this track and storage arrangement is shown
in Figure l.
There would not be sufficient working track
capacity to accommodate the projected ICTF container
throughput demand past the year 2000 with only the
six working tracks shown in Figure 1 if storage of
containers were center and prestaged. With the
doubling of projected container demand between 1985
and the year 2000, six additional tracks would have
to be added to the ICTF in the future. These three
additional pairs of tracks would eliminate the center
storage areas. Fortunately, there are approximately
100 acres of vacant land immediately adjoining either
the east or the west side of the ICTF site that can
be added to the facility to compensate for the loss
of the center storage areas as additional working
tracks are installed. These areas can also be used
to increase the overall container storage capacity
of the facility. Figure 2 shows the configuration of
the ultimate ICTF complex with 12 working tracks and
all remote storage areas adjoining the facility.
The issues of rail and vehicular access were also
addressed in the feasibility study. The Southern
Pacific has a main-line track that runs from downtown
Los Angeles to the harbor complex and lies approximately 300 ft from the northwestern corner of the
site. Rail access to the site will be accomplished
by constructing a grade separation of a state highway
that lies between the main-line track and the ICTF
site and making other necessary street modifications.
This rail access project will permit the construction
of two lead tracks with unrestricted access to the
ICTF from the Southern Pacific's main-line track.
Vehicular access to the site will be from the
south through two driveways. A truck entrance-exit
gatehouse ·complex with 16 inbound-outbound lanes
will be constructed for processing the necessary
paperwork, container inspection, and assignment of a
container parking stall or location. The entranceexit gatehouse is set back from the street approximately 900 ft, which will permit sufficient truck
storage queueing area on site. A separate driveway
entrance for visitors and administrative personnel
will also be provided on the south end of the project
site.
The feasibility study was completed in July 1981.
Since its completion, there have been several refinements to the basic project. The emergence of the
extensive use of double-stack rail cars for liner
train service caused a reevaluation of the working
track arrangement. As a result, one working track
was removed from one of the paired tracks. The rema1n1ng track will be operated with a 60-ft-wide
bridge crane over the working track. This will allow
sufficient trackside staging areas to off-load and
load two containers on either side of the track. The
other significant change was the addition of a
three-high, six-wide container stacking area in one
of the center storage areas. The most efficient mode
of operation is an all-wheeled system (i.e., all
containers on chassis). However, discussions with
several of the potential users of the ICTF indicated
that their own chassis requirements would not allow
the container to stay on the chassis in the ICTF for
any period of time or that their chassis may not be
immediately available for inbound containers. As a
result, consideration will have to be given to a
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TABLE 1 Comparison of Equipment and Operating Alternatives
Ratings

Capital

Facility

Trains

Track

(hr)

Capacity

per 8-hr
Shirt

3.83

JO

13 .7

2 60·fJ BC

DS-230
RS·460
RS-460

2 40-fJ BC

RS-460

3.83

15

20.6

2 40-fl BC

RS-460

3.83

19

26. 1

2 40-fJ BC

RS-460

3.83

20

27.4

2 FEL

RS-460

4 .79

2 FEL

RS-460

4 ,79

2
2
2
2
2

230
230
230
230
DS-230
RS-460
RS-460

4.79
4, 79
4. 79
4.79
4.79
4 . 79

Hand lings

Handling
Operating

Equipment

Alternative

Concept

per Track

I-A

PDS, CDS,
PRS,CRS
PDS, CDS,
PRS,CRS
PDS, CDS,
PDS, CRS
CDS
CRS
CDS
CRS
PDS, CDS,
PRS, CRS
PDS, CDS,
PRS,CRS
PCS
PCS
PCS
PCS
PDS, CDS,
PRS , CRS
PRS, CDS,
PRS, CRS
PCS
PDS, CDS,
PRS, CRS
PDS, CDS ,
PRS, CRS
PDS, CDS,
PRS, CRS
CDS, CRS
PCS

2 40-ft BC

1·8
l· C
JI-A
11-B
Ill-A
lll·B
IV-A
lV·B
V-A
V-B
VI-A
Vl-B
VII
VIII-A
Vlll·B
1-C MOD
IV-B MOD

Number

Train
Unload/
Load
Time

FEL
FEL
FEL
FEL
FEL

2 FEL
2 80-fl BC
2 SP

per
Container
Train

or

3. 83

11.0

8.25
J3

15. 3

4

8
13

5,9
J0,6
5 5
II.I
j 7. 9

22

30.4

9'
7

3 .84
3.84

2 SP

230
DS-230
RS-430
RS-430

J 8.8
11.5

3, 84

J4

23

2 40-ft BC

RS-460

3.83

J2

19,9

2 40-ft BC

CS-460

3. 83

JO

J 6.6

n

Cost per
8-hr Shift
Train
Ct1p:tcily 8
10• $)

Operating
Cost per
Train ($) 3

DS-1.80
RS·2 , J 3
DS-2.J 3
RS-2.45
DS-1.40
RS·l , 73
DS-1.41
RS-2 39
DS-1.32
RS·l.64
DS-3 .49
RS-3.80
DS-2 . 28
RS-2 .58
CS-3.89
CS-2. 60
CS-3. 72
CS-2 ,46
DS-1.93
RS-2 . J9
DS- J .48
RS-1.74
CS· I.SS
DS-2 ,20
RS-2.48
ns •.J s2
RS-1.79
DS-1.21
RS-J .48
DS-J 18
CS- 1.45

DS-J,250
RS-3,020
DS-1,320
RS-3,090
DS·l,080
RS-2,840
DS-J ,080
RS-2,850
DS-J,040
RS-2,800
DS-2,240
RS-4, 100
DS-J,700
RS-3,560
CS-2,435
CS-J ,860
CS-2,4J 0
CS-1,820
DS-J,600
RS-3,460
DS-1,400
RS-3,600
CS-2 ,930
DS-1,450
RS-3,220
DS-!,J 50
RS-2,910
DS-1,050
RS-2,820
DS-J,055
CS-J ,985

Capacityb

83. 3

Flexibility

Coordination
Require-

men ts

Aecom mo-

date 2-Way
Traffic
and Units

JOO

50

100

66.7

JOO

50

JOO

JOO.O

JOO

50

JOO

100.0

50

25

100.0

so

47.6

JOO

86 7

JOO

50

JOO

33, 4
60.0
26. 7
53.3
86. 7

25
25
25
25
JOO

JOO
JOO
JOO
JOO
50

JOO
JOO
JOO
JOO
50

JOO 0

100

so

50

75 0
58.3

25
JOO

JOO
50

JOO

JOO 0

JOO

50

JOO

25
50

JOO.O

JOO

50

83. 3

75

25

JOO

0

JOO
126
JOO

Capital
Cost

Cost

Total
Score

83.9
70. 7
70.7
57 .8
100.0
86. 7
99. 6
60. 2
100, 0
94.4
16. 1
3.6
64. 7
52.6
0
51.8
6. 8
57 .4
78, 7
68. 3
96. 8
86. 3
94 0
67 ,9
56.6
95.,2
84, 3
98.9
88 9
JOO.O
90. 0

81.7
47.4
76.7
44.3
96. 7
55. 3
96_7
54.8
100.0
57.0
0
0
45.0
23. 7
73, 0
98. 2
74. 1
JOO.O
53. 3
28.1
70.0
36.8
SJ 3
65 .8
38.6
90.8
52 2
99.2
56. J
93.8
92.8

498 .9
451.4
464 I
4 J8 .8
546 7
492.0
371.3
290. 0
375 .0
322. 4
3 J 3. 7
301.2
446.4
413.0
33 1.4
435 .0
322 6
435 , 7
4J 8.9
383. 1
466 ,8
423 _J
345 3
442 .0
403.5
536.0
486 . 5
548. J
495 .0
482 . 1
466. I

Operating

Rank
12
II
J9
6
24
3J
23
28
29
30
J3
20
27
16
26
15
18
22
9
J7
25
J4
21

J
7
I
5
8
JO

Note: Costs listed in Ihis tablf' are incomplele; thE"y include differenrial el e menls among 1ltun,Uh't io 1nd cxclMdc common compqncnu.. VOS • preuun direct staging, CDS= coo1din1ted direct st1ging 1 PRS "' pretnln remote
Paling, CRS ':: coordln111IE'd re mole slaging, PCS= pre train center storage and staging, DS =direct staging, RS = remote 1tau110. CS s- centi:t J.Jo•llC •OCI sllllJing, BC= bridge crane, FEL = honl-end/boltom lo111der, SP=
auper packer c1mtUe-ver crane.
bRemote st ott' f conc•p l cost d&c:t nr,1 Include ( OJ.ts or irmote sloHJfl f.c•ilitles Rnd operat lmu...

c~;~a~1~ :1d:,~;:,d11~!q1~~1:~1~~. 1b~.~ :n~;t:t~CO~ :!e r~ ~~·= c': ~:.:;:)(t_d al a time unles• l lililitionaJ BCs are added, which req1.dres too much equipmenl and causes congestion .
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FIGURE 2 Intermodal transfer area-arrangement for remote storage.

pool of yard chassis or the container will have to
be stored in a stack area.
Using the paired working track configuration and
initially the center storage concept with ultimately
added adjoining remote container storage, a threephase facility was designed to accommodate increases
in container throughput. Phase 1 construction includes track spacing based on the Figure 1 track
arrangement, all the necessary utilities, substructures, buildings, pavement, and yard lighting. A
unique design feature of the utilities systems is
that they are designed for the maximum number of
required working tracks in terms of location and
capacity. Phase 1 is a complete facility with all
support functions provided.
Phase 2 of the ICTF project would add one pair of
working tracks in one of the center storage areas
and approximately 40 acres of adjoining property for
remote storage. This 40-acre parcel is a power line
right-of-way and the storage of containers on chassis
is a permitted use of space under power lines. In
addition, the container-stacking area within the
facility would be expanded. The Phase 3 project, as
presently planned, includes. the installation of three
additional working tracks: one set of paired working
tracks and one track adjoining the single track where
the double-stack rail cars are to be loaded. Approximately 50 acres of property would be added to
the facility in Phase 3 to replace the loss of container storage in the center storage areas.
Before the installation of additional trackage in
either of the future phases, the efficiency of loading and unloading double-stack rail cars will be

reexamined. Although the double-stack cars c:an be
worked on either a single track with access to both
sides of the rail car or on a paired track arrangement with access to only one side of the rail car,
the single-track method is more efficient. The use
of double-stack rail cars presents its own operational considerations that must be addressed. The
double-stack car does double the rail car spot
capacity within a terminal and changes both the
requirements for container storage capacity and the
number of chassis available within the yard or from
the shipping line.
Phase 1 of the ICTF has an effective annual
capacity of 360,000 container units. Phase 2 increases the annual capacity to 500,000 units and, if
Phase 3 is constructed, the ultimate throughput
capacity will exceed 700,000 container units. The
container units are 40-ft-equivalent units.
The ICTF project as designed has the flexibility
necessary to allow expansion in the future to handle
increases in container throughput demand and potential changes in railroad equipment and operating
lift equipment. Track capacity and container storage
capacity can be increased together or separately as
changes occur in the marketplace, such as new requirements of the steamship lines or d6mestic shippers using international marine containers for the
movement of cargo on the westbound move.
The contract for the the construction of the
Phase 1 ICTF project was awarded August 1, 1985,
and, on a 1-year construction schedule, the facility
will be operational in late August 1986.

Expansion and Development of Santa Fe's Corwith
Intermodal Facility
H. Hall
Topeka, Kansas

The Corwith railroad terminal was established in 1888 as the eastern terminus for
Santa Fe freight trains. The location of the yard at right angles to the main line
was unique. The shape, short and broad, was sufficient for the trains of 100 years
ago but hardly adequate for mid-twentieth century trains. The terminal was modified_slightly_during _the_ensuing.years,.butJUook.the .tremendous-increase.in
business during World War 11 and the beginning of the diesel era to bring about the
complete restructuring of the yard facilities. That constantly changing transportation requirements could be fitted into this mediocre yard site is impressive. With
the advent of piggybacking, it was necessary to purchase additional land for
i11umm.1lic:1i

i~ciii1ies.

it is eniigiuening to briefiy toucil on tne n1story of a yard

site that was selected in the wild railroad expansions of the 1880s, has served continuously since then, and has developed into the largest intermodal terminal in the
United States.

After almost a century of expansion, the big question for Corwith is "where do we go from here?" Corwith is already the largest piggyback facility in
the United States and is still growing. Conceptual
plans, now on file, offer the opportunity to further
increase trailer-on-flatcar (TOFC) track capacity by
47 percent. In 1984 the number of units handled
(trailer or container ramped or deramped)
was
485, 865, an aver age of 1, 328 per day. March was the
peak month with 45,027 units or one unit per minute
for the entire month. Tl)e maximum 1-day performance
was 2,100 lifts, which equates to one lift every 4.8
min for each of the six mobile gantry cranes and the
one side loader. It is the consensus of the operating officials that 50,000 units a month can be
handled through the existing Corwith intermodal
facility.
None of this could have been envisioned during
the wild railroad expansions of the 1880s. During
the 20 years after its first construction efforts in
Kansas, the Santa Fe had constructed, bought, or obtained trackage rights from Kansas City to the
Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico, totaling more
than 6,000 mi. Kansas City was no longer regarded as
a suitable terminus and the railroad was extended to
Chicago in 1888. Corwith had its beginning in the
same year when a 190-acre site was purchased from
Nathan Corwith. This site was developed as the
eastern terminus for Santa Fe freight trains.
Whether by design or accident, the location of
the terminal in relation to the main line was excellent. The yard, at right angles to the main line and
a train length away, reduced train arr iv al and departure conflicts. It was the best possible arrangement for a switching yard in which all trains were
to be broken up and reblocked for multidirectional
outbound movements, primarily for transfer to other
railroads. This arrangement is not practical for
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set-outs and pickups or for run-through operations,
but these are not and have never been functions of
Corwith.
Unfortunately, the shape of the site, short and
broad, became a h·andicap for mi·d-twenti·eth· century
operations. In 1888 steam engines were small, tractive effort was low, and trains were short. For many
years the length of the site was sufficient for two
yai:d5, c;: ,-.a tu .;:1·1u, w.i.Lii LUUUI Lu

::l.l:'dL~ .

Additions and alterations were made to the yard
and eventually the layout consisted of a roundhouse,
a storehouse, a car repair shop, and other support
facilities in the middle of the 190-acre site. Yard
tracks surrounded the buildings. The old arrangement, with occasional modifications, served its purpose well during the days of steam railroading.
With the tremendous increase of traffic during
World War II and the coming of the diesel era, the
yard deficiencies could no longer be ignored. The
yard arrangement did not lend itself to efficiency
of operation and was inadequate to properly handle
the growing demand. More than half the tracks were
less than 3 ,000 ft long, which caused considerable
doubling and delays.
Inadequately designed lead
tracks further contributed to poor car handling and
added to "the congestion.
In 1949 restructuring of the entire Corwith facility was authorized to better use the available
land. The old buildings were removed from the middle
of the yard and new bui.ldings were constructed along
the west side and at the corners, thus providing
longer tracks and better grouping of associated
yards. The 9-year project came to a climax with completion of the "push button" retarder yard in 1958.
Storage capacity was increased from 4 ,600 cars to
6,100 cars and working capacity from 1,500 cars to
3,000 cars. New facilities included
• A 32-track retarder yard,
• A 16-track inbound-outbound transfer yard,
• An eight-track hold yard,
• A nine-track local yard,
• Three large freight houses,
• A car repair shed,
• A diesel shop,
• A terminal office building,
• A storehouse, and
• An icing dock.
All of these additions were on the original 190-acre
site.
But while this "state-of-the-art" construction
was being completed, a new method of freight han-

Expansion and Development

dling was evolving. Santa Fe began experimenting
with transporting trailers on flatcars in 1952.
Semiperishable products were successfully moved in
Dry Ice trailers. By 1954 TOFC service was offered
from Chicago to California and the Gulf of Mexico on
expedited freight trains. But during the Corwith reconstruction period, the emphasis was still on boxcar traffic and freight forwarder operations. Piggyback facilities were not a major consideration in
1958 and were, therefore, relegated to a small area
at the south end of the yard.
The facility consisted of four stub tracks, two
movable steel ramps, and two wooaen ramps. This was
expanded later to eight tracks with a total capacity
of 34 88-ft flatcars.
With the realization that piggybacking was not a
passing experiment came the need for long-range
planning. Major considerations included evaluation
of the possible arrangements of tracks and facilities on the available land, possibilities of obtaining additional land either at Corwith or at a new
location nearby, and projection of intermodal growth
and impact of truck traffic on city streets.
It was decided the transportation needs could
best be fitted to the operating conditions and expansion possibilities available at Corwith. Accordingly, a parcel of land adjacent to the east side of
the Corwith Yard was purchased in 1959 and the ramp
operation was moved to the new parcel in 1960. Nine
ramp tracks provided loading space for 68 cars thus
doubling the working capacity in one move.
The 1959 land purchase was followed by the purchase of other contiguous parcels in 1961, 1962,
1971, and 1977 for a total of 130 acres dedicated to
intermodal activities.
It was fortunate that this property was available
in the early stages of transition from boxcar to
piggyback. Traffic density was high in the switching
yard and no tracks could have been released for
loading trailers in the 1960s and 1970s.
As the expansion to the east continued, the distance from the longitudinal axis of the Corwith Yard
increased, thus increasing the lead lengths and decreasing the effective working capacity of the strip
tracks. It has never been economically feasible to
lengthen the yard because of physical restraints at
each end. The longest piggyback tracks at Corwith,
in its present stage of development, have a capacity
of 38 cars.
New design approaches were necessitated by the
introduction of a mobile gantry crane at Corwith in
1964. In light of the new loading procedures, the
best use of the land was reevaluated and a plan was
developed to meet requirements as far into the
future as limited experience and questionable projections would permit.
Most of the engineering design for the new loading methods was routine in nature and presented no
particular problems. But the design of the reinforced concrete strip runways for the mobile gantry
crane did not produce the desired service life. The
intermodal yard is built over swampy land and foundry
cooling lakes filled over with foundry waste material. The heavy traffic has now settled and stabilized
this underlying material and modification of the concrete strip design is producing satisfactory results.
The first concrete ribbons were 4 ft O in. wide x
B in. thick with a layer of reinforcing mesh. These
were rep1aced with 6 ft O in. x 12 in. strips with
two layers of reinforcing. Number four longitudinal
bars were 8 in. on center and the number three
transverse bars were 4B in. on center. This design
was fair l y successful but was later improved by
thickening the edges to lB in.
In 1970 the strip was widened to 9 ft O in. to
better accommodate the gantry crane operations. The
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edge thickening and reinforcing is the same as that
for the 6 ft 0 in. section. The Santa Fe is surely
going to be looking closely at the roller-compacted
concrete concept.
Intermodal business grew along the lines of the
most optimistic forecasts and the Corwith complex
kept pace by adding more strip tracks, more equipment, faster checkpoint procedures, better computer
control,
better
trailer
location and
retrieval
methods, and better interdepartmental cooperation.
The equipment presently assigned to the Corwith
intermodal operation consists of six mobile gantry
cranes, one side loader, one portable ramp, and 29
yard tractors supported by a pool of BB ramp men and
33 yard hostlers. The facility has six strip tracks
plus one short container track with a total capacity
of 212 cars. Parking for 4,200 trailers is provided.
At one time it appeared that road traffic to the
facility had reached the predicament ascribed to
Toots Sher's famous Broadway restaurant by Yogi
Berra when he said, "Nobody goes there anymore, it's
too crowded."
Relief was provided by moving the checkpoint, expediting inspection procedures, and making full use
of computers for in-out record keeping. Santa Fe experience indicates that truckers prefer a large
intermodal terminal when it is well organized. One
of the principal reasons is the decreased likelihood
of bobtail trips.
Santa Fe has pioneered many of the gate developments in the industry because the company slogan of
"seeking a better way" was given a considerable
boost when the inbound trailer traffic began blocking Chicago streets.
The in-out check system began with a small fenced
in area controlled with a pipe frame gate close to
the street line. Ground inspections were walk around.
Top-side inspections were made from ladders. All
communications were verbal and records were handwritten.
A new era of TOFC facility management dedicated
to security, efficient checkpoint procedures, and
smooth traffic flow was ushered in with the construction in 1971 of a modern two-story terminal
building with space for supervisory · staff, clerical
forces, and operating personnel. The control tower
atop the building provides a vantage point for monitoring yard activities.
This was followed by a new yard entrance about
1,000 ft northeast of the terminal office and well
away from any city streets. This checkpoint shortens
inspection time for trailer acceptance. It has five
roofed inspection lanes, two bypass lanes, and a
two-story office building to house the checkpoint
personnel.
Drivers use talk-back speakers located ahead of
the entrance to give preliminary information about
their trailer shipment and receive inspection lane
and parking assignments. The driver remains in his
cab throughout the entire check-in and inspection
procedure.
The freight controller, located on the second
floor of the checkpoint office building, enters all
information into the computer system for immediate
transfer to using agencies. He also assists with
trailer roof inspection. The control tower operator
at the TOFC building can monitor and direct all
ground movements and loading-unloading progress for
efficient internal operations.
Enough cannot be said for the progressive management of the Corwith intermodal facility. Unique applications of new technical, electronic, and management concepts keep the system functioning at an
average production of more than 1,300 units a day
and make it look easy. American Railway Engineering
Association (AREA) Committee 14, Yards and Terminals,
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classifies a high-volume intermodal terminal as 300
and more lifts per day. The Corwith terminal has
handled 2,100 lifts in 1 day.
The industry trend toward the "hub" concept or
the "centralized intermodal terminal" has reduced
the number of terminals to fewer than one-third of
the number in existence 12 years ago. Santa Fe has
gone from more than 100 terminals to 27 terminals
and finds the large terminals to be more efficient.
Each intermodal yard is unique and requires special design features to best match the available
resources to the designated role in the transportation system. Corwith, which is short and broad, was
limited from the beginning to a basic design that
would make best use of short tracks. The tracks had
to be as close to the longitudinal axis of the
existing yard as possible to avoid unnecessary reduction in length. The area remaining on the street
side of the site was prepared for trailer parking.
The checkpoint gate is located on the same side as
the parking lots, thus providing convenient trailer
drop-off or pickup without interfering with trackside traffic.
Good ground traffic circulation provides about
industry-average cycle time for support activities.
Trailer movements in the track area are expedited by
center crossings over all six tracks, thus eliminating end runs to and from trackside unless it is more
advantageous to cross at the end crossings.
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have priority in this active yard. However, as many
as 500 cars may be held on 13 tracks, other business
permitting.
Second choice is the 34-track hump classification
yard. Track space for approximately 265 cars is
usually available here on seven tracks.
Third choice is in the satellite yard known as
the Junction Yard approximately l mi distant. Space
for 400 cars is usually available here on 10 tracks.
An additional 75 cars may be held on one of the
main-line tracks and 75 more on the Willow Springs
siding.
Each unique facility design requires a unique
operational procedure. Bad design cannot be entirely
overcome by good operational procedures, but good
design supplemented by good operational procedures
can turn a mediocre yard site into a superior producer. It is because of local management expertise,
cooperation, and in-depth understanding of Corwith
operational requirements that such a large intermodal terminal can function efficiently and on time.
The changing role of Corwith is dramatically portrayed by comparing the 1964 traffic mix (TOFC 40
cars per day, general freight 980 cars per day) to
the 1982 traffic mix (TOFC 480 cars per day, general
freight 560 cars per day). During this transition,
more and more of the Corwith resources were committed to intermodal support functions. The dual
functions at Corwith are compatible as long as the
~owbine~

keyed to train arrival and departure. These estimated times are available to all personnel engaged
in planning and are constantly updated for accuracy.
The basic operating plan requires the center
trailer crossing to be open as much of the time as
possible. Inbound TOFC trains are yarded on one of
the strip tracks. The center crossing is immediately
cut and cleared for trailer crossings.
Transferring cars between the TOFC yard and support yards is accomplished by switch engines working
at each end of the yard. Cars are pulled away from
the center crossing to the ends of the yard thus
avoiding blocking the center crossing.
Ordinarily, outbound trains are assembled in the
outbound yard alongside the TOFC yard. However, if
the train can be run from the TOFC yard without delaying loading-unloading operations,
it will be
done. Obviously, switch moves and transfers of cars
between yards must be closely supervised and expedited to take advantage of windows in the train
schedules.
In the Corwith expansion, it was essential to
recognize the monthly as well as the weekly cycles
in ramping and deramping requirements. Design could
not be based on averages. March and October are historically the busiest months. Loadings peak on Fridays, most generally, and will be more than three
times Sunday loadings. Unloadings peak on Sundays
and Mondays and are about twice Wednesday unloadings. Overall, the number of lifts is about 150 percent greater on Fridays than on Sundays.
Obviously, with these large fluctuations, accumulating a supply of flatcars for weekly peak loading
is a major operational chore. To properly protect
the Corwith operation, more than 1,000 empty flatcars must be available at the beginning of the week.
By weekend, this holding will be reduced to nearli•
zero.
Good planning based on a 7-day traffic projection
determines where the 1,000 to 1,200 empty cars can
best be held to avoid conflicts with other railroad
operations. No single available yard will hold all
of them.
As many cars as operating conditions will permit
will be held in the inbound-outbound yard adjacent
to the TOFC yard, but train arrivals and departures
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the capacity of the facility.
The entire 320 acres of land at Corwith are fully
used and there is little chance for further affordable acquisitions. Does this mean that intermodal
expansion at Corwith is finished? Not at all. Because of the shift in freight-handling methods, the
Corwith retarder yard is no longer needed. More of
the old yard tracks can be used as needed in intermodal yard support and a few tracks can be dedicated
exclusively to intermodal operations. This will be
the most pressing need in the next expansion because
no more space is available for strip tracks on the
east. By replacing old yard tracks with new strip
tracks, the expansion will reverse direction and
move toward the longitudinal axis of the yard permitting longer TOFC tracks. It is this approach that
has led to the conceptual design to provide an increase of 47 percent in total strip track capacity.
Because of deregulation, technical and procedural
problems (especially in container-on-flatcar handling), possible merger consequences, imbalance between loads and empties, economic uncertainties, and
the leveling off of intermodal business in 1985, any
near-term expenditure on the Corwith
intermodal
facility will probably be a "cautious expansion."
Intermodal business is not merely a numbers game
because growth is not always rewarded with increased
profits. Technical developments in trailer and container handling may require large expenditures in
the future, just to remain competitive. Area market
saturation may be a real concern, in which case any
additional TOFC business will probably come from
convincing trucking companies that intermodal is
more efficient for long hauls. Railroads may in some
cases be competing where intermodal is not the most
efficient method and profits are marginal. Deregulation provides a freedom of competition to some modes
of transportation that cannot be realized by the
railroads, which operate under the restraints of
antiquated work rules.
But no matter what happens in the future, Corwith
is well positioned, as it approaches entry into its
second century of operation, to continue the present
level of operation, accept a greater proportion of
general freight, or continue to expand into an even
larger centralized intermodal terminal.

New Intermodal Concepts at the Port of Tacoma
R. L. MacLeod
Port of Tacoma
Tacoma, \Vashington

In 1985 the Port of Tacoma completed two new railroad intermodal facilities
that embody a whole series of features that are unique in the port industry.
Both facilities are located immediately adjacent to major container terminals,
which makes possible dramatic savings in time and money required to move
containers rapidly from ship to dedicated railroad trains of double-stack cars.
The South lntermodal Yard was constructed by the port and is operated by a
third-party contractor. It is served by, and available to, two main-line trans·
continental railroads. The pavement of the yard is roller-compacted concrete
( RCC) and is the first successful project of its kind in the country. Manning
of the operation is by I LWU longshoremen under a new agreement that may
set trends on the West Coast. Other interesting features are Sea-Land's four
new unit trains (double stack) that operate weekly out of the facility and a
unique interchange yard that allows efficient switching to the intermodal yard
itself. The North lntermodal Yard was completed by modifying existing rail
yards in a construction time of 6 weeks. The use of RCC was a major contributor to fast completion. About 80 percent of all imported container traffic
coming into Tacoma is destined for U.S. markets in the Midwest and on the
East Coast. This makes the port's intermodal rail connections a vital Iink in
assuring that container cargo coming in through the port is moved rapidly to
its final destination.

In 1985 the Port of Tacoma completed two new railroad intermodal facilities that embody a whole series
of features that are unique in the port industry.
These projects have attracted considerable attention
nationwide because of their special features and they
have been major factors in attracting new customers
to the port.
Both facilities are located immediately adjacent
to major container terminals and have produced dramatic savings in time and money by making it possible
to move containers rapidly from ship to dedicated
railroad trains of double-stacked cars. The facilities are the product of several years of planning
and negotiating and are the cornerstones of the rapid
expansion that the port is experiencing.
The Port of Tacoma (Figure 1), located in Puget
Sound in the state of Washington, is currently one
of the fastest developing ports in the nation. The
port is blessed with a combination of land still to
be developed, good deep water, close proximity to
Interstate 5, and a major north-south freeway and is
served by two main-line railroads.
In 1981 the port developed its first port-operated
intermodal yard. The yard had two tracks adjacent to
the gate to the Terminal 4 facility that is a portoperated terminal serving various container lines.
The two tracks had a total capacity of 21 standard
TTX (privately owned by Trailer Train) containerhandling rail cars. The capability that this provided
for fast transit of containers from shipboard to
eastbound trains was dramatic and demonstrated the
desirability of a well-run, efficient intermodal yard
in close proximity to a container terminal. When, in

1983, Sea-Land, Inc., made the decision to relocate
their northwest terminal from Seattle to Tacoma, the
capability of providing a full intermodal yard immediately adjacent to their terminal area was one of
the major factors in their site selection process.
This began a series of events that led to construction in 1985 of the South and North Intermodal Yards.

SOUTH INTERMODAL YARD
The new South Intermodal Yard is located immediately
adjacent to the new Sea-Land terminal, which is
operated by their subsidiary operating company Tacoma
Terminals, Inc. (TTI) • Eventually the TTI terminal
will be expanded further and will serve other shippers in addition to Sea-Land so the potential for
growth in the volume of containers through the
intermodal facility is both real and substantial.
This intermodal facility will also handle an increasing volume of domestic (locally originated)
trailer-on-flatcar (TOFC) and container-on-flatcar
(COFC) traffic. The aerial photograph (Figure 2)
looking out to Commencement Bay shows the close relationship of the South Intermodal Yard, the TTI
cranes, and the marine yard.
This yard includes some notable "firsts":
• Constructed by the port and operated by a
third-party contractor, it is served by and available
to two main-line transcontinental railroads.
• The pavement of the yard is roller-compacted
concrete; this was the first successful project of
its kind in the United States.
• Manning of the operation is by International
Longshoremen's and Warehousemen's Union (ILWU) longshoremen under a special agreement that could set
trends on the West Coast.
Other interesting features of the South Yo>rd are
Sea-Land's four new unit trains (double stack) that
operate weekly out of the facility and a unique
interchange yard that allows efficient switching to
the intermodal yard itself.
A commitment for the port to construct a portoperated intermodal yard adjacent to the new Sea-Land
terminal was incorporated in the original agreement
with that company. The construction of the new $30
million terminal for Sea-Land's subsidiary, Tacoma
Terminals, Inc., was begun in mid-May with completion
scheduled for May 1, 1985. Soon after that time,
negotiations began on the final selection of the
property on which to locate the yard, but a series
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FIG URE 1 Aerial view of the Port of Tacoma showing location of North and South Intermodal Yards.

of constraints on the adjoining properties made
selecting a buildable site for this facility a long
and sometimes tedious process.
One of the problems that has arisen is that parts
of the Port of Tacoma land area are the subject of a
claim by the Puyallup Indians to underlying rights
to title. A substantial piece of property immediately
adjacent to the gates to the Tacoma terminals facility was and is owned by Union Pacific Railroad and
was an ideal site to build a facility. The Indian
claims were the cause of some serious problems, however, in completing negotiations for that property.
Ultimately, in mid-1984, it was determined that an
agreement to develop on the Union Pacific property
could not be consummated in time to meet the completion date of the Tacoma terminals project and the
port then decided on a location en the east side of
Milwaukee Avenue. This site is also in close proximity to the new terminal. A lease was signed with the
City of Tacoma Municipal Belt Line for long-term

rights to build and operate a facility on this 17acre site.
To provide the site for the intermodal yard itself
it was necessary to build replacement trackage for
the Municipal Belt Line before removing any of the
existing classification yard trackage that was located on this site. By the time the necessary agreements were in place and that work was done, it was
the end of 1984. That meant that only 5 months, many
of them winter months, remained to complete the actual development of the yard in time for the arrival
of the first Sea-Land ship on the first day of May.
In late 1984 the port proceeded with requests for
proposals from established intermodal yard operators
from the private sector to submit proposals to operate the yard that was to be constructed by the port.
Th i ~
ope r a tor would be r espons i ble for the tctul
operation of the facility including furnishing the
necessary lift equipment to load and unload the
trains, which even at that time were foreseen to be
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FIG URE 2 South lntermodal Yard.

new double-stack trains as well as conventional TTX
trains. The operator was also to provide for all
interchange of scheduling and paper work between
Sea-Land and other shipping lines and the two railroads. Payment is on a "per lift" basis. The two
railroads serving the port are the Burlington Northern and the Union Pacific.
The port received proposals from seven operating
firms and eventually selected the firm of Stevedoring
Services of America, Inc., and Intermodal Management
Services (SSA/IMS) to become operator under contract
with the port.

Another interesting aspect of this development
was that the 17 acres that were available for the
construction of the site were not enough to provide
for the necessary parking of chassis units, nor did
they provide enough tracks to provide for good exchange trackage for the switching of trains. It was
therefore necessary that additional acreage be provided nearby to provide for chassis parking not only
for the Sea-Land operation but also for the future
domestic traffic that is to be developed for this
yard. Also, an intermediate interchange yard between
the intermodal yard and the major main-line railroads
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had to be constructed. An 11-acre site that existed
upstream on the Union Pacific Railroad system was
selected and made available through negotiations with
the railroad. It was necessary in all these negotiations to provide that both of the main-line railroads
could have access to the facility during the years
to come. This was a critical point that caused problems during negotiations but had to be adhered to in
order to allow total flexibility in the development
of the port's intermodal rail services.
In the early stages of negotiations to determine
the location of the rail facility for the South
Intermodal Yard, the port realized that it was
necessary to have the advantage of technical people
who were familiar with the problems that were sure
to be encountered in the development of a new rail
yard. Five major u.s. consulting firms were interviewed in order to select a company that could provide good analyses and background information for
use in the development of the concept through negotiations with the railroads and with the shipping
companies. The firm of Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates, Inc., was retained to fill this role and Ron
Zimmer of that company was selected as the lead consul ting engineer for the project. Zimmer spent more
than 2 months on site; a good part of this time was
spent assisting the port in selecting the best combination of rail trackage and yard equipment for this
facilitv. One of his most valuable contributions was
in the analysis of not only the needs for the yard
itself but of the total physical situation that included the existing yards of both the Burlington
Northern and the Union Pacific railroads and how they
interfaced with the port area. An understanding of
the physical limitations and the problems faced by
the railroads was extremely valuable in sizing and
configuring the intermodal yard. This analysis identified the need for the interchange yard and its
usefulness in interchanging with the railroads. The
Union Pacific was also adamant that upstream switching track capacity was a necessity for a yard of this
type, an.a the validity of that point is now well appreciated by the port and its customers.
During the design of the yard, a new type of
pavement was considered: roller-compacted concrete
(RCC) which was finally used in the yard. This was
the first successful application of RCC as yard
pavement in this country and it made it possible to
construct the yard in a short period of time during
the late winter months that are often inclement in
the Puget Sound area. The details of this type of
construction are the subject of the paper by John L.
Larson and will not be included here. It is interesting to note, however, that several different paving systems were bid and the savings realized by
using RCC amounted to approximately $500,000 compared
with conventional poured-in-place concrete paving.
The cost of the total South Intermodal Yard complex was approximately $6 million. This included the
rebuilding of rail for the Municipal Belt Line; the
construction of the main intermodal yard, which cost
approximately $3 million; the construction of the
new 8-acre chassis storage site with an administrative office facility; and the 11-acre interchange
yard.
The South Intermodal Yard was put into service on
May 12, 1985, with the arrival of the first Sea-Land
ship and it has been operating successfully ever
since (Figure 3). The operator has his own locomotive
on site and has the capability of exchanging strings
of rail cars back and forth to the interchange yard
south of Lincoln Avenue. This gives a great deal of

west and the East Coast. There are two unit trains
that proceed on a weekly cycle from Tacoma to Chicago
and return. In addition, there are two other trains,
one of which goes to New Jersey while the other is
returning from the East Coast to Tacoma each week.
The cars are of the bulkhead type of configuration.
The layout of this yard consists of four parallel
tracks approximately 2,700 ft long. There is a track
along the outer edge of the yard on each side and
two tracks at 14-ft centers down the middle of the
yard (Figure 4). This allows a 174-ft clear space
between the tracks, which was designed to permit
side-lifting equipment to operate. The front-loading
equipment used by the yard operator includes two new
90,000-lb units and one unit with 82,000-lb capacity
(Figure 5). It was thought during the layout of this
yard that total flexibility must be provided so that,
in the future, yard cranes could be operated over the
center tracks to good advantage while maintaining the
capability and the flexibility that the front-loading
units provide.

flexibility to the yard itself.

of

Sea-Land, at the inception of this service, purchased four new mile-long unit trains of double-stack
cars to provide full service from Tacoma to the Mid-

Transport Technology consulting firm of New Jersey.
The purpose of the study 'was to determine whether
the port should continue its development of Terminal

NORTH INTERMODAL YARD
During the time the South Intermodal Yard was under
construction interest in developing other container
facilities at the port was rising. The port and one
of its major tenants, International Transportation
Services, Inc., or "Husky" as their operation in
Tacoma is called, began serious negotiations with
the Maersk line. Discussions began in earnest about
the ability of the port to provide a second intermodal yard to be located adjacent to that facility
in an extremely short time. This yard would be an
extension of the existing 21-car yard and would be
constructed in an area formerly occupied by a rail
classification yard used primarily by a nearby grain
elevator facility. It had also become apparent that
the grain elevator was to be taken out of service in
the near future and so plans went forward to enlarge
this facility in time to meet the needs of Maersk.
They were scheduled to arrive with their first ship
on June 1, 1985. This decision was made at a time
that allowed only 60 days for actual bidding and
construction of that extended facility. Because the
concept of RCC had already been developed, it was
decided to go immediately with that paving system.
This was done with excellent results. The construction was completed 1 day before the arrival of the
first Maersk vessel (Figure 6). The yard was laid
out to allow operation with various types of intermodal lifting equipment (Figure 7).
The North Intermodal Yard is unique in several
ways. One of the most interesting facets of this yard
is that it is immediately adjacent to the gate of
two major container-handling terminals: Terminal 7D,
which is the home of Husky Stevedoring and the Maersk
operation, and Terminal 4, which has operated for 17
years as a major public container-handling terminal.
The port has operated Terminal 4 with a system of
straddle carriers that has proven to be efficient
and flexible in a multiuser terminal. At the time
that the original 21-car yard was developed the
straddle carrier operation was extended into that
yard, and straddle carriers have worked well in
loading and unloading railroad cars. With the expansion to a full intermodal rail yard operation with
unit trains the straddle carrier concept has been
continued and is proving to be highly satisfactory.
The use of straddle carriers as a viable equipment
system for a major container terminal was the subject
a

study

recently

completed

by

the

Contuiner
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FIGURE 3 Sea-Land sails into Tacoma.
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FIGURE 4 Schematic of the South lntermodal Yard.
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4 using straddle carriers as well as whether this
was an efficient means of operating a major intermodal yard. The conclusion is that, given the unique
combination
of
proximity,
layout,
and
skilled
drivers, it is an excellent application.
The photograph in Figure 8 shows a straddle carrier at work in t his increasingly busy yard. An expansion of the yard is already scheduled for 1986.
Ultimately, the North Intermodal Yard will serve
three major container yards because the new Terminal
3 facility is already under development on the Blair
Waterway. The gates of all these yards will open
directly into the intermodal yard--a situation unparalleled anywhere else in the country at this time.
Figure 9 shows the proximity of the intermodal gate
to the Husky terminal.

FIG URE 5 Operation in the South Intermodal Yard.

FIGURE 6 The Charlotte Maersk arrives in Tacoma.

FIGURE 7 Schematic of the North Intermodal Yard.

It must be mentioned that one of the major reasons
for Tacoma's ability to attract new shippers to its
area is the excellent working relationship with the
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r ier operation in the intermodal yard make a real
contribution to the success of that operation.
The North Intermodal Yard encompasses 8.5 acres
in its present configuration and has a capacity of
67 standard TTX cars or 23 double-stacked cars. At
present the rail cars dedicated to the Maersk line
train are furnished by the Union Pacific Railroad
and are of the nonbulkhead configuration. Switching
of rail cars to this facility is handled by the
Municipal Belt Line.

CONCLUSION

FIGURE 8 Loading operation.

longshore ILWU labor force in Tacoma. The willingness
of Local 23 in Tacoma to work with the port in
developing relationships with new tenants has been a
major factor in attracting these shipping lines and
cannot be overemphasized. The well-trained operators
who are supplied by the local for the straddle car-

Because of adequate available land adjacent to deep
water terminals and service by two major railroads,
the Port of Tacoma has been able to develop intermodal facilities at a location that allows the
transfer of containers from ship to rail car to be a
highly efficient operation. The long dray by truck
is reduced to a transfer operation measured in hundreds of feet ana one truck tractor unit or straddle
carrier can make multiple cycles per hour. The benefits are high in the highly competitive arena of
containerized transportation--a business for which
time and cost are critical.

..."'
FIGURE 9 Terminal 7-D gatehouse adjacent to the North lntermodal Yard.
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Design Issues Related to the Intermodal Marine-Rail Interface
M. John Vickerman, Jr.
Vickerman• Zachary• Miller
Oakland, California

A major modernization program currently taking place at the Port of San Fran·
cisco illustrates the considerations and constraints involved in planning a stateof·the-art intermodal marine facility. Creation of layout alternatives for future
expansion possibilities was essential for long-term planning; however, special
problems involving railroad and truck access must be resolved before the project
design is complete. Impediments to designing modern intermodal marine-rail
facilities include problems such as lack of land for expansion of existing facilities
and modification of existing facility requirements to accommodate variations in
equipment and operations. Larger capacity container ships are necessitating
modifications to existing facilities, and existing wharf gantry cranes often need

computerized control of the facilities, from increasing the speed of container handling to monitoring the condition of various terminal equipment.
A major modernization program currently taking
place at the Port of San Francisco illustrates the
considerations and constraints involved in planning
a state-of-the-art intermodal marine facility. In
this paper the planning effort for the Port of San
Francisco's modernization program is used as a case
the

intent

is

to

review the approach,

sum-

expensive moo111cat1ons to accommodate the rargur vessels. I he design process

SLUCiy;

often involves starting with the long-range possibilities and working back to
determine near-term needs. This method allows for the development of different design scenarios for future expansion and also identifies near-term designs
that can be most effectively adapted in the long term.

marize key planning and design parameters, and describe lessons learned and impediments to planning
modern intermodal marine-rail facilities.

Since the emergence of containerized shipping in the
early 1960s, technological developments in vessel
and shoreside facilities have had to keep pace with
a dramatic expansion of U.S. and world trade. U.S.
maritime · facilities,
particularly Pacific Coast
ports, have been critical in enabling the United
States to maintain world leadership in maritime commerce, and the U.S. West Coast, specifically the
maritime complex of the San Francisco Bay Area, is a
vital element in the nation's transportation system.
Today, full cellular container vessels, some with
container storage capacities in excess of 2,500 20-ft
equivalent units (TEUs) and a few with capacities in
excess of 4,500 TEUs are traversing the world's
oceans, entering West Coast ports, and loading or
off-loading cargoes in hours. From marine terminals,
containers are transported across the country to
Middle America or the East Coast of the United States
by truck and by micro and mini land bridge unit
trains.
Marine terminal designers and planners must not
only be able to understand the implications of such
rapid changes in the transportation industry but also
be able to forecast long-term industry needs in order
to provide intermodal facilities that are appropriate
for the future.
Deregulation of the railroads and steamship companies has created a climate of increased competition
in intermodal transportation. Increased competition
is resulting in the use of double-stacked rail carsi
larger, more efficient container shipsi and higher
capability container cranes in efforts to increase
savings and profits. Conversion to full intermodalism
has affected marine container terminals by requiring
more efficient use of storage areas, modifications
in entry gate systems, and changes in terminal configurations and container freight station (CFS)
operations. Full intermodalism has necessitated more
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FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE INTERMODAL CONTAINER
TERMINAL PLANNING AND DESIGN PARAMETERS
Effec ts of Deregulation
Economic pressures supported by deregulation have
provided the impetus for new innovative and flexible
containerized services. Intermodal rail traffic was
exempted from regulation by the Interstate Commerce
Commission in March 1981 following the passage of
the Staggers Rail Act of 1980. Deregulation in general has fostered keen competition among many transportation elements, including railroads, steamship
companies, and truckers. As a result, the intermodal
industry in the United States today is experiencing
a competitive fire fueled by deregulation and spurred
on by significant marketplace competition. Reports
<l> indicate that rail carriers across the country
are expanding and improving rail facilities to handle
trailers-on-flatcars (TOFCs) and containers-on-flatcars (COFCs) • Railroads reported increases of between
9 and 53 percent in TOFC and COFC volume during 1984,
and railroad officials are reportedly forecasting
increases of between 7 and 25 percent per year for
the near future.
The year before deregulation, railroads reported
moving approximately 3 million trailers and container
uni ts. At the start of deregulation, the railroads
carried slightly more than 3.1 million trailers and
container units, and in 1982, the year after deregulation, the volume increased further to 3.4 million.
These figures were eclipsed when deregulation took
hold in 1983, as evidenced by the trailer and container volume reaching almost 4.1 million units (2).
The Staggers Rail Act has provided the railroads ;na
other intermodal transportation concerns with significant financial incentives to make long-term
capital investment decisions, especially in the areas
of new equipment and terminal facilities.
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Steamship companies have started to take full advantage of their new-found point-to-point rate-making
capability, following passage of the 1984 Shipping
Act. Some U.S. steamship lines have been able to
assemble substantial marketing and operational advantages made available by this latest deregulation
legislation. Implementation of a fully intermodal
service concept involving water, rail, and road distribution systems is becoming a key ingredient in
steamship line strategic and tactical profit pictures. The Shipping Act of 1984 has encouraged
steamship lines to become more flexible and innovative, and with deregulation have come long-term
investment decisions that can substantially cut
intermodal operating costs (ll .
Thus planners and designers of intermodal facilities must provide flexible layout concepts and
designs to accommodate rapidly growing intermodal
activity and to match capabilities of present and
future facilities with the operating versatility of
modern intermodal companies.

Intermodal Service Expansion
Deregulation and the surge in intermodalism are
creating new intermodal, full-service competitors
with new operating concepts and new equipment.
Steamship lines are becoming the competitors of
truckers and railroads alike, and inland terminals
and ports are competition among themselves to service regional hubs and load centers created by such
concerns as Evergreen, u.s. Lines, Sea-Land Service,
American President Lines (APL), and Lykes Lines.
In April 1984 APL began its dedicated rail service between Los Angeles and Chicago using three
APL-owned container unit trains in a COFC mode. This
service
introduced
a
lightweight,
articulated,
double-stacked railroad car. APL, through its newly
formed subsidiary AP Intermodal (API), has been able
to secure contracts with railroads that save 25 percent of the usual rail freight rate (ll. Recently
APL' s operations from Los Angeles to Chicago have
been upgraded to a 250 40-ft equivalent unit (FEU)
capacity, and APL has significantly expanded its
involvement in domestic freight transportation by
forming AP Domestic (APD) , which has acquired three
domestic freight brokerage companies.
The customary three-way relationship among the
domestic shipper, the railroads, and the steamship
company is changing. The domestic shipper now may
have an agreement with a steamship company subsidiary
such as API or APD and may be billed directly by the
steamship company !il·
An outgrowth of these new transportation arrangements and an influencing factor in planning is the
critical concern of the steamship line about the
necessity of transporting empty boxes for return to
the West Coast (backhaul). With the insertion of
steamship company operations
into
the domestic
transport market, containers loaded with domestic
cargo are being backhauled.

Transport Terminal Load Cente r s
Although hotly debated, the load center concept is
gradually being accepted as a standard operational
approach for some steamship lines such as Evergreen
and u.s. Lines, which are putting into service
round-the-world class vessels with very large container capacities that require improved shoreside
facilities and specialized service operations. Some
of the prime factors that are germane to the selection of load center ports are reported to be

1. A large metropolitan population base serving
as a marketi
2. Geographically well-located suitable harbors
and port facilitiesi
3. Suitable inland transportation infrastructure
for trucks and railroadsi and
4. Available support systems such as freight
forwarders, customhouse brokers, and banks (~).

Currently, major coastal and inland container transfer facilities are being planned for Los Angeles,
Chicago, and New York, which will reinforce the
transport terminal center concept.
Vessel and Crane Geometry Requirements
In an advisory document produced by the Ministry of
Transport, Government of Japan (~) , the need to
respond to future increases in container ship size
and equipment advances is addressed. This document
forecasts
the
need
for
water
depth
alongside
container terminal facilities of from 32 to 49 ft.
The Port of Tokyo is reportedly planning a water
depth next to wharves of 42 ft, and the Port of Kobe
is reportedly projecting the need for a water depth
of 49 ft. Some Japanese authorities are predicting a
fourth generation container ship, possibly offering
capacities of 5,500 TEU, and apparently Japanese
equipment manufacturers are already gearing up to
meet this challenge.
A ship-loading gantry crane servicing the next
generation vessel may have an operating outreach that
accommodates 16 rows of containers on a ship's deck
stacked four high and twelve rows in the hold stacked
nine high. This configuration necessitates a gantry
crane outreach of from 137 to 141 ft or greater to
service vessels well beyond Panamax class vessel
geometry. High-speed computer-indexed multiple trolleys mounted on the outreach boom of the ship-loading
gantry crane could handle multiple containers at high
throughput rates. The expected lift capacity for the
fourth generation container gantry crane may be 40
long tons (6).
Current marine terminal renovation projects that
require deeper drafts can cause significant problems
in the modification of existing container wharf
structural systems, especially for a fixed railmounted gantry crane oh a pile-supported existing
wharf. Widening the wharf deck can be done without
affecting the stability of the wharf by adding new
piling and wharf deck to the waterside edge of the
wharf. However, careful attention must be paid to
the slope stability of underwharf soil embankments
when greater water depths are being evaluated at a
marine terminal facility. Wharf widening is frequently accomplished with underwater sheet piling
for slope stability, and widenings that are not accomplished by the use of sheet piles may require
other retaining devices to stabilize underwater
slopes.
Wharf additions can create significant obstructions to vessel maneuvering and berthing constraints
for container ships that frequently have large bulbous bow haul geometries and bow thruster capability.
Wharf fendering systems are also greatly affected by
these operational concerns. Careful engineering and
life-cycle cost analyses must be undertaken for
proper facilities modification projects. In addition
to large initial existing facilities modification
costs, significant cost may be incurred in modifying
an existing crane boom outreach, height, or other
crane geometry.
Double-Stacked Rail Cars
The third generation of double-stacked intermodal
rail car is at hand. Lightweight, single-axle, ar-
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t iculated platforms have been in existence for the
last 4 or 5 years and are considerably more efficient
than is the standard 89-ft flatcar. These five-module articulated platforms have a container capacity
of 10 FEU (10.6 FEU if 45-ft containers are placed
on top of 40-ft bottom containers; and have considerably fewer couplers and more efficient wheels
and brakes. The third generation intermodal car is
specifically designed for COFC traffic. Three manufacturers that provide depressed platform or "well"
constructed intermodal cars are Thrall Car Manufacturing Co., Pullman Standard Manufacturing, and
Gunderson , Inc. <ll·
With the recent announcement of APL's eight
double-stacked liner trains between Los Angeles and
Chicago, rail liner service has increased to three
departures per week, both eastbound and westbound (a
52-hr, one-way schedule, making a round trip every 7
days). APL's agreement with the railroads specifies
a fixed cost per mile charge for tow power and commits the railroad to a delivery schedule. Savings
realized by using a double-stac ked train can be more
than 40 percent over conventional TOFC service (!) •
Perishable commodities could soon be accommodated on
the double-stacked trains if generator-mounted units
were used on the articulated platforms to supply
power to the refrigerated containers.
Modern marine container facilities servicing the
fourth generation container vessel can have a
throughpu t capability tr1at a llows l oaa1ng and unloading BOO to 1,000 40- to 45-ft containers within
a 24-hr period. Although not a valid comparison, the
inland APL rail yard in Chicago is reported to take
an equal length of time to unload, reload, and turn
the double-stacked train with 200 40- to 45-ft containers. Figures obtained from the Santa Fe Chicago
Terminal, a reported model of intermodal efficiency,
indicate that, based on yearly a verages (ll, it can
turn 600 containers in a 24-hr period. It should be
noted that both the marine facility and the inland
rail terminal operate around the clock when a vessel
or train is in the terminal. These comparisons point
o ut the need to balance the pressure on the intermodal "hose" by planning high-speed, efficient,
high-volume facilities designed to minimize handling
cost at all points in the intermodal chain. At the
same time, the facilities design must allow for
flexible efficient use of the terminal for periods
of low-volume use.
The design of inland and on-dock marine-related
rail facilities should maximize terminal throughput
capability to match current container "pipeline"
system demand, Term ina l
f ac ilities are currently
being evaluated for direct vessel-to-rail movements
at a marine terminal that may overcome local operational constraints or "place of rest" concerns at
terminals. Compromises in vessel-to-rail efficiencies
and other internal operational constraints, such as
operator preferences for particular equipment, may
ultimately cause a premature cap on intermodal container transfer facility (ICTF) throughput, and, with
the industry in an upward trend, it would be imprudent to limit throughput capability without sound
rationale. The double-stacked rail car service using
articulated equipment has proven that it can provide
fast, efficient, low-cost land bridge service between West Coast ports, the Midwest, and the East
Coast. Terminals must now meet the challenge and
provide efficient, high-throughput, low-cost facilities.

Changes in Conta ner Dimen sions
APL's June 1985 exhibition of the 48-ft container
has been followed by an order for 1,500 units by
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International Containers Limited of Hong Kong. The
geometry of the 48-ft box is 9 ft 6 in. (height) by
B ft 6 in. (width). The purchase calls for 1,400
smooth-skinned units for the domestic market and 100
exper irnental marine containers incorporating corner
castings at the 40-ft position to f acilitate handling
and stacking with conventional container equipment.
Frequently, container terminal sites can accommodate
the 45-ft and even the 48-ft containers by isolating
these containers in selected prepositioned yard
areas. Making changes in aisle widths and hostler
p athway dimensions may not be required, depending on
hostler
equipment and
exis ting
terminal layout
dimensions, thus allowing the 45-ft containers to be
mixed with conventional containers in the terminal.
Dimensional stability of containers in the future
is uncertain. Future directions may include the
e ver-increasing demand for higher than high-cube
containers with heights of 10 to 12 ft, perhaps in
wells or depressed chassis. Chassis lengths of 56 ft
(to accommodate containers longer than 48 ft) could
provide future transport advantages. Clip-on rail
bogies to convert conventional chassis to rail-suitable equipment is an interesting concept that is
currently being investigated. The industry is faced
with continual container dimension change pressures
that will significantly affect the geometry of
equipment and the layout of marine and rail transfer
facilities.

Changes in Terminals a nd Su p port Facil i ties
Intermodal terminal gate geometry is one of the most
critical elements in the overall throughput capability of a terminal. High-volume marine terminal gate
facilities are being enlarged, in terms of both size
and the number of gates to minimize throughput bottlenecks. Remote "precheck" stations, with audiovisual and computer communication links, are transmitting information, including truck scale readouts,
to personnel at main entry gate complexes in some
facilities. Automated computer-controlled overhead
s ignage bridge structures are being used to control
truck traffic on a day-to-day or hour-to-hour basis,
thereby allowing ultimate flexibility for inbound
truck lanes to match shipper needs. Eventually, computerized transponder identification technology may
assist in the identification and processing of inbound truck documentation at truck traveling speeds
without any need for the .truck to stop in the inbound
entrance area.
Increased demand
for
rail
intermodalism has
changed the traditional mix of truck and rail containers in some terminals and adjacent intermodal
transfer facilities. In some container facilities,
rail traffic may comprise as much as 70 to 80 percent
of the total anticipated box movement, causing a
dramatic overload on gate facilities dedicated to
railbound containers during peak service periods.
Limited land controlled by the ports and terminal
operators coupled with limited ability to expand
existing facilities require the terminal planner to
consider higher density storage systems. Trends
toward higher density storage of empties and loaded
container cargo not requiring specific cargo selectivity will continue. Chassis stacking equipment is
currently making land more available for revenueproducing cargo storage.
High-speed truck lanes that lead directly from the
gate to the wharf could increase terminal efficiency
particularly for late arrival situations. Changes in
planning and design features for conta.iner freight
stations (CFSs) are also taking place. In some cases
there is great demand for direct cargo transfer using
transfer docks to handle full container loads (FCL);
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in others, less than full container loads (LCL), also
requiring across-the-dock direct transfer facilities,
are a priority. The desirability of immediate access
between marine container terminals and the CFS, which
can reduce drayage and labor transfer costs, is often
constrained by labor union requirements. These concerns sometimes result in construction of off-dock
facilities.
Marine terminal planners are also responding to
the "just in time" distribution network system
whereby cargo is moved to final destinations in a
carefully timed, steady flow in order to minimize
congestion at intermediate and terminus points. This
demand for carefully scheduled cargo distribution
will greatly affect planning for future CFSs and
direct transfer docks on and off intermodal facilities.
To reduce construction costs in multiple terminal
configurations, terminal building facilities that
straddle adjacent terminal boundaries are being constructed so that a single building with shared but
separate tenancy is designed using a single utility
distribution service system for both terminals, thus
reducing construction and utility costs.
Improvements in computerization of cargo-handling
operations
are
continuing
to
improve
terminal
throughput. Systems are being developed that use
ultrasonic methods to determine optimum work paths
for equipment and machinery. These systems provide
faster and more accurate data transmission between
control centers and handling units. Some microcomputer systems at marine container terminals are
reported to be able to increase container crane
handling capability from an average of 22 to 35 or
more units per hour. These improvements can be
achieved by cutting average duty cycle time from 95
to 60 sec and increasing trolley positioning accuracy
(~) • Other computer
systems will provide complete
inventory control with detailed records on the status
of both imports and exports from the moment a record
is created until the cargo leaves the facility. A
computer monitoring system will provide immediate
reports on the condition of automatic equipment by
giving readings for such key factors as equipment
bearing wear, power surges, and fluid levels. Automated ship planning systems may eliminate multiple
yard moves. These systems can also provide the ship's
master with detailed center of gravity, torsion, and
longitudinal and lateral vessel stress variations.
Eventually maintenance computerization, permitting
equipment to be used for longer periods of time, and
planned maintenance periods and maintenance shutdowns will be incorporated into the planning and
operation of container terminals. To illustrate some
of the factors that influence modern intermodal container terminal planning and design er i ter ia, the
planning for the new San Francisco Container Terminal
(SFCT) will be described.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SFCT PROJECT

in close proximity to both the North and South marine
terminals.
• An intermodal rail and truck bridge spanning
a navigable waterway to improve truck and rail access
between the North and South terminals.
• Modern
container
terminals
resulting
from
renovation of existing South Terminal facilities.
• A renovated
North Terminal
to
accommodate
current users, to be created by demolishing existing
shed
facilities
and
constructing new
container
terminal improvements.
• A CFS with both rail and truck access and
significant expansion potential.
• An internal traffic circulation system permitting on-dock rail-to-ship access among the ICTF,
CFS, and both North and South container terminals.
• A centralized gate facility for
the South
Terminal through which all terminal truck transit is
controlled.
Figure 1 shows the location of the SFCT on the
southern waterfront of the Port of San Francisco.
Figure 2 is a vicinity map for the major project
elements in the SFCT.
Major Project Eleme n ts
North Terminal
The existing SFCT North Terminal, a 70-acre site,
currently
handles
break-bulk,
roll-on/roll-off
(RO/RO), combo, and containerized cargoes and is well
suited for renovation. The port intends to accommodate current users and steamship lines already calling at the terminal facility by making
phased
improvements that will not affect current operations.
The major container ship company currently using the
North Terminal recently made final plans to expand
and modernize its present fleet. Several new full
cellular C9 container vessels with a capacity of more
than 2,500 TEU are expected to begin arriving in
19861 these vessel arr iv a ls were incorporated into
the planning and design of the terminal.
Other
significant
background
information
was
developed during the early planning studies. Interviews were conducted with all terminal users to incorporate their immediate and future needs into the
design criteria. Anticipated needs of new operators
were investigated, and terminal expandability and
flexibility were included as a primary design objective in order to meet these needs. Alternatives for
expansion were carefully evaluated in order to provide guidelines for initial construction. Layouts of
wharf and backlands were prepared using various configurations for different modes of container hand.ling. Several alternative layouts were devised to
accommodate long-term future expansion schemes.
The near-term needs for this facility include

As a result of the early conceptual planning studies
and the detailed engineering feasibility reports
performed by Vickerman-Zachary-Miller from 1981 to
1984, the Port of San Francisco has embarked on a
major expansion and modernization program of their
southern waterfront container facilities. The SFCT
comprises two terminal areas, referred to as the
North Terminal, formerly Pier 80/Army Street Terminal, and the South Terminal, comprising Piers 88-96.
The purpose of the modernization program is to renovate the existing facilities into state-of-the-art
intermodal facilities consisting of

1. Two efficient container ship berths, along
with associated backlands, a reasonable mix of chassis and stacking operations, and a mix of storage
spaces for 20-, 40-, and 45-ft containers.
2. A RO/RO berth with adjacent covered storage
to suit steamship line requirements.
3. A berth for combination container and breakbulk vessels with adjacent covered storage.
4. Additional site features such as railroad
access and two new one-story marine buildings for
longshoremen and administration.
5. A railroad and truck bridge link to the ICTF
directly across a navigable waterway.

• A modern "on-dock" ICTF rail facility capable
of accommodating unit train activity to be located

Immediate construction recommendations also included
filling and leveling pavement that has sustained ma-
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FIGURE 1 SFCT project location map.

jor settlements of approximately 8 ft; evaluating
the feasibility of using a concrete paving block
surface treatment in fill areas; modernizing facility
lighting; improving electrical, mechanical and utility systems; and renovating the existing entrance
facility to alleviate inbound traffic congestion.
Figure 3 shows existing terminal conditions.
Recommended conceptual plans for the future include the "potential expansion plan" (Figure 4) and
the "potential ultimate expansion plan" (Figure 5);
the latter requires port acquisition of adjacent
non-port-controlled properties. The potential expansion plan provides for the addition of a third renovated berth by the partial demolition of a transit
shed and the expansion of the backlands to service
this berth. The potential ultimate expansion plan
includes the addition of a fourth berth, removal of
all remaining transit sheds, addition of a CFS, expansion of existing maintenance buildings, expansion
of terminal entrance facilities, and expansion of
the intermodal rail and truck bridge.
Figur es 6 a nd 7 show the general equipment and
wharf section for the recommended project and the
operations plan for the North Terminal.
South Terminal
The Southern Waterfront Master Plan of the Port of
San Francisco, for t he ini t ial development o f the

Port of San Francisco's SFCT South Terminal, encompasses the following elements:
• Add one additional container terminal facility (Berth 92) and renovate and modify two existing
berths (94 and 96) to provide a modern container
terminal faci l ity.
• Provide a
state-of-the-art
ICTF for
rail
operations in close proximity to the SFCT facility
utilizing planned track realignments.
• Retain the function of Berth 90 as a grain
and liquid bulk terminal until implementation of
future planned improvements.
• Develop an SFCT centralized check-in/check-out
facility for control of terminal operations.
• Implement an internal traffic circulation system
permitting on-dock access to the ICTF and CFS from
the container terminals.
• Provide a new CFS with future expansion
potential in close proximity to the container terminals.
As shown in Figures 8 and 9 the projects planned
for the South Terminal include
• Wharf: A new concrete wharf with all-vertical
24-in. prestressed c oncrete octagonal piles, Pilings
are driven into existing subgrade material that is
prepared by using a vertical drain or wick system to
increase the strength of the existing subgrade
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FIGURE 4 Potential expansion plan for North Terminal.

material. The wharf includes a walkway and mooring
dolphin. Complete utility systems including cathodic
protection are planned. The wharf includes a modern
marine fendering system to accommodate new container
vessels.
• Backland area: The container yard backland
area comprises approximately 4 7. 6 acres immediately
adjacent to the existing backland area of Berth 94.
The subgrade is designed to accommodate heavy-duty
wheel loads. Initially, a flexible asphalt pavement
accommodates a chassis mode of operation with the
option of increasing asphalt depth to allow greater
wheel loads in the future. The terminal area includes
approximately 6.7 acres of bay fill. Complete utility
systems, area lighting, and refrigerated container
storage outlets are included.
• CFS area:
A 52,800 ft'
(gross)
CFS with
transfer dock facilities and future expansion capabilities will be constructed.
• ICTF: Approximately 33.44 acres of ICTF in-

eluding railroad trackage will accommodate land
bridge rail operations.
• Centralized
check-in/check-out
circulation
road areas: The design includes approximately 16. 45
acres of roads and entry and parking areas. The entrance requires relocation of the existing lighteraboard-ship (LASH) terminal.
• Modification of existing berths 94-96: Modifications include
a.
b.
c.

d.

Demolition of the existing Berth 96 container
freight station building.
New rail trackage to allow high, wide, and
heavy loads access to wharf areas.
Modification and conversion of the existing
crane electrification system to a 2400-volt
system.
Removal or relocation, or both, of existing
reefer outlets from the Berth 94 backland
area.
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e.

New wharf fender system compatible with the
new fender system at Berth 92.

ICTF
The Engineering Feasibility Study for the South
Terminal included a determination of the economic
and engineering feasibility of an on-dock ICTF. To
meet modern rail operation requirements and the marketing guidelines of the port, the ICTF was planned
to meet the following criteria:
1.

Operation as an on-dock facility.
Utilization of existing land to construct an
efficient, operational, and long-term intermodal rail
facility.
3. Expansion capability to meet projected market
demand for ICTF utilization.
4. Construction of facilities to reduce drayage
and transfer costs associated with other rail container movements.
5. Access via existing rail and truck routes.
6. Efficient circulation patterns within the ICTF
with emphasis on cargo throughput and safety.
2.

Operation schedules and train frequency will
determine actual throughput capability of the ICTF.
The most critical operational requirement is to
minimize the number of handlings and movements per
container unit. This was envisioned as being accomplished with yard hostlers who would bring the containers to the facility and position them at the
outbound staging area adjacent to the working track.
If this is not possible, the hostler could then
position the containers in the storage area. The four
basic operating methods evaluated for the ICTF were
• Direct staging, without storage transfer from
chassis to rail car, using hostlers and road tractors.
• Prestaging
transfer
from prestaged chassis

FIGURE 10 Artist's conception of ICTF project.
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(before train arrival) to rail car; no tractor required.
• Remote storage outside immediate ICTF using
hostlers or road tractors (longer turnaround time).
• Center storage within ICTF using yard hostlers (short turnaround).
The ICTF was planned to accommodate COFC and TOFC
operations. The master plan postulated the use of
two rubber-tired, mobile bridge cranes per working
track for lifting containers on and off rail cars
and the provision of two runaround tracks. Entry and
egress for the ICTF is through one of two gates. An
internal terminal check-in/check-out area allows
containers to be transferred to the ICTF from the
container yards by yard hostlers while remaining
within the customs secure area. Figure 10 is an
artist's conception of the ICTF project.

ICTF Railroad Access
Investigations were conducted to evaluate the railroad infrastructure leading to the port complex in
order to determine impacts on future SFCT development. In-depth feasibility studies were conducted to
evaluate tunnel and bridge restrictions and to
determine the practicality of modifying or reconstructing
tunnel clearances to accommodate new
double-stacked container rail cars and other specialized high, wide, and heavy rail car operations.
Additional studies were undertaken
to evaluate
trackage alignment and grade for suitability for
connecting marine and intermodal rail facilities with
main-line railroad operations.
The tight clearances of Tunnels 3 and 4 on the
Southern Pacific main-line approach into San Francisco are well known to Bay Area railroaders. The
clearance diagrams for both of these tunnels relative
to the double-stacked rail car configuration are
shown in Figure 11. Because double-stacked cars and
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FIGURE 11 Tunnel clearance diagram, existing conditions.

other specialized rail cars will not meet the minimum clearance requirements for the tunnels, several
modification schemes were considered. One scheme
centers around a gauntlet track arrangement, with a
third track constructed between the existing two
tracks. Installation of signal systems could allow
passage of a single train through the center of the
tunnel, with the central crown of the tunnel providing the required clearance. The second scheme involves removing the existing concrete invert and
reconstructing a lower invert (Figure 12). A summary
of the phased construction approach is shown in Figure 13. The method proposed for lowering the rail
elevation was to remove the ballast material down to
the concrete invert, and demolish the concrete invert

with no further excavation. A new concrete
invert,
approximately 1-ft thick with reinforcement, could
be constructed. The rail could then be attached
directly to the concrete with rail clips. This method
was used successfully in constructing the Bay Area
Rapid Transit (BART), a heavy rail rapid transit
system. However, it was concluded that use of the
much heavier rail cars loaded with freight would
crush the isolation pad on the rail clip and cause
structural damage to the concrete.
This view was supported by the Southern Pacific
Railroad, who confirmed that the commuter train line
uses rail cars that would cause such damage. (Several
sections with direct concrete fastening systems were
tested by the U.S. Department of Transportation on
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FIGURE 12 Proposed tunnel clearance diagram (after lowering of invert).
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FIGURE 13 Proposed tunnel construction sequence (invert-lowering scheme).

the Santa Fe Railway in Kansas during 1972-1973. In
all cases, the tested section failed after a period
of several days under normal freight traffic.)
It was decided that realignment of the rail line
through the Hunter's Point shipyard with direct
access to the ICTF would involve extremely high cost
and other inefficiencies. Reconstructing the tunnels
with a higher clearance arch was rejected on the
basis of economic, operational, safety, and time
constraints.
The proposed solution to modification of the tunnels is one of two alternatives, both of which result
in removal of the existing ballast and the 2-ft-thick
reinforced concrete invert:

12 to 14 in. (to ensure proper clearances) and placing a 12- to 18-in. reinforced concrete invert.
Panels would be replaced and the track raised on
ballast.
Alternative B involves the use of geotextiles that
allow for quicker, less costly construction and afford better drainage. Tunnel 4 and the southern half
of Tunnel 3 are laid on a O. 3 percent grade that
descends to the south. The northern half of Tunnel 3
is on a 0.10 percent grade that ascends to the south.
These grades will provide adequate tunnel drainage
through the drain pipes. Figure 13 shows the proposed
construction sequence for the tunnel invert lowering.

• Alternative A: After removing the concrete
invert, excavate approximately 1 ft to 2 1/2 ft of
rock or soil. A new reinforced concrete mat with appropriate drainage would provide the base for the
new ballast of the rail track.
• Alternative B: Remove approximately 1 to 2 ft
of earth (after removal of the invert) and recompact
the earth. Place a track stabilization geotextile
fabric over the subgrade material. (Southern Pacific
is currently using track stabilization fabrics in
similar tunnel conditions with satisfactory results.)

IMPEDIMENTS TO THE APPLICATION OF CURRENT
INTERMODAL CONTAINER TERMINAL PLANNING AND
DESIGN TECHNIQUES

To accomplish this work, the double-track main line
would be single tracked during the construction
period.
When the lowering of the tunnel is completed, the
ballast section in Tunnels 3 and 4 would be renewed.
Single-tracking could be accomplished by using present crossover switches. All construction work on the
tunnels sh"uld be undertaken during night hours (7
p.m. to 5 a.m.) and weekends to avoid interference
with commuter traffic.
These tunnels were built in 1905-1906, and it is
believed that there is no reinforcing in the construction. The tunnel wall footing should be excavated an additional 2 ft by excavating a 10-ft
section and leaving an undisturbed 10-ft section.
After the exposed sections are cast and set up, the
intervening sections would be opened up and cast.
Alternative A involves excavating an additional

The designer of a modern intermodal marine facility
must consider a multiplicity of factors that challenge a successful planning effort. Installation of
huge paved parking areas; goliath cranes; and a
variety of mobile loaders, gantries, and lifts does
not automatically ensure efficient container terminal
operation. These are often the cause of increases in
container terminal throughput costs, and large container terminal areas can be a deterrent to efficient
container handling. State-of-the-art design must
capitalize on modes of operation that move containers
from entry to storage areas to ship or rail loading
cranes and vice versa as quickly and efficiently as
possible at low capital cost.
The designer must be sensitive to the need for
future changes in terminal configurations. Designs
must accommodate factors as diverse as changes in
terminal
boundaries,
future
terminal
operator
requirements, and advances in modes of operation.
Lack of design flexibility can create significant
down-line costs for frequent modification to facilities.
Factors as diverse as pavement durability, union
work rules, ease of maintenance and upkeep of reefer
outlets, protection of utilities from traffic damage,
worker safety, and facility security must all receive
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appropriate design treatment. Relationships among
building structures are vital to proper operation
and future expansion. For instance, the orientation
of a readability canopy must be planned so that outbound trucks can easily maneuver adjacent to the
canopy and yet be close enough to the equipment
maintenance garage for necessary tire changes and
minor repairs,
Existing infrastructure constraints further challenge the marine facility designer. Lack of suitable
track curvature and proper clearance in railroad
tunnels and bridges such as is currently confronting
the Port of San Francisco is a serious impediment to
rail service access.
Cost constraints and unanticipated environmental
impacts can er ipple even the best planning effort.
The marine terminal facility owner must ensure sufficient funds for the project, including such things
as
unforeseen
site
conditions.
The
intermodal
facilities designer must keep the realities of
facility costs in mind and yet plan a facility designed to achieve anticipated throughputs and the
flexibility to accommodate the current and future
pressures of fully intermodal service.
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Part3
Intermodal Equipment

Double-Stack Containers on Rail Cars: The APL View
E. K. Pentimonti
American President Lines
Oakland, California

The American President Lines' (APL's) view of its
intermodal system is that it provides the highest
level of transportation service in the most efficient
manner. This includes the use of stacked container
trains wherever possible. I believe that two words
describe the APL intermodal system most succinctly,
"innovation" and "evolution."
APL has been innovative. In terms of equipment,
we have taken the existing technology of the offshore
International Standards Organization (ISO) container,
the over-the-road or highway trailer chassis; combined it with the technology of the double-stacked
container car; and, within our own organization,
developed an environment within which to establish a
better system of transportation hardware. We have
made significant improvements in already existing
equipment technology. These efforts have resulted in
a transportation system that is believed to be economically superior to other competing transportation
systems.
second, our intermodal system is evolutionary.
Although APL has always had a long-range strategy
pertaining to general direction, the intermodal system has really evolved as we have been able to overcome physical and contractual limitations and thereby
open up new opportunities for increased productivity
and market penetration. As we have overcome the individual problems or hurdles of developing the doublestacked container rail car transportation system, we
have been able to take advantage of the synergisms
within both the international and the domestic
systems.

are tremendously imbalanced. For example, approximately 40, 000 eastbound (E/B) loads in 1985 imports
went to the Northeast and fewer than 10,000 westbound
(W/B) loads came back to be exported. To balance the
use of container equipment, we are dependent on third
parties (e.g., shippers' agents, shipper associations, freight forwarders, United Parcel Service,
U.S. Postal Service) to provide us with W/B domestic
freight to help reposition our containers in an economical manner.
Because of our primary reliance on the rail
transportation network for cross-country cargo movement and because of the tremendous all-water (Evergreen, u.s. Lines) jumbo ship competition serving
the East Coast, we are forced to become more efficient and cost competitive. Our awareness that in
1985 more than 60,000 of APL's containers were used
by domestic shippers in the W/B direction only reinforced our belief that we had to do something dramatic within the intermodal system to remain in the
business.
Indeed, significant changes started to occur approximately 4 years ago when we began evaluating new
rail car technology in an effort to make our business
more efficient. Most of the new intermodal rail car
technology was oriented toward highway trailers at
that time, but it was thought that we could take advantage of the lighter tare potential of a container-on-flat-car (COFC) mode, especially in the
double-stacked configuration. With dedication and
drive, APL spent more than a year and a half and
significant resources on the further development of
the double-stacked container rail car. After months
of design, testing, and negotiations with various
railroads about the exact details of the car, the
first cars rolled off the production lines in early
1984.

BACKGROUND OF APL's STACKED-CAR DEVELOPMENT

APL STACK TRAIN CAR DEVELOPMENT

Because APL has departed from all-water routes, calls
at West Coast ports, and provides through bills of
lading to more than 200 locations in North America,
we are totally dependent on an intermodal system
beyond the West Coast. To us, this system is as important as the vessels used for the carriage of
international cargo. More than 65 percent of the
international cargo carried through the west Coast
terminals is destined for the interior or East Coast
of the United States on a through bill of lading.
The majority of this cargo is going via railroads to
the major population centers of the United States.
Unfortunately, these international cargo flows

The following are the principal character is tics of
the resultant APL stacked container car design:

A brief overview is given of the development, economic benefits, operation,
and terminal facility requirements of American President Lines' doublestack container rail car system.

l.
2.

3.

4.

Five-platform articulated car;
End-unit capabilities
•Bottom: two 20-ft or one 40-ft container;
• Top: one 40-ft, one 45-ft, or one 48-ft
container;
Intermediate unit capabilities
•Bottom: one 40-ft container;
• Top: one 40-ft, one-45 ft, or one 48-ft
container;
Maximum platform capacity: 103,000 lb;
79
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5.
6.

Car tare weight: 155,000 lbi and
Car length: 270 ft.

The detailed design and final development of this
car were the result of many compromises and periods
of mutual searching by APL and railroad colleagues
in regard to the adequacy of this lightweight and
innovative transportation vehicle for the intended
service. However, after all the necessary design work
was completed, the building and testing of the prototype units demonstrated that the concept could
truly have widespread use.
Some of the key technical elements and breakthroughs in the overall design application included
• Development of a structural configuration that
takes all of the tension and compression loads
through the extreme outside panels of the car.
• Use of an articulated truck.
• Use of the interbox connector (IBC), modified
from the standard marine application, to tie the two
containers together. This successful application
saves much weight over the end bulkhead type of car
an~d p·r ovtdes for great flexibi-l·i-ty for handl:ing d·i-fferent sized containers stacked on the second tier.
• Because of the positive locking IBC, the top
container can be an empty unit being repositioned
cannot be empty lest it be blown off by crosswinds.

initial operation in 1984 included four train sets
serving Los Angeles and Chicago and Seattle and New
York. Since then trains have been added between Los
Angeles and Atlanta, Georgia, and Oakland, California, and Chicago. Today, nine train sets, consisting of nearly 300 (five-platform) cars, are in
service. This provides the most frequent E/B and W/B
schedules and transit times of any available intermodal service.
The physical performance of the stacked container
car has been far superior to any projections. The
bad order ratio (i.e., a car taken out of service
when needed) has been less than 1 percent. We are
now approaching nearly 400,000 mi of utilization on
the first cars in this 2-year period. It normally
takes 4 years for the rail industry's highest mileage
cars to reach this level of utilization. As mentioned, our projections for wheel wear were that we
would change out wheels every 250,000 mi or 13
months. It now appears that we will be able to go
more than 400,000 mi, which gives us confidence that
both the design configuration of the articulated car,
trucks, and wheels and the lightweight features are
quite effective.
Ride quali.ty has been superlative. This has been
one area in which we have obtained some windfall
benefits as a by-product of the basic stacked container car design. Ride quality is clearly a benefit
to many international and domestic cargo commodities
that require a smooth ride. There are three areas in
which ride quality has been improved in a stacked
container car:

ECONOMIC BENEFITS
The economic improvement this equipment offers in
rail intermodal service is dramatic. Some of the
basics are
• Compared with a standard trailer-on-flatcar
(TOFC) there is a 55 percent reduction in tare weight
per 40-ft equivalent unit (FEU) carried 1 this prov ides a 15 to 20 percent fuel saving.
• Train size can increase dramatically in terms
of total FEU carrying capacity up to 280 FEU in certain corridors (in the West, there are severe train
length limitations because of passing siding length).
This larger train size has the effect of spreading
the line-haul labor cost component over a greater
number of containers. Based on a 200-FEU or 20-car
train, more than 50 percent of train crew costs per
FEU can be reduced.
• Locomotive ownership cost can be reduced by
more than one-third based on overall load reductions
achieved for the same cargo-carrying capacityi or,
conversely, more cargo can be moved with the same
motive power requirements.
• Rail cars are less costly for the same carrying capacityi the cost per FEU of a stacked container
car position is only 60 percent of that of a conventional COFC or TOFC FEU position.
• Reduction in maintenance expense compared with
conventional cars can be realized due to the overall
fewer number of wheels and trucks that need attention. A 20 to 30 percent cost reduction has been experienced to date.
In short, every cost component of a container train
and its operation has been reduced by the stacked
container car system.

OPERATIONS
This equipment has now been in service for almost 2
years. On March 30, 1984, the first APL stacked container train ran from Los Angeles to Chicago. Our

• Coupler slack--Fewer couplers provide for less
slack action thereby protecting cargo loads from fore
and aft or longitudinal accelerations. A typical 10car stack train has only 20 couplers. In addition,
end-of-car cushioning devices have been eliminated
from new cars because the trains are operating as
unit trains, which avoids yard handling and precludes
the need for the devices. On the other hand, conventional trains have a coupler between each car with
cushioning devices to provide for yard switching.
This cushioning device results in 1 to 2 ft of compression at each coupling. When operating in train
service, this results in slack action, which at the
end of the train can accumulate to 50 to 100 ft of
impact displacement.
• Lateral stability--Due to the elimination of
the sway of highway chassis, the dropped-well,
stacked container train cars provide an overall lower
load and greater side stability than found on TOFC.
Rock and roll tests conducted on a fully loaded
stacked container car with a center of gravity of
more than 98 in. displayed a maximum amplitude of
3.8 degrees compared with the Association of American
Railroads (AAR) recommended 6-degree maximum typically found on a TOFC unit. This appears to indicate
that the articulated stacked container car has intrinsic characteristics that tend to dampen rocking
motion.
• Vertical
vibration--The
elimination
of
the
highway chassis suspension in the container-carrying
stacked car prevents the damage caused by vertical
harmonic vibrations, and thereby eliminates unnecessary abrasion of the cargo.
Our customers were quick to recognize the ride benefit. There has actually been a documented Japanese
manufacturer's study quantifying these ride qualities.
Nevertheless, we have continued to improve on this
equipment. Since the first stacked container car was
developed, the following design enhancements have
been made:
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• Elimination of end-of-car cushioning.
• Improved braking system with a 20 to 30 percent reduction in stopping distance. This ha s allowed
us to increase train size, obtain speeds of 70 mph,
and avoid setting hand brakes on long descending
grades.
• Stronger container guides.
• Added floor stringers to avoid an unsafe condition if cargo were to overstress the container
floor.
• Permitting only one end platform to accommodate 20-ft containers in the bottom position, which
reflects actual need.
• Permitting all intermediate platforms to accommodate 40- and 45-ft containers in the bottom
position for future expansion of high-cube equipment.
• Addition of a reefer car design with an onboard, diesel-powered, electrical generator set capable of powering 10 (one car-full) refrigerated containers with a high degree of security, reliability,
and efficiency.

3. The first 1,500 102-in.-wide 48-footers in
the domestic fleet, which will prove to be the ideal
unit for the marriage of domestic freight and the
stacked container train operation. Some key factors
of th is unit are
• 3,470 ft', which is 14 percent more than a
45 ft x 96 in.i and 9 percent more than a 45 ft x 102
in.
• Capable of being stacked on a 40-, 45-, or
48-ft container.
• Capable of being lifted at 40- or 48-ft
positions.
• All stacking and lifting castings at 8-ft
centered widths.
4. 4,000 40- to 48-ft expandable chassis to support volume fluctuation of any equipment size without
having a massive fleet of chassis of each size to
accommodate the peaks. These units have proven most
effective. The prototype tested design uses the same
direct contact type of sliding mechanism to change
length as well as to slide the suspension to deal
with varying legal requirements on various U.S.
highways.

COMPONENTS OF APL's STACK TRAIN SYSTEM
A successful stacked container train operation requires more than just a successful stacked container
car. The infrastructure of APL's system involves many
other components including equipment, management,
and computer support.
Equipment
APL controls more than 7 0, 000 uni ts of intermodal
equipment, which in reality is the basis for the
success of integrating the international, intermodal,
and domestic services. APL's fleet of equipment given
in Table 1 is valued at nearly $150 million and consists of mostly 48-, 45-, and 40-ft high-cube,
lightweight containers and domestically based highway
traile r chassis.

Management and Computer Sys tem
The APL administrative resources include additional
management attention, logistics control, equipment
control, a sophisticated computer system, and all
parts of the system that are needed to make a stacked
container train deployment work. The computer systems
provide, among other things, the ability to plan the
loading of the stacked container train with the
necessary specific control over issues that are important to efficient stacked container train loading.
Controlling weight, both total train and platform by
platform, is necessary for a stacked container train
operation whereas it is not as important in singletier or conventional COFC/TOFC.

TERMINAL REQUIREMENTS

TABLE 1 APL's Fleet
Size

Total Quantity

Estimated No. in
Intermodal Service

Containers

48'
45' insulated
45'
40' x 9'6"
40' x 9'
40' x 8'6"
20'
Reefer
Total
Chassis
20'
40'
45'
Expandable (40'-48')
Total

1,500
750
3,800
6,100
5,500
15,100
11 , 100
3,700
47,550
3,900
14,900
3,000
4,000
25,800

1,500
750
1,500
1,200
1,100
3,000
1,300
~

10,400
1,300
5,200
1,100
2,800
10,000

Some of the exclusive features, which are necessary elements in the success of APL's equipment
fleet, include
1. 3 ,BOO 45-footers in the international fleet
that provide an excellent domestic unit for the W/B
backhaul.
2. 750 insulated 45-footers in the domestic fleet
that are needed for specific product protection in
the E/B domestic marketplace.

Intermodal design criteria can be different for
handling a stacked container train than for a TOFC/
COFC train. The difference is primarily in site selection, access, switching requirements, and operating plan. All other normal detailed design criteria
for intermodal terminal design work as well for stack
train systems as for conventional TOFC/COFC systems.
Some of the key considerations of intermodal terminal
design and selection for a stacked container train
are as follows:
l. site selection--Stacked container terminal
site selection brings a more complex set of requirements than does a normal intermodal terminal because
of the strong influence of the various types of service offered by stack trains. On the one hand, for
the international market the terminal needs to be in
a location that serves the inbound import marketplace, but such a location may not, on the other
hand, be an acceptable location for domestic cargo
collection and distribution . Further, in the case of
a pure intermodal container transfer facility, both
of these requirements may be suboptimal.
2. Access clearances--As in the case of COFC and
TOFC operations, stacked container liner train rail
access to an intermodal terminal plays a heavy role
in the selection of the site and, in the case of an
existing facility, the suitability of the site for a
stacked container train operation. In addition to
all of the normal concerns of free and easy rail access with regard to both operating costs and time of
entry and exit, comes the added complication of the
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vertical clearances needed. With two high-cube containers, access clearances of more than 20 ft are
required to be able to flexibly operate the system.
3, Operating plan--The operating plan for
a
terminal requires the coordination of many physical
features, including
• Track layout--With stacked container train
lengths now exceeding 1.5 mi, adequate track working
length must be provided to minimize the number of
train breaks required. It is considered undesirable
to have more than three different track breaks because of the switching effort required. A single
break over two tracks is considered optimum. It is
obvious that, with these train lengths, appropriate
attention must be given to providing for adequate
track or makeup track. Pull-through trackage arrangements provide ease in spotting train sets and
are far more workable than a dead-end spur arrangement.
Actual track spacing, of course, depends on
the type of operation and the equipment being used.
At an end of the line, terminal tracks should be arranged to be worked singly, if possible. For full
flexibility, intermediate line terminals should provide adjacent parallel track sets to accommodate
direct transfers to COFC or TOFC customers.
• Container-handling equipment--Stacked container trains, because of the restricted access bottom
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top lift featurei that is, a device that can allow
the lower parts of the container to be placed in the
well without the lifter mechanism interfering with
the structure of the car. Overhead cranes, port
packers, and so forth are used interchangeably depending on the terminal operating mode selected. A
case can be made for each of these types of equipment
based on the environment of the yard.
• Storage configuration--Probably the most
important decisions to be made in regard to stacked
container train operations concern the yard arrangement and the flow of containers to and from the train
operating area. Because of the container density of

the stacked train per linear foot, the prestaging of
containers plays an important role in the efficiency
of actual train operations. A case can be made for a
number of basic layouts that can dramatically affect
the efficiency of the loading and discharge operations. These include prestaged trackside loads and
chassis, prestaged trackside chassis with center
staged loads, total center staging with feed to
trackside, remote staging and storage, and various
combinations of these. Each scheme affects the amount
of terminal equipment and labor required. Trackside
prestaging for stacked container trains is obviously
more complex than for conventional trains simply because there are twice as many containers per rail
car platform. Most equipment is limited to a single
prestaged unit trackside so, in effect, a full prestage is not practical for a stacked train operation.
• Gate--The only design consideration for a
stacked container train operation in which the gate
design is different from a normal terminal design is
in the peak volumes expected to be handled because
of the greater throughput of stacked container
trains. Typically, the bottleneck during high-flow
requirements can mandate greater capacity at the gate
transfer function.
4. Documentation requirements--As is the case
with gate operations, stacked container train operations have been shown, with their higher peak-volume
requirements and larger intermodal terminals. to
strain the normal systems used for the proper flow
of documents.

CONCLUSION
It is hoped that these views of the business decisions, technical considerations, and operating requirements of APL's stacked container train system
demonstrate our dedication to a system that we
believe is the most reliable and cost-effective in
the industry.

Planning, Leasing, and Intermodal Facility Development:
Perspective of the Engineering Department of SeaLand Corporation
E. L. DeMenna
Sea-Land Corporation
Elizabeth, New Jersey

The key to the future, for the third generation of the shipping industry, lies in ef·
was characterized by unmitigated growth, we perhaps
fective planning. The traditional view of planning as synonymous with engineering
are entering a third generation--one characterized
design and with a window of up to 5 years into the future must be abandoned.
by the recognition that resources are limited: comInstead, planning must be seen as a process, a series of activities that occur in a
petition is keeni and controlled, planned expansion
logical order or sequence. Goals and objectives must be projected into a more dis·
in total transportation, not in shipping alone, is
tant future, perhaps some 15 or 20 years hence. To be effective, planning must
the key to the survival of shipping companies and the
incorporate certain key elements. This input is provided by those who effect, and
are affected by, the plan. The complex interactive nature of all of the elements that industry.
are involved in a marine or intermodal terminal operation must be considered in
developing plans.

PLANNING
Change is the word that most accurately describes
the shipping and transportation industry as it exists
today. Three or four thousand years ago, Phoenicians
and Greeks began to ply the Mediterranean in boats,
taking cargo from one port to another, trading and
bartering before returning to their point of origin.
Their vessels were loaded by hand (or by back). They
carried goods that either originated along the sea
coast or found their way to the port on the backs of
men, women, or mules. Intermodalism for these ancient
shippers was relatively uncomplicated: and labor,
from what we understand, was relatively inexpensive.
From that time until the early 1950s, the shippin~
industry grew, but it did not really change much.
True, boats grew into ships and vessels, and engines
and vehicles brought the cargo from inland areas to
the ports faster, but the vessels were still mainly
loaded by manual labor with the support of various
lifting devices. It was not until the midl950s that
the maritime or shipping industry, as we know it today, felt the seismic vibrations that followed the
first containerized cargo voyage. The industry has
not been the same since.
The 25 years that followed that historic event
have been characterized by a rush to exploit and expand this "second generation" of the shipping industry. Operators, shippers, developers, investors, and
manufacturers all hurried to get in on this new and
changing method of shipping cargo. The 25 years that
began in the mid-1950s were marked with more advancement, inventiveness, and expansion that had occurred in the previous 25 centuries.
As has been proven in many growth industries and
companies, volume and expansion generate profits and
additional opportunities. These factors often tend
to cover or mask deficiencies, inefficiencies, and
duplications of effort.
If the second generation of the shipping industry

Vessels, facilities, intermodal operations, equipment, information systems, human resources, and financial constraints cannot be viewed independently:
they must be viewed as a system. Integrating these
elements into an efficient, high-productivity, lowcost system requires meticulous planning as well as
management support and involvement in planning. Figure 1 shows the planning process that is in use by
Sea-Land's Engineering Department. The value of the
process is that it provides for
• Anticipation of current needs,
Ease of communication,
•Control of planning,
Technological innovation,
Flexibility,
·
Future expansion,
• Productivity,
• Operational efficiency,
• Lower than competitive costs, and
• Guarantee that the system will
fectively.

function

ef-

The tasks shown on the first line in Figure 1 are
basically fact gathering. Specific data are gathered
and detailed relative to the existing physical assets
of a facility. These data include acreage, types of
equipment, parking, berthing, leases, cranes, container-handling equipment, and office space. Operational data on vessel types, arr iv al frequencies,
and container mix, as well as the number of container
lifts, loads, mix by size and type, and productivity
measures by equipment type are part of the input.
Market projections are provided by management with
input from the marketing and business planning units.
Corporate strategic objectives are also reviewed and
considered at this point.
From this information a Facility Needs Analysis
is developed. Requirements for parking, berth length,
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FIGURE 1 Planning process.
cranes, gates, container freight station (CFS) ,
maintenance, and buildings are developed. For example, the container yard utilization and needs are
developed on the basis of the number of vessel calls,
inbound and outbound schedules, and container movement before and after vessel sailings over a sufficient period of time (generally 1 to 2 weeks) in
order to identify peak need requirements. Historical
data gained from that facility are also considered.
Seasonal trends, lifts per hour, and average weights
per box are all part of the input.
The next step, Alternatives Development, is to
define all possible solutions that satisfy the longrange facility requirements. This step highlights
the major differences among the available choices,
particularly in terms of capital and operating costs,
and the need to project those costs into the future.
It is done in a quantitative manner that involves
finding as many potential solutions as are deemed
feasible and applying numbers to them.
The next phase, Alternatives Assessment, addresses
each potential solution in detail, including an
analysis of operational, financial, economic, policy,
and governmental factors. This phase includes
1. Conceptual and preliminary engineering that
entails
• Collection of engineering data,
• Formulation of general facility outline,
• Optimization of subsystems, and
• Affirmation of budget level estimates.

2.

Detailed engineering that will result in
• Definition of spatial parameters,
• Specifications and plans,
• Contract documents, and
• Final cost estimates.

The potential solutions can now be ranked and the
most desirable alternative or alternatives identified.
The end result or finding may, in addition, require negotiation with the local port authority. The
result of that negotiation, if unfavorable from a
business perspective, may require a reevaluation of
the alternatives and in some cases dictate seeking
another more compatible location for the proposed
operation.
The final phase is to integrate the selected best
alternative into the Corporate Capital Plan, the
Strategic Plan, and the Terminal Profile developed
earlier in the planning process. Thus the "process"
of planning is rigorous, disciplined, and logical.
It provides a firm basis for making management decisions that will ultimately affect a facility's future
profitability.
A NEW APPROACH IS NEEDED
As noted earlier we must change the way we think
about the way to do business and change the way in
which the future is perceived. Part of the long-range
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planning process requires that terminal facilities
be viewed from an even broader perspective than in
the past. This can mean, in the case of a marine
terminal, a redefined relationship with the landlord,
the port authority. It is readily apparent that land
is a rapidly shrinking resource. Horizontal expansion
opportunities are limited, and vertical expansion is
expensive. Traditional land lease practice can have
the effect of locking tenants and landlords into
agreements that could work to the disadvantage of
either or both parties. For example, if a tenant
benefits from a low rate, the landlord could suffer
because he is not maximizing revenues. On the other
hand, if a tenant's traffic volume drops as the result of the loss of a major account, the tenant's
fixed costs continue and profits are likely to be
eroded.
With available suitable land rapidly diminishing
as a resource, a port developer should be responsible
for optimizing the use of existing land for the
benefit of all tenants. In doing so the port developer will also be serving its own best interest.
In recent times the concept of revenue sharing
has been increasing in popularity among some port
authorities. Some typical forms of revenue sharing
in use are
• Half wharfage,
Volume discounts, and
• "All in" box rates.
The revenue-sharing concept is not new to other forms
of real estate leasing. Retail stores for years have
paid a percentage of sales, as rent, often on a
sliding scale. This is known as "participation"
leasing.
If a port developer is going to participate, however, he must also anticipate. The port authority
should not expect to share in a tenant's revenue unless it has provided a terminal that accommodates
the tenant's needs and volumes in a dynamic sense.
It has been shown that generally the overall
throughput for a given port can be projected with
relative accuracy. Wide swings in volume tend only
to be between the operators within a given port. As
one operator's business is expanding, another's will
most likely be contracting. Although the size of each
operator's piece of the pie will continue to change,
the overall size of the pie will remain relatively
stable.
A truly innovative port developer should be able
to support this expansion-contraction cycle by providing the necessary land, equipment, and other resources in a manner that supports the operators'
volume. The end result will be to aid the operators
experiencing expanding volume, maximize the developer's revenue, and at the sanie time protect the
operators with shrinking volume from bearing unnecessarily high fixed costs.
A terminal developer who elects to operate under
the revenue-sharing concept will need to consider
the following planning and design factors.
Yard Area-to-Berth Length Ratio
The length of the berth should be sufficient to accommodate the vessels in the various trade routes
and services using the port. In addition to vessel
length, frequency of call and vessel turnaround time
will determine berth use. By the same token cargo
density and free time will dictate the size of the
yard area servicing the wharf. High productivity required in serving the Far East trade could result in
low productivity for the same yard used in the Alaska
trade. High productivity does not necessarily mean
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high use or efficiency based on equipment turnaround
times, which vary by trade and location.
Compatible Container - Handling Equipment
Container cranes and other handling equipment should
be interchangeable for use on an adjacent operator's
terminal. In some instances container cranes have
e xperienced a utilization rate as low as 10 percent.
Interchangeable cranes will not only reduce initial
investment costs but will also cut the cost for labor, maintenance, and spare parts inventory. This
could reduce the waiting time impact caused by either
an insufficient number of compatible cranes or crane
breakdown.
Intermodal Facilities
Intermodal facilities should be in relatively close
proximity to the marine terminal. Although being adjacent to a marine terminal certainly has its advantages, other factors such as access to long-haul rail
and truck routes should be considered in planning.
Future terminal designs should seek to accomplish a
reduction in the number of handlings between the
shipside crane and the intermodal vehicle to be used
in order to allow for better utilization of labor,
equipment, and facilities.
Flexible Leaseholds
Berth availability and yard areas assigned to a given
operator should be based on business volume. Leases
and facilities should be designed to accommodate the
periodic expansion and contraction of the required
leaseholds of individual operators. It benefits
neither the port nor the tenant to have half vacant
or overcapacity terminals, or both, in the same port.
Both conditions are costly to the users of the port.
Max imum Whru::fage
Wharf age agreements, in addition to having volume
discounts, should have provisions for a ceiling on
cost of use. Current arrangements have no downside
risk for the landlord. If business is bad, the port
continues to cover its'minimum cost while the tenant
may not be in a positibn to pay the maximum rental
charge. On the other hand, when business is good,
the landlord shares in the revenue produced, ad infinitum. Although a tenant may be paying a discounted
wharfage on high volume, he can lose net revenue because of the increased operating expenses experienced
when he is unable to meet the theoretical maximum
throughput of a wharf.
Having addressed the process of long-range planning and a perception of the desirable future nature
of landlord-tenant relationships, the author would
like to share his company's experience in developing
intermodal facilities in Chicago and in Little Ferry,
New Jersey.
INTERMODAL TERMINAL DEVELOPMENT
Why should a shipping line develop company-owned and
company-operated intermodal facilities? The following
factors emerge from the planning process application
described previously:
1.

Advantages
• Time savings,
• Cost savings,
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• Improved customer service, and
• One step closer to door-to-door service.
2. Disadvantages
• Extra link to control,
Extra constraint,
• Limited flexibility,
Extra capital expenditures,
•Extra communication link,
• Extra regulatory considerations, and
• A new set of criteria in the construction
and planning phase.
Because of the advantages, Sea-Land opted to build
intermodal facilities. However, it was found that
the existing expertise in developing marine terminals
was taxed to its limit when applied to intermodal
facilities. Some of the problems that were encountered are discussed next.

There is no real stereotype for designing a particular intermo.d al facility. Terminals designed_ by railroads attempt to meet the needs of their customer-in this case the container-carrying shipping company.
Experience indicates that these terminals often do
not give high priority to equipment care, paving, or
the turnaround time of drivers. In the marine-rail
interface, an intermodal terminal is really an extension of the marine terminal, where the client is
typically a customer who is picking up or delivering
a box. In this situation, driver turnaround time is
considered er i tical. Ideally, a straight line land
geometry and linearity of track are preferred to
facilitate the loading process. It must also be kept
in mind that the design must be adapted to the geometry of the available land.

Location

Operations

Marine terminals are normally located on harbor
channels or rivers. Limitations to building or expansion can often be overcome with dredging and other
forms of civil works or, in some cases, by moving
upstream. Truck terminals can, within reason, be located almost anywhere. But rail-based intermodal
facililies must be located with a railroad's servicing track system. Railroads were built primarily to
serve major commercial and industrial centers in
areas that are generally built up and where available
land is limited and usually at a premium in terms of
purchase price or rental rates. Because of this it
was not possible to develop an ideal or model f acili ty and then find the land to accommodate it. What
was necessary was to first find available land adjacent to a railroad, see i f it could be adapted to
terminal use, and then adjust the facility require =
ments to meet the available land constraints.

Because the intermodal terminal is viewed as an extension of the marine terminal, there are essentially
no major differences in terms of container-handling
equipment, training, or support systems. Adjustments
are necessary for surface-bearing loads of handling
equipment, accommodating double-stacked car height
{relative to overhead electric lines), and overpass
tolerances. Probably the only real new accommodation
that is necessary to add to the intermodal facility
is an air line to feed the train brake system, something which is not normally found in a marine facility. Other than these relatively minor considerations, the physical requirements for Chicago and
Little Ferry were not unlike those found in marine
facilities that have been designed and constructed
for years.
SUMMARY

Owner Support
In building a marine terminal, the host port authority generally is vested with the responsibility and
authority to acquire and lease land, grant permits,
condemn, finance, build, and provide other services
necessary to expedite the opening of the terminal.
On the other hand, in buying or leasing an industrial
site for intermodal terminal use, the operator must
first obtain permits, variances when required, and
rights of ingress and egress to major highways. He
may also have to negotiate with one or more municipalities, a county, the state, the Environmental
Protection Agency, and reg ion a 1 planning boards in
order to get the necessary approvals to build and
operate an intermodal facility.

Dealing with change is the cornerstone to the SeaLand approach to facility development, whether an
intermodal or a marine terminal. The long-range
planning process described can become the vehicle to
rationally control change. The author has proposed a
new concept of future long-term planning for the
development and leasing of terminals viewed from the
terminal owner• s perspective. He has indicated the
change toward which an operator would hope to see
the industry as a whole move. Also illustrated is
the experience of a marine terminal operator in
developing an intermodal facility. The author believes the key to maintaining effective terminal
operations is learning to read the future, planning
for it, and then changing to meet the new requirements.

Stacking Technologies for Intermodal Operations
Haye Roth
Hans-Werner Reis
Peiner Maschinen- und Schraubenwerke A.G.
Peine, Federal Republic of Germany

Design and operational features of yard gantry cranes and straddle carriers are
explained, stressing in particular the progress made in the past 5 years. This
equipment is reported to permit higher stack densities and require less operating space than other types of container-handling equipment. The straddle carrier, apart from fulfilling the double requirement of stacking and loading in a
flexible fashion, is also considered an excellent vehicle for container transport.
Current standards of engineering design, reliability, and maintenance characteristics have reached a high level. However, there is available no general or
ultimate rule for system selection. Feasibility studies considering cost calculation and operational evaluation turn out differently under different conditions.
Often the results are found to be quite close. The basic considerations of such
investigations are outlined in this paper. The final choice of system and equipment, however, will remain with the user and this choice may sometimes be difficult. In any case there is excellent equipment to choose from in designing a
container port or intermodal facility.

The economic efficiency of intermodal container
operations is largely determined by three major
factors:
• Geometric layout of the yard and organization
of the intermodal terminal,
• Proper
operation
and
maintenance
of
the
facility, and
• Performance of container-handling equipment.
Major intermodal terminal container operations that
provide the connecting link between the transport
modes of water, rail, and road frequently require
loading and stacking of containers along with the
movement of containers between the points of loading
and stacking in a yard storage area.
To accomplish this function the following major
types of loading equipment are used as state of the
art for the positioning of containers when loading
or stacking:
• Ship-to-shore gantry crane,
• Yard gantry crane (larger span versions
sometimes referred to as bridge cranes),
Straddle carrier, and
• Front- or side-loading vehicle.

are

For the movement of containers within the terminal
or yard the following types of equipment are generally used:
• Truck tractor with trailer chassis,
Straddle carrier, and
• Front- or side-loading vehicle.
Many operators consider that yard gantry
straddle carrier systems are generally today's

main competitors for use in large-scale terminal
operations with a container-stacking requirement.
The front- or side-loading vehicles may supplement
this equipment for special activities and are frequently used in smaller operations where less
stringent requirements in terminal space utilization
and stack organization exist. The material that follows is based on the authors' familiarity with a
particular line of equipment and should not necessarily be taken as all-inclusive.
A typical equipment matrix consisting of yard
gantry cranes,
straddle carriers,
and
tractortrailers offers four principal operating combinations, all of which may be found in one terminal
operation or another. The following table gives an
example of combinations of positioning and moving
equipment in a marine container facility (restricted
to the yard operation) taking the ship-to-shore crane
as a basic requirement. It specifies the four principal operating combinations.
Positioning
Equipment:
Yard gantry
Straddle
carrier

Moving Equipment:
Tra c tor - Chassis
St raddle Ca r rier
Tractor-chassis/
Straddle carrier/
yard gantry
yard gantry
Tractor-chassis/
Straddle carrier
only
straddle carrier

The variety of equipment in the table may be
further increased by considering separately railmounted and rubber-tired yard gantries.
As a general rule, the tractor-chassis becomes
the most economical transport alternative for moving
containers distances of more than 1,000 ft in the
terminal. However, careful evaluation is necessary
because a "once-through" straddle carrier operation
(quay and stack) is quite low in its manpower requirement and may eliminate the need for some tractor-chassis equipment.
Figures 1-3 are illustrative models that show the
most common equipment combinations used in container
terminals located at ports:
• An
• A
(Figure
• A
(Figure

all-straddle carrier system (Figure 1) ,
tractor-chassis and straddle carrier system
2) , and
tractor-chassis
and
yard
gantry
system
3).

Examples of these systems
Figures 4-7:
and
two

in actual use appear

in

• All-straddle carrier operation in use at the
Ports of Hamburg, Hong Kong, and Antwerp (Figure 4) i
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FIGURE 1 Model of shore-stack operation with straddle carriers.

FTGTJRF. 4 Shorr.-star,k opr.ration with strmMlr. r,arriers in
Hamburg.

FIGURE 2 Model of tractor-chassis operation with straddle carriers
and gantries for rail car service.

FIGURE 5 Tractor-chassis and straddle carrier operation in
Antwerp.

FIGURE 3 Model of tractor-chassis and rubber-tired gantry
operation.

• Tractor-chassis and straddle carrier operation in use at the Ports of Antwerp and Bremen/
Bremerhaven (Figure 5);
• Tractor - chassis and yard gantry operation in
use at the Port of Hamburg (Figure 6); and
• Straddle
carrier
and
rail-mounted
gantry
operation in use at the Port of Hamburg (Figure 7).
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• Local
constraints
(particularly
the
availability of space and the existing physical
layout) , and
• Convenience and familiar practice.
Usually the following equipment cost considerations may shift the balance one way or another:
• Straddle carrier systems are lower in total
capital investment, permit higher rates of depreciation for tax purposes, and tend to consume less fuel.
• Yard gantry systems are lower in overall cost
of operation; the main reasons are the lower tire
cost and the usually somewhat lower maintenance cost.
In addition to cost, operational features may be
decisive, for example:

Fl\. URE 6 Tractor-chassis and rubber-tired gantry operation in
Hamburg.

FIGURE 7 Straddle carrier transport and rail car loading with
rail-mounted gantries in Hamburg.

CHOOSING BETWEEN GANTRY AND STRADDLE CARRIER
As far as a terminal operator making the choice between the straddle carrier and yard gantry-based
systems is concerned, there is certainly no bias
other than that of overall cost and operational style
in the particular terminal situation. There is no
single or ultimate rule that dictates a preference
of one system over another. Equipment performance
and reliability have reached high standards in both
yard gantries and straddle carriers. Evaluations of
the two for a particular application normally turn
out to be quite close depending on the situation.
The choice of equipment to be used is usually determined by
1.

Cost factors
• Cost
of
operation
and
maintenance
of
equipment (including labor),
• Capital cost of land improvement as well
as equipment, and
• Cost of financing and available financing
facilities.
2. Operational factors
• Stacking requirements,
• Flexibility
requirements
(including
specific storage and loading requirements) ,

• Straddle carriers are more flexible in stacking and marshalling operations, even compared with
relocatable rubber-tired gantries; straddle carriers
are, in particular, the ideal equipment for fast
random access, for pres tacking of export containers
on the quay, and for any quick action under unexpected circumstances;
• Yard gantries
fulfill
the
lowest possible
space requirement permitting narrow stack lanes and
up to four-high stacks compared with a maximum of
three-high stacks in the case of straddle carriers;
and
• Yard gantries lend themselves to automatic
operation with guidance systems and automatic positioning and integration into the electronic data
transmission and control system of a yard (which may
be an important feature for large and diversified
container stacks).
Hence, studies to aid in choosing the equipment
to be used usually have different results for different users and applications.
One additional point should be observed: both
types of equipment are considered by today's technology standard to be reliable and economical. Formerly reported maintenance problems with straddle
carriers have disappeared, particularly with the
specific models and designs described in this paper.
Functional downtime for both types of machines is
down to less than 2 percent, sometime 1 percent, of
scheduled operating time in yard operations that are
well organized and provide good periodic preventive
maintenance service. Repair parts and fuel consumption have been drastically reduced.

STACKING REQUIREMENTS AND YARD LAYOUT
Size, density, and accessibility of container stacks
are the major parameters in equipment selection. The
limit of stability for the height of free-standing
stacks of loaded containers is considered to be four
high. Yard gantries are normally designed for handling this height plus providing for one additional
level for passing over four-high stacks with another
container. Straddle carriers can normally lift containers three high, permitting two-high stacking
plus a passing level, three-high stacking at the
most. The horizontal stack arrangement will vary
according to the type of handling equipment used.

With Straddle Carrier
The inside width of straddle carriers is matched to
the container width. The chassis and the vertical
columns of modern carriers are built extremely narrow
and require a driving lane between container rows
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only 1.2 to 1.5 m (4 to 5 ft) wide. A roadway with a
width of approximately 20 m (66 ft) is required to
provide for carrier access to the individual container stac ks and as maneuvering space-'f or en tering
the container rows, which are normally perpendicular
to the roadway. These dimensions will normally suffice to determine the general space arrangement required in a terminal in ord e r to pr o vide the largest
possible stacking density for transloading operations using straddle carriers.

Wi t h

~ard

Ga ntry crane

If a decision has been made in favor of more dense
stacking, however, yard gantries are typically used
in lieu of the straddle carrier. Rail-mounted gantries (or bridge cranes) are applied as stationary
equipment for width track gauges that may reach 50 m
(165 ft) and span 15 container rows. The wide-track
gantry, even though a high-capacity machine, does
not offer the greatest flexibility of operation.
Also, extremely wide stacks are not necessarily
desirable for reasons of access. More often a stack
width of five to seven container rows is sufficient
or even preferred. In this case, rubber-tired stacking gantries provide a most efficient and quite
flexible operational tool.
Rubber-tired wheels and a steering mechanism on
yard gantry cranes permit longitudinal and lateral
movement as well as slewing of the crane and thus
assure fu ll mob i lity for relocation within the yard.
Moreover, the rail track is not necessary and there
is no restriction of handling operations due to
maintenance and repair work because the rubber-tired
cranes can easily be maneuvered out of the work area.
Allowing for a minimum spacing of 400 mm (16 in.)
between the individual container rows and the required safety distance of at least 500 mm (20 in.)
between the crane and a container, the resulting
gantry track gauge is 23.3 m (76 ft) for six container rows or 26 .1 m (86 ft) for seven container
rows plus a truck lane. A spacing distance of 400 mm
(16 in.) between containers is also recommended in
the longitudinal direction of the container in order
to provide sufficient space for the "flippers" of
the spreader.

EQUIPMENT DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Spr eader
Yard gantries as well as straddle carriers are
normally equipped with telescopic spreaders adjustable for 20-, 30-, 35-, and 40-ft positions to match
containers of International Standards Organization
(ISO) or Sea-Land standards. Telescoping and twistlock actuation are normally hydraulically operated.
Spreaders for straddle carriers and for yard gantries
equipped with nonrotating trolleys normally permit a
horizontal angular adjustment through the use of a
shift mechanism. This permits the operator to place
the spreader properly, even if a container is not
perfectly aligned.
Sensors,
limit switches,
and
locking devices ensure reliable and safe spreader
operation. Frequently flippers are used for guidance
of the spreader onto the containers. Figure 8 shows
a straddle carrier spreader.

Yar d Gantry
The following equipment description refers to rubber-tired gantries. Rail-mounted gantries differ in
the bogie system, which resembles that of other com-

FIGURE 8 Straddle carrier

~preadP-r.

mon rail-mounted cranes. Furthermore, the bridge
girders of rail-mounted cranes are frequently cantilevered to one side, sometimes both, for easy truck
or railway access. Rail-mounted cranes are generally
electrically driven with power feed by cable.
The drive of a rubber-tired stacking crane may
either be diesel-electric or diesel-hydraulic. In
either case, it is independent of an external electric power supply. This factor contributes to the
flexibility of these cranes.
In contrast with rail-mounted cranes, rubber-tiren
cranes must always be steered, even for straight
travel. Slight alignment deviations in the wheels,
tire pressure variations, an eccentric trolley position as well as side forces from trolley movement
and wind generate s ideward movements for which compensation must be made. Automatic steering of a rubber-tired crane along a wire loop is state of the
art. The wire is laid in the driving lane. An alternating electric field with a frequency of 10 KHz,
for instance, is produced in the wire. This alternating field induces an electric voltage in the sensors located on the crane, thus measuring the sideward deviation from the wire. The servohydraulic
steering of the wheels is thereby controlled according to the sensor signals, providing for straight
travel of the gantry.
Another method of steering is via differential
motor speed control on both sides of the gantry.
With this method of steering the different speeds of
the drive motors produce a crabbing motion to compensate for crane tracking deviations. The differential steering is less accurate and more strenuous
on the equipment than servohydraulic steering with
pivoted wheels. Maneuvering is also more cumbersome
and requires additional space. A sideward track correction first requires a crabbing motion, which, in
turn, has to be corrected again.
To obtain the highest guidance accuracy, especially for automatic positioning of the crane, servohydraulic steering for track correction and crab
angle compensation via motor speed control for crabbing compensation are combined. In this manner, accurate track travel and parallel gantry motion are
both achieved. With a highly precise automatic steering system, a sideward offset tolerance of ±10 mm
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(±3/8 in.) from the wire and a crab travel tolerance of ±20 mm (±3/4 in.) can be maintained.
Because of the sensitive mode of operation required in container handling, all drives of stacking
cranes are generally equipped with variable speed DC
motors. Controls may be of the Ward-Leonard or
thyristor type according to a user's preference.
A crane's trolley can be either rigid or rotary.
Trolley rotation is occasionally desirable in order
to place containers, especially refrigerated containers, in a convenient position. Trolleys are
mostly self-propelled with trolley-mounted hoisting
gear. Small cranes may be designed with rope-pulled
trolleys and stationary hoists in order to achieve
lower equipment cost.
Wheel suspensions may be of the fork type with
double-bearing axles, or single-bearing L-shaped
axles can be used, permit ting easy access to the
wheels and facilitating wheel change.
Wheel arrangement is normally one per corner
whenever wheel loads permit. For heavy cranes or
where ground pressure restrictions prevail, arrangements with two wheels per corner (in line or in
parallel) or even arrangements with four. wheels per
corner are chosen. Such a 16-wheeler gantry crane
has two in-line sets of double wheels (four wheels)
per corner. A standard wheel drive is by chain and
sprocket and normally half the number of wheels are
driven. In other cases, a drive by universal shaft
is preferred, especially for double-wheel arrangements.
Some rubber-tired stacking cranes equipped with
the various design features described are presented
next.
Figure 9 shows a small crane with four wheels, a
track gauge of 12.4 m (41 ft), and a fixed cabin.
The stacking height capability is three containers,
each with a height of up to 9 1/2 ft. The unit is

·--
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FIGURE IO Rubber-tired gantry with cab at trolley.

FIGURE 11 Standard model rubber-tired gantry (six rows plus
truck lane, four stacking plus one passing level).

picture the transversely positioned wheels at the
left horizontal beam can easily be seen. This transverse position of individual wheels serves as an
additional protective measure against wind forces
when the crane is parked.
The stacking crane in Figure 12 straddles five

FIGURE 9 Small rubber-tired gantry crane.

used primarily for loading work. This type of work
might also be handled by straddle carriers. A similar
crane is shown in Figure 10. It has roughly the same
dimensions; however, the operator's cabin is located
at the trolley.
Both of the popular stacking cranes shown in Figure 11 have an inside straddle width of 22 m (72 ft)
and can span six container rows and a truck lane.
The height is designed to provide for stacking four
containers plus the overhead passing level. In this

FIGURE 12 Rubber-tired gantry with rotary trolley.
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the newly developed electronic system for automatic
stacking and reclaiming with which they are equipped.
This system is considered one of the most advanced
- -au toma tic:- sys tems - for- elee !o!'onie- Gr-ane - eon torol--.- Job
orders are sent directly from a stationary central
computer to the crane's on-board computer by means
of inductive data transfer. The crane operator
merely controls the lower movement and the setting
down of the spreader or container manually; all
other movements and the crane positioning work are
carried out automatically by the on-board computer.
The job orders coming to the crane from the central computer are stored temporarily in the on-board
computer until ready for execution. As many as 170
orders can be stored. This offers the advantage that
the crane can continue to work independently for
several hours during any break in data transfer from
the central computer.
Extremely accurate crane and trolley positioning
is provided through a sensor and coding mark technique proven to be reliable in the adverse weather
of Hamburg winters. Every container in a stack is
provided an address that serves to identify a specific location in a preset sequence on a threed imensional coordinate system.
Incremental pulse
transmitters report the actual value of the crane
and trolley position to the on-board computer that
guides the crane and the trolley into the position
FIGURE 13 "'heel arrangcmcnt-h-lro n h.i;els per corn~r.
desired. While the crane and trolley are in movement
the lifting gear is located in a safe upper-end
position. This upper-end position depends on the
stacking height of the container storage area and
container rows, stacked three levels high. It is
equipped with a rotary trolley. The crane chassis
can be preset. The lifting movement also takes place
has two wheels at each corner or a total of eight
automatically. This cycle begins on complete locking
running wheels, two of which are driven wheels.
or unlocking of the twist locks of the spreader on a
Figure 13 shows details of a crane chassis with
cont<1iner .
single-bearing and cantilevered axles for the wheels
Although this automated container-handling equipthat permit easy and rapid tire change. Also shown
ment represents an advance in crane technology,
is the drive motor with the driveshatt running in an
further development can be foreseen. Additional
inclined position down to the wheel hub gear.
technical advances can be expected in the field of
The crane shown in Figure 14 runs on 16 wheels
sensor technology and automatic identification sysand straddles seven rows of four-level container
tems.
stacks as well as a truck lane. It is one of the two
cranes (another will be added later in 1986) that
are operating at the Hamburg Lager- und SpeditionsStraddle Carrier
gesellschaft (LSG) terminal. These cranes are among
the largest rubber-tired cranes built up to this
The straddle carrier, on the basis of the sheer numtime for container handling. They are remarkable
ber in use today, is probably the primary work horse
because of their size and especially with regard to
of container ports. It is certainly considered the
most versatile and flexible piece of equipment by
many. It can perform all the functions of loading,
stacking, and marshalling plus moving containers
(Figures 15 and 16). The lifting capacity under the
spreader of straddle carriers is normally 40 t. The
typical maximum travel speed is 28 km/hr (17 . 4 mph)
and the climbing capacity can be up to 17 percent
grade. The newer T-type configuration has been most
successful during the past 5 years. The advantage of
a single-engine design is also a desirable feature.
Some of the unique design features of the T-design
are to be found in the chassis, the wheel suspension,
the brakes, the control system, and the drive (Figure 17). Contemporary design and component selection
give the highest priority to savings in fuel consumption and ease of operation and maintenance. During practical operation of this modern equipment
fuel savings of up to 15 percent over older machines
have been attained. In our experience at Bremen/
Bremerhaven, with an average of 4,000 operating hours
per machine annually, a savings of 1/2 gal per hour
or more than 2,000 gal per year has been found. Thus
a carrier of this type has quite some economic
leverage in a f leet of some BO carriers .
Most of the improvement in fuel consumption has
been achieved by developing a special fluid drive
FIGURE 14 Large 16-wheel rubber-tired gantry (seven container
transmission with a torque converter connecting
rows plus truck lane, four plus one high).
7
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FIGURE 17 Chassis and wheel suspension of straddle carrier.

FIGURE 15 Straddle carrier loading truck.

FIGURE 16 Straddle carrier loading rail car.

clutch that permits one to bypass the torque converter, thereby providihg a direct mechanical connection between the engine and gear box during speed
travel. An electronic control automatically switches
over from fluid to mechanical transmission as soon
as a prescribed engine speed is reached. Below that
prescribed engine speed the transmission returns to
fluid drive. The electronic control is programmed
for optimum selection of the automatic gear shift
and converter bypass thus providing an automatic
system of transmission and a new form of "overdrive."
It appears that this technology can only be used
with straddle carriers that have a single-engine
drive. Twin-engine straddle carriers require a differential function and, therefore, fluid transmissions on both sides of the vehicle. Slipping of
wheels sometimes experienced in snow or icy conditions or on oily surfaces can be overcome by providing a locking device for the differential gear.
A typical eight-wheel carrier can be optionally
equipped with two-wheel or four-wheel drive. A sturdy

mechanical dual drive train transmits the rotation
from the engine platform to the wheels on either
side of the vehicle via bevel gears and universal
drive shafts, The entire "power package" of engine,
transmission,
hydraulic
station,
and
electrical
cabinets is centralized on the top platform allowing
easy access for maintenance. The container-handling
operation takes place at a safe distance below. Prov is ions are made to secure the lowest maintenance
cost as well as to gain ease of access to components.
A modern hydraulic steering system permits sensitive steering control of all eight wheels. To protect
the mechanical steering linkage, it is located under
the chassis girder that is designed to be collision
resistant and to stand up to the impacts and jolts
encountered in daily operation, The telescopic wheel
suspension uses long-life elastic blocs instead of
springs or maintenance-prone hydraulic load distribution. Operating experience with elastic blocs has
been excellent, and the system can be considered
practically fail safe, Drum brakes have been replaced
by disc brakes in the T-series carriers because of
maintenance advantages, and the hydraulic dual circuit brake system also corresponds to more modern
vehicle engineering practice.
Two
horizontally
arranged
hydraulic
hoisting
cylinders can operate the hoisting chains for the
cross beams and spreaders (Figure 18). The hydraulics
can control a variable hoisting speed that may be
dependent on the load being lifted. A hoisting speed
of 17.5 m/min (57.4 ft/min) can be achieved thereby
improving typical handling cycles. In this carrier
the central hydraulic station is located on the top
platform. It consists of compound pump sets driven
by the main engine. Hoisting, steering, the two brake
circuits, and the spreader functions are all actuated
from the hydraulic station. Load-sensing devices
control the pumping action of the hoist pumps, adj us ting the hoisting speed to the load by control of
pressure and flow rate.
A number of component options are typically
available for the yard operator or designer to consider. A choice between two-wheel and four-wheel
drive has been previously indicated. A wide range of
engine selection is also available. The most standard
engine provided in this carrier is a 10-cylinder,
air-cooled diesel engine. Optional engines include
various water-cooled makes; therefore, an operator's
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FIGUilE 18 Hoisting arrangement .
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flGURE 20 Driver's seat and controls.

and be equipped with operator comfort accessorie s
like heating and air conditioning.
Specific details of the design of a straddle carrier can contribute to ease of maintenance and safe
operation. For example, where there are only 50
lubricating points the time expended on lubrication
service can be restricted to only 1/2 shift, Ideally,
lubrication intervals can be extended to 1,000 hr by
using feeder reservoirs. Also, where hoisting cylinders are self-aligning through universal joint suspension, there is no difficulty in alignment following repair. The hoisting cylinder can be replaced
without detachment of the hoisting chains. The
hoisting chains themselves should feature shock
absorbers and chain lubrication to extend their
service life.
Maintenance cycles and availability of straddle
carriers
today
reach
the
following
performance
levels:

FIGURE 19 Engine platform with noise protection on engine.

preference concerning the engine and its make can
normally be fulfilled. Tire sizes of 1400 and 1600
can be used with the carrier without requiring
changes in the wheel forks. Al though not normally
required, the carrier engine can be noise protected
to provide for extremely low noise levels (Figure
19). This noise supression may be needed if yard
operations are in close proximity to residential
areas.
There are several alternatives for locating the
driver's cabin (Figure 20). Front or side cabins can
typically be supplied. The cabin can also be equipped
with two directional panels and two steering wheels.
All cabins should provide excellent range of vision

• Annual number of operating hours: up to 6,000
hr per year,
• Maintenance check: not more than every 500
operating hours,
• Basic maintenance: not more than every 1,000
operating hours, and
• Extensive overhaul of the diesel engine and
gears: not normally necessary until after 15,000
operating hours.

Experience with vehicle availability in Bremerhaven, for instance, has been that 95 percent can be
attained (i.e., only 5 percent maintenance time).
These figures can of course differ from facility to
facility. The operational experience of the last 5
years has clearly shown that straddle carrier vehicles can be expected to attain service lives of 15
years or up to 90,000 operating hours. The straddle
carrier of modern design is considered one of the
most efficient and economical vehicles used in container transshipment operations worldwide, and the
three-high design of the straddle carrier makes it
able to cope with the height requirements of doublestack railway trains.

Stacking Technologies
CONCLUSION

Straddle equipment--yard gantries or straddle carr iers--is the name of the game in intermodalism
whenever loading operations are combined with the
requirement of maintaining container stacks and stack
organization. In addition, the straddle carrier is a
fast and flexible transport tool. The inevitable
question of container-handling equipment system preference cannot be answered in general terms because
individual conditions of operation and detailed
cost-benefit analysis will determine the final
choice.
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The standards of equipment design, reliability,
and maintenance characteristics have reached a high
level and well-proven machinery is available. The
choice of equipment may be difficult in some cases
in which system investigations yield close costbenefi t results within the limits of accuracy available. The users, nevertheless , will c ertainly prefer
the headache of ma king a sound equ ipment choi ce to
the headaches they may have experienced with equipment reliability in previous times.

Address: Maritime-Rail Interface
James J. O'Brien
Port of Oakland
Oakland, California

Having reviewed the program for this conference and
the in-depth treatment that has been given to terminal design and emerging intermodal transportation
systems, I find that addressing the topic of the
maritime-rail interface places me in the position of
at best being redundant and at worst contributing to
"overkill." But because the ports are the places at
which the sea-rail interface is accomplished, it ap~ears to be appropriate that a port representative
be invi tea to address the subject and bring a port
perspective to it. I will attempt to do so recognizing two important facts: first, not all ports will
share the same view because inevitably as technology
advances there will be gainers and losers and, second, it is not possible or desirable to isolate one
segment of the distribution chain, in this case the
point of interface between modes of transportation,
from the system as a whole.
Over the yearR, maritime-rail interface has taken
many forms:
• Historically in the Port of New York extensive
lighterage (barging) systems connected the railheads
in New Jersey with the conventional break-bulk piers
across the harbor in Manhattan and Brooklyn, which
were the port's center of shipping activity at the
time. Ultimately, that high-cost, heavily railroadsubsidized system helped contribute to the bankruptcy
of many of the eastern railroads, which led ultimately to the formation of Conrail.
• Rail
boxcars
switched
directly
to
marine
transit sheds and "open-top" rail cars delivered directly to shipside for vessel loading.
Automated dumpers of rail hopper cars into
bulk cargo-handling facilities.
• Orayage links between rail intermodal yards
and marine container terminals, with some drayage as
short as 1/2 mi, others as distant as 20 mi.
• In North America, as early as the late 1960s,
on-terminal direct container rail transfer facilities
in such ports as Halifax, Nova Scotia, and Portsmouth, Virginia.
• Directly affecting the efficiency of the searail system has been the evolving understanding on
the part of the railroads of the needs of international interrnodal traffic and the implementation of
unit trains that bypass points of potential delay.
This variety of alternative methods of providing
the sea-rail interface reflects a function of time,
of respective port distribution patterns, of cargo
mixes, and of the port's individual perception of
its role in international distribution. The port's
unique geography and relationship to urban centers
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has also tended to dictate its response to the sear ail interface requirement. It is not equitable or
possible to say whether a particular port's solution
was right or wrong without a careful examination of
these factors. What works in one situation may not
work in another, or at least not as well.
The difficulty of course for ports is that technology has no sense of history or geography. Ports
have never had the luxury of dictating to other
transportation interests how they should operate. As
a vital link in the transportation system, ports to
a great extent have had to react to the technological
innovations of the other partners in the chain. I do
not recall the shipping lines in the 1960s asking
ports how long it would take to build new container
terminals before the keels of container ships were
laid. The ships were corning and somehow the terminals
were expected to be ready. However, attempting to
resist technology is no more effer.tive than attempting to stern the flow of a stream of water by blocking
it; it does not work. The key issue is not whether
to accommodate technological development but rather
how best, economically and cornpeti tively, to adjust
to it.
This brings us to the most recent technological
development that affects the interrnodal sea-rail
interface, the double-stack unit container train.
Introduced first in the early 1980s by the Southern
Pacific Railroad and having gained increased attention as the more recent result of the success of
American President Lines' "Liner-Trains," the doublestack train concept has literally burst on the
transportation scene in the past year. By recent
count, there are at least 32 double-stack trains or
combined double-stack and conventional trains moving
weekly in each direction between key terminuls. (I
noticed also this past Christmas season that, in
some of the toy store windows, double-stack equipment was operating; this equipment is not included
in the count.) In meetings I had in Asia during the
past year, double-stacking was the major topic of
conversation
among
representatives
of
shipping
1 ines, and the concept appeared to have a prestige
element separate and distinct from its potential
economic and service advantages. Imagery aside, to
date this innovation has wrought
1. Ports with established interrnodal interface
systems that in most cases have been based on a
trucking or drayage connection have had to reevaluate
their situations. In the view of some shipping lines,
but not all in my experience, double-stack unit
trains operate best when the rail terminal is contiguous to the marine terminal facility and the

Maritime-Rail Interface
transfer is under the supervisory control of the
ocean carrier, particularly where a train dedicated
to a single shipping line is involved. Such configurations are in place at this time at only a limited
number of U.S. ports, but installation at other ports
is presumably likely but not without additional
capital expenditures and potential duplication of
rail terminal facilities.
2. Imbalanced
international
cargo
flows
in
double-stack train traffic corridors have brought
shipping lines into the domestic transportation
business in an attempt to minimize empty container
repositioning.
3. It appears for the first time in our history
that international traffic, accounting for about 30
percent of railroad intermodal traffic, is presently
driving the domestic transportation industry toward
at least a degree of domestic containerization, a
concept with only limited historical application.
4. Philosophies of railroads vary dramatically
as to how double-stack service should be implemented.
Among the major western railroads for example, one
major carrier only negotiates term contracts that
then permit the ocean carrier to solicit westbound
domestic traffic to balance container equipment,
another retains control of the westbound trains and
pr icing on domestic loads, while a third provides
double-stack train slots on an "as needed" basis
without a contract. Clearly, there is less than a
uniform approach to control and pricing philosophies.
5. Considerable expenditures by some railroads
have been necessary to provide the clearances to allow double-stack trains to operate in line-haul service, and portions of the rail system are presently
without this capability.
Clearly, the introduction of double-stack technology demonstrates that the maritime-rail interface
cannot be viewed in isolation from the total system
of which it is an integral part.
kany questions still remain unanswered regarding
this most recent innovation:
1. With most double-stack unit trains today serving the dedicated needs of a single ocean carrier,
how can the needs of other shipping lines whose volumes do not support a complete unit train be most
efficiently addressed? Only recently are some responses to this need being seen.
2. Is it reasonable to assume that domestic
shippers will en masse find International Organization for Standardization (ISO) containers attractive
vehicles for moving cargoes regardless of attractive
pricing mechanisms when their package design and
loading plans have been geared to units of greater
dimensions and cubic capacities?
3. Will a large number of shipping lines be able
to introduce the systems, disciplines, and domestic
solicitation organization that a few larger lines
have achieved or are in the process of implementing?
4. Will the double-stack unit container train in
domestic transportation generate economies for the
railroads that have seen their intermodal market
share slip away to motor carriers who enjoy economic
deregulation, the use of vehicles with larger dimension and higher cubic capacity, and declining fuel
prices? If so, that may be a debt the railroads will
owe the shipping lines that have driven this development.
5. Will the economic savings accruing from wellmanaged double-stack trains increase the intermodal
carriers' market share of all-water movements through
improved mini-land-bridge services, or will it merely
permit retention of the apparently stabilized miniland-br idge market share against competition from
larger, more fuel efficient vessels in the all-water
services?
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In addition to technology, systems development,
and terminal capability, there is another element to
the equation that is sometimes overlooked and needs
to be addressed. As our intermodal systems on the
industry side continually improve, we appear to be
seeing U.S. government policies moving in the opposite direction. Senior officials in the U.S. Customs
Service, citing allegedly extensive cases of cargo
manipulation while in intermodal transit and concerned about duplication of Customs' inspection
workloads at port of unloading as distinct from port
of Customs' entry, have publicly stated their preference to have as many containers as possible cleared
at port of unloading and to minimize in-transit movements to other points of entry.
A whole series of incidents, including a directive to inspect all containers of textiles at port
of unloading (subsequently rescinded), a requirement
that a Customs officer affix a "red-ball" seal to
each container before inland in-transit movement
(subsequently modified to permit "high security
seals" affixed at port of foreign loading to serve
as an acceptable substitute), and a declining Customs
workforce required to handle increasing import cargo
volumes suggest that there are forces beyond the
direct control of the parties in the transportation
chain that can affect the efficiency of the system.
It is advisable for all with an interest in the success of these innovative systems to be alert to these
potentially constraining forces and to use their
joint capabilities to protect their mutual interests.
Inherent in the subject of the maritime-rail
interface is the port industry's latest buzzword,
"load centers." Under the load center concept it is
suggested that as container vessels grow in size,
they will call at fewer ports, with a limited number
of ports benefiting at the expense of all other competitors.
As long as container supply significantly exceeds
demand for container space in many containerized
trade routes, and the majority of opinion is that
this will be the case for some time, shipping lines
may find themselves compelled to call at additional
ports. Equipment imbalances may require shipping
lines to seek lower revenue cargoes, which historically have moved in the tramp trades, in order to
minimize the cost of repositioning equipment. Such
cargoes may originate in areas that the shipping line
would not otherwise serve. If the load center concept does evolve, it is not a given that all shipping
lines making the load center decision will necessarily select the same ports as their load centers.
Indeed, the reverse would appear to be more logical.
The transportation infrastructure of any port is
finite and reaches its effective capacity at some
point. With many ports located in major metropolitan
areas, international traffic competes with domestic
traffic for rail and truck service, and the domestic
traffic in many cases generates higher net revenues
to the inland carriers. Competition between automobiles and local trucking for highway availability
creates potential conflicts and problems. Concerns
about the environmental effect of traffic congestion
can be significant. For line-haul rail service, balancing railroad equipment between domestic and
international cargo flows within each traffic corridor is part of the total equation. Concentrating
activity at a limited number of gateway ports introduces potentially significant labor-management relations issues and raises political problems about the
allocation of government resources to facilitate
cargo clearance.
The large number of factors to be considered suggests that, rather than a limited number of ports
becoming the load centers at the expense of all their
competitors, the alternative may be a pairing of
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specific shipping lines with specific ports, motor
carriers, and railroads. Should this come to pass,
it obviously can result in rather substantive marketshare shifts among ports within a range, but it
perhaps will not be as severe as when all cargo is
theoretically concentrated at a single gateway.
A year or two from now, many of the questions I
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have attempted to raise may be answered or at least
clarified. However, that is not to say that at some
point we can all sit back and enjoy the results of a
climate of stability. Neither advancing technology
nor marketplace conditions will allow that to happen.
And besides, it would take all the fun out of the
transportation business.

Part4
Operations and Process
Control Systems

Santa Fe's System Approach to Intermodal Control
W Spencer Seery
Santa Fe Railway
Topeka, Kansas

L. C. Jenkins
Santa Fe Railway
Chicago, Illinois

The purpose of this paper is to show how Santa Fe Railway uses an integrated
computer system to manage the physical operation of major intermodal ramps.
The computer system was designed to perform many functions with the same
source data. For instance, while the system has increased clerical efficiency in
record keeping and billing areas, it also has provided a means for better damage
and equipment control. The operating computer system is split into three basic
systems: a waybill ing system, a car and train movement system, and a van system.
Although each of these particular areas has its own supervision and responsibilities,
it is an integrated system in that the areas cannot be considered totally indepen·
dent. The main benefit of this system is the ability to take information used
predominantly to support one particular area of the operation and blend it with
information gathered for other areas to support the entire intermodal facility.

The integrated computer system was designed to capture timely information to help manage the physical
operation of 32 intermodal ramps across the 12,000mi Santa Fe Railway system. The computer system
facilitates handling of approximately 1.6 million
intermodal units, trailers, and containers, ramped
and deramped each year.
The objectives were to simplify the billing
paperwork and to provide an accessible filing system, to increase the speed of handling units, to
control costs at field locations, and to create an
information center to assist management decision
making.
Records created from the data collected at the
initial checkpoint centralize information that helps
to balance trailer flow and provide information on
the repair costs of damaged units. These reports
help manage the total system as well as the individual ramp. The centralized information also functions
to standardize company policy, identify reporting
problems, and provide a means for control of expenses.
First will be described the capturing of certain
information for the three integrated computer systems, the van system, waybilling system, and the car
and train system, and how the information helps manage the physical operation of the intermodal ramps.
Then the application of the integrated system to the
handling of damaged equipment, its movement, and
payment for equipment repairs will be discussed.
This area has been uniquely affected by the application of the information generated by the computer
system. The creation of a central information source
enhanced the management decision-making process by
providing information on the expense of past practices, which, in turn, allowed effective change.

VAN SYSTEM: CHECKPOINT PROGRAM
The checkpoint program begins with the information
gathered at initial check-in and inspection of the
intermodal units at the gatehouse. The check-in procedure triggers the creation of several records.
Creation of Form 1202, Trailer Inspection Receipt
(Figure 1), must occur quickly to prevent congestion
and yet contain as much pertinent information as
possible. Several pieces of information are needed
to assure proper loading of the unit, and several
more are needed to provide accounting and tracing
needs.
When a unit arrives, the number, hazardous placarding and declaration, trucker identity, shipper,
destination, interchange information, seal, length,
chassis information, and refrigeration settings, if
any, are captured. To speed up this operation, the
terminal manager has local abbreviation tables, that
is, a predetermined computer list, in which he can
enter one-, two-, or three-character abbreviations
for his most common trailer prefixes, shippers,
truckers, and destinations.
For an empty unit, the program automatically
checks all empties to determine if previous damage
should be shown on Form 1202, whether a Trailer Damage Responsibility Report (Form J-2) is on file, or
whether any stop orders exist on the unit. If any
exceptions are noted, the console operator is notified, and the appropriate handling instructions are
printed on Form 1202. Internal computer checks are
made to determine if the empty is subject to per
diem relief, and, if it is, appropriate interchange
and Association of American Railroads (AAR) reportings are made and the owner is notified automatically. If Santa Fe is not responsible for the empty
unit, the operator is notified immediately so that
it may be rejected before being placed in the lot.
Empty steamship containers are checked through a
permit file and accepted only if authority has been
previously granted by the Transportation Department.
If the unit is a load, outbound waybilling is
checked; the equipment master, a Santa Fe listing of
all equipment configured by type of equipment, is
checkedi and the length, width, and kingpin setting
are placed on Form 1202, along with any pertinent
waybilling information. In either case, the detention file is upgraded with all applicable arrival
and waybilling information, and all real-time records are upgraded to reflect the unit on hand. Then
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FIGURE 1 Form 1202.

Form 1202 is printed on site at the gatehouse checkin booth.
In addition to the abbreviated computer table,
the efficiency of checkpoint (gatehouse) operation
is further aided by having the main computer frontended by a local on-site minicomputer. This allows
the checkpoint to continue functioning in case of
central computer outages or communications problems.
If the minicomputer receives no main central processing unit (CPU) acknowledgment within 30 sec,
Form 1202 is printed and the information is stored
on diskette to be transmitted when the problem is
solved. This minicomputer also contains the abbreviation tables and preliminary edits. The minicomputer
further contains a numbering system that automatically assigns temporary highway permits in necessary

states. These permits are assigned to agree with the
number printed on Form 1202, and all the bookkeeping
associated with the transaction is covered by a computer file, thus eliminating time-consuming handwritten records.
WAYBILLING SYSTEM
The waybill input programs have been streamlined by
the use of repetitive patterns. Data entry (using
one screen) of the minimal information not contained
in the pattern takes about 4 to 6 sec per unit.
Units without patterns take two to three times as
long. Tne ObJect again ls to ma~e tnis entry as tast
as possible to ensure that al l i nfor ma t i on i s ava i lable to load-out personnel and train crews.

Santa Fe's System Approach

SPEED-BILLING
customers who ship repetitive freight to the
same consignees at the same destinations, there is a
built-in speed-billing function to the checkpoint
program. Based again on a table controlled locally
by the terminal manager, these repetitive waybill
patterns are established, and whenever a unit from a
shipper on this list with a destination on this list
is encountered at the gate, a waybill is automatically prepared. This is also annotated on Form 1202,
and no further handling by waybill forces is needed.
Waybills that are not speed-billed are entered manually at the terminal from information furnished by
the shipper.
~'or

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
~'he
waybill information is correlated with the
checkpoint transaction to ensure that both billing
and operating personnel get the information they
need. Trailer and container activities are recorded
by the van system, and the waybill system provides
important information about the equipment. The waybill will determine if a container goes with or
without wheels. Information from the waybill program
places the unit's release time in the detention/per
diem file. By the same measure, the checkpoint record takes the length and seal information and places
it in the waybill computer file. These two functions, the waybill and arrival records, produce the
ramp load-out file.
The ramp load-out file contains every loaded or
private empty unit on the property that has either
arrived at the checkpoint or been waybilled, or
both. When both transactions meld together, the unit
is a candidate for loading. The load sheet contains
the following information about the unit: initial
and number, train block, length, trailer-on-flatcar/
container-on-flatcar (TOFC/COFC) flag, width of tandem, kingpin setting, location of reefer unit,
refrigeration instructions, hazardous placarding,
destination, destination ramp type (either circus or
mechanized operation), shipper, expedite codes, and
hold codes. The loading coordinators can call up the
units on this list in any manneq for example, by
train or by block, as a summary only, by shipper, by
units billed but not yet in, by units in but not yet
billed, or by units holding.
Local routines are also available to cover situations in which uni ts are neither on hand nor waybilled but are expected to arrive before cutoff time
can be assigned for loading. Hold codes to prevent
loading may be entered by various personnel. For
example, refrigeration holds would be placed and removed by the Refrigeration Department, and oversize
loads and flatbeds would be placed and removed from
hold by the Mechanical Department. This information
is also available to all operating supervisors in
the terminal and at the System Operations Center in
Chicago.

CAR AND TRAIN SYSTEM
At this point, the car and train system plays an
important part. Inbound trains, in preparation for
reloading, are spotted to the ramp. A program is
used to record that the inbound units have been der amped, The stanchion direction and settings are
entered and a computer-generated list of cars is
prepared for the loading coordinator to plan for the
next outbound train. This list shows not only the
hitch settings as reported (and carried throughout
the entire move) , but also report dates when the car
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inspectors cleared the cars (if cleared) , and the
types of trailers and containers the car will hold.
This information is based on the car type as reported in the Umler Equipment Register and is augmented by a system table maintained by the Transportation Department.
For every car on the track the list will show
whether the car can handle twin 45-ft units, nosemounted reefers, 42-in. kingpins, various sizes of
containers, and so forth. Now, displaying the loading sheet, the coordinator needs only enter the
sequence number of the flatcar selected beside each
unit for that car. The program will chain them together and create the final waybilling record. At
this time, unit type, car type, and destination ramp
type are compared. Any units not physically fitting
on the car (e.g., containers on trailer-only cars
and vice versa), or any cars not capable of being
handled at the destination ramp are edited out for
exception handling by the coordinator. Santa Fe is
currently in the design and coding phase of automatically assigning each unit to a compatible flatcar on the basis of its physical characteristics. It
is hoped that this task will be completed in the
first half of 1986.

LOADING
By taking the applicable pieces of information from
the waybill, car and train, and van systems, a loading list is prepared telling the ramp hostler the
car number, the direction and setting of the hitches
and pedestals, the unit number, the location of the
parked unit by lot and row, the length of the unit,
whether it is moving TOFC or COFC, and the seal
number. This list is printed with double-size print
so that it is more legible for the drivers. The seal
number may be used to locate a unit if two units
with similar numbers are in the same area of the
yard, thus eliminating extra radio conversations.

YARD MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
At a ramp the size of Checkpoint Chico at Chicago's
Corwith Yard with 4,200 parking spaces, a yard inventory system plays an important role. The location
of units within the yard is maintained by several
different means so that customers and hostlers can
save time by driving to the exact location.
Some locations take a handwritten inventory and
key it into the computer. Checkpoint programs have
the ability to assign the location at the time the
unit is checked in at the gate. If information on
parking is available, the driver can be immediately
told where to park the unit. Radio transmission is
used in some areas, and ramp hostlers tell the
inbound coordinator where individual units or groups
of units will be parked. At larger facilities, a
person drives the various lots on a schedule and
records all unit numbers on a tape recorder and then
keys this information into the computer.
At Los Angeles a bar-code system is being tested,
Paper labels are applied to the units when they arrive at the facility via either rail or rubber.
Critical parking areas can then be checked quickly
and often with a laser bar-code scanner. The information can then be moved from the scanner memory to
the main computer without keying. This allows ramp
hostlers to have locations for about 90 percent of
all units they are to load, even in areas of the
yard that might turn over entirely three or four
times a day.
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YARD MANAGEMENT REPORTS
Yard inventory information allows several management
reports to be generated by the local terminal operator. For example, the manager receives listings of
units on hand over NN hours for corrective handling,
such as determining why the units did not move or
renotifying a customer. The manager also receives
listings of units on hand in inventory but not on
the yard check, and vice versa, and can police for
omissions in reporting and incorrect reporting.
Reverse-routing based on ownership, per diem
relief pool points, and reverse-route by shortest
mileage is available for all empties in the ramp inventory. This information is displayed based on lot
location, and may be further sorted and subsearched
by the local manager for use in assigning empty
uni ts to customer orders or in loading out empty
units. Empty units . can be waybilled and moved from
this listing directly to the load-out sheet in one
step.

DERAMPING PROGRAM
'l'he deramping function provides the easy ability to
enter deramping information on an entire track, portions of a track, or individual units without rekeyiug
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notification files and U.S. Customs files, reports
empty rail controlled trailers for per diem relief,
and sets up trailer train cars for contractual storage relief. At ports where uni ts are moved directly
from rail cars to port responsibility, the deramp
function automatically closes all responsibility
cycles and creates any interchange reporting required. The affected tracks and cars are updated to
an empty status, the computer automatically applies
car distribution to the empty flatcars, and system
inventory adjustments affecting management reports
are made.

CUSTOMER NOTIFICATION
Notification record is entered by creating a computer display for each customer and either telephoning the customer and relaying the information or
printing the notification list and delivering it to
the customer by telefax. Then by simply keying the
company and person notified, date and time of notification, and name of the representative making the
notification, the transaction is complete.
This transaction then opens the storage and
detention, or truckers' interchange, cycle for the
unit according to how the customer or drayman is
listed in the customer table. Notification may also
be made by automatically taking the information from
this file and placing it in a TWX/Telex transmiGsion
directly to customers who desire this feature. Santa
Fe is currently developing and testing a mechanism
to do the same thing using computer-to-facsimile
device transmission for those customers who do not
use TWX/Telex. Both of these methods increase customer satisfaction and decrease the time needed to do
the notification.
Customs files include the shipper's bill of lading information, the immediate transportation (IT)
custom numbers for each shipment, and the unit identification. Tracing can be done on any of these
identifiers. Reportings are made when the units are
reported to customs and when released from custurns.
Notifi~~tion
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customer is not notified on release, the information
is placed in the normal customer notification file
for handling.

DETENTION AND STORAGE PROGRAM

Detention and storage billing is accomplished by a
daily display of all closed cycles. These records
are then compared with the customer master that
validates the patron code, mailing address, and
free-time allowances, and run through a rate master
that checks the contract or shipping quotation for
the applicable rate or rates. If charges are due, an
extract of the bill is displayed for verification,
along with all records and notations to the unit.
The operator then verifies the bill or holds it for
later correction. All verified bills are placed
directly in accounts receivable and mailed the following morning from Topeka, and a station record is
prepared locally. Trucker interchange billing is
handled in a similar manner but without local review. These closed cycles are rated and billed
directly from the accounting office in Topeka without local rating and without printing a station
record.

CHECK-OUT PROGRAi'i

When a truck leaves a checkpoint, abbreviated information similar to the local arrival abbreviation
tables is entered. The program verifies location,
removes the unit (and applicable chassis) from the
inventory, checks stop orders, and notifies operator
if any exist. The inbound waybill is checked for
hazardous material, and, if there is any, the description is placed on Form 1202 for use by the
drayman en route to the final destination. Edits
verify that the drayman has a valid contract with
Santa Fe, and the appropriate detention and trucker
interchange files are updated to reflect the transaction. Per diem relief is canceled if applicable,
and all rail and AAR interchange reporting is accomplished. In the case of a pull-out, that is, a load
tendered to Santa Fe by a shipper and removed to
another carrier before loading, the loading coordinator is notified and loading instructions in the
load sheet are canceled and a special file is opened
for any charges in addition to regular detention and
storage.

TRACING FUNCTION
'l.'racing of rail-controlled trailers is another area
the van system has made it possible to automate.
Open records are automatically closed on the basis
of information furnished by the AAR TRUK program,
and passings on other railroads' pull-trailer records and printed tracers to the customer or dray age
firm are also prepared for mailing. Daily reports of
uni ts on the street for 10, 20, and 45 days allow
effective telephone tracing by local personnel, and
records closed by the central accounting office on
the basis of per diem settlements also close the
local tracing cycle. Periodic reports from this
tracing mechanism trigger reports to contract management on customers and draymen who are not living
up to their agreements.

or

broker may be made and entered on release from customs, and all detention and storage records are
modified. Stop-order holds are released, and if the

The yard and van inventory system created and maintained by these transactions provides a solid basis
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for all types of management report programs and ad
hoc inquiries. "TOFCSTATUS" provides an intermodal
su11U11ary of all uni ts en route on cars and on the
ground. Further breakdowns of this report allow the
terminal manager to determine by type, special
equipment, and box width and height which empties
are or will be available.
Bad orders are broken out separately to allow
shop schedules to be adjusted to repair the types of
equipment needed ahead of other repairs. Containers
moving flat on the deck are also identified by
length of trains and tracks. En route and in-yard
reports allow the terminal manager to determine on
hand and en route uni ts to better coordinate the
availability of chassis for these boxes.
Flatcar reports for the yard are used to list all
tracks containing flats and whether they are loaded
or empty or carrying empty units. This report also
identifies the cars by whether they are multipurpose, COFC only, TOFC only, rigid hitch, or collapsible hitch. This knowledge allows the terminal manager to request the cut of cars best fitting the
current loading or unloading plan to eliminate extra
switching whenever possible.
Checkpoint su11U11aries giving an hour-by-hour listing of gate activities are used to determine shifts
in traffic flows and adjust manpower requirements.
Monthly loading and unloading reports are also prepared, and other statistics concerning types of
loads shipped and received allow the manager to see
changes in business patterns occurring at the ramp.
Daily forwarding reports for the previous 24 hr are
printed for distribution to customers to give them
their forwarding information. This data base is kept
on line for a year and is used extensively by
operating, transportation, and marketing personnel
to study shipper, destination, and equipment matters.
Other ad hoc inquiries can be addressed to the
inventory and forwarding files by using an easy-touse computer query language. Local terminal managers
have their own data bases into which they may place
information from these ad hoc inquiries. This information can be further processed into reports and
models needed to better operate the facilities.

CASE STUDY
Let us examine the impact of centralizing the integrated information on the Santa Fe's intermodal
damage and inspection procedure.
Before information was available from the integrated computer system, empty damaged trailers were
routed to Chicago for repair. The railroad not only
incurred the cost of empty shipping miles, but
reports indicated that after repair the units were
usually returned to the West Coast for loading.
After analyzing this pattern, the five Santa Fe
intermodal shops were augmented by contracting with
outside repair facilities, allowing repairs to be
made where the unit was needed. In effect this decision reversed the movement of damaged trailers for
repair and made them more readily available for
loading.

INSPECTION REPORTS
As mentioned, many reports are triggered with the
gatehouse program. The damage and inspection procedure begins at check in when Form 1202 (Figure 1) is
generated. Trailer inspectors are trained to inspect
and record damage that is the responsibility of the
handling carrier or trucker. Trailers are inspected
for damage and tires are checked for run-flats,
flats, caps off, or blowouts. Inspectors are in-

structed to make an extra effort on high-claim-sensitive equipment such as refrigerated trailers or
tank trailers because repair costs are greater for
this equipment than for general service trailers.
Also, inspectors are aware of high-claim damage
areas on trailers, such as top rails and front
headers. As the trailer is inspected, damage is
noted on the Form 1202 Inspection Receipt.

DAMAGE REPORTS
If a trailer, such as a privately owned unit, has
not been on the Santa Fe before and has damage, a
Santa Fe Form TSI-2, Trailer Damage Responsibility
Report (Figure 2) is completed noting the damage.
The trucking company is notified that this unit is
at the facility with damage. This is done for two
reasons:
1. If Santa Fe must repair the trailer, it aids
in recouping the money for the repairs from the
trucker or equipment owner.
2. If a trailer comes into the yard damaged, in
many cases the trucking company's dispatcher is not
aware that that unit is damaged and that his company
will be held responsible for the damage. This gives
the trucker a chance to come to the facility and
inspect the equipment and allows the trucker to get
his insurance company involved.
When a trailer is taken from Santa Fe and has
damage that does not need repairs before departing,
a Damage Input Computer Program (Figure 3) is used.
This information will be printed out on Form 1202
when the unit is returned. This indicates that the
trucker is not responsible and directs the unit to
the shop for repairs eliminating unnecessary billing
research and telephone calls.

INTERCHANGED DAMAGED TRAILER REPORTS
If a damaged trailer is interchanged from another
railroad, Form J-2, Trailer Damage Responsibility
Report, is prepared or secured from the delivering
carrier. The delivering carrier prepares the Form
J-2 unless local procedures and agreements dictate
otherwise. In Chicago, the Chicago Car Interchange
Bureau (CCIB) governs and Santa Fe or the receiving
carrier writes the Form J-2 on a loaded Santa Fe or
foreign unit, but an owned or leased empty unit must
be held for inspection by the CCIB at which time
they prepare a Form J-2. At other locations, Santa
Fe inspects trailers on flatcars received in rail
interchange and prepares Form J-2s in accordance
with interchange rules or contracts with other rail
carriers on run-through trains.
At all locations, when a trailer on flatcar
arrives at a terminal with damage, a Form TSI-2,
Trailer Damage Responsibility Report, is prepared.
The purpose is to inform the local people about who
is responsible or where the problem happened or was
discovered. This information is then sent to a
central office, the Equipment Accounts Office, which
maintains all Form J-2s, Form TSI-2s, Form 1202s
with damage, and all repair orders. This makes it
possible to investigate and determine origin of damage and responsibility for damage. This reduces effort expended in trying to determine who caused the
damage. The TSI-2 is also used in local terminals to
document damage sustained in the yard.
When a Form J-2 is written at an interchange
point, against another railroad, the information is
input into a computer program available at all locations systemwide (Figure 4). Then when a trailer
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SECTION 1
(Inbound DemlgH Through Checkpoint)
Trailer or Conlainer
Trailer or
Owner or lnilials _ _ _ _ _ _ Container No._ _ __ _ _ Type _ __

SECTION 2
(Inbound Damage on Flatcar, Yard Damages, Etc.)
Trailer or
Localion _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Container No - - - - - - - - Date _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Chassis No - - - - - - - - -

Chassis or Bogie
Chassis
Owner or Initials _ _ _ _ _ _ Bogie No - - - - - -- - - -- - -

Time Set _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Car No - - - - - - - - - - -

Delivered by _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ to SANTA FE

Shipper _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Load _ _ _ _ Empty _ __ _ _

al (Station) _ __ _ _ _ _ _ on (Date) _ _ _ 19_Load __ Empty__

Received From (Rail) _ _ _ _ __

Station - - - - - - - - - --

SECTION 3 - Describe Damage :- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

SECTION 4

......

Trailer Diagram
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SECTION 5 Inspected by _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
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Employed by Santa Fe

Damage Reported to (Name ) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _

Title _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ph one _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Repairs Authorized by (Name) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Title _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Send Bill for Repairs to (Attention) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Company _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ City _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ State _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __
Remarks-- - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - NOTE
Complete seclions 1, 3, 4, and 5 for trailers received through checkpoint in a
damaged condition, not subject to J-2 provisions. Mail copies as follows :
original lo Manager TOFC Repair Bi lli ng , copy respo(lsible party, and trai ler
ID box.

Complete sections 2, 3, 4, and 5 (if applicable) for inbound damage on flatcars.
yard damages, etc . Show responsibility in remarks column if known Send
original to Manager TOFC Repair Billing, and place copy in manifest box on
trailer.

REMARKS COLUMN _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

FIGURE 2 Trailer damage responsibility report .

• DATE 10 DEC BS
::> 1
, ::> 6
DAMAOE LOCATION
::>
::>
::>
::>
::>

11125147
REPORT OENERA~ION
, ENTER TRAILER INITIAL, NUMBER
DAMAGE CODE
:>
::>
:>
:>
:>

ODE

COMMENTS
:>
::>
::>
::>
::>

ENTER BELOW AMOUNTS OF EQUIPMENT MISSING FOR WHICH UNIT IS STENCILLED
CHAINS
BINDERS
TARPS
BOWS
::>
::>
:>
::>
ENTER ADDITIONAL COMMENTS ON THE LINE BELOW

::>
END REPORT

FIGURE 3 Damage input computer program.
arrives at another terminal, a search in the computer indicates whether there is a J-2 against the
trailer and describes the damage. This is a tremendous aid in determining who is responsible for the
repairs and in initiating repairs or authorization
to repair if the trailer is not going to be returned
home to the owner.

SHOP PROCEDURES
Santa Fe has shops at five locations and outside
repair services for bo t h tr ailer and tire repairs at

other ramps to perform owner-responsibility and
handling-carrier repairs.
Each shop location prints a daily list of empty
J-2 Trailers on Hand (Figure 5) • Shop personnel go
into the yard, inspect for damage knowing what is
written on the Form J-2, and repair Santa Fe
trailers immediately. This enables Santa Fe to reduce the cost of idle, damaged trailers and speeds
rebilling against the responsible party.
At smaller ramps, trailers with J-2s are located
and directed to repair locations daily. When J-2
repairs have been made by the shops or by contracted
outside firms, the J-2 is deleted from the computer
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.DATE 10 DEC: 85 13:40:21
1 FORM .J-2 FOUND

REPORT GENERATION

FORM 1202-A STD.

MRM

SANTA FE
TRAILER DAMAGE RESPONSIBILITY REPORT

TRAILER SFTZ
DELIVERED BY BO

630020

CHASSIS/BOGIE

VIA STREET TO ATSF AT (STATION> CHICAGO

IL

ON 12/06/85 EMPTY.
THE
R

Ile

BO

IS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE FOLLOWING DEFECTS -

L REAR DOORS AND 5 DOOR HINGES BENT 3 RIGHT AND 2 LEFT.

.FRONT.

LEFT SIDE

.REAR .

J
I
I

xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx
xxxxxxx

I

r

r

I

I

RIGHT SIDE
I
I

I

I

I

00

0

00

TOP

0

FLOOR
I
I

INSPECTED BY D. E. MCGRAIL

l
I

EMPLOYED BY CC:IB

.•.•• END REPORT .•.•.

FIGURE 4 Form J-2.

and a message is directed to the Equipment Accounts
Office. J-2s are monitored and offset J-2s are requested from the Interchange Bureaus. J-2s are
matched with the shop work order or outside vendor
invoice for rebilling the responsible party.
Before any of the terminals perform owner-respons ibility repairs on a unit, they run a program
called VANCHK, which informs the shops if repairs
are authorized on a particular unit identified by
the reporting marks. This allows shop personnel to
secure authorization and billing information on all
equipment not covered by contract. It also eliminates disputes in collecting for repairs performed.
Handling-carrier repairs are performed without this
check to keep freight moving.
Santa Fe repairs tires according to the AAR rules
and also uses AAR interchange rules for TOFC/COFC
service as a guideline for owner-responsibility and
handling-carrier repairs. Repairs are performed at
all locations depending on responsibility for damage, need for the equipment, and ability of that
facility to perform the necessary repairs properly.

WORK ORDER PROCEDURE
When repairs are made at Santa Fe shops, the mechanic
completes a work order showing the type of work,
labor, hours, and materials and turns it in to his
supervisor. The same procedure is followed for tire
repairs and replacements. The work order is then
coded by job code and input to the computer. This
input performs many functions. It accounts for the
tireman or mechanic's time, relieves inventory,
records the cost, debits the budget, updates the
costs of that shop and, on a system basis, of that
type of equipment. By using job codes, it is determined if the work is for owner-responsibility repairs or damage.

Work performed outside by independent vendors is
handled in a similar manner. The tire vendor places
a copy of the invoice between the rim and the tire
so it protrudes for easy viewing. This is done so
the tire will have to be dismantled from the rim in
order to install the copy of the invoice. When repairs have been made, a supervisor inspects the
repaired tires to ensure the work is completed. Only
then will invoices be approved for payment. A Santa
Fe Form 552 (Figure 6), Authorized Request for Payment, is prepared. Function codes are used to identify the type of equipment and the type of work performed, whether it involves tires, and whether it is
owner-responsibility repairs or damage. These codes
ensure charges are directed to proper areas of the
budget.
When owner-responsibility repairs are performed
on foreign equipment and costs are recovered through
AAR billing, the credit that is received goes to the
shop that performed the work. This determines the
amount of rebill work performed at each shop and the
actual cost of running the shop. The credit pyramids
on a systemwide basis on all equipment so that
debits and credits are determined for the type of
repairs that are made. This is accomplished internally within the program. Budget codes are
assigned by type of work performed and equipment repaired,
CENTRALIZED INFORMATION
All original work orders from Santa Fe shops and
copies of all invoices for work performed by outside
vendors are sent to the Equipment Accounts Office.
This is Santa Fe's central office for information.
All these documents are microfilmed by date and type
code to identify the document and expedite the
matching of repair orders and damage responsibility
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.DATE 10 DEC 85 07:33:17
REPORT GENERATION
MRM
*LIST Or ~l-2 TRAILERS ON HAND AT ATSF RAMP POINTS ON 10 DEC 85 AT 05: 17

*

R L

*INIT. NUMBER.KND.N.E.ACTIVITY.STANNO.YYJDY.TIME.LT.ROW.SPT.YYJDY.TIME.
*===a.=cc~:n:.:1~.=a=.=.:- .========.======.=====.====.==.===.~==.=====.====.

snz
SFTZ
SFTZ
SFTZ
SFTZ
SFTZ
SFTZ
::;:FTZ
SF"TZ
SFVZ
SFTZ
SFTZ
SFVZ
SFTZ
::O:FTZ
SFTZ

20310:)
207305
257601
207073
256690
6301?1
630191
204062
730684
202849
203013
80 1397
202787

V25
V15
V27
V15
V17
VlG
V1G
V25
V7G
VAS
V25
V85
VA5

R E INCHl<rT
R E INCHKPT
R E INCHKPT
R E INCHl(PT
R E DERAMPED
R E INCHKPT
R E INCHl,:F·T
R E DCRAMPED
R E INCHKPT
R E INCHKPT
R E I NCf :~:F'T
R C I NC: JKPT
R E INCHKPT

207050 V 15 R E I NCI /KF'T

V15 R E INCHKPT
V15 R E INC:IKPT
::wTz
VlG R E INCHKrT
::::FTZ
V27 R E DERAMPED
SFTZ
V25 R E DERAMPED
SFTZ
V17 R E DERAMPED
::::FTZ
V27 R E BADORDER
SFTZ
V45 R E BADORDER
::::FTZ
V1G R E DERAMPED
SFTZ
V:37 R E DERAMPED
::O:FTZ
V7G R E DERAMPED
NACZ
VIG R E BADORDER
:3FTZ
V15 R E DADORDER
SFTZ
V27 R E DERAMPED
::O:FTZ
Vl7 R C DERAMPED
SFTZ
V17 R E INCHKPT
SFVZ
VD7 R E DADORDER
SFVZ
VD7 R E BADORDER
::O:FTZ
V27 R E INCHKPT
NACZ ~.35013 V1Gi R E INCHKPT
:o:FTZ 700136 V75 R E INCHKPT
SFTZ 251241 VI 7 R E INC:JKPT
SFTZ 955242 V27 R E BADORDER
SFTZ 254403 V27 R E BADORDER
:o:FTZ 254403 V27 R E BADORDER
::::FTZ 207186 V15 R E DADORDER
SFTZ 251298 V17 R E INCHKPT
SBDZ 231716 VIG RE INCHKPT
700051 VD5 R E DERAMPED
:iWVZ
::::FVZ 700051 VD5 R E DERAMPED
SFTZ 25e.550 V1 7 R E DERAMPED
SFTZ 630190 VIG R E DERAMPED
MARZ
5901 V
N E NOTIFIED
SFTZ 730586 V7G R E DERAMPED
SFTZ 251152 V1 7 R E [lff<AMPED
IMXZ 500257 V57 N E NOTIFIED
SFTZ 256191 V17 R E DERAMPED
::::FTZ 204845 V25 R E DERAMPED
202719 Vl 5 R E INCHKF'T
CRZ
SFTZ 251182 V17 RE DERAMPED
SFTZ 954062 V27 R E INCHKPT
SFTZ 207379 VIS R E DERAMPED
SFTZ 207009 VIS R E DERAMPED
SFTZ 730011 V7G RE DERAMPED
SFTZ 730011 V7G RE DERAMPED
SFTZ 257921 V17 R E INCHKPT
REAZ 23229::: V10 R E I NCHKPT
SFTZ 251997 V17 R ::! INCHKPT
AVAZ l·50526 V1 7 R E I NCHl(F'T
SFTZ 257118 V17 RE INCHKPT
SFTZ 254068 V27 R E DERAMPED
SBOZ 253114 Vl7 RE INCHKPT
SFTZ 256478 V17 R E INCHl<F'T
REAZ 235092 V1G R E I NCI JKPT
SFTZ 253717 VI 7· R E INCHl(PT
MARZ
5352 V
N E INCilKPT
SFTZ 630465 V10 R E DERAMPED
srrz 630465 VlG R E DERAMPED
SFTZ 630465 VlCi R E DERAMPED
Si-TZ 251265 V17 R E INCHl<PT
NACZ 650467 V17 R E INCHKF'T
SBOZ 232722 VIG R E INCHKPT
NACZ t.51100 V17 R E INCH~PT
4933 V
N E INCHKPT
MARZ
207051
207300
630046
255217
204070
257169
954917
400316
630290
350099
730064
633491
202R?5
254640
252582
256082
750383
750383
255014

FIGURE 5 Empty j-2 trailers on hand.
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reports, Form 1202s, and J-2s by employees using a
CRT at their desks. This also makes the information
immediately available to the field.
Copies of all Form J-2s prepared at checkpoints
and interchange points are furnished to the Equipment Accounts Office. Also furnished are all F'orm
1202 interchange receipts that denote damage or, in
the case of refrigerated trailers, special equipment
and all Form TSI-2s for equipment arriving at the
gate or on a car with damage. These forms are also
microfilmed and used to determine responsibility for
billing.
This office determines responsibility for damage,
demand for the equipment, home route, cost, and
authorization, if necessary, and interprets any contract obligations to determine if a repair point is
qualified to make the repairs.
This office also handles all correspondence about
trailers that are stolen, abandoned, or damaged by
truckers. The Universal Machine Language Equipment
Register (UMLER) is maintained and the Intermodal
Equipment Register is updated by having the terminals furnish this office copies of all interchanges
on equipment that is new, terminated, stretched,
sold, or modified.
Also, a computerized permanent equipment register
is maintained for all equipment containing license
and registration information, year, manufacturer,

empty weight, and original cost. All information can
be determined even if only one identifier is available. Any equipment changes are noted in all the
reports.
This office is responsible for licensing all
equipment and furnishes registration information and
obtains replacement license plates and registrations
systemwide for all owned, leased, or foreign equipment in order to keep equipment moving without delay.

INVOICE PROCEDURES
The Equipment Accounts Office also processes invoices systemwide from truckers under the Truckers
Interchange for repairs that are performed on the
highway. Handling these invoices on a central basis
rather than on a local level assures that all invoices are proper according to contracts and that
Santa Fe's responsibility is documented to protect

.DATE

Z9

AUG 85

09140131

the integrity of the Santa Fe and rebilling to
another carrier if the equipment is foreign.
Invoices and repair orders submitted to the Santa
Fe by other railroads, leasing companies that are
governed by AAR rules, and pr iv ate contracts are
also handled in the central office. When bills are
received from other railroads, invoices for ownerresponsibility repairs to Santa Fe equipment are
processed for payment.
Invoices for damage are
researched for rebilling capability or to determine
responsibility using the microfilm system that has a
recall of approximately 12 months.
This office initiates billing to other owners or
private carriers on the basis of contracts for
repairs governed by the VANCHK program (Figure 7).
Other companies are rebilled for damage when responsibility is determined from Form J-2s, TSI-2s, or
1202s. When rebilling for work performed in Santa Fe
shops, the shop is debited or credited, relieved of
the inventory, and charged for the mechanic's time;
records are accumulated as if these were shop inputs. At the same time, a bill is prepared according
to AAR billing procedures. A machine billing program
automatically makes all calculations on labor and
parts and accumulates budget information and all
other related statistics. The billing is printed in
the Equipment Accounts Office once a month and a
copy is passed to the Accounting Department. The
bill is maileU alotig w.i. th all suppor' tiny Uoculf1ents
as required by contracts with individual companies.
This office handles and pays equipment claims but
not lading claims.
COLLECTIONS
A copy of the AAR billing is retained by this office
for collections. Collections are handled by the Accounting Department for the first 60 days and then
revert back to the off ice to be pursued through personal contact by telephone and a letter. If the bill
is not paid or disputed, it is then turned over to
the Law Department or a collection agency for
further collection effort at which time a determination is made whether Santa Fe will continue to perform repairs on this equipment.
All derailments are reported to the Equipment Accounts Office. When piggyback equipment is destroyed
or heavily damaged in a derailment, this office im-
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Santa Fe's System Approach
mediately notifies the owner of the equipment as
determined by the reporting marks. This office pays
all claims for equipment as a result of a derailment. This office assists in determining equipment
value and procedures to be used in the salvaging of
the equipment. This firsthand knowledge also assists
in determining whether to sell, repair, or dispose
of the equipment at the site.
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In conclusion, the control of outside vendors
under the direction of this office and the complete
repair program for the system controlled and coordinated through one central office where all information and documentation are maintained produces efficient, cost-effective intermodal operation.

Microcircuit Technology in the Maritime Industry
Nancy R. Friedman
Advanced Technology, Inc.
Arlington, Virginia

With the increasing interchange of marine equipment within and among transportation modes, there is a great need to provide for better equipment control.
Automated identification of equipment can play an integral role in filling that
need. One group consisting of U.S. flag steamship operators and the Maritime
Administration, the Cargo Handling Cooperative Program, has taken significant
strides toward implementation of new technologies for-automated-equipment
identification. However, a major hurdle lies ahead; the establishment of performance standards consistent with the needs of all future users in all transportation modes.

read the code and translate it into the system for
meaningful control for information output.
• Finally,
relays,
solenoids,
microprocessors,
programmable controllers, minicomputers, divertors,
counters, video displays, horns, bells, whistles, or
other devices to control an operation are alerted by
the code reader.
WHY AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION?

The trend in coding is toward miniaturization. The
use of microencoding will permit assignment of a
unique number to any product--be it automobile or
caviar--if its value warrants tracking in a plant or
across the country. Within the next 10 years, such
product coding will be commonplace and standardized.
This prediction was made in the fall of 1972. As the
spring of 1986 approaches we see the accuracy of the
prediction in all areas except that of standardization. Microcircuit technology has reached a level of
maturity where automatic identification systems can
permit the assignment of a unique number, and tracking can take place in even the harshest environments.
However, little has been done in terms of standardization. Without standardization the true benefits
of automatic equipment identification (AEI) will not
be realized.

WHAT IS AUTOMATED IDENTIFICATION?
Automatic identification systems combine machine
readable encoding of goods in process and reading by
strategically deployed code readers for purposes of
tracking,
movement control,
or
accounting.
All
code-reading systems share the following features:
• First a product, part, component, package,
pallet, tote box, or container whose accurate identification while moving into or through production,
warehousing, or distribution will contribute to
higher throughput, lower labor cost, more efficient
handling, increased security, more accurate audit
sales, or some combination of them all.
• A code that, when affixed to the product, can
be automatically read and identified in terms of what
the product is, where it came from, where or to whom
it is going, or whatever else might be meaningful to
the user.
• A fixed beam, a moving beam for the hand-held
bar code reader, an optical character reader, a mag
strike reader, a vision system, a surface acoustical
wave reader, or a radio frequency interrogator will
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About the time of the great depression initial patents covering the use of optical sensors for automatic package sorting were issued in Switzer land.
For the next 30 years the primary focus of identification technology was in the area of direct machine
control--from conveyor line sorting to automatic
bobbin replenishment in textile mills. The justification for such systems was invariably based on
labor cost production. In the late 1960s railroad
and marine terminal operators around the world enthusiastically evaluated optical systems for automatic equipment
identification
and
the grocery
industry launched its initiative to automate supermarket checkout. Although labor saving formed a basis for justification of these efforts, the pioneers
saw significant additional potential in these systems that, for the first time, permitted item identification by a unique multidigit item number. The
main thrust of the rail and marine industry program
was improved utilization of equipment through better
visibility. That of the grocery industry was tighter
control of inventories, stock replenishment, and
security at the checkout stands.
In 1969 Volkswagen installed a white light moving
beam scanner to count major automotive components
moving along an overhead conveyor line. In 1971 the
Buick Division of General Motors installed the first
laser scanning system to count various transmission
types as they moved from production to shipping.
Again, labor cost production was the justification
for both purchases. The significant payoff came from
improved visibility, discipline, and control of line
operations.
More has been written on productivity in the last
several years, I suspect, than at any other time
since the dawn of civilization. The marine industry
has worked hard to maximize productivity gains, controlling equipment better from origin to destination.
Tighter control has led to faster ship turnaround,
improved
resource
utilization,
lower
inventory
assessment, and reduced costs. These are not new
concepts. Their mastery, however, has become critical
to survival for most. The host of new technologies
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designed to control equipment and to move that
equipment more quickly and with less direct and indirect labor involvement is only part of the solution.
In the maritime industry, a simple reduction in
time per container move may well be counterproductive
without enhancement of the discipline and control of
that container. System discipline trades heavily on
the timeliness and accuracy of operations feedback.
"Morning after" production reports are historical
not preventive. The best decision making is done on
the basis of feedback on events as, not after, they
occur. It follows, then, that to achieve greater
productivity, intermodal systems must provide discipline and control based not only on plans and performance goals but also on the dynamics of the actual
operation. During the past decade, automatic identification systems have emerged as a major source of
the real-time feedback that permits management to
monitor and automatically control ongoing operations
before they affect throughput.
Bar code and optical character recognition are
two automatic identification systems that have been
tested in the marine environment. They have been
proven to be environmentally sensitive and application restrictive. They do not justify the significant
financial investment required to support an equipment
control system for the maritime industry. These tests
helped the industry better define the specific requirements for a system that would provide real-time
identification of all marine equipment.
Microcircuit systems (Figure 1) may meet the industry's requirements. Among other objectives, the
microcircuit automatic identification systems were
developed to address the environmental issues faced
by marine operators. The systems ar~ ideally suited
for operation in a harsh, outdoor environment. Nonconductive materials such as grime, snow, and rain,
which intrude between the interrogator and transponder, do not appear to affect operation of the
system. The readers or antennas can be buried beneath
asphalt to keep them free from vandalism, accident,
and weather. The tags are rugged and not affected by
dirt, and the life of the equipment is estimated to
be more than 10 years.
Even when the cost and technical issues related
to automatic identification have been addressed, one
major barrier will still remain--that of standardization. We are rapidly approaching the time when
standards for AEI will be essential. In the maritime
industry, the benefits of AEI would be significantly
reduced if each carrier's system were not compatible,
To achieve the maximum benefit from the technology

it is necessary to have compatibility among transportation modes and between the public and pr iv ate
sectors. The maritime industry has unique operational
requirements distinct from those of the rail and
trucking industry, and others are common to all
modes. These all must be addressed.

CURRENT TESTING
Several organizations are currently testing the radio
frequency
(RF)
technology for
automatic vehicle
identification applications. A group of mainly western states and Canadian provinces is evaluating RF
technology for use as a heavy vehicle electronic
license plate (HELP). Some railroads are testing the
technology for automatic car identification. Many
transportation authorities are evaluating RF technology for automatic toll collection. Probably the
most extensive test in a transportation environment
is the one being conducted by the Cargo Handling Cooperative Program (CHCP) •

CHCP Testing
The purpose of the CHCP test is to conduct a comprehensive evaluation of RF technology and its applicability in the commercial maritime industry, including the intermodal application. To accomplish
this goal, the CHCP is conducting a series of tests
and analyses of the technology--some in operating
terminal environments, some in controlled settings,
others in the laboratory. The results of all of the
tests will form the baseline of recommendation detailing maritime applications,
vendor
capability
implementation concerns, and the potential for cost
savings and productivity improvement.
Specifically, the CHCP testing is designed to
answer questions about the technology and its implementation in the following areas:
• Reliability--the ability of the equipment to
operate as advertised in the harsh environment of a
marine terminal. The accuracy level of the equipment
and the level of confidence with which it can be
relied on as an integral component of a management
information system.
• Maintainability--the ability of the system to
operate unsupervised and the minimum frequency of
required maintenance. The ability of current industry
personnel to perform the required maintenance, annual
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FIG URE 1 Components of a microcircuit system.
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maintenance costs, and responsiveness of vendor personnel.
• Vendors and products--the range of vendors
and products available now and in the near future.
An evaluation of the stability of the vendors and
the capabilities of their products. The trends in
the development of the RF technology.
• Environmental--the effects of extreme heat or
cold on the system. The ability to withstand precipitation, salt water spray, and the overall harshness of the marine environment.
• Applications--the identification of potential
applications of RF technology, including terminal
gate, yard, apron, container freight station, maintenance and
repair,
and
intermodal
interchange
facilities, and the potential gains from each application. The analysis of issues pertinent to each
application.
• Utility--the ability of current personnel to
interact with the equipment as necessary, and the
ease with which the RF technology can be integrated
into current industry systems.
• Tag
location
and
application--the
analysis
and recommendation of the single best tag location
such that all potential applications of the technology can be served by one tag per container. The
recommended method of affixing the tag and its ability to survive in the recommended location or locations.
• Antenna
locations--the
recommendation
of
antenna locations for each application. The ability
of antennas to withstand the requirements of different locations, such as buried beneath asphalt or
attached to a mobile vehicle.
• Field programmability--the ability of tags to
be encoded on site. The requirement for this capability and the potential for cost savings by employing the capability.
• Read-write
capability--the
requirements
of
the read-write tags and their potential applicability
in the commercial maritime industry.
• Speed and distance--the minimum and maximum
speeds and distances at which tags can be read. The
speed and distance capabilities when reading from
mobile antennas.
• Standardization
requirements--the
necessary
worldwide
transportation
industry
standards
and
recommended specifications.
• Automatic
data
processing
system
requirements--the level of effort and costs associated with
developing software to support the technology. The
pros and cons of requirements such as look-up tables
and prepositioned data bases.
• Costs--an itemization of life-cycle costs of
implementing the system, including equipment, system
development, and maintenance. The anticipated cost
savings associated with each application.
• Interference--the potential for
interference
between the system and the other electromagnetic
devices.
• Security--actions
needed
to
maintain
the
integrity of the equipment including those designed
to avoid misuse, tampering, or unauthorized access.
• Tag data requirements--the recommended data
elements on a tag needed for all potential applications.
• Implementation
requirements--recommendations
and alternatives for other considerations such as
handling leased and customer containers, identifying
containers in reversible lanes, and mounting tags
and antennas.
To nccomplir;h the objectives• the CHCP is undertaking a series of te·sts, defined hereafter, each
designed to address one or more of the issues. The
tests are specifically designed such that, by com-
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bining the results of each test, comprehensive
recommendations concerning the use of RF technology
in the commercial maritime industry can be supported.
The following CHCP tests are under way:
• Puerto
Rico
Maritime
Shipping
Authority
(PRMSA) --field test in Elizabeth, New Jersey, of a
system to identify refrigerated containers as they
enter or leave the facility.
• Matson Terminals, Inc.--field test in Oakland,
California, of a system to identify chassis and motor
generator (MG) sets at all 10 gate lanes. The reading
antennas are buried beneath the asphalt.
• Military Ocean Terminal, Bay Area (MOTBA)-field test both container identification and manifest
generation in Oakland, California.
• Laboratory
test--acquire
definitive
results
relative to the durability and operability of available hardware.
• Other
laboratory testing--demonstrations and
tests of the equipment in "live" but controlled environments, including test reads from a crane, test
reads with alternative tag locations, controlled
tests of selected applications, shock tests, and
temperature testing.

STANDARDIZATION
If RF technology can be proven to be economically
viable, there can be a tremendous impact on the
transportation industry.
Imagine
immediately and
automatically knowing a ship's manifest as the last
container is placed on board, validating a train' s
consist as it speeds by, or just knowing precisely
the location of cargo or equipment at all times.
Interchanged equipment can also be automatically accounted for providing shippers and lessors with immediate knowledge of the carrier and location of a
piece of equipment or cargo.
In the future, stopping at scales, for tolls, or
at any other existing bottleneck may be eliminated
by the ability to rapidly move equipment with the
requisite discipline and control. However, we have
reached the time when performance standards for the
automatic identification equipment are essential.
Bar code vendors and users banded together several
years ago to establish equipment and label standards.
For most industries, there is one bar coding schema
adopted by all parties. The transportation industry
would be wise to follow some of the procedures established by the bar code industry and to learn from
their success.
In the United States, the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the organization that must
approve an automatic identification standard. Before
a standard is approved by ANSI, it must be developed
in such a way as to demonstrate evidence of national
consensus. Standards developers must adhere to the
er i ter ia for due process established by ANSI. ANSI
recognizes three methods for developing evidence of
consensus for approval of American national standards, all of which are considered to be equivalent
in the final results. These methods are
• Accredited
organization
method:
Using
this
method, a standards writing organization (e.g., ASME,
EIA, IEEE) must develop operating procedures that
comply with the ANSI requirements. Standards are
generally drafted at the subcommittee or working
group level, and evidence of consensus is achieved
via voting by a standards committee or board, comwithin the organization.
• Accredited
standards
committee
standards committee (e.g., Bll, Tl, X3)

method:
A
is composed
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of its members and secretariat. The membership must
be sufficiently diverse to ensure a reasonable balance without dominance of a single interest category.
The vote of the corrunittee, itself, serves to provide
evidence of consensus for the document.
• Accredited canvass method: using the canvass
method, a sponsoring organization (e.g., RIA, UL)
develops a proposed American national standard and
prepares a balanced list of interested parties (e.g.,
companies, government agencies, individuals, organizations) to canvass in order to develop evidence of
consensus for the document. The sponsor then conducts
the canvass in accordance with ANSI procedures.
Standards developers using any of these three
methods must become accredited by ANSI before formally submitting a proposed standard for approval.
To initiate the accreditation process, a standards
developer submits an application for accreditation
using the appropriate method or methods along with
its operating procedure. The procedures are reviewed
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and a statement is prepared regarding compliance with
ANSI requirements. The application is forwarded to
the Board of Standards Review and the appropriate
standards board or boards for comment. Finally, the
application, along with all appropriate documentation, is submitted to the Executive Standards Council for consideration.
This seemingly circuitious procedure can take as
little as 3 to 4 months after the standard is developed. A critical factor in the speed with which a
standard is developed and approved is the accredited
organization that is acting as its sponsor. The more
experienced and corrunitted the sponsor the faster the
process.
The development of an American national standard
for AEI will be a major undertaking. I would like to
recorrunend here today that all interested parties attend a meeting that I have organized with ANSI in
New York in April to begin evaluating requirements
for standard development.

Domestic Containerization: Overview of Terminal Design and
Operating Issues
JamesWDown
DeanH. Wise
Temple, Barker & Sloane, Inc.
Lexington, Massachusetts

Containerization of U.S. domestic intermodal shipments is receiving new inter·
est as a result of-'owedine.hauLcosts that~can be~achieved~with double-stack
rail cars in large-volume trains. One of the key challenges in pursuing domestic
containerization is the ability of the current system of trailer-based intermodal
terminals to adapt to container-based systems. This paper provides an overview
of terminal design and operating issues that trailer-on-flatcar (TOFC) terminal
managers and designers will face with a transition to domestic containerization.
The issues covered include management and control of chassis, terminal mechanization requirements, alternative highway and rail transfer methods, labor
requirements, and requirements for container and chassis staging and parking.
In each of these areas, terminal managers and designers will face a variety of
trade-offs in selecting operating techniques to maximize the utilization of
labor, equipment, and fixed facilities. For the most part, domestic container·
ization will not require radical redesign of major TOFC terminals or heavy
investment. It will, however, result in increased terminal operating costs and
a significant challenge for terminal managers to effectively coordinate and
control the increased complexity of equipment.

Between early 1984 and early 1986, more than 30
new double-stack train sets were placed in operation
or planned for operation (Figure 1). Some industry
participants speculated that the swift growth of
double-stack trains signaled the beginning of a
transition to domestic containerization, implying
that significant portions of the current trailerbased system could be converted to domestic COFC.
Despite this new level of interest, many observers
are concerned about how a shift to domestic containerization will affect terminal design and operations, primarily because of the complexities added
with the introduction of chassis to the terminal environment.

IMPACT ON TERMINAL ACTIVITIES
Domestic containerization is defined as domestic U.S.
freight traffic that moves in container-on-flatcar
(COFC) intermodal service. Domestic COFC service is
distinct from conventional domestic piggyback service--trailer-on-flatcar
(TOFC)--where the highway
wheels ride on the rail car, either attached to a
trailer or attached to a chassis on which a container
is mounted.
Many industry participants believe that domestic
containerization can provide significant long-term
benefits compared with trailer-based systems because
of line-haul cost savings that result from lower tare
weight and economies of scale possible with large
trains. The current interest in domestic containerization has been sparked by the rapid growth of highvolume, double-stack COFC trains carrying from 150
to 280 40-ft equivalent container units (FEU) per
train. Studies have shown that these trains have
1 ine-haul costs that are approximately 40 percent
lower than conventional TOFC and door-to-door costs
that are 20 to 25 percent lower in long-haul corridors.
Although the prime purpose of these trains has
been to handle international traffic, the trains are
having a significant impact on domestic intermodal
traffic as well. Lacking sufficient export traffic
to balance the heavier volume of imports, ocean carriers are aggressively seeking domestic freight to
fill out westbound trains. In addition, many of the
trains have been priced on a round-trip "take-or-pay"
basis, giving steamship companies an even greater
incentive to fill the trains on the return movement.
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'l'he activities of domestic
intermodal terminal
operations may be categorized in six basic functions:
equipment management, transfer operations, staging
and parking for trailers and containers and chassis,
train spotting and switching, gate operations (including clerical), and drayage. COFC terminal operations differ significantly from conventional TOFC
operations in only the first three of these primary
areas, listed in priority order of impact in the
following table:

Primary Terminal Activity
Equipment management
Transfer operations
Staging and parking
Train spotting and
switching
Gate operations (including clerical)
Drayage

Impact of Domestic
Container Operations
Significant
Significant
Significant
Minor
Insignificant
Insignificant

• Equipment management involves the general coordination of cars, trailers, containers, and chassis. Domestic containerization increases the complexity of this function because of the separability
of the containers and chassis, which requires greater
coordination and control.
• Transfer operations involve the transfer of
containers or trailers between rail cars, chassis,
and the ground. COFC transfers are different from
those required for TOFC because (a) mechanical lift
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Maersk , "K" Line

APL, OOCL/ESI

Note : Train sizes range from 150 to 280 units (FEU) .

FIGURE l

Double-stack unit trains announced as of February 1986 (weekly departures and carriers).

equipment is required; (b) the introduction of the
chassis adds greater complexity to the management of
equipment, which requires more coordination among
terminal activities; (c) lift cycle times and hostler
cycle times are generally longer; and (d) additional
labor is required.
• Staging and parking areas are located adjacent
to the transfer operation or at remote locations to
hold containers or trailers awaiting pickup by highway drivers or hostler pickup for train loading.
These functions are also significantly affected by
domestic containerization because COFC operations
require additional staging and parking areas for bare
chassis and, in some cases, for grounded containers.
The other three primary terminal activities will
not change significantly with domestic containerization:
• Train
spotting
and
switching
involve
the
placement and shifting of rail cars at the intermodal
terminal. Because double-stack cars are nearly half
the length of conventional cars (on a per unit basis) , switching time can be reduced. However, the
trend to unit trains or large block trains moving
between major hubs, and placement or pulling of
trains by road crews, has diminished the importance
of switching. For this reason, domestic containerization will probably have only a minor impact on
switching activity, but that impact will generally
be positive.
• Gate operations, controlling entry and exit
of trailers or containers-on-chassis entering or
leaving the intermodal terminal, are not significantly affected by use of containers instead of
trailers.
• Drayage, the trucking of containers-on-chassis
or trailers between the intermodal terminal and the

customer, is not affected by domestic containerization. When a container has been mounted on a chassis,
it can be handled almost exactly like a trailer.
Focusing on the terminal functions most affected
by a changeover from TOFC to domestic COFC, there
are several key issues related to each activity:
1.

2.

3.

Equipment management
• Chassis fleet sizing
• Chassis control
Transfer operations
• Terminal mechanization
• Alternative transfer methods
• Labor requirements
Staging and parking
• Location of chassis storage
• Land area required for chassis storage

Each of these issues is discussed hereafter to
give terminal designers and managers a general
awareness of the various operational alternatives
and trade-offs involved with domestic containerization. In general, no attempt has been made to quantify the net impact of the various alternatives because, in most cases, meaningful quantification must
be developed by managers on a site-specific or
system-specific basis.

EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENT
Chassis Fleet Sizing
Perhaps the greatest unknown with regard to COFC
terminal functions is the size of the chassis fleet
required to adequately serve an individual terminal,
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as well as a total system. Many intermodal participants have expressed concern that, under domestic
containerization, chassis supply will be inadequate
{creating shortages and delays in train loading and
unloading), inefficient {resulting in a larger numbe r
of chassis than containers in the system and possibly
excessive terminal parking requirements), or both.
This concern is valid because chassis coverage
ratios {the total number of chassis in a system
divided by the total number of containers) must be
fairly low to result in investment savings in c omparison with a trailer system. For example, assume
approximate costs of $14,300 for a 48-ft trailer,
$8,000 for a 48-ft container, and $7,500 for a 48-ft
chassis. A chassis coverage ratio of 100 percent {one
chassis for every container) implies that the investment required for chassis and containers is 8
percent greater than for trailers. To produce significant investment savings, say 10 percent, in a
container and chassis system versus trailers, the
chassis coverage ratio must be 65 percent or less,
or roughly less than two chassis for every three
containers.
Much of the concern about fleet sizing is based
on the experiences of earlier domestic containerization programs {Table 1), particularly those of the
New York Central (1956-1970) and the Southern Railway
{1961-1973).
The
Canadian
Pacific's
experience

TABLE 1 Chassis Management Experience
Company

Experience

New York Central
(195 6-1970)

Chassis coverage ratio was adequate (50-60%) in
early years when system was limited to local
traffic only
Chassis coverage deteriorated to approximately
120% when the system became mixed with
interline TOFC
Could not expand beyond local short-haul markets
Chassis shortages tied up cars in yards
60-70% coverage (chassis/box); but this was

Southern Railway
(1961-1973)

never sufficient

Canadian Pacific
(1978-present)

Plan II operation enhances control
Long-haul markets maximize chassis savings

{2 ,000+ mi)
60% coverage (chassis/box)
HLive" loading minimizes chassis fleet require-

ments
Chassis average 4-5 days "on the street"

Ocean Carriers

Many prefer TOFC container operations to
COFC
Two extra drays required for "C" operation

versus "T" operation (to and from chassis
yards that are typically not within the rail
terminals)
Managed by third parties in Canada and Europe
Uniformly negative about management by railroads of damage liability concerns
Generally open to neutral pool concept but
remain skeptical about implementation details, especially cost/day and potential

(chassis coverage ratio of from 40 to 50 percent) .
Most traffic was Plan II or Plan v' and the NYC's
trucking subsidiary, NYC Transport, performed much
of the drayage. {Plan II involves door-to-door service and rates provided by a railroad in a railroad
trailer . Plan V invo lves door-to-door service and
rates provided under a joint railroad and motor carrier tariff). The amount of repositioning of empty
chassis from surplus to deficit terminals was relatively minor and pretty much limited to movements
from St . Louis to Chicago.
It was not until a second system of interline TOFC
was introduced that chassis utilization deteriorated.
In 1964-1965, NYC decided that, because of the lack
of strong interest on the part of connecting railroads in following NYC's domestic container approach,
it was necessary to use trailers in TOFC service t o
expand its intermodal business into interline markets. The existence of a second system created a
problem because of the customer discipline required
to load domestic containers with local NYC freight
and trailers with interline freight. Invariably, some
customers loaded the domestic containers to interline
destinations, thereby tying up chassis for much
longer periods of time. In time, chassis coverage
deteriora t ed to a highly inefficient ratio of six
chassis for every five containers (120 percent). Some
believe that this problem could have been controlled
with price penalties for loading containers off-line;
however, the motivation to establish such incentives
was constrained by competitive considerations (e.g.,
do not burden shippers with the inconvenience of
matching trailers and containers with specific loads
or they may shift their traffic to other carriers).

Southern Railway Experience
In addition to the dual system problem, Southern' s
domestic containerization program had the problem of
low chassis efficiency in short-haul markets. Shorthaul markets (which characterize many of Southern' s
local markets) generally imply only a day or so savings in chassis time compared with long-haul corridors where COFC line-haul time can be 3 to 6 days,
thereby reducing the potential savings in the number
of chassis versus the number of boxes. Even this
small savings could be easily lost if chassis spent
considerable idle {bare) time in terminals before
and after unloading. Southern's chassis coverage
ratio was around 60 to 70 percent, but this was never
sufficient--at times,
several hundred cars were
waiting to be unloaded for lack of chassis, sometimes
for as long as 10 days. Like the NYC, Southern was
unsuccessful in getting its connections to embrace
COFC and found chassis "escaping" the system because
they were loaded as TOFC to interline destinations.

damage expense
Source: Temple, Barker & Sloane (TBS), Inc., interviews.

Canadian Pacific Experience
{1978-present), however, provides insight into several factors that can make chassis management efficient and effective.
New York Central Experience
Interestingly, the New York Central (NYC) experience
indicates that chassis management was fairly efficient in the first stage of its Flexi-Van program of
<lomestic containers, which handled local traffic only
(1956 to 1964-1965). Approximately 2.5 to 3.0 chassis
(bogies) were required for eve r y s i ~ con t ainers

In contrast, the experience of Canadian Pacific (CP)
has been much more positive, and for reasons that
are consistent with the problems experienced on New
York Central and Southern. CP' s domestic intermodal
business is very much a closed system, with local,
noninterline traffic predominating and with the
railroad controlling the full door-to-door service
under Plan II. In addition, the average length of
haul is more than 2,000 mi with a few short-haul
markets, which increases the potential for savings
in the number of chassis versus the number of containers . As a result, the CP's chassis coverage ratio
has been fairly stable at about 60 percent.
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Chassis Control
The control of chassis is also an issue. In each of
the railroad domestic container systems described
earlier, the railroads owned and managed their own
chassis, which were supplemented to a limited extent
by chassis owned by other parties, such as motor
carriers. With international COFC traffic, most of
the ocean carriers supply and manage their own chassis, resulting in chassis owned by numerous entities
entering and leaving each railroad intermodal terminal. This situation creates a considerable management
challenge for railroad terminal operators, particularly in matching the right chassis to the right
container at the right car at the right time.
To limit this matching problem, two railroads have
established what are known as "neutral chassis
pools." The pools are composed of a chassis fleet
owned by a third party that substitutes for the multiple ownerships. By substituting a "generic" chassis
for one of specific ownership, the railroad increases
its flexibility by being able to use a pool chassis
in combination with any container. The total system
can benefit as well, because the inefficiencies of
multiple inventories, multiple storage yards, extra
drayage, and multiple chassis management systems are
reduced or eliminated.
The two railroads that have started chassis pools
(both located in Chicago) have slightly different
programs (Table 2). One railroad's pool is the required supply source of chassis for all steamship
lines using the railroad's double-stack train. The

TABLE 2 Comparison of Neutral Chassis Pool Initiatives in
Chicago
Railroad
Burlington Northern

Conrail
Optional
By neutral pool operator

Pricing structure

Mandatory
By neutral pool operator
No charge until chassis
leaves terminal
Daily rate increases
over time

Grounding

None

Chassis not returned to
terminal
Location of chassis
inventory
Chassis assignment

Drop-off charge if returned to other
locations
On-terminal

Damage liability

No nuisance charges
for maintenance

Application
Billing

Dedicated to terminal

No charge until chassis
leaves terminal
First 6 days at fixed
rate/day
Subsequent days at
higher rate/day
None; if ocean carrier
does not supply
chassis, container will be
placed on a neutral
chassis
Drop-off charge if returned to other locations
Off-terminal
Operator's free-running
pool
Ocean carrier liable for
all maintenance and
repairs

Source: TBS interviews with Burlington Northern, Conrail, and ocean carriers.

pool is located within the terminal, adjacent to the
lift operation, and addresses ocean carriers' damage
liability
concerns
by
waiving
nuisance
damage
charges. The other railroad's pool is provided as an
optional source of supply to the steamship lines and
is located off-site.
It is interesting to note that the two systems
have a number of similarities. Both pools involve
wl,leeled operations in which containers are transferred directly between rail cars and chassis with
no ground storage involved. Both pools also have
pricing structures that provide users with strong

incentives to minimize the time spent outside the
terminal and encourage captivity at Chicago. The
ocean carrier users are billed by the third-party
pool operator in both cases, rather than directly by
the railroad.
Many intermodal participants believe that the
neutral pool concept could be expanded to encompass
several or all railroad terminals within a metropolitan area, theoretically improving flexibility
and efficiency even further. However, it may be difficult to establish universal pools in each metropolitan area given the historical resistance of
railroads to coordinating their intermodal operations, particularly if head-to-head competition is
involved. Without such pools, however, domestic container terminals will become extremely difficult to
manage, resulting in suboptimal transfer operations
and complex equipment management problems.
TRANSFER OPERATIONS
Terminal Mechanization
Major TOFC terminals typically load and unload
trailers with mechanical lift equipment,
either
side-lift "piggypackers" or overhead cranes. Lift
equipment, however, is not a requirement. Indeed,
the majority of U.S. intermodal terminals still load
and unload trailers using the drive-on method, known
as "circus loading," where trailers are driven up an
end ramp and across several flatcars into position.
Although these terminals are generally small or
medium-sized terminals that do not handle a majority
of traffic (probably less than 20 percent) , they do
provide an intermodal "presence" in many communities
and reduce the need for costly drayage to larger,
more distant hubs. Their future under domestic containerization is unclear.
With domestic containerization, lift equipment is
essential. By definition, a COFC container cannot be
driven on and off rail cars because the chassis and
wheels have been separated from the container.
Therefore, containers must be mechanically lifted on
and off the rail cars.
The number of TOFC/COFC terminals has been reduced
by 69 percent since 1978, from nearly 1,176 in 1978
to 361 in early 1986 (Table 3), primarily because of
railroad mergers and a growing emphasis on concentrating volume at "hub centers." Of the existing
terminals, however, only 175 (48 percent) are mechanized.
If the industry moves to domestic containerization, the consolidation trend will probably accelerate, particularly because double-stack train
economics are most attractive with large-scale
operations that can consolidate volumes into trains
of 200 or more units. Even with a network of "super
hubs," however, there will probably still be a need
for mechanization of existing circus ramps. Assuming
long-term consolidation to 250 to 300 terminals, 75
to 125 terminals would have to be mechanized. Assuming each terminal has 30 to 40 car spots, and mechanization costs of $100,000 per car spot (based on

TABLE 3 Trend in TOFC/COFC Terminal Consolidation and
Mechanization, 1978-1986

Total U.S. TOFC/COFC terminals
Mechanized terminals
Percentage of total

1978 (1,2)

1986.

Change
1978-1986 (%)

1,176
131
11

361
175
48

69
34
336

8 Jnformation as of Jan. 1, 1986, supplied by Trailer Train.
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discussions with several railroads), the industry
would have to invest $225 million to $500 million to
fully accommodate domestic containerization in th.e
terminal network. This investment can probably proceed at a reasonable pace because the transition to
domestic containers will be likely to occur first in
large-volume corridors between major hubs.

Alternative Transfer Methods
There are three basic methods of terminal transfer
for COFC, each of which has different trade-offs
among lift productivity, chassis productivity, and
hostler productivity (Table 4).
These three methods assume handling techniques
based on traditional TOFC lift equipment--side-loading piggypackers and gantry cranes. It is not anticipated that other techniques--such as straddle
carriers and wide-span single-beam bridge cranes-will have wide application to domestic terminals,
particularly in the short term.
The greatest level of chassis productivity can be
achieved with ground stacking of containers, allowing
lift and chassis operations to be virtually independent of one another. Chassis need not be prestaged
when a train is unloaded, and, similarly, containers
returned to the terminal can be separated from their
chassis, allowing the chassis to be mated with
another load or empty. As a result, chassis can spend
a minimum amount of time in the terminal. The major
disadvantage of ground stacking, however, is the need
for two lifts for each container (car to ground,
ground to chassis, or the reverse), which seriously
dilutes the productivity of lift equipment and crews.
Hostling is also less productive because hostlers
may be required to wait by the grounded containers
as the packer or crane makes its rounds. In minor
variations on this approach, grounding could be
limited to empties or to loads that will not be
picked up until the next day or later.
The most common method, "live loading," requires
the greatest coordination among the three elements
of a COFC lift operation (lift equipment, container,
and chassis). This method is preferable when using
side-lift equipment, which is unable to lift a container off a rail car if a chassis is positioned
parallel and next to the car. With this method, a
side-lift machine lifts the container off the car,
pulls back from the track, and then places the container on a chassis that has been driven immediately
in front of the machine. The hostler then pulls the
mounted container away from the track area, allowing
the side-lifter to unload another container from the
train. Because lift operators must wait for chassis
drivers, and vice versa, poor lift utilization can
result from a lack of coordination. One solution is
to add a "buffer" hostler who works closely with the
lift crew, clearing the track area to a·nearby stag-

ing point, where other hostlers pick up for a second
hostling move to a parking space.
A method that may result in the poorest chassis
and hostler utilization but the best lift utilization
involves prepositioning of chassis at track side before train arrival or departure. Although this
method allows the lift operator to proceed independently from the hostling activity, chassis must sit
idle for long periods as they wait to be loaded or
unloaded. A crane, rather than a piggypacker, is required to reach over the chassis to the car. Hostler
utilization is poor because two separate moves are
required--one to position the chassis and a second
to remove the load, or the reverse. In addition,
chassis spotting at trackside must be carefully
matched to specific containers in the expected train
consist or to light load-heavy load matching requirements dictated by double-stack payload weight
restrictions.
Most railroads appear to favor wheeled transfer
operations rather than methods that ground the containers because the service requirements of domestic
traffic make extended ground stacking undesirable.
The choice of the live-loading method versus the
prepositioning method will be determined largely by
an individual rai-l:road' s type of lift equipment,
labor costs, capability to prestage containers and
chassis on the basis of available train consist information, and the extent of equipment pooling versus
individual ownership. Railroads may also need to
consider train-to-train transfers, particularly if
double-stack clearance limits require transfer from
double-stack to single-stack trains for movement beyond major double-stack hubs.

Labo r R.egu i.reme n t s
A TOFC transfer crew is typically composed of a crane
or piggypacker operator, a groundperson who assists
the operator, and a hostler who moves trailers between the lift operation and central or remote parking. In general, the TOFC hostler can complete a
cycle between trackside and parking lot in about the
same amount of time that the operator and groundperson take to load or unload. With a COFC transfer
operation, additional labor is required, primarily
for hostling and in some cases for an additional
groundperson.
First, hostling cycles are longer because each
cycle has three or four legs rather than two legs so
that, in general, a hostler cannot work at the same
rate as the lift crew. A TOFC hostler simply cycles
back and forth between trackside and parking (two
legs), whereas a COFC hostler must follow a triangular route to and from chassis parking, trackside,
and mounted container parking (three legs) or must
make two separate moves if the prepositioning method

TABLE 4 Basic Options for COFC Transfer Operations

Lift utilization
Chassis utilization

Hostler utilization

Source: TBS analysis.

Ground Stacking

"Live" Loading of Chassis with
Driver

Chassis Prepositioned at
Trackside

Best at track side but worst overall
because two lifts required for
each car-to-chassis transfer
Best-chassis can be virtually independent of lift operations

Requires close coordination with
hostler; best method for piggypacker
Can be best if closely coordinated
with lift operations

Best overall but requires a crane

Can suffer if hostlers must wait
at container stacks for lift
equipment

Can be best if closely coordinated
with lift operations

Worst overall because chassis sit
idle at trackside; careful planning required if using multiple
ownerships
Worst overall because two separate trips are required
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is used (four legs). As a result, more hostling time
is required to perform the same amount of work.
Second, one type of double-stack car, known as
the interbox connector (IBC) type, may require an
additional groundperson. The IBC type of double-stack
car has a locking device (an interbox connector) at
each corner casting to secure the top container to
the bottom container. Securing the IBC is a two-stage
process. To load, the bottom container is placed in
the well of the car and a groundperson must climb
onto the car to lock an IBC at each corner. Then,
the second container is placed on top of the bottom
container and the groundperson climbs onto the car
again to lock the IBC to the top conta i ner. This
procedure may be reduced with the development of
semiautomatic or automatic IBCs; however, some additional labor may always be necessary. This additional
cost associated with an IBC car must be weighed
against potential line-haul savings resulting from a
lower tare weight compared with a bulkhead-type
double-stack car.

STAGING AND PARKING
Location of Chassi s S torag e
An issue related to staging and parking is whether
the inventory of bare chassis should be located
within the terminal or off-site.
Off-site storage is probably a reasonable approach
if a terminal has congestion problems or if additional land is only available at a premium. An advantage of off-site storage is that it may allow for
a more organized flow of terminal activity because
chassis storage is physically segregated from the
lift operation and parking areas for mounted containers. For example, American President Lines (APL)
loads and unloads double-stack cars by shuttling its
chassis through Conrail's New Jersey terminal from
an off-site location, keeping the terminal fluid.
However, the basic disadvantage of off-site storage
is the requirement for additional drayage (two to
four extra drays for each movement) and the extra
expense associated with this activity. Ocean carriers, who all maintain off-site chassis storage locations away from the rail terminals, have noted
that this extra drayage expense is a major reason
why certain intermodal routes (particularly the relatively short-haul North Atlantic trade) are dominated by wheeled containers (TOFC) rather than COFC.
As a long-term strategy, maintaining an on-site
inventory would appear to be more favorable, particularly if chassis pools reduce the number of
separate ownerships that must be managed. With onsite storage, drayage expense is minimized and access

to specific chassis is improved. Although land constraints may be a problem, these can be dealt with
through high-utilization storage techniques such as
horizontal stacking and vertical stack racks, discussed later. !Jong-term land constraints can be reduced if double-stack becomes the norm, freeing
terminal areas now required for transfer operations
related to longer conventional trains.
Land Area Required f or Chass i s Storag e
When the location of the chassis inventory has been
determined, the issue of how much land area is required for storage still remains. Table 5 gives three
basic storage alternatives that have widely different
lan~ area requirements: horizontal ground storage,
horizontal stacking, and vertical stacking.
Horizontal ground storage is simply the parking
of chassis in the same fashion in which trailers or
mounted containers are parked. Although this method
involves the simplest operation, the land requirements are substantial: more than 3 acres are needed
to store 200 chassis. With chassis spread out over a
large area at ground level, it is often difficult to
locate specific pieces of equipment, and search time
is increased because of longer travel distances compared with methods that make more intensive use of
land.
An alternative is to stack the chassis on top of
each other, generally two or three high. This method
reduces the required land area for 200 chassis to
about an acre but requires a forklift operator to
maintain the stacking arrangement.
Vertical stacking involves the use of racks to
store chassis in an upright position. Vertical stack
rack systems can reduce the required land area to
one-tenth of that required for regular storage, or
about one-third of an acre for 200 chassis. These
racks also make it easier to identify chassis types
and lengths. Despite the requirement for a forklift
(or "flipper") operator, the system can reduce host ling requirements because of more efficient movement
in and out of the chassis inventory. A stack rack
system has been installed at Southern's Atlanta
terminal for handling of APL double-stack traffic.
Obviously, the choice of storage alternatives can
vary from railroad to railroad and from terminal to
terminal and requires a careful analysis of tradeoffs among land costs, equipment costs, and the impact on hostling cycles.
SUMMARY
Domestic containerization will have a significant
impact on terminal operating costs and will increase

TABLE 5 Chassis Handling and Storage Options Within the Terminal

Basic method
Labor required
Land area required
per 40-ft chassis
Land area required
for 200 40-ft
chassis
Capital expense
Impact on lift
operations
Iden tifica !ion/location

Horizontal, Ground Level

Horizontal Stacking

Vertical Rack

Herringbone pattern parking,
random access

3-high horizontal stacking; sidepick or endpick

Driver access

Forklift operator
209-287 ft 2

Modified forklift places and removes chassis to/from a vertical
storage rack
Forklift (flipper) operator
74 ft 2

3.1 acres

0.8-1.0 acre

0.3 acre

None
Can result in extra hostler
requirements due to longer
travel time
Relatively difficult to identify/
locate specific chassis

Forklift
Can result in delays in moving
stacked chassis to access desired
unit
Relatively difficult to identify/
locate specific chassis

Forklift and racking system
Ease of access can reduce hostler
requirements

677 ft

2

Source: TBS interviews and S.S. Corbett (3).

Relatively easy identification of
lengths and specific units
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the challenge for terminal managers to coordinate
and control equipment. In general, however, it appears that domestic containerization will require
neither
a
radical
redesign
of
existing
TOFC
terminals nor heavy investment.
Terminal operating costs will increase because
transfer cycle times will be longer and extra hostlers will be required to make the longer trips between chassis parking, trackside, and container-onchassis parking. An extra groundperson will also be
required if IBC double-stack cars are used. Terminal
operating costs will also be adversely affected if
terminal management cannot consistently coordinate
equipment resources to maximize the utilization of
labor and equipment. In general, however, these
higher costs in the terminal are not enough to offset
significant line-haul cost savings of COFC, particularly for long-haul, high-volume movements.
Terminal managers will be faced with a variety of
trade-offs in selecting the best transfer method,
making the best use of labor, and coordinating
activities to accommodate the complexities introduced
by chassis. The management challenge is particularly
critical in coordinating cars, containers, and chassis for the transfer operation and in maintaining
chassis inventory at levels that will result in
equipment savings as well as fluid operations. The
management challenge will be made even more difficult if chassis pooling arrangements are not established within individual terminals and among terminals in metropolitan areas.
In terms of terminal design and investment, many
terminals that are already mechanized will require
only minor modifications and investment to handle
domestic containerization. Incremental parking areas
for bare chassis will probably be required, but land

requirements can be offset by the various stacking
systems available or by transfer areas freed as a
result of shorter trains. Obviously, development of
super hubs through further consolidations will require substantial investment, but this trend is
largely independent of domestic containerization,
which will only serve to accelerate the process.
Perhaps the largest incremental investment will be
to mechanize circus ramps that survive the consolidation process. The pace of this investment, however,
should be reasonable given a logical evolution of
domestic containerization from high-volume corridors
between major mechanized hubs to lower volume corridors served by smaller terminals.
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Automatic Vehicle and Container Identification Using Radio
Frequency Technology
Daniel J. Reitz
General Railway Signal Company
Rochester, New York

Automatic vehicle identification (AVI) systems that use radio frequency (RF)
technology in the 900 mHz to 4.0 gHz range have applications to a variety of
intermodal transportation modes, including the railroad, trucking, and maritime
industries. Past and present AVI technologies are reviewed and the different types
of radio frequency equipment on the market, how.the equipment can be used
to improve terminal operations, management information systems, vehicle usage,
service efficiency, traffic volume, and customer convenience are discussed.
An engineering and operational perspective is presented on the current state of computerized vehicle
and container identification and what it can do for
the inter modal industry now and in the future. No
attempt has been made in this paper to propose a
specific automatic vehicle identification (AVI) system; however, the concepts are presented in a manner
designed to benefit both new and existing intermodal
facilities.
The current state-of-the-art, electronic vehicle
identification equipment has evolved rapidly from
its infancy to commercialized, off-the-shelf products. State and federal governments, private industry, and the military are currently evaluating and
installing pilot projects in anticipation of nearterm full AVI implementation.
However, the intricate complexities of intermodalism and its far-ranging impact on rail, truck, air,
and marine applications on both the national and the
international levels demand careful planning and implementation for a coordinated worldwide AVI system
to be successful. This will take time, but, in the
same way that the United States helped set the standard in containerization, a standard for AVI may
also be accomplished.
The nature and scope of this study have been
restricted to exclude all AVI technologies and systems that could not meet the following intermodal
requirements:
1. Variable speed ranges from 0 to 80 mph,
2. Varying tag reading distances from 1 to
ft, and
3. Vehicle location accuracy of ±5 ft.
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In addition, need, intended use, application, and
operational conditions (described later) served to
further narrow the focus of the study.

used to describe any system that had the ability to
determine individual equipment identifications in an
automated manner. The early systems were of two different types, reflective and inductive. These two
types of systems, which are still in limited harsh
environmental use today, are briefly described here.
I nductive Sy stems
As the name implies, inductive coupling is used as
the communications medium. Two coils, one mounted on
the vehicle and the other fixed to the wayside, form
an air core transformer through which data are
transmitted. In some cases, the vehicle signal was
induced directly to the running rails. Variable-frequency operation and multifrequency detection systems provided a method to uniquely identify a
limited number of vehicles. Identification capability is expanded by employing vehicle-carried equipment to modulate a carrier frequency that is decoded
by wayside equipment.
In general, systems of this type operate at carrier frequencies below 200 kHz, which limits their
data rate and, thus, the maximum allowable vehicle
speed. Due to the low coupling efficiency in these
systems, the vehicle and wayside coils are relatively large, the spacing between them is somewhat
critical, and their usefulness in side, top, and
bottom reading locations is restricted.
Reflective Systems
Optical
A color or light-dark pattern on a label can be
detected by a light-sensitive device as a particular
code, usually referred to as a bar code. The use of
technology such as laser scanning has made bar code
reading a commercial reality for short-distance,
clean environment applications such as warehouse
operations or supermarket checkout scanning, where
product costs are automatically determined by a bar
code on the product label interacting with a computer.

TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACHES TO AV!

Video

Automatic vehicle identification is a term that had
its roots in the late 1960s and early 1970s and was

Television cameras placed to the side of the vehicle
capture a stenciled vehicle number and transmit the
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signal to a remote monitoring station where a videotape recording is made for later playback. Initially, these systems were limited by the necessity of a
source of illumination at the location and were subject to blurring at speeds greater than 24 k/hr.
Advances have been made to minimize these problems
and several systems are commercially available. Research in the field of automatic pattern recognition
is under way in the hope of providing a fully automated system that does not require a human interface. As they do for bar codes, dirt, contamination,
ice, and snow limit usefulness in a harsh environment.

and truck tractors through the terminal. For large
terminals that have been historically saddled by
land unavailability, budget constraints, and an unwieldy layout, a tracking system that uses AVI can
increase overall throughput by improving the flow of
information
throughout
the
system.
Individually
coded tags on the tractors, trailers, containers,
and chassis, with monitoring readers located on
hostler (yard) vehicles, at key geographic locations
inside the terminal, on gantry cranes and other
lifting equipment, and at the entrances and exits to
the facility will increase the speed and accuracy of
identifying and locating equipment.

Radio EYeguency Systems

AVI REQUIREMENTS

A third system that employs radio frequency (RF)
technology is the state of the art in vehicle identification technology. It appears to overcome the
environmental influences such as mud, ice, snow,
darkness, and inclement weather that have plagued
other systems (!,~).
Radio frequency technology employs a small integrated circuit with an electronic memory, commonly
called a vehicle tag, and a reader-antenna system.
The reader functions like the decoder in an optical
bar-coding installation, the antenna like a scanner,
and the tag like a bar code label; but that is where
the similarity ends. The RF tag electronically
stores data that are read by the antenna unit attached to the reader. A radio signal from the
reader-antenna actuates a coded response from the
tag when there is a direct path (although not necessarily a line of sight) between them. The electronic
identification tag can contain a fixed identifier or
it may be programmable, depending on the type of
system used (~_,_!).

Several different technologies have
AVI systems; some are successful,
reasons are clear (§).Research has
are basic requirements for any AVI
can be summarized as

INTERMODALISM
Intermodal services are an infant and expanding
industry. To reach its potential and at the same
time enjoy profitability, it needs improved control
or information processing, or both, for many facets
of its operations. Research has determined that the
principal goals of both control systems and information processing systems that may be sensibly applied
to intermodal terminals are to increase the flow
rate of containers and trailers through the terminal
(by both increasing volume and reducing handling
time) and to increase productivity of both personnel
and plant (5). The opportunities for automatic
vehicle identification equipment to participate in
and help achieve these goals is vital to profitable
operations.
Improved control and information processing are
prerequisites to handling the expected dramatic
increases in intermodal traffic, while decreasing
unit handling costs by a significant factor. For
intermodal terminals, the goals of the improved control and information systems are to allow an increase in the traffic throughput with little or no
increase in staff and only the most prudent additional capital investment.
Some gains in productivity of staff, equipment,
and investments are being achieved today through
better training, enhanced working conditions, improved terminal design, and more efficient equipment
use. These gains are impressive, but, if the heart
of the productivity and control problems is not
reached; costly bottlenecks will remain.
At medium to large terminals, technological innovations offer the possibility of an almost automated
flow of rail cars, trailers, containers, chassis,

been applied in
others not. The
shown that there
system and they

1. AVI must maintain an extremely low rate of
undetected errors.
• Signal transmission between the tag and
the reader must not be influenced by environmental conditions such as rain, snow,
dirt, and darkness or by electromagnetic
interference.
• The system must be insensitive to mechanical stress.
• It must be able to work in a temperature
environment of -40°C to +70°C. It must be
able to survive greater extremes outside of
this temperature range and still function
properly when it returns to the proper temperature.
2. A high data rate is required to allow the
capture of several frames of information at the
highest expected vehicle speed.
These multiple
frames of information must be compared to confirm a
correct tag reading.
3. The system should be adaptable to all potential installations, and it should be as maintenance
free as possible. Extremely compact and rugged construction free from parts subject to wear and tear
is required. It is especially important for the tag
to be passive and highly reliable. Maintenance such
as cleaning or readjustment should not be required.
4. The digital output of the reader's tag data
should be in a suitable format for transmission to
the host computer over a suitable transmission
medium, (i.e., direct wire, radio, microwave, or
telephone lines) • The communications output of the
reader should allow for both polled and unpolled
operation, with bidirectional message transmission.
Varying transmission rates of from 300 to 9600 baud
(speed of data communication between computers) with
a simple logging or computer interface protocol
should be available so the system can be easily
integrated into today's computerized society.
5. The overall system installation must be able
to accurately pinpoint the location of equipment.
Tag transmission distances have intentionally been
restricted to less than 30 ft from the reader-antenna to pinpoint the location of the vehicle and to
reduce interference from other AVI-equipped vehicles
in a nearby area.
The dominant AVI system today uses a radio frequency (RF) transmission medium in the frequency
Lange of 900 mHz

Lo 4.2 gHz.

(A Ulo(;k U.ia9r.air1 of
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typical RF system is shown in Figure 1.) Tag operation in these frequencies provides several advantages over the older systems: The signal transmis-
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FIGURE 1 Typical RF system.

s ion can penetrate nonmetallic objects such as ice,
snow, wood, asphalt, and dirt. The shorter wavelength also allows the antennas to be small, resulting in a compact and rugged unit. Tags in this frequency range vary in size from 2 in. x 4 in. x 3/8
in. to 4 in. x 8 1/2 in. x 2 in.
Currently, there are two different types of tags
available:
fixed code and variable
(read-write)
code. The amount of data stored inside the tag can
vary: The fixed code tags have between 18 and 128
bits (B to 20 digits, numeric or alphanumeric combinations). The variable code tags (read-write) have
between lK and 4K bits available. Some portions of
the read-write tag data can be software "fixed" for
permanent unit identity and are nonchangeable by the
field readers.
There does not appear to be any compatibility between products from the different manufacturers.
There are three basic groups of readers: passive
tag-transmit and receive, receive only, and active
tag-transmit and receive.
What is needed or desired by users? In discussions with individuals representing the different
modes of transportation, there has been a sharp
division of thought about the use of a read-only or
a read-write type of tag.

Re a d-Wr ite Tag
The active tag-transmit and receive is a batterypowered device that can store up to four thousand
bits of data received from the reader for later
transmission back to another reader. This tag is
used where more or varying information is required
from the tag than just the identification digits.
With a read-write tag system, pertinent information
concerning the vehicle (e.g., type, empty or loaded
weight, hazardous loads, destination, routing, waybill data, maintenance dates) can be kept with the
vehicle and not in a computer data base. This has
the benefit of reducing computer data base size,
processing time, and the required information exchange between computers as the load moves through
the overall intermodal system. Another advantage is
that the tags require lower RF power levels from the
reader to operate. In addition, control process instructions can be received from the tag instead of
from the main computer.

A disadvantage is that tag interrogation time can
increase from 25 milliseconds to more than l sec,
depending on the amount of data being read or written into the tag and the number of verification
check cycles used. In addition, the distance the tag
can be written to is decreased by 25 to 50 percent
over the read distance. (This is significant in
several AVI systems where tag operation is possible
at under 5 mph and less than 6 ft from the reader
antenna.) Another concern expressed is that, when
the information contained inside the tag is no
longer required, the tag must be run by a reader and
purged of its old information. If this is not done,
the vehicle could accidentally be rerouted on the
basis of the old information. Also, data transmission time from the host processor to a specific
reader may be increased to provide for the additional error checks that are necessary to verify the
data that are written into or read from the higher
capacity read-write tags.
The lithium battery used inside the read-write
tag normally has a useful life of from 5 to 7 years
that is heavily dependent on how many read-write
operations are performed. When the tag battery falls
below a predetermined level, a bit in the tag memory
is changed from a one to a zero. This battery status
bit is then transmitted to the reader along with the
remaining data to indicate that the tag or battery
must be replaced. This occasional maintenance requirement must be considered when comparing the
benefits of a read-write tag system to a non-batterypowered read-only system.
This two-way communication becomes more demanding
when there are numerous readers and only one host
computer. Questions have been asked such as: Will
one reader or all readers be sent the updated information in advance of the tag's arrival or will it
take place when the tag arrives? These communication
problems have been discussed and evaluated in small,
highly concentrated systems only. To this author's
knowledge, no large, multiple-location, multiplereader, real-time operations have been tested and
evaluated to allow the read-write tag problems to be
realistically assessed.

Read-Only Ta g
Some readers use passive tags, transmit a keying-on
signal to power up the tag, and wait for a coded
response from the tag at the same or double frequency. Others sweep a frequency spectrum and look
for a response. A second group of readers is receiveonly and uses an active (battery-powered) tag that is
continually transmitting. These systems are similar
in operation and do not require separate discussions .
Basically, the read-only tag systems employ a
fixed identifier code of between 6 and 20 numeric or
alphanumeric digits. The tag's identifying code can
be one-time programmed by the factory or, for some
systems, in the field with a special programming
unit. When programmed, the tag identifier cannot be
changed.
The readers transmit a radio frequency signal
toward the tag. This initial signal turns the tag on
a nd sends a signal back to the reader indicating the
tag's presence. When the reader detects th is return
signal, the reader's transmitter turns fully on,
repeatedly requesting the tag's full identifier for
a number of successive readings. The difference between a passive tag transmit-receive and an active
(battery) tag transmit-receive is in the RF power
levels used by the reader to power up the tag. Passive tags require reader power levels of up to 8
watts whereas battery tags may require only milliwatts.
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In a read-only tag system, the vehicle data must
be kept in a host processor. The benefits include
the small amount of data transfer between the reader
and the host processor when a tag is read, the ability to alter the vehicle data base immediately without waiting for the tag to pass a reader station, and
a physically smaller tag due to fewer components.
Also, inclusion of the AVI tag ID number only in the
existing computer reporting systems is viewed as
minimal, and greater vehicle (tag) reading speed and
distance are maintained.
The disadvantages are that the tag data are
limited to only the identifier digits. All other
data concerning the vehicle type, load, routing, and
so forth must be kept in a host computer and exchanged between computers as the vehicle moves
through the intermodal system. Also the passive tags
require higher levels of RF power from the reader to
operate.• [Note: All of the RF systems reviewed met
or bettered American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) and Occupational, Safety and Health Association (OSHA) standards.] A typical AVI system, and
its theory of operation, is shown in Figure 2.

tions data and other data that relate to contractual
matters (~).
Except for overall performance statistics, !MIS
is not generally concerned with local operations.
For example, IMIS knows that a trailer is in a given
terminal, is on a particular train or ship, or is on
the street in the care of a particular drayage firm;
it is not aware of the lot and row within a terminal
where the trailer is parked or what rail car or ship
it is on.
Some terminal operation and control functions are
appropriately served by a systemwide !MIS. These include accounting for and analysis of terminal operations costs and prediction of the arrival of trailers
and containers. Terminal operating personnel must
generate certain data needed by the systemwide !MIS,
including waybill data, train or ship identification,
and the time of occurrence of key events for use in
calculating customer charges and in establishing the
required audit trail. The more sophisticated MIS
designs also provide a few management aids for use
by terminal managers.
At the !MIS level the job of tracking and accounting for uni ts shipped and their current approximate locations is fairly well defined. The !MIS
computer support systems are sophisticated and have
a high degree of accuracy but are dependent on the
correct and timely entry of data. Implementation of
AVI can help reduce or eliminate manual data entry
errors at the origination point, at intermediary
transfer points, and at the termination point.
For example, a trailer or container can be placed
on the wrong rail car or ship, or the rail car can
be switched into the wrong train, or the rail car
can be misrouted at the receiving terminal. With the
strategic placement of AVI readers, these occurrences would be electronically noted and immediate
corrective action could be taken before the trailer
or container was lost, the contents were damaged due
to spoilage, it was subjected to vandalism or theft,
or penalty charges for late delivery could be assessed to the carrier. In the case in which a rail
car is set out due to an equipment failure and the
trailer or container is between terminals, AVI

MIS AND TERMINAL CONTROL
No one can talk about one facet of a system without
discussing th~ other areas that are affected. The
largest area of impact is in the computerized management information systems (MIS) and local terminal
operations and control systems.

!MIS
Nominally, Intermodal Management Information System
(IMIS) keeps track of the location of trailers and
calculates service charges to customers. Beyond
that, IMIS stores an audit trail to help deal with
trailers that go astray and customer assertions
about damage or charges and can provide operational
performance data for terminal managers and system
analysts. IMIS is concerned with systemwide opera-
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readers would help narrow the search area. The same
reasoning can be applied at truck terminals, marine
ports, and large drayage companies. The "occasional"
misrouted or lost shipment can be quite costly to
the shipper and the carrier alike.
Terminal Control
The effects of AVI on terminal control can be seen
in numerous areas. At the terminal gate, entry and
exit times can be reduced significantly. With data
links to freight forwarders and consolidators,
larger trucking firms, and railroad or marine terminals, waybill information can be electronically
transferred in advance, permitting the trailers or
containers to bypass normal paper-intensive gate
operations and be identified electronically without
stopping. Operators can be directed by changeable
message signboards to the correct parking or pickup
area, eliminating the time and costs associated with
stopping at the gate to be checked in and directed .
For late arriving shipments, terminal operators can
react faster and be more responsive to the situation
through increased automation. Weigh scales can be
unmanned with vehicle identity automatically obtained and combined with the scale weight and input
into the terminal control system without the usual
P.a perwork or manual data entry delays or errors.
AVI readers located inside the terminal area can
provide an audit trail of vehicle movements throughout the facility. On the basis of this information,
equipment location in the terminal is continually
updated, and operators are able to alter hostler
yard assignments to meet changing needs. Queueing of
AVI-equipped trailers or containers on the loading
or storage aprons is improved if the actual vehicle
type, size, and weight can be electronically matched
with AVI-equipped rail cars, ship, or available
chassis. When cranes and other lifting equipment are
provided with AV!
readers,
the containers or
trailers they move can be inunediately identified and
input into the system host computer. The crane or
lift operator's job is enhanced as the number of
decisions he has to make is reduced.
Other functions inside the terminal can benefit
from AVI. Readers located at the maintenance shops
can check vehicles in and out, providing operators
with the instant status of the equipment (i.e., when
it went in for repairs, how long it has been in, or
when a piece of equipment last had maintenance performed). Wash bays, storage areas, loading docks,
and other internal points can be monitored as shown
in Figure 2.
AV! SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS
The railroads, in their far-reaching but ill-fated
attempt to institute a bar code AVI system some
years ago, were successful in developing a set of
guidelines and specifications that remain applicable
today (7). The Automatic Car Identification (ACI)
System Specification for American Railroads, dated
January 31, 1977, by the Association of American
Railroads (AAR) , states the desired minimum acceptable user general and functional requirements for a
railroad ACI (8). This document could be used as the
basis for an - intermodal standard because it addresses and sets minimum requirements for the following items:
• System reliability and accuracy;
• Accuracy and readability rates;
• Label information content and product markings;

• Speed and direction constraints;
Environmental conditions;
•Mounting locations (railcar, TOFC/COFC);
Workmanship and quality control;
• Safety;
Temperature and humidity ratings;
• Electromagnetic interference and susceptibility;
• Physical characteristics;
• System maintainability;
• Enclosures; and
• System configuration.
It is apparent that this list covers an extensive and broad category of requirements that are
demanded of an AVI system to meet the demands of the
intermodal industry.
CURRENT USERS
There are a number of AV! systems operating in the
railroad environment that can handle both rail and
intermodal trains simultaneously (~). The current
problem is in reading trailer-container-chassistractor sets in a road environment (i.e., entrance
or exit to a terminal). In this application the lane
width typically varies from 8 to 14 ft or more. In
this situation there is a need for an in-pavement
antenna that can be driven over without damage or an
antenna that can read a tag located within an established critical range of view. Currently, there is
only one AVI system using the in-pavement type of
antenna. It is being evaluated by a large West Coast
container terminal.
There is also a state- and federal-sponsored
automatic vehicle identification and weighing-in-motion (AVI/WIM) program, or "Crescent States" project, that is evaluating a number of AVI systems for
use as a heavy vehicle electronic license plate
(HELP). This mul tistate program proposes to label
tractors and trailers and electronically identify
each vehicle while it is being weighed at highway
speeds, to reduce the amount of time truckers spend
at state-owned ports of entry and other weigh scales.
Toll bridge and toll road operators see AVI as a
way to increase vehicle throughput, reduce personnel
and equipment costs, and improve profitability. Some
private and corporate trucking and automobile fleets
have already invested in AVI systems for fleet management.
SUMMARY
When designing an AVI system, it is necessary
consider the large number of potential uses it
have. The wider the applications that can use
system, the lower the overall cost will be from
initial implementation phase through full system
plication.
In sununary,

to
can
the
the
ap-

1. AVI equipment available today can be and is
being successfully used in a number of different,
yet related, applications.
2. AVI can improve control and information processing time on a local or systemwide basis.
3. AVI can significantly reduce manual data
entry errors and increase productivity.
4. AVI systems can readily be incorporated into
existing or new terminal designs and computer systems.
5. AVI does not need to be fully implemented on
a systemwide basis before it becomes useful. Significant benefits and cost savings can be realized
in almost any size installation.
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6. Coordinated standardization efforts must be
made to ensure equipment and system performance compatibility in the different modes of intermodalism,
including international users, if unnecessary costs
or other adverse impacts are to be avoided.
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APPENDIX
Typical AVI System
The AVI equipment presented here is of one type only
and is described merely to illustrate the operation
of a typical radio frequency-based AVI system (_!).

Basic Reade:r
In operation, the reader continuously transmits a
low-power radio frequency (RF) signal through the
antenna system. This signal is a series of pulses of
short duration, generally referred to as "sniff"
pulses. The vehicle tag is passive and powers up
only in the presence of the sniff pulses generated
by the reader. When the tag has been powered up, it
reports its fixed code via a return radio frequency
signal.
The reader consists of an RF transmitter, an RF
receiver, a data extractor, and a microprocessor
controller. Under control of the microprocessor, the
transmitter generates the RF signal used to power
the tag. Maximum power out of this unit is adjustable, which will allow reading of tags at distances
of up to 9 m. The tag doubles the receive frequency
and transmits a signal back to the receiver. The RF
receiver ae't.ects 't.ne muuu..LC:it:.eU reluLn ::s.1.y11dl froru
the tag and signals the central processor unit (CPU)
that a return signal has been detected. When this
occurs, the CPU instructs the transmitter to cease

the sniff and to transmit instead at its maximum
power level to provide a sustained source of energy
to keep the tag powered up. The tag's coded return
signal is passed through the receiver to the data
extractor, which demodulates the signal and shapes
it for use by the CPU. The CPU checks the received
data for errors and passes the data on to a logging
device or host computer under software control.
The basic reader is considered a data terminal
equipment (DTE) device at its communications interface connector. The communication interface options
include RS232, RS422, and a 20-milliampere current
loop. Data transmitted between the reader and a host
processor have the following characteristics:
1. Asynchronous serial data are transferred as
7-bit ASCII characters. Bit eight is either zero or
set with respect to odd parity, depending on the option selected. All alphabetic characters transmitted
to the reader are upper case letters.
2. Each character transmitted to and from the
reader is bounded by one start bit and one stop bit,
making each word transmitted a total of 10 bits in
length.
3. The data transmission rate between the reader
and a host processor is selectable between 300 and
9600 baud, depending on the options selected.
Data transmission error detection in the form of
a two-byte (Mod 256) checksum can be optionally
selected. The checksum is included at the end of
each multicharacter message
transmitted
by
the
reader.

Reader Antennas
Several different antennas are available to suit individual application needs.
These
antennas
are
divided into short-range and long-range reading
ability.
The
long-range antenna consists
of
separate
transmit and receive antennas mounted in fiberglass
cases. The cases are suitable for outdoor service
and are normally used for roadside installations
where vehicle tags will be read across one or more
highway lanes.
Long-range antennas are also used in applications
in which the reader is mounted on board the vehicle
and the wayside tags are some distance away, overhead for example.
There are three types of short-range antennas:
rail, underground, and industrial. The short-range
antenna is a single transmit and receive PC board
housed in a protective enclosure for each different
application. Because these antennas operate using RF
signals, they may be imbedded in concrete, asphalt,
wood, or other nonmetallic substances without operational degradation.

Vehicle Tags
Examination of the block diagram (Figure 3) of the
passive vehicle tag will show that it consists of an
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antenna to receive the reader RF signal, a tuned
circuit to block RF energy from other sources, a
rectifier to power the unit, a generator, the programmable read-only memory (PROM) code chip, and an
antenna to transmit the signal back to the reader.
The vehicle tag can be programmed once in factory or
field with up to 12 alphanumeric characters by means
of a programmer that is intended to be used in a
maintenance facility. The programmer provides the
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end-user with a means to program tags on site instead of having them factory programmed. The programming unit includes a simple keypad and display
for ease of operation. The desired tag code is
entered and verified. When verified, the code is
permanently burned into the tag, which is then
sealed and ready for installation.

Freight Terminals and the Need for a Common
Com1nunications Code
Freddie J. Jefferson
Transamerica ICS, Inc.
White Plains, New York

The rapid growth of the container transportation industry to date has revolu·
tionized the movement of goods throughout the world. However, the great vol·
ume of these movements has brought attendant problems not the least of which
is the handling, processing, and exchange of data that efficient control requires.
The first logical step of automation has been taken but, in general, on a localized
scale within a particular firm or carrier's organization. When these automated
systems need to fit together as shipping lines, interinodal railroads, i.ruckers,

freight terminals, and other transportation providers get together, the individual
systems are found not to be compatible. This results in an immediate bar to cooperation in the information data exchange field. The principal problem lies
with the multiplicity of codes or languages used or being developed to com·
municate the required data elements within a given automated sytem. The
author has been witness to the difficulty of trying to obtain agreement between
two parties, each of whom has his own individual communication code. Even
when a compromise between two codes results, a third code is added to the
proliferation. The proposal outlined in this paper attempts to solve this problem by providing a standard communications code for use between operators,
leaving each individual operator free to use the internal operating code of its
choice. This proposed communications code is already being considered within
the Technical Committee on Freight Containers (TC104) of the International
Standards Organization (ISO). Development of this code, along with two other
related items, should greatly facilitate the automatic transmission and process·
ing of data between operators in the execution of container control and
movement

AUTOMATION AND THE NEED TO COMMUNICATE
During the 20-year history of the freight container,
methods of controlling and recording movement have
progressed from the original box of cards via wallboards to computers. In the past 7 years, since the
rapid expansion of container fleets in the late
1970s, computers have played an increasing role in
conta iner control, originally in a main frame, centralized mode, and increasingly down to the operating level, in the ship, on the railroad, in the
truck fleet, at the terminal, at the container leasing company local office, and in the repair yard.
The trend to the interaction of computers linked to
a company's main-frame systems, or with computers of
another company, is growing in importance,
This is certainly the experience at Transamerica
!CS, Inc., which is beginning to grapple with the
problems of linking its computers to those of its
suppliersi the repair depotsi and its customers, the
shipping lines. This is a challenge of huge proportions, given that, as a major lessor of freight containers, Transamerica ICS owns 27 ,000 20-ft equivalent units (TEU) in dry freight containers, chassis,
and special containers. This equipment is leased
worldwide through 16 offices and 250 depots, which
further enlarges the challenge. There is an average
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of 40,000 on-hire and off-hire transactions each
month worldwide. In addition, 12,000 to 14,000 repair'> are made each month, It is believed that a
plan to link Transamerica !SC computers with those
of its suppliers and customers is the only way to
solve this control problem satisfactorily.
Intermodal freight terminals and carriers that
handle containers also have high levels of monthly
transactions. These movement transactions can be
typified as ship to gantry crane, gantry crane to
straddle carrier, to stock, stock to straddle carrier, to chassis and trucker, and in- and out-gate
control. In addition, consider associated inventory
control, ship and train loading control, inbound and
outbound shipment control, and, in most cases, repair control and notification. Most of these terminal activities take place without external contacti
that is to say, the freight terminal can maintain
internal control of equipment without reporting such
moves to the shipping line, railroad, trucker, forwarder, or others. However, the in-moves and the
out-moves often must be reported to third parties,
and instructions must be received from the third
parties for controlling container moves. Expeditiously controlling these moves and instructions relates to timely receipt and delivery of equipment
and inventory control.· This high level of activity
and the need to efficiently and effectively communicate rapidly with third parties at high volumes are
the subject of this paper.

THE BAR TO ON-LINE COMMUNICATIONS
The obvious solution to a high volume of routine,
recurring transactions is to automate. Most businesses, including freight terminals, have gone a
long way toward doing this. Like most businesses,
transportation and freight terminal operators have
started with their internal operation first and
automated the control and movement of equipment. In
almost all cases, these systems require some manual
inputi that is, keying in of data received from a
number of manual means. The outputs from these systems tend to be manually employed as well. Outputs
that are intended for external reporting to third
parties, for example, in- and out-moves, are provided either in plain text or in some form of mutually agreed on code that may or may not be
received on-line and then automatically processed.
Ultimately, all information users will require such
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data on-line for real-time tracking purposes; therefore, freight terminal and transport operators will
need to transmit data in a processable form among
themselves and to all their clients.
When only two parties are involved it is easy to
agree on a means of communication. The parties need
only to agree on a language or code to convey the
data they wish to pass and to a format in which to
pass the code. This is simple enough. Let us say the
two parties in this example are an intermodal
freight terminal and a shipping line. Should another
party wish to communicate with the freight terminal,
it has either to use the system established by the
terminal and the shipping line or, more usually, the
freight terminal must also adopt and support the
system of the second party; and so on. When multiuser terminals have 20 to 30 users, this problem
will grow as each terminal user begins to require
on-line processing data. Maintenance of so many alternative codes and formats obviously becomes a major burden on the terminal operator. Most operators
will agree that over the next 5 years or so, on-line
communications will become routine. However, in the
meantime, there is a problem in need of a solution.
The problem is the need for a common communications
code to be used as a bridge among various well-established system automations. Agreement on the code
itself becomes difficult when there are already-established, but different, codes. This may appear unduly pessimistic to the reader. However, the pessimism is based on experience in trying to solve the
problem working with the very parties that freight
terminals deal with in controlling container movement.

MULTIPLICITY OF CODES
Like intermodal freight terminals, shipping lines,
railroads, other common carriers, and container
leasing companies and their repair depots have already installed automation or started automating.
These organizations started with their internal
operations first, and when that was done they began
to look toward automating their external operations,
some with limited success. The means of automating
these internal operations--that is, the codes that
were designed--actually made more difficult, if not
impossible, automation linkage to organizationally
external operations. Codes designed by different
people are different.
In a survey of the industry in 1984, it was found
that there were more than 50 different codes in
existence. The codes were mainly for repair work,
which is obviously not of primary interest to a
terminal. It was noted that there was no consistency
in coding, even with regard to header information
and its layout--a most necessary part of basic computerized information interchange. Although shipping
lines have realized the desirability of getting together and agreeing on a common code, no one has
been ready to give up what it has designed in favor
of another. Bringing that problem a little closer to
home, would intermodal freight terminals get together and agree on a common communications code or
on any other matter of potential common gain? Why
should they, the reader may ask, because intermodal
freight terminals rarely, if ever, have direct dealings or transactions with each other, especially
those in different cities or even in different countries. It is the same for shipping lines, although,
of course, consortia and joint ventures are common.
As far as intermodal freight terminals are concerned, the answer should be that even if they do
not deal directly with each other, they must deal

with shipping lines, railroads, and other common
carriers who do. Thus a common communications code
for shipping lines should be a common code for intermodal freight terminals and other modal carriers as
well.

NONACCEPTANCE OF A COMMON OPERATOR CODE
To illustrate why it is so difficult to agree on a
common code, the following example is offered. The
members of the International Institute of container
Lessors (IICL) own approximately 1.55 million TEU of
containers or 30 percent of the world's container
population. Approximately 70 percent of containers
coming off-hire are damaged and must be repaired before they are ready for another lease. This means
hundreds of thousands of transactions involving repairs every month. Each repair has to be estimated
and the estimate must be approved by the lessor and
then passed to the lessee for approval. These act ions, or transactions, involve a great deal of routine paperwork that lends itself to automation,
providing the problem of communications can be
solved. The Technical Committee of the IICL began to
consider automation of the administration of the
repair process in 1981. The original concept, developed by the Code and Communications Sub-Committee,
of which the author is chairman, was for a universal
operator language or code. In 1982 the IICL published its Guide for Container Damage and Repair
Coding. This was to be the basis of the leasing companies' automation efforts, and it was expected that
each repair depot and leasing company would adopt it.
It soon became apparent that the IICL code was
not received with universal approbation. Some depots
already were using different codes; another major
leasing company, not a member of the IICL, used
another. Also, many shipping lines and customers had
their individual codes. Thus, these various groups-ultimately more than 1,000 repair depots, 100 leasing companies, and 500 shipping lines--were all
going to be going their own way and the prospect of
a common language was already as remote as a solution to the Tower of Babel. The problem was and is
that everyone thinks his code is best; because he is
already using it, it would be costly to change.

SOLUTION
A year ago, the author came to the conclusion that
operators should be free to use whatever code they
wished--they would in any case--and that the only
way for them to communicate on-line with other parties was to create and use a common communications
code. In this case, an operator communicating on1 ine with another party would translate his code
into the communication code, transmit it, and the
receiving party would translate from the communication code received into his own operating code. It
is a simple matter, in computer terms, to reference
a file and translate from one code to another. That
is, from an operator's own code into a communication
code and from the communication code to the recipient's code. If this method were adopted, all parties
would be free to use, internally, the code of their
choice and would need to maintain only one translation file.
It should be noted that if such on-line communication could come about without a common communication code, each party would have to maintain multiple translation files, one for each party dealt
with, and create a new one for each new party.
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COMMON COMMUNICATIONS CODE
The characteristics of a
are

These character is tics form the basis for agreement
on a common code. The communication code itself can
and should be devised and assigned by one central
agency in order to avoid or minimize the subjectivity problems likely to arise in agreeing on a common
code.
•ro arrive at an appropriate communication code,
the involved parties will have to agree on the data
components that any operator will require and the
purposes fot: which the transactions are used. There
could be potentially many different uses. They can
be characterized into three levels:

1
2

3

Conununications Code
"? (or whatever symbol is decided)

Bottom rail
Side panel
Door panel
Locking bar
Other

/,

common communication code

It must be capable of carrying sufficient
data components to satisfy the most discriminating
user.
• It must be capable of being segregated so
that less discriminating users can eliminate, or not
use, some data components. (For example, in repair
work, some users would not want location coding and
could program their computers not to use this data
component.)
• It must have agreed-on data components so
that the communication code is the standard on which
all other codes are developed. Thus all codes would
be comparable and translatable to it.

Level

Component
Top rail

Type of Content
Interchange information
Condition information
Repair estimate information

Contains Information on
Level 1 only
Levels 1 and 2 only
Levels 1, 2, and 3

The minimum data components at each level must_
fulfill the needs of the most demanding or discriminating user. Other users may, at their option, make
use of fewer data components.
The minimum data components in each higher level
make use of identical data components of each lower
leveli thus each level is a building block for each
higher level.
By way of illustration, the following are examples of the three levels involved:
• Level 1--Interchange information data components: owner's prefix, serial no./check digit, size
and type codes, year of manufacture, user code, location code, CIR date, and so forth.
• Level
2--Condition
information
data
components: Level-1 data components plus location coding
component code, damaged code, and so forth.
• Level
3--Repair
estimate
information
data
components: Level-1 and Level-2 data components plus
type/method of repair code, size, quantity, scale,
manhours, and so forth.
It can be seen that the majority of interchanges
that only record changes of possession would use
Level 1. Intermodal freight terminals issuing or
receiving containers at the gate would normally need
or provide this data only. Level-2 information is
used when condition information is required. Repair
estimating, work orders, and invoicing will require
Level-3 data.
It is envisioned that a central agency would control authorized additions or changes to these data
elements and be responsible for publishing and distributing the code data. For example, data components could be listed as follows:

#¢
&*
%

Operator Code
Operator enters
his own
operating
code equivalent here

A clerk or computer operator would never have to
see or understand the communication code. He or she
would enter or read information only in his or her
own operating code. Only the computer programmer
specialist need ever see the communication code itself as he or she up-dates the translation file
periodically.
This concept was originated by the author about
12 months ago. It is the opposite to the solution of
using the bottom-up approach. Users, in this case,
would not have to get together to create a means of
communicating. What is proposed is the top- down approach. If a common communications code is created,
all operators can use it when they wish to solve
their external communication problem. At the same
time, the individual operator can continue to use
its own code internally.
It is fortunate that the IICL Technical Committee
and the united states Technical Advisory Group
(USTAG 104) to International Standards Organization
Technical Committee 104 (ISO/TC 104) on Containers
see the potential of this proposal. It is also fortunate that after some work in subcommittee, this
proposal, having become the u .s. proposal, has been
adopted as an item of work of ISO TC 104 Working
Group 3, Coding and Marking (WG3).

SUMMARY
Many readers will be familiar with the work of ISO,
particularly in regard to containers. Containers are
the shining example of the ISO at work. The standards
committees of the world were able to agree on the
physical characteristics of containers, which was a
major achievement. A greater achievement was that
the container concept worked, and today containers
move freely and efficiently throughout the world.
The volume of such moves is now so great that the
next advance must be in the automation of control
and handling of data. An intermodal container infrastructure had to be created in the first place, in a
common form to handle the common item, the container.
Automation of control and handling data will, itself,
require that systems, if not made common, be made
compatible. A communications code will make uncommon
operating codes compatible.
It will take some time to complete the work on
the code. The code has first to be created. This is
being done by a small multinational and cross-industry group consisting of representatives of a shipping line, a depot, and a leasing company. The group
has no representative from an intermodal freight
terminal. After having first created the code and
obtained
agreement
from
the
various
standards
groups, the draft standard will be circulated for
comment. Final agreement on the standard will thus
take 2 to 3 years. This may sound like a long time
and it is, but it offers plenty of time to obtain
ideas and input from all interested parties including intermodal freight terminal operators.
It will take that time, or longer, for the sig-.:.c,: ___
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potential users before the need for the code becomes
er i tical. It will also take some time for the on1 ine data requirement to grow significantly. It is
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hoped, therefore, that by the time there is a real
need, the solution will be available.
The ISO Technical Committee 104 has other work
items under way that will further facilitate control
and movement of containers and that are of interest
to intermodal freight terminal operators. They are
as follows:
Uniform Stowage Plan
A uniform stowage plan system and data information
system for transmitting on-line loading plans to the
next port. Data to be included in the system are
• Ship information for each containeri
• Port of dischargei
• Port of loadingi
• Weighti
• Owner, operatori
• Serial numberi
• Cargo
information
relating
to
goods, temperature control, overheight
delivery methodi and
• Size and type code.

dangerous
or width,

Adoption of such a uniform method would benefit
the users of such information, who include, of
course, intermodal freight terminals, especially
multiuser terminals. Multiuser freight terminals
would receive from their current lines unloading and
loading instructions in a common format and code-again permitting automatic processing of the data.
This item of work, originating with the major German
terminals, is already in the final stages of receiving comments before being circulated as a draft
standard.
U.S. shipping lines know about this development
and recognize its value in the future. The plan is
different from the systems currently being used by
them. To get any value from the uniform stowage
plan, the U.S. lines will have to give serious consideration to adopting it. Unlike the Interchange
and Repair Code, no transaction or communication
code is thought practicali therefore, operators will
have to make changes to benefit from the uniform
stowage plan concept.
Automatic Identification of Containers
The other item of work currently undertaken by ISO
in the facilitation area is one that is the most
difficult but yet is potentially the greatest advance in efficiency. This item is the automatic
identification of containers. If such a system were
in operation, it would enable containers to be identified automatically at set points. For example, at
a terminal gate, movement of containers could be reported automatically. Clearly intermodal freight
terminals would benefit from such a system. To get
such a system into operation is not easy because it
will require proven technology at economical cost.
The Dutch terminal companies originated this idea
in ISO. Currently, they are considering a bar code
with an improved light reader, or, alternatively, a
transponder system. The transponder is possibly the
better system, but the cost of transponders has to
be reduced dramatically for it to be economically
feasible because retrofitting anything to a fleet of
containers is an expensive and time-consuming task.
The ISO TC104, WG3 is studying the features that
a system of automatic identification of container
and chassis has to meet. In addition, WG3 will survey existing systems to see if they meet those features and then prepare the necessary standardization

work. This is the most difficult because, for such a
system to work, there has to be only one compatible
system. Two or more automatic identification technologies at work at the same time are unacceptable
in the worldwide trade situation that containers are
exposed to. Except in initial tests to verify compatibility, performance, reliability, and endurance,
more than one system defined by a performance specification will not be accepted by potential investors
in the system. The potential investors are the potential beneficiaries, all intermodal operators.
Adoption of one technology over another calls for
a great deal of presumption and is not the course
that ISO takes. You will recall the early efforts of
both the railroads and Sea-Land with an optical
label-reader system. These systems did not live up
to expectations because of limitations of the hardware and software in real operating conditions. Now
it is thought that recent improvements in hardware
and software make workable systems possible. It is
hoped that commercial pressure will bring forward
one usable system and that an ISO standard can make
it universally acceptable. The benefits of such a
system, providing it is reliable and accurate, are
clear, and it is a logical step in the automation
process of handling and controlling container operations.
In freight terminals, data automatically generated at checkpoints and gates would provide on1 ine and real-time internal control and external
reporting. It is understood from one freight terminal operator that present manual systems allow for
keying updated data into their computer once every 4
hr. Control, therefore, must, at present, always
play catch-up. An automatic system in operation
would save lost time in marshalling containers for
loading, provide for accurate inventory, and reduce
the manhours needed to check and recheck the present
manual effort.
CONCLUSION
Three areas under study by ISO in which intermodal
freight terminals can potentially benefit in the
future through standardization have been outlined.
The degree of such benefit to intermodal freight
terminals depends on total transportation industry
involvement in the development of the standards.
When a standard is finalized, it becomes too late to
say it does not provide for industry needs, Willingness to get involved in the work of the ISO committees will make knowledgeable transportation officials
aware of what is developing and enable them to have
an influence on the results.
This is not a commercial. ISO committees, like
the Transportation Research Board, are not in the
business of extolling commercial activities. ISO is
more like public television. It needs support. The
pledges are for personal participation and interest.
Individuals can participate directly or through
trade groups and associations in the work of USTAG
104. Participation will help keep you and your organization informed of what international progress
is being made in your area or areas of interest.
Even if work on the items discussed in this paper
is incomplete, awareness of their existence will allow the reader to take them into account when he or
she engages in planning and design work. These potential standards will be nothing more than bits of
paper unless operators see the benefit of using them
and work toward that goal.
Automation is here, and in the next decade more
things will be automated than anyone has dreamed of.
In the three areas reported, ISO is working to provide standards before they are needed, but the time
they will be needed is soon, if not now.

Physical Security in Railroad Intermodal Terminals
Carl R. Ball
James W Rusteberg
Santa Fe Railway
Chicago, Illinois

A corporate commitment to good security is vital in preventing thefts of con·
tainers, trailers, and lading from railway intermodal terminals. The mobility of
trailers, their relatively high value, and the significant volume transported by
rail make them lucrative targets for thieves often associated with organized
crime. Thefts that occur at intermodal terminals can represent corporate losses
in the hundreds of thousands and sometimes millions of dollars. Security at
intermodal terminals tends to be reactive to current criminal activity, rather
than proactive or preventive. To obtain optimum crime prevention, design
engineers and operating managers need tu consider security a high or main

priority in planning and operating the intermodal facility. Physical design and
daily operating procedures can significantly deter crime. The security of inter·
modal terminals should include several broad factors such as psychological
deterrence, physical security measures, and procedural checks and balances.
Although the focus of this paper is on railroad intermodal terminals, the same
principles of security are applicable to other types of intermodal facilities.

The focus of this paper is on railroad intermodal
security at terminal facilities; however, the same
principles are applicable to other types of terminals.
The implementation of strong security measures at
intermodal terminals is a good, sound business investment. Thefts of trailers and containers now constitute one of the most costly casualty losses at
terminals (Figure 1). The current consolidation of
operations has resulted in a decrease in the number
of intermodal facilities (~). Remaining terminals
are being expanded beyond their original design and
capacity. This creates physical security and operational problems far greater than ever anticipated.
As a result, the transportation industry is just
beginning to understand the potential dollar losses
associated with inadequate physical security.
Crime prevention is a primary mission of all law
enforcement agencies, and it also should be a major
consideration in any business. Research on deterrence
attempts to estimate the number of criminal acts not
cornrni tted because of potential offenders' fear of
apprehension and punishment. A basic understanding
of psychological deterrence can assist in planning
the physical design of terminals and in the implementation of operational procedures and security
strategies (3).
The supression of crime by deterrence is a complex
issue. General deterrence is the prevention of criminal behavior because of the perceived risk of criminal sanctions. Even though relatively few offenses
result in arrest, prosecution, and conviction, general deterrence is the first and most logical approach to crime prevention (3).
From a corporate security standpoint, it is far
less costly to prevent a crime than to investigate a
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er ime after it has occurred. From a business perspective, there are a number of aggregate losses
associated with the theft of a trailer or container.
First is the loss of the trailer itself, usually
valued between $10,00 and $40,000. Second, cargo
stolen can cost as much as a $1 million. Third is
the corporate cost to investigate the crime, which
can range upward to $20 ,000 or more per incident.
Not to be forgetten are the losses resulting from a
dissatisfied customer whose shipment is stolen and
illegally distributed. This may result in the shipper
choosing an alternative transportation mode for future shipments, causing a decrease in sales and profits for the carrier.
In planning for physical security at intermodal
terminals, a study of past incidents must be considered. This information is valuable in determining
the degree of deterrence necessary. Potential offenders will likely have an accurate perception of
the actual risk of detection and may be attracted to
targets that rely heavily on "cosmetic" security.
Recognizing the distinct difference between actual
and perceived risk can help in assessing the potential for crime and provide a basis for planning
physical security (!).
SECURITY SURVEY
The security survey is the first step in defining
"risk analysis" perimeters at intermodal terminals.
It is the most important technique in planning and
implementing effective crime prevention measures.
The major considerations in this process are the
ability to assess the current and future crime
potential and to develop practical, cost-effective
preventive measures. This process can be completed
in an organized manner with the cooperation of terminal managers, operations supervisors, and security
planners. Their coordination is essential to ensure
that all aspects of management philosophy and terminal operations are reviewed before physical security
measures are made final and implemented <!> .
Another major factor to consider at the terminal
is the potential for loss. Obviously the greater the
potential loss, the higher the degree of security
that should be considered and implemented. These
factors will have a significant impact on the funds
budgeted for physical security.
An in-depth analysis of the intermodal terminal's
security risks should point out excesses of protection as well as deficiencies. This may lead to cost
savings and a more efficient and safe operation <!> .
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FIGURE 1 Incidents reported to the AAR, Police and Security Section (1).

Before conducting a physical security survey it
is important to meet with representatives of the
various departments to discuss the terminal business
philosophy, operations, and past incidents of er iminal activity. This discussion should include any
proposed terminal expansion and future business projections.
It also is important to survey other intermodal
terminals within the general geographic area to
analyze their successful security measures and history of criminal activity.
The rationale for physical security is based on a
number of variables at each terminal. Hence, it is
difficult to plan for every possible risk at a given
site. No two terminals are exactly alike, and recommendations will vary depending on the unique geographic and operational features of the terminal.
The survey encompasses five basic aspects that
become the foundation for a working format: (a)
anticipation, (b) recognition, (cl appraisal, (d)
opportunity, and (e) planning (4).
Anticipation is simply part -of planning ahead by
assessing current conditions. Security planners are
capable of recognizing conditions that constitute a
crime risk. This, in turn, leads to an appraisal of
the degree of risk. In evaluating the conditions,
the security survey must consider the opportunities
for crime including potential security breaches and
operational weaknesses. Finally, the planning phase
includes analysis of security equipment, formal
written proposals, and budget submissions (4).
The following questions should be an';wered in
conducting a physical security survey of any intermodal terminal.
1. What kinds of lading are shipped through this
terminal and what is the potential dollar loss for a
single incident?
2. What are the natural barriers in and around
this terminal?
3. What has been the history of crime and dollar
loss at this terminal?
4. What types of crime and losses occur at other
intermodal terminals in the general geographic area?
5. Can this terminal be designed to have the
checkpoint located at the exit gate?

6, Can existing personnel be used to accomplish
the operational and security objectives?
PERIMETER BARRIERS
The fundamental principles of perimeter protection
have not changed in decades. The need to delineate
and enforce property boundaries is basic to sound
physical security. When planning perimeter protection
at intermodal terminals, several interrelated factors
must be considered. Foremost is the need to assess
accurately the degree of protection at a particular
terminal. Security fencing serves not only to delineate boundaries but to control entry and exit from
terminals, deter intruders, and detect trespassers.
Security perimeter barriers differ depending on
location, geography, and purpose. Barrier specifications need to be reviewed at each facility to ensure
compliance with local building codes and conditions
that affect construction. The latter requirement
must take into consideration the climate and terrain.
It is important to assess accurately the philosophy
of those who ultimately are responsible for the
administration, operation, and maintenance of the
terminal when considering the type of perimeter
fencing installed.
Some barriers are opaque, others do not obstruct
vision. Opaque barriers include brick or block walls,
boards, or anything that restricts the view. These
maintain privacy so thieves are not attracted to the
terminal by viewing trailer locations or contents.
See-through fencing such as chain link enables terminal employees and security personnel to keep
trailers and containers under surveillance.
The many kinds of fencing available can also be
divided according to their primary function: (a)
boundary fencing, designed to delineate a boundary;
(bl barrier fencing, intended to obstruct entry; (c)
safety fencing, designed primarily to meet a statutory or other safety requirement; and (d) security
fencing, designed to keep out intruders.
Perimeter fences should be protected by interior
guardrails to prevent vehicles backing into them.
Guardrails also prevent thieves from driving through
the fence.
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Effective security fencing needs to be of sufficient height, usually 8 ft, and enhanced with
barbed wire or razor ribbon on top. Posts should be
set in concrete to prevent movement. Chain link
fencing is the most common barrier in perimeter protection. The landscape, vegetation, terrain, and
_environmental conditions, to a large extent, will
determine the need for fencing or if natural barriers
or some other protection will suffice. In addition,
high-security areas should h_ave the fence equipped
with motion detection sensors. Fence sensors fall
into two general categories, electromechanical and
electronic.

ELECTRONIC ATTRIBUTES
Considering the size and number of intermodal terminals on most railroads, the addition of inspection,
dispatch, or railway security personnel at each terminal is the most costly approach. Additional personnel are not necessarily the most effective way to
prevent crime.
Security goals should be translated into a systems-intensive environment (2_). Electronic attributes can extend existing dispatch and security
capabilities by monitoring remote entrances, exits,
and strategic locations from a central location.
Electronic security systems provide support in
four general areas:
1. Closed-circuit television equipped with videotape recording and motion detection capabilities
gives fewer personnel the ability to monitor numerous
locations simultaneously. Not only are fewer personnel needed, but videotapes serve as evidence in the
event of a crime. The motion detection enhancement
provides remote alarm monitoring of multiple points
from a single location.
2. Intercommunications (radio, telephone, loudspeaker, or intercom) extend the aural sense.
3. Intrusion
detection
devices
that
monitor
perimeters eliminate the need for constant human
surveillance.
4. Access control systems at terminal entrances
and exits, employee gates, and other doors permit
remote control of several points.

Even with these four physical security concepts,
protection of each terminal entrance requires people,
be they inspection, dispatch, or security personnel
(§). With the electronic equipment described, the
need for additional personnel with separate functions
is reduced with each application and security enhancement.
In some unique applications electronic monitoring
and video recording may be all that is necessary for
adequate security. In other applications, a combination of electronic monitoring and personnel, along
with strict operational procedures, may provide adequate protection.

CLOSED-CIRCUIT TELEVISION
Closed-circuit television (CCTV) has become a common
security measure to augment dispatch and security
personnel. CCTV is an extension of the human eye. It
monitors events as they occur, in contrast to film
cameras that record past events. CCTV is an accepted
management tool in the protection of people and
corporate assets. Applications at intermodal terminals are limited only by the imagination.
Features available on cameras today can increase
the operational efficiency of the system. One motorized camera with pan, tilt, and zoom capabilities
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may be far more efficient and effective than three
or four stationary cameras. A split screen generator
puts images from two cameras onto one monitor.
CCTV can be used to view and record identifying
numbers of tractors,
trailers, and drivers for
security purposes; and it can be used to dis cover
vehicle damage. As an administrative tool, CCTV can
aid in conducting work-related time studies and other
business applications.
Video cameras can be equipped with sequential
alarm switchers that switch from camera to camera
with variable dwell times. When the alarm switch detects an intrusion, the sensor automatically shifts
to the nearest camera and turns on a videotape recorder. The time and date are also recorded on the
tape.
One of the best applications at intermodal terminals is the use of so-called "smart cameras." The
term applies to the memory capability of the microprocessor control. The memory unit is programmed to
react to changes in the image (i.e., motion'detection) within the camera's view. Thus the system is
able to distinguish between moving and stationary
objects (§_) •
With a recorder, CCTV becomes not just an observation system but an ev.idence system, recording invaluable information for investigation and prosecution. New applications include solid-state storage
and freeze-frame encoding of multiple pictures from
several cameras simultaneously on one videotape.
Creative uses of CCTV and its success in deterring
crime have changed the video camera from an Orwellian
image of ultimate control into a familiar, even comforting, sight (7). A closed-circuit television system is no panacea for controlling all er ime. The
motivation and need for CCTV become obvious after an
incident that results in a large financial loss.
Managers then can see the need for a remote "set of
eyes" that can watch several physically disparate
locations from one monitoring point. The diverse
range of cameras, monitors, tape recorders, and other
accessories available in CCTV today means users can
assemble a system that will do precisely what they
want it to do. Also, new applications for the equipment may be added after installation.
INTRUSION DETECTION DEVICES
A fence is merely the first line of defense in perimeter security. Intrusion detection equipment used in
conjunction with perimeter fences can enhance security by adding another dimension (Figure 2). Detection devices sense the presence of objects or people
within a given area.
There are numerous types of devices. They can be
mounted directly on or next to fences or installed
within a corridor area. If corridors are left next
to perimeter fences, detection equipment can monitor
these areas electronically and provide an audible
alarm at the terminal checkpoint. Personnel need
respond only when an alarm is sounded. This equipment
can be enhanced with a panel containing zone lights
that provide checkpoint personnel with a graphic
display of the location where the fence or corridor
is breached.
Consideration should be given to systems with two
or more sensing capabilities; for example, buried
cables combined with above-ground microwave sensors.
Buried cable devices detect changes in ground pressure or in the ground's magnetic field caused by
people or objects standing on or passing over buried
transducers.
Fence sensor technology has often been criticized
because it is defeatable by a knowledgeable intruder.
Underground perimeter protection is virtually invisible and less prone to attack.
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A. WHEEL STOPS TO PREVENT BACKING INTO SECURITY FENCES.
B. INSPECTION CORRIDOR.
C, MOTION DETECTOR ALARMED TO CHECKPOINT.
O. INTERIOR GUARD RAIL.
E. SECURITY HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM VAPOR LIGHTING.
F. CHAIN LINK SECURITY FENCE WITH BARBED WIRE ON TOP , POSTS CEMENTED,
ANO BLACKTOP RUNS ONE FOOT BEYOND EXTERIOR OF TERMINAL.
G, EXTERIOR DRAINAGE DITCH ANGLED TO PREVENT THEFT OF TRAILERS
BY DRIVING THROUGH THE FENCE.

FIGURE 2 Perimeter security.

SECURITY LIGHTING
Good lighting is a strong deterrent to crime. Perimeter lighting should include areas on both sides of
fences and guardrails and within corridors. Highpressure sodium vapor lighting, with its distinctive
bright yellow color, has proven efficient and effective in security applications. It provides more than
twice the luminaires of the standard mercury vapor
and is more cost efficient.
It is important to have adequate lighting at terminal entrances and exits. When planning lighting,
the main consideration is to provide variations in
lighting between the terminal buildings, trailers
and containers, and perimeter areas. Lighting at
terminal exits must be located behind camera locations to avoid silhouetting the subject and to enhance video resolution.
Security lighting gives terminal supervisors and
security officers the ability to maintain a high
level of security at night and observe activities
around trailers and inside terminals. It should provide even illumination on areas bordering the terminal and focus light in the direction of potential
intruders. In general, lighting should be directed
downward, bathing the terminal property in overlapping patterns with as few shadows as possible.

OTHER PHYSICAL SECURITY MEASURES
There are a number of physical security measures and
procedures that enhance security at intermodal terminals. One measure often overlooked is the use of

natural barriers. Exterior drainage ditches, for
example, can serve as a natural security barrier.
Properly planned, these ditches can prevent a thief
from driving through the fence and off the property.
It is important from a security viewpoint that
terminal entrances and exits and trailer and container locations be properly marked with signs to
direct drivers within a terminal. Routing traffic in
a single direction not only enhances operations and
safety but aids in security efforts.
Spring-loaded road spikes can aid in controlling
the traffic flow and prevent unauthorized entry or
exit from terminals (Figure 3). One disadvantage is
that they can be compromised with wood blocks, allowing a truck to drive over the spikes without
puncturing the tires. Safety factors also should be
considered. Spikes may freeze in ice and snow, causing undesired tire punctures. This problem can be
overcome with heating elements to prevent malfunctions.

SECURITY DISPATCH PROCEDURES
The following list contains various security dispatch
procedures and guidelines.
1. Inspection and dispatch forms should be numbered sequentially and kept in a secure location.
2. Inspection and dispatch forms should include
the drayage contractor's name, the truck driver's
state driver's license number, and the tractor's
state license plate number or numbers.
3. A computerized list of authorized drayage
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8. TRAFFIC CONTROL GATES
EACH EXIT LANE.
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C. STOP SIGN AND INSPECTION
INFO-RMATION SIGNS.
D. TRAFFIC CONTROL GATE MECH.
E. TRAFFIC CONTROL SIGNALS ACTIVATE WHEN
GATE RISES.
F. EMERGENCY ROAD SPIKES WITH HEATING ELEMENTS.
G. INTERIOR GUARD RAIL.
H. SECURITY HIGH PRESSURE SODIUM VAPOR LIGHTING.
I. EMPLOYEE PARKING OUTSIDE MAIN TERMINAL AREA.

FIGURE 3 Exit gate security.
contractors and their drivers, including pertinent
information on all drivers, should be maintained and
updated,
4. Truck drivers unable to produce a valid
driver's license should be required to produce two
other forms of verifiable identification. In addition, the drayage firm should be contacted and the
driver's authority verified before departure from
the terminal,
5. The truck driver's signature should be legible
and, if not, he must print his name clearly next to
the signature.
6. Inspection and dispatch forms should be reviewed for all required information, and the trailer
and container initials and numbers should be verified
before departure is permitted.
Good security dispatch procedures can have a significant impact on terminal er ime prevention. Documents used in the inspection and dispatching of
trailers and containers should be sequentially numbered and kept in a secure location. It is important
from a security perspective that they be issued
sequentially. A stolen document used out of sequence
will alert checkpoint personnel to a possible theft
or abuse of dispatch procedures.
It is also important to hold dispatch personnel
responsible for the security and proper issuance of
such documents. Employees who issue the documents
directly to truck drivers must review them for complete and accurate information. It is extremely
important that the trailer initials and numbers be
visually verified and compared with the inspection
and dispatch form. In addition, seals on the rear or
side doors, or both, should be examined and physi-

cally tested to ensure their integrity and proper
placement through door hasps. This information must
be noted on the inspection and dispatch form including the initial and number of any and all seals.
Cargo security seals should be used on high-value
shipments.
Signatures of truck drivers must be legible on
inspection and dispatch forms. Dispatch personnel
should require printing of the truck driver's name
next to any illegible signature. The driver's license
number of the truck driver and the tractor license
plate number should a1so be noted on the inspection
and dispatch form. This includes the state where
issued. Truck drivers unable to produce a valid
driver's license should be required to produce two
other verifiable forms of identification. In such
cases, the dray age contractor should also be contacted and the driver's authority verified before
departure from the terminal is allowed.
Names, addresses, and telephone numbers of all
authorized drayage contractors and their authorized
drivers should be kept at terminals for verification
of information. Security personnel have found that
computerizing information on drayage contractors,
drivers, tractor descriptions, licenses, and so forth
is invaluable as a security procedure and for investigative purposes in the event of theft.
Rules governing dispatch procedures and conduct
of drivers while at intermodal terminals should be
established and posted in a conspicuous location,
advising them of the policy requiring verifiable
information.
special, dual-lens identification cameras are
used in many terminals to simultaneously photograph
inspection and dispatch forms, truck drivers, their
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driver's license, and the date and time of each
transaction. Designed specifically for this function,
these cameras provide valuable photographic evidence
in the event of a vehicle theft or if one has been
taken in error. Dual-lens identification cameras are
a strong deterrent to theft.
CONCLUSION
Personnel operating intermodal terminals are faced
with increasing crime on one hand and static or
diminished resources on the other. They are struggling with budgets that have been reduced by administrative cuts or inflation, or both, while security
requirements have increased.
The following list is a summary of various intermodal terminal physical security measures. It is the
responsibility of engineers, terminal managers, and
security planners to develop and implement reasonable, cost effective, physical security measures to
eliminate and minimize costly thefts.
1. A terminal should have one entrance and one
exit, and they should be located together.
2. The dispatcher's office and security checkpoint should be located together between the inbound
and the outbound lanes. The interior should be
divided by a wall that keeps personnel and functions
separate. All traffic should pass this location to
enter or exit the terminal.
3. Personnel parking should be located outside
the facility with a separate vehicle entrance gate.
4. The entire facility should be enclosed by an
8-ft chain link fence with barbed wire or razor ribbon on top. Barbed wire should be placed at a 45degree angle toward the exterior of the fence.
5. Guardrails should be placed around the interior of the fence line to prevent vehicles from
being driven through the fence. Wheel blocks should
be installed to create an adequate corridor for
security inspection of the fence perimeter.
6. Rail leads entering the facility should be
controlled by electronically activated sliding gates.
These gates should be controlled by the operations
supervisor, and an alarm should sound at the security checkpoint when the gates are opened.
7. Electronically controlled gates should be
located at each exit lane to prevent trucks from
leaving the facility unnoticed or unauthorized.
8. Red and green traffic control signals should
govern each exit lane and be controlled by checkpoint
personnel.
9. Electronically operated road spikes should
control outbound truck lane usage. The spikes should
be equipped with heating elements when used in cold
climates . Security officers should be able to activate outbound spikes should a driver attempt to
"run" the gate with a stolen trailer.
10. Closed-circuit television cameras with videotape recorders and monitors should be used to record vehicle movement at exit lanes and throughout
the terminal. Cameras should be enclosed in environmental housings and located on 40-ft towers. They
should have pan, tilt, and zoom lens capabilities.
Exit lane cameras should be located to record the
front of tractors (including license plates and other
identification numbers), drivers' profiles, and the
side markings and numbers on trailers and containers.
11. The dispatcher's office should be equipped

with dual-lens identification cameras to photograph
the driver, his driver's license, and the dispatch
form. The dispatch form must contain all information
and indicate the date and time each trailer was removed from the terminal.
12. Drivers should be provided with a prearranged
code to remove any trailer from the facility. The
code should be supplied by the intermodal supervisor
to the consignee. The consignee provides the code to
the dray age firm that in turn supplies it to the
driver for authority to remove a trailer.
13. The facility should be illuminated with
clusters of high-pressure sodium vapor lights on
80-ft towers, with additional lighting at the entrance and exit lanes.
14. Wide corridors should be left around the
interior of the perimeter fencing and motion detection systems installed to detect intruders.
15. All brush and trees should be removed from
around the fence perimeter.
Security planners have found that crime prevention
training for terminal personnel through meetings,
literature, and security surveys also helps to reduce
crime. An effective security consciousness crime
prevention program can be an important element in
meeting terminal security needs. Crime prevention
programs and physical security measures can prevent
crimes that would require the work of many investigators to solve.
The implementation of physical security measures
capitalizes on the concept of manpower leverage,
thus obtaining a comparatively large result through
a process that amplifies the efforts of a systemsintensive environment (5).
There is no single, -all-inclusive, physical security tactic to prevent all crime. Variations of the
systems described in these guidelines, designed for
the specific needs of terminal operations, will
greatly enhance crime prevention efforts. The implementation of security measures that are perceived by
thieves as valid psychological deterrences, along
with adequate procedural checks and balances, will
significantly reduce the risk of crime at intermodal
terminals.
The effectiveness of any security system or procedure is only as good as its weakest link.
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Spring Street, s.w., Atlanta, Georgia 30303
WISE, Dean H., Temple, Barker & Sloan, Inc., 33
Hayden Avenue, Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
WOLCOTT-AGNEW, Mollie, Virginia Port Authority, 600
World Trade Center, Norfolk, Virginia 23510
WUJCIK, Mike, Progressive Railroad Magazine, 2 North
Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Illinois 60606
YATES, Robert G., Greenbrier Intermodal, Suite 200,
Walnut Creek, California 94598
YOUNG, Franklin E., Union Switch & Signal Division
of American Standard, P.O. Box 420, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania 15230-0402
ZAMORA, Eurique P., Port of Oakland, Oakland, California 94607
ZIMMER, Ronald N., Sverdrup Corporation, 801 North
Eleventh, St. Louis, Missouri 63101

